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Abstract
Conceptualisations of movement and mobility  within geography are increasingly 
complicating reductive and sedentarist understandings which have tended to 
theorise mobility either as meaningless, or as the practical outcome of ‘rational’ 
decision makers. Through an exploration of urban cycling practices in London 
(UK), this thesis advances this agenda in four main ways. Firstly, this thesis 
demonstrates the sensory and embodied construction of meaning through a 
particular style of movement. Secondly, through discussions of cyclists’ 
unprogrammed uses of space it demonstrates ways in which situated 
knowledges and technologies give rise to alternative uses of space. Thirdly, it 
highlights the relationships between the conceived and the lived; the 
representational and non-representational. Finally, the methods used in the 
conduct of this research have also been innovative and have utilised video as a 
research tool in the context of mobile ethnographies, and also as a means of 
representing research findings.

Due to historical processes and failures in the collaborative planning system, 
planning provision for cycling in London is narrowly conceived and fails to 
acknowledge the embodied nature of cycling and the diversity of cycling 
practices. Cycling is shown to be a multi-sensory practice where meaningful 
associations arise through embodied engagements with space and place.  As a 
liminal form of mobility  in both roads and public spaces, cyclists often 
appropriate space, using it in unprogrammed ways which are often deemed 
inappropriate by the system’s designers. The actions of cyclists are therefore 
often misunderstood, although closer investigation suggests that their 
‘inappropriate’ use of many spaces is premised upon situated knowledges and 
embodied affordances. The importance of the bicycle as a technology, 
embodied practices, and their subsequent visual representation in defining both 
styles of movement and contingent identities is foregrounded. Despite decades 
of neglect and discursive narrowing of the meanings of cycling, this thesis 
demonstrates the vibrant heterogeneity  of cycling as a form of urban mobility. 
As a result it calls for greater recognition of the importance of embodied practice 
in constructing the meanings of urban mobility.
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Glossary of terms

Alleycat - Messenger check point race. These races are run frequently in the 

summer months, usually on a Friday evening after the working week. The riders 

must negotiate to check points as quickly as possible where they are then given 

the address of the next check point. The first to reach the last check point is the 

winner. There are often prizes  for the first few places.

Bash guard - A device fitted to the bottom-bracket area of a trials bike frame to 

stop the frame being damaged in the event that a rider fails to make contact 

with the wheels of the bike.

Bike Trials - Bike trials is  a style of riding that has grown over the last five to ten 

years in the UK although it has  been in existence for around twenty five years 

since the Spanish rider OT PI first transferred the intent of a motorcycle trials 

bike to a pedal cycle context. In essence it is  a hybrid of traditional motorcycle 

trials riding and mountain biking. A highly disciplined sport, it involves riders 

attempting to ride a series of woodland obstacles without putting their feet down 

and is an extreme test of balance, strength and bike handling skills.

Blow (‘to blow’ or ‘blowing’) - term derived from professional road racing 

meaning to run out of energy in the muscles. Also known as ‘hitting the wall’ or 

‘bonking’.

BMEF - Bicycle Messenger Emergency Fund. Globally administered fund set up 

to provide financial assistance worldwide to messengers  injured at work who 

are unable to work. It is  largely (though not exclusively) paid into by 

messengers and by regional messenger associations through fund raising 

events.

Brompton - Well known make of folding bicycle.

Criterium - Form of road racing around city centres. Historically it has been the 

major form of revenue for the winners of the bigger tours because towns and 

cities would pay big prize money to have the stars race there.
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Critical Mass - an unorganised ‘global’ gathering of cyclists which in London 

occurs on the last Friday of every month and proceeds to ride an impromptu 

route for approximately two hours. For more information see Chapter 6.

Derny racing - Form of track racing where the riders are paced by a specially 

modified motorcycle known as a Derny which acts as a windshield.

Fixie - see Track bike

Fixed wheel - see Track bike

Flatland BMX - Flatland is a style of riding which foregoes the more familiar 

ramps and jumps of BMX and instead uses large flat areas  of land where the 

rider literally climbs all over the bike, turning it upside down, riding it backwards, 

spinning it round, in fact ‘riding’ it any way that it can be ridden without the feet 

touching the ground.

Gear Inches - A traditional way of representing the size of a particular gear. 

This  method of measuring the distant travelled for each pedal revolution 

originated with the high wheelers of the late 1800s. As the cranks were attached 

directly to the front wheel, each turn of the pedals would propel the machine 

forward by the circumference of the front wheel, measured in inches. With the 

advent of chain drives, distance per pedal revolution was still measured in 

inches but using a simple formula to take into account the gears of the bicycle. 

HPR - Human Powered Rollercoaster. Form of track race run for a few years 

only in North America. The tight figure-of-eight track goes under itself, has very 

steep and tight banked corners and takes approximately 11 seconds to go 

round at speed. If you’re finding it hard to visualise, imagine a Scaletrix!

LBMA - London Bicycle Messenger Association. Group formed in the early 

1990s by key bicycle messengers to promote community and provide a political 

platform for bicycle messengers.

Manual - a trick similar to a wheelie where the rider brings the front wheel off 

the ground except that in this instance they don’t pedal.
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Ollie - a move similar to a bunny hop where the rider lifts  the front and rear 

wheels off the ground in quick succession, usually to get over an obstacle such 

as a kerb.

Pace - British (and quite expensive) brand of mountain bike frame maker.

The steps - Actually the stage door entrance to the London Palladium in 

Marlborough Street. Many Messengers congregate here when they are waiting 

for work to come in because it is central and offers some shelter in poor 

weather. Such venues change and the steps has only been in favour for roughly 

two years.

Time Trial - A race against the clock where the rider must cover a specified 

distance as fast as possible

Track bike - A specialised kind of road bike originally used for track racing. The 

bike has a fixed gear which means that when the wheel is rotating so do the 

pedals. This  means that the rider cannot coast and that the rear brake is applied 

by putting backwards pressure on the cranks. Track bikes also only have one 

gear and a true track bike has no brakes  (except for the ability to lock the back 

wheel by pushing backwards on the pedals).

Track stand - Originated from track riding, the track stand is  where the rider 

holds the bike at a standstill without placing their feet on the ground. It is a 

difficult skill to master, made slightly easier on a track bike as the rider can 

apply pressure on the pedals forwards and backwards  to maintain balance as 

opposed to just forwards on a freewheel bike.

Single speed - A bike with only one gear. Very similar to the track bike except 

the single speed bike has a freewheel which enables the rider to coast (ride 

without pedalling). Single speed bikes have grown in popularity amongst both 

mountain bikers, messengers and increasingly some commuters. Initially this 

was due to their inherent simplicity and attendant lack of maintenance but they 

have increasingly become part of an aesthetic ‘style’.
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“If you’re all about the destination, then take a cheap  flight. 
We’re getting nowhere slowly, but we’re seeing all the 
sights” (Frank Turner, 2006)
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Chapter 1: Departures

“If I wanted to be stuck in traffic I’d drive to work”

(Alan, 21/10/04).

1.1 Points of origin 

I’m sitting in a smoky pub on the Clerkenwell road in central London, drinking a 
pint and chatting to a bike messenger called Ernie. He’s recounting with some 
fervour and a lot of flailing arms one of his first experiences of riding a bike:

“...and me and my best mate Jake who had literally grown up on bicycles 

together; he had a Stryker when I had a Boxer; when I had my red Emelle, 

he had a blue…I can’t remember the make but it was a five speed drop 

handle-barred boys’ racer and the pair of us just battered the shit out of 

these things. We went mountain biking on them before mountain biking 

existed. There’s a place up near where I lived called the Ridgeway which is 

what it sounds like. We used to take these fucking things and just hoon 

down the side of great big hills and it was like ‘its not braking Jake, why 

isn’t it braking?’ ‘I don’t know!’ Boof!: throw the fucking thing off the hill to 

see what would happen and they never broke” (Ernie, 19/09/05).

It’s a couple of months later and I’m standing in Joyce’s kitchen-cum-
conservatory in Stoke Newington, north London. We’re both laughing at the 
rusting wreck of a bike which she has symbolically placed in her back garden as 
a kind of ornament. We sit back down to our tea and she finishes off telling me 
about her recent demotion to ‘amateur’ status as a cyclist:

“I had a very funny experience cycling back from Covent Garden and this 

young fella - I was just tootling along like I do - and a young fella came 

bombing past me and shouted out ‘amateur!’ (laughs). I’ve puzzled over that 
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ever since – amateur at what? All I’m doing is cycling along and I thought 

amateur what? Amateur old lady on a bike? (laughs) Amateur slow person on 

a bike? I thought who are the professional old ladies on bikes? (Joyce, 

09/11/05).

A couple of days later I’m sitting in a café not too far far from Waterloo train 
station. I say café; it could more accurately  be described as a moped workshop 
that someone’s dumped a bar and barrista in. Still the chairs are big and comfy 
and the coffee’s great. I’m chatting to Jen, a qualified cycle instructor, about 
what gets her on her bike: 

“I think overwhelmingly the reason I ride a bike is because of all the 

sensations and the fun I get out of it and it’s like entirely a self-interested 

thing. It’s just pleasureable, quicker and cheaper and easier. It probably 

adds to my pleasure of it that it’s also a good thing to do for my health and 

it’s good for everyone’s health but that’s like the cherry on the cake, it’s not 

the reason I do it. Like the political stuff and all that is good, but it doesn’t 

make you enjoy it, like I know it’s good to recycle stuff but it’s a pain in the 

butt most of the time” (Jen, 11/11/05).

1.1.1 A short trip

Since its emergence in the mid 18th Century, and the explosion of popularity 
that came shortly  afterwards in the 1870s and 1880s, the meanings of cycling 
have evolved along a number of different pathways to encompass a range of 
different practices. Whilst there have been various booms in cycling as a 
‘leisure’ practice, against a background of increasing car ownership, its 
popularity as a mode of everyday movement has been in gradual decline since 
the Second World War to the point now where in London less than 2% of all 
‘utility’ journeys are made by bicycle.

After decades of planning, engineering and urban design favouring either motor 
vehicle or pedestrian movement (but largely the former), cycling now has the 
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dubious honour of a singularly liminal status as a mode of movement: the range 
of appropriate movements for the cyclist are conflated with those of motor 
vehicles under law, with the result that many of the affordances of the hybrid 
bike-rider are rejected as legitimate spatial practices. Denied any  access to 
footways and many pedestrian public spaces, and relegated to the gutter on the 
carriageway, the cyclist occupies a liminal space between vehicle and 
pedestrian.  

Despite its marginal status, cycling has if anything been experiencing something 
of a renaissance in London. As awareness and evidence of the global and local 
environmental (not to mention bodily) consequences of auto-mobility have 
grown, particular groups have consistently positioned the bike and cycling as a 
panacea for modern urban ills, framing it as environmentally  benign and healthy 
in opposition to and as a replacement for the car. However, and as the 
introductory accounts in this chapter imply, cycling in London is perhaps a more 
heterogeneous and complex practice than such narratives suggest, becoming 
meaningful in a variety of different ways.

This thesis examines the diverse practices of London cyclists and the different 
ways in which these inform the meanings and geographies of urban mobility. 
Movement has often been positioned as the antithesis of meaningful 
association due to the presence of a ‘sedentarist’ metaphysics in human 
geographical enquiry (Cresswell, 2006). Whilst previous accounts regarding 
mobility  have often theorised it in terms of points A and B, this thesis seeks to 
explore the hitherto less travelled terrain of the line between A and B. Its subject 
matter is wide ranging and analyses the ways in which the senses, visual 
practices, technology, situated knowledges, and representational and non-
representational practices intersect to produce an embodied geography of 
mobility.

This analysis is based upon empirical qualitative research which was conducted 
in London (UK) between September 2004 and October 2006. This involved the 
conduct of mobile ethnographies with twenty cyclists incorporating the use of 
video and semi-structured interviewing, and other ethnographic research across 
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a range of sites in London. This strand of empirical work was further 
supplemented by 30 semi-structured interviews with planers, engineers, cycling 
officers and activists in 11 London Boroughs.

The evidence that it employs for its analysis is therefore drawn overwhelmingly 
from original empirical fieldwork and supplemented by archival and secondary 
sources only where necessary. Following a review of relevant literature related 
to mobility, embodiment and conceptions of spatial practices, the thesis then 
discusses the use of ‘mobile ethnography’ and the use of video qualitative and 
embodied research. Following these chapters, the analysis of the data 
generated in the course of fieldwork is presented across six substantive 
empirical chapters. These firstly  establish a discursive context for cycling in 
London before ranging across themes including the sensory  production of 
place, (in)appropriate mobilities in both public and road spaces, the uses of the 
bike as a technology, and the use of video technology by specific groups of 
riders in representing movement and identity. 

As a result, this thesis usefully advances a number of existing debates in 
human geographical enquiry. Its use of method is innovative and responds to 
calls by Sheller and Urry (2006) for a need to mobilise methods in order to 
better apprehend and evoke the fluidity of everyday life. The method and 
analytical orientation of this thesis also allow it to engage with debates around 
the non-representational and representational (Laurier & Philo, 2006; Lorimer, 
2005, 2007; Nash, 2000; Pain & Bailey, 2004; Thrift, 1997, 2000, 2004a; Wylie, 
2002, 2005). In doing so it contributes to an understanding of the role that 
situated, sensory  and non-representational knowledges play in defining many 
cyclists’ geographies of the city (Edensor, 2000a, 2003, 2005a; Ingold, 2000; 
Rodaway, 1994). This research also contributes to literatures on the politics of 
mobility  (Borden, 2001; Cresswell, 2006; Imrie, 2000a, 2000b, 2003; Stevens 
2007a, 2007b; Urry, 2000) through an exploration of the ways in which different 
styles of mobility are structured as being in or out of place with reference to 
wider discursive framings of ‘appropriate’ mobility in particular city  spaces. 
However, perhaps the most important intervention this thesis makes is to 
highlight the diversity of cycling practices in London and in doing so 
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problematise the policy context which currently serves to both marginalise and 
constrain conceptualisations of cycling in London.

1.1.2 Cycling and urban mobilities

This thesis is broadly concerned with the study of urban mobilities. In 
geographical enquiry, past approaches to understanding mobility have been 
dominated by quantitative methodologies and rationalist accounts. Whilst 
transport geography covers a broad range of approaches it has been 
dominated by  an emphasis on attempting to understand the ‘rational’ basis of 
movement (Cresswell, 2006:29). Within such approaches - derivative of spatial 
scientific approaches - human movement is seen as a product of rationally 
weighed decisions based around push and pull factors. Law (1999) argues that 

due to its narrow fixation on push and pull factors  and despite feminist critiques, 

research regarding mobility has often neglected both alternative non-

instrumental forms of movement, and different experiences of mobility (567). 

Whilst noting the dominance of a sedentary metaphysics in academic enquiry, 

Cresswell (2006) notes  the presence of a parallel nomadic metaphysics where 

mobility is conceptualised in terms of freedom, progress and change (43). 

Consequently and in contrast to approaches which define mobility as transport, 

more recent research has increasingly sought to understand mobility as  a set of 

practices with a variety of meanings, causes, constraints and scales. The 

project to rethink mobility within a broader framework has of late been 

materialised in cultural geographic enquiry with what has rather originally been 

labelled the ‘mobilities turn’. Taking ‘route’ in the 1990s through the mobile 

metaphors of academics like Shields (1991), Matless  (1995), MacDowell (1996) 

and Cresswell (1997), the mobilities turn has gathered pace on the premise that 

less generalised and more grounded social and cultural geographies of mobility 

need to be constructed (Law, 1999:574).

Consequently the meaning(s) of mobility and movement have been redefined. 

Cresswell for example defines mobility as ‘socialised movement’; movement as 
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a ‘human geographical activity imbued with meaning and power’ (Cresswell, 

1999:176). Citing Levinas, Howitt (2002) states that, “…movement and its 

implied spatiality are central to the creation of meaning in human experience. 

Movement, the journey, the distance travelled, is  always through cultural 

landscapes…” (306). More recently Cresswell (2006) has fleshed out this 

redefinition suggesting that movement is mobility  divorced from contexts of 
power; that is to say “movement is the general fact of displacement before the 
type, strategies and social implications of that movement are considered” (2-3). 
Mobility  on the other hand denotes movement with a history, an ideology and a 
style (3). Cresswell maintains that movement is always given meaning through 

contexts  and materialities, and via its  subsequent representation and reciprocal 

reproduction. In this way, Cresswell positions mobility as the dynamic equivalent 

of place in that it is  imbued with meaning and power. If this is the case, then as 

Cresswell suggests, people will become attached to, defend, bound and 

experience mobility in different ways  (ibid). 

The mobilities turn therefore recognises that mobility and movement are 

entangled with relations of power and identity that previous  approaches tended 

to either sideline or ignore altogether. The project of working these questions 

into new research has been taken up with vigour in both geographical inquiry 

and related disciplines  of sociology, urban design, architecture, cultural studies 

and anthropology. Sheller & Urry (2006) have argued that the changes wrought 

by the mobilities turn and the flood of research it has produced have created 

what they term a ‘new mobilities paradigm’ which is setting a new set of 

questions, theories and methodologies (210):

“travel has been for the social sciences  seen as a black box, a 

neutral set of technologies and processes predominantly permitting 

forms of economic, social and political life that are seen as  explicable 

in terms of other, more causally powerful processes” (Sheller & Urry, 

2006:208).

One of the key reasons for the academy’s failure to explore the ‘black box’ of 
mobility  is that mobility  as the term implies is always on the move. It is also 
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profoundly embodied with much of its character remaining stubbornly beyond 
the means of the visual to decode. Consequently, it lends itself poorly  to either 
apprehension or representation by methodological and intellectual techniques 
which rely on fixed locations and language in order to explore and evoke its 
character. This can no longer be a reason not to engage with the mobile, fluid 
and ‘non-representational’ however. As Sheller and Urry (2006) have 
suggested, in an increasingly mobile world, the social sciences must find new 
ways of exploring the spaces of mobility  if they  are to provide grounded and 
useful explanations of social life.

Geographers have not been slow in rising to this challenge. Recent work 
regarding automobility (Edensor, 2003; Laurier, 2004; Merriman, 2006, 2007; 
Miller 2001; Sheller, 2004) and walking (Edensor, 2000a; Lorimer & Lund, 2003; 
Michaels, 2000a) has begun to explore these forms of mobility in new and 
innovative ways. Whilst there is reams of literature regarding cycling from both 
historical and technical perspectives, it is only recently that a social sciences 
approach to it has begun to emerge through the writing of key academics. 
Reflecting the wider mobilities turn in geography and the social sciences in 
general, the writings of author’s such as Cox (2007), Fincham (2004, 2006, 
2007), Furness (2005, 2007), Horton (2006, 2007), Palmer (1996, 1998, 2001) 
and Rosen (2002, 2007), in particular have begun to open up the practice of 
cycling beyond a narrow conception of it as as transport. However, there is still 
little empirical research on cycling as an embodied practice, and it is in this area 
that this thesis seeks to make its main contributions.

1.2 Structure of thesis

Chapter 2: Recycling urban practices positions this thesis in relation to three 
intersecting research literatures. It begins by reviewing geographical 
conceptualisations of movement and fixity to highlight a historical dominance of 
location in humanistic accounts of place and space, and a parallel dominance of 
rationalist and reductive approaches to mobility in transport  geography. It then 
goes on to look at how more recent accounts of mobility  under the auspices of 
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the mobilities turn in the social sciences have begun to problematise previous 
narratives and provide more nuanced and grounded accounts of movement, 
before briefly  introducing cycling as an object of academic enquiry and 
embodied practice. The second section - embodied practices - rehearses 
different approaches to theorising and understanding embodiment and practice. 
In doing so it highlights the use of phenomenological, sensory and non-
representational accounts of movement in understanding how movement can 
be seen to be productive of meaningful associations. It then goes on to outline 
Bourdieu’s theory of habitus and contemporary theorisations of ‘hybridity’; the 
technological prostethicisation of the body. The final section - spatial practices - 
begins by sketching out Lefebvre’s (1991) triad of representations of space, 
spaces of representation and spatial practices. In doing so it positions 
Lefebvre’s work as a useful starting point for the exploration of urban mobilities. 
It then goes on to highlight specific examples which have sought to understand 
both programmed and unprogrammed conceptions and uses of space in 
relation to architecture and planning, and embodied urban practices of 
movement such as skateboarding and free-running.

Chapter 3: Moving methodologies reviews the research design and practice of 
conducting and writing through this thesis. It begins by briefly outlining my own 
position as a ‘cyclist’ within this research and discussing some of the 
possibilities and problems that such a position entails. It then moves on to 
discuss the key qualitative methods utilised in the conduct of this research. 
Under the umbrella term ‘mobile ethnographies’, I outline the rationale and 
process for using a combination of case studies, ethnography, semi-structured 
interviewing and video. The final section of the chapter expands upon the use of 
video within the research process from being a form of ‘capture’ to a mode of 
evocation and representation particularly suited to researching embodied 
mobile practices.

Chapter 4: Appropriate mobilities examines the dominant discourses which 
frame cycling in London. The first of three sections sketches out a brief history 
of road regulation over the past 130 years with an emphasis on highlighting the 
increasingly liminal status of the cyclist within this. The second section focuses 
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down from this broader context to highlight the role of planners and engineers in 
reproducing discursive and material framings of the cyclist as marginal. It does 
so through an analysis of textual sources but supplements this with interviews 
conducted with planners, engineers and cycling officers from London boroughs 
in order to provide a more nuanced interpretation of these sources. The final 
section looks at the role of the London Cycling Campaign (LCC) as the key 
stakeholder and activist organisation involved in representing cycling in London. 
Through analysis of textual sources and interviews with cycle campaigners it 
highlights the discursive production and circulation of the bike as a utilitarian 
and environmentally benign tool in opposition to the car.

Chapter 5: Sense and sensicity  explores the ways in which cyclists do place. It 
begins by looking at different practices of vision which problematise omni-
present and disembodied narratives of ‘gazing’. The sections following on from 
this explore other kinaesthetic and synaesthetic experiences of cycling the city 
ranging through exertion, flow and balance to produce accounts which ‘read’ 
place through embodied practice rather than in relation to symbolic or locational 
associations. Through this analysis I begin to explore the ways in which situated 
and embodied non-representational knowledges shape understandings and 
meanings of place. Whilst acknowledging the role of discursive representations 
in shaping practice, I ultimately suggest that associations and meanings arise 
through situated, practical and embodied engagements.

Chapter 6: Making public space explores different uses of roads and public 
spaces by specific groups of cyclists. Using two key examples - the public 
space of London’s South Bank and the experiences of trials and BMX riders 
there, and the monthly Critical Mass bike ride around London - I investigate the 
ways in which different groups re-appropriate space for their own ends despite 
the tight control of such spaces. In doing so I highlight the ‘looseness’ of space 
and the negotiations that produce it as such. I also demonstrate that in some 
cases these alternative uses of space run in parallel rather than in opposition to 
other readings of these spaces, thus problematising their theorisation as 
resistant practices.
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Chapter 7: Desire lines examines the tactics of cyclists’ everyday use of road 
space, and their situated and embodied rationales for doing so. Having 
sketched out the presence of a discourse regarding the pathological 
irresponsibility of many cyclists and statistical evidence to refute such claims, 
the primary aim of this chapter is to reunite practices with their contexts in order 
to explore some of the reasons why cyclists might use road space in the 
unprogrammed ways that they do. In doing so, this chapter highlights three fault 
lines along which the identities of the cyclist and driver diverge: vulnerability, 
temporality  and energy. I contend that these aspects of identity whilst central to 
the understanding of the embodied practice of cycling, have been erased 
through their elision with the affordances of motorised vehicles in modern 
transport discourse. The first section of this chapter examines the situated and 
contextual understandings of vulnerability voiced by different cyclists. The 
second section explores practices of stopping, slowing, filtering and track 
standing in order to demonstrate how these practices combine to produce a 
timespace unique to cycling. The third and final section looks at the ‘deviant’ 
practices of cyclists in order to highlight the presence of a kinaesthetically 
understood energyspace. I conclude that whilst the dominant discourse of 
cyclist-as-car often dominates the movements of cyclists, at other times a much 
more embodied and situated notion of what the cyclist can do underpins their 
tactics for negotiating the city.

Chapter 8: Pandora’s bike foregrounds the role of the bike in shaping practices 
of movement and identity  formation. Through an analysis of three relatively 
marginal technologies of cycling; the trials bike, the cruiser bike and the fixed 
wheel bike, this chapter demonstrates the dialogical relationship  between 
practice and technology and offers a number of alternative readings of what the  
bicycle means. In the process of doing so, I shed light upon the nature of the 
human-object relations which produce these meanings. Firstly, I highlight the 
role and extent of hybridisation - the conjoining and entraining between 
technology and body  - in constructing particular meanings and movements. 
Secondly, I draw attention to the social shaping of the bicycle through the 
diverse practices that produce it. Thirdly, I discuss the role of the bike as an 
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actant in shaping practice. Ultimately I sketch out a non linear narrative of the 
bicycle as a technology which suggests that at any one time there are many 
competing meanings and materialisations of the bike which are productive of 
alternative styles of mobility.

Chapter 9: Moving images examines the use of video within two cycling 
cultures; trials riders and bicycle messengers. Continuing a discussion begun in 
Chapter 5, the first section discusses the visual techniques used by trials riders 
to represent the non-representable aspects of their bodily  practices. In so doing 
I demonstrate the production of a ‘lived image’ of movement. The second 
section illustrates the processes and techniques through which particular 
affective and sensory  aspects of messenger riding are emphasised in the 
context and subsequent filming of ‘alley-cat’ street races. Following on from this, 
I then go on to critically discuss the ways in which these representations are 
circulated and ultimately  help to define and bound a messenger identity. By 
shedding light on the processes through which the lived is transformed into the 
conceived, I suggest that these examples complicate existing theoretical 
divisions between the representational and non-representational.

Chapter 10: Destinations provides a thematic recap of the six main empirical 
chapters (4-9) bringing together themes from across the chapters framed within 
four concluding sections. These themes range across the role of sensory and 
embodied knowledges in producing space and place, the relationship  between 
the representational and non-representational, the looseness of space and 
spatial practice and the diversity  of cycling practices in London. I conclude the 
chapter with three recommendations for directions that other research into 
urban mobilities could potentially follow.

In exploring urban mobilities through the lens of cycling practices, this thesis  
foregrounds the importance of embodied mobility  to understanding the 
geographies of the modern western city. It positions diverse mobilities as central 
to an understanding of how, and in what ways, spaces, cultures and identities 
are defined and bounded; enjoy the ride...
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Chapter 2. (Re)cycling urban practices: movements, bodies and spaces

2.1 Mobile practices

This chapter undertakes a review of literature relevant to this thesis presented 
in three intersecting sections. The first section on mobile practices begins by 
looking at geographical conceptualisations of movement and fixity to highlight a 
general dominance of place-based and reductive accounts of mobility in both 
humanistic and transport approaches to geography. It then goes on to look at 
how accounts of mobility under the auspices of the mobilities turn (outlined in 
the introduction) have begun to problematise previous narratives and provide 
more nuanced and embodied accounts of movement. The final part of this 
section then goes on to introduce cycling as an object of academic enquiry and 
embodied practice. 

The second section - embodied practices - rehearses different approaches to 
theorising and understanding embodiment and practice. In doing so, it highlights 
the potential of phenomenological, sensory and non-representational accounts 
of movement in understanding how mobility  can be seen to be productive of 
meaningful associations. It then goes on to outline Bourdieu’s theory  of habitus 
(1977) and contemporary  theorisations of ‘hybridity’; the technological 
prostethicisation of the body.

The final section - spatial practices - begins by  sketching out Lefebvre’s (1991) 
triad of representations of space, spaces of representation and spatial 
practices. In doing so it positions Lefebvre’s work as a useful starting point for 
the exploration of spatial practices but also suggests that some corrective 
complication of it might be desirable. The section then goes on to highlight 
specific examples of work which have sought to understand representations of 
space in relation to architecture and planning, and spaces of representation and 
spatial practices with a particular focus on embodied urban practices of 
movement such as skateboarding and free-running.
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2.1.1 The fixation of place

The central currency  of cultural geographic enquiry  has long been space and 
place, which has been theorised as meaningful from a ‘dwelling’ perspective 
(Ingold 2000, Urry 2000, Cresswell 2006). According to Heidegger, dwelling 
means to reside or stay, to be content or at home in a place (Heidegger in Urry, 
2000:131). Consequently  whilst association, belonging and identity have been 
historically situated as the products of locality and fixity, mobility has been 
positioned as a threat to civilised society precisely  because association has 
typically  been seen to take place within static and located spaces (Urry, 
2000:133). Indeed Urry suggests citing Heidegger that modernity has 
obliterated the connection between building and dwelling (Urry, 2000:131), 
arguing that in modernity, the individual dwells through spaces and locations 
(Heidegger, 1971:157) with a consequent reduction in association, belonging 
and identity. 

The work of Yi Fu Tuan provides an exemplar of humanistic geography  that has 
utilised the dwelling concept in relation to place. Whilst Tuan’s work on the 
importance of fleeting experiences and the multi-sensory nature of the lived 
world is, if anything, experiencing a deserved resurgence of popularity, his 
essentialist commitment to location at the expense of movement in the 
production of meaningful associations has been called into question (see for 
example Cresswell, 2006).

Tuan notes in Space & Place (1977) that, “...place is a pause in 
movement” (138). Meaning for Tuan can only be found in ‘objects’ and 
‘localities’ (ibid). For Tuan, “permanence is an important element in the idea of 
place” (140). Hence for Tuan, meaningful and intimate encounters and 
associations occur around the “hearth, shelter, home, or homebase...” (147). 
Ultimately  Tuan sums up  his disdain for mobility by reducing the journey  to a 
void where, “distance is a meaningless spatial concept apart from the idea of 
goal or place” (136). As Cresswell (2006) comments, for Tuan, mobility signifies 
the absence of commitment, involvement and attachment and therefore too 
much mobility  produces placelessness (31). I would suggest that one of the 
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central problems with Tuan’s work is his reading of associations through a 
limited number of texts. Whilst ironically  acknowledging that thought creates 
distance, his sources for exploring sensory  and emotional encounters are those 
of art and literature, rather than everyday  experience. As a result, a romantic 
and static ‘fixation’ present in his sources filters through to his writing, limiting 
his ability to see the fleeting and everyday experiences of movement as 
meaningful. 

In contrast to Tuan, David Seamon’s 1979 Geography of the Lifeworld concerns 

itself with a phenomenology of everyday environmental experience; “the sum 

total of a person’s first hand involvements with the geographical world in which 

he or she typically lives” (1979:16). Drawing upon the insights of Tuan, Relph, 

Berry and his doctoral supervisor Anne Buttimer amongst others, Geography of 

the Lifeworld analyses the daily activities of a group of students in an attempt to 

gain a phenomenological understanding of the ways in which the lifeworld is 

experienced and structured. Seamon conceptualises three underlying 

experiential structures - movement, rest, and encounter - that underpin people’s 

interactions in the lifeworld (17). Whilst his work on movement is important and 

his contribution to phenomenological enquiry beyond doubt, similarly to Tuan 

before him, Seamon ultimately takes a somewhat essentialist approach to 

movement and meaning which is all the more surprising given his 

methodological use of a ‘radical empiricism’. In raising concepts such as 

warmth and ‘at-easeness’ (83-84) in relation to home, and as  being strongest at 

home, he appears to suggest that mobility is the other of home and dwelling. 

Noting that, “in today’s  technological and mobile world, a return to human scale 

may seem impossible” (1979:96), Seamon goes on to cite both Heidegger 

(1971) and Berry (1977) in a call for a return to face-to-face interactions as the 

nexus of lively social interaction. Such a manifesto echoes Tuan and pre-empts 

both Sennett (1994) & Auge’s  (1995) insistence that modern mobilities are 

productive of less ‘authentic’ places and experiences. Whilst Seamon’s work 

has without doubt progressed theorisations of mobility, as  a concept in his work, 

place remains one which is still likely to be geographically located rather than 

practiced.
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Running parallel to this humanistic fixation has been a spatial-scientific 

approach to movement and mobility which has tended to subsume them under 

the term ‘transport’. Transport as a word denotes moving in a certain way. 

According to its official definition, derived from the conjoining of the Latin ‘trans’ 
- ‘across’, and ‘portare’ - ‘to carry’, transport is ‘a system or means of conveying 
people or goods from place to place by means of a vehicle’. Transport 
embodies speed and efficiency; the annihilation of space by time through 
movement. As this definition implies, it suggests origins and destinations and 
very  little in between - a non-space of nothingness and homogeneity. Transport, 
more than any other word, has come to denote how we think about movement 
and mobility  in the West. This is no coincidence; movement-as-transport 
became much more of a reality with the sedimentation of capitalist relations of 
production from the 1800s onwards, initially  with the birth of the railways, and 
later in the early 1900s with the advent of the automobile. Hence a potential 
multiplicity of styles of movement has been dominated by a fixation with one 
style of movement - transport - as appropriate.

Transport geography encompasses a diversity of approaches but has arguably 
reproduced an onus on movement as transport due to a dominant tendency 
within such modes of enquiry  to understand the ‘rational’ basis of movement 
(see for example Camstra 1996; Crane & Crepeau 1998; Garling & Axhausen 
2003). Within such approaches - derivative of spatial scientific approaches - 
human movement is seen as a product of rationally weighed decisions based 
around push and pull factors. As Cresswell (2006) explains, the key concept 
here is that people don’t move unless they have to and thus movement is 
explained by A and B with the content of any movement itself - the line - 
remaining unexplored (29). As Parkin et al note, “...transport planning usually 

affords primacy to estimates of cost and time...” (Parkin et al, 2007:69).

Law (1999) argues that due to its narrow fixation on push and pull factors, and 

despite feminist critiques, research regarding mobility has neglected both 

alternative non-instrumental forms of movement, and different experiences of 

mobility informed by categories such as gender (567). Despite an increase in 

work related to gender and age in relation to mobility, transport research has 
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retained a narrow focus, largely on the journey to work, with the result that other 

interests such as non-work trips and trips  by the non-employed (such as older 

women) have been overshadowed (Law, 1999:570). Movement strait-jacketed 

as transport is overwhelmingly utilitarian in nature. At best such approaches 

suggest that people’s mobility can be understood upon the basis of broad 

quantitative factors such as socio-economic status, gender or age, and 

subsequently predicted and planned for. As  law implies, such approaches  to 

understanding why and how people move leave many questions unanswered. 

For example such approaches fail to quantify and thus neglect the influences of 

the body, technology and skill in defining how people move. Moreover, broad 

categories such as  gender, age, class and race, themselves homogenise 

multiple identities and further obfuscate the factors which influence movement. 

Law (1999) calls for a more grounded approach to counterpoint the behavioural 

and policy-driven focus of existing transport research (575). Grounded 

approaches can still be relevant to policy and still focus on behaviour, but 

needn’t be policy-driven. Instead they have the potential to drive policy because 

they are based on empirical observation linked to explicit contexts  and identities 

rather than aggregate data in decontextualised statistical environments.

2.1.2 Insensed: automobilities

In this section I want to briefly  discuss popular theorisations of automobility in 
order to highlight the way in which the fixation of geography has often stripped 
the meaning from mobility. Two popular discourses dominate recent 
theorisations of automobility: one which focuses on the distancing and 
insensate nature of driving (Augé, 1995; Lefebvre, 1991; Sennett, 1994; Virillio 

1986, 1994) and another which laments the destructive capacities of driving, 
both at the scale of the fleshy body (Adams, 2001; Bohm et al, 2006; Bonham, 

2006; Dery, 2006; Fincham, 2006; Freund & Martin, 2001; Redshaw, 2007; 
Whitelegg, 1987) and at the wider local and global environmental scales (Barr, 
2003; Bickerstaff & Walker 1999, 2003; Button & Nijkamp, 1997; Cohen, 2006; 
Greene & Wegener, 1997; Kearns et al, 2003; Lucas, 1998; Newman et al, 
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1995; Lattimer & Munro, 2006). I want to discuss both of these in due course, 
but for now I want to focus on the first to show how movement is constructed as 
insensate and disembodied.

In his (1995) book ‘Non-places: introduction to an anthropology of 

supermodernity’, the anthropologist Marc Augé explores the ‘non-places’ of 

automobility and air travel. Augé’s conception of non-place owes much to its 

opposition to place which according to Augé, and similarly to Tuan (1977, 1979), 

is  characterised by direct communication, being lived in, defended, marked out 

and controlled by its inhabitants. In contrast to situated notions of belonging and 

place as the products of fixity and locality, Augé categorises the spaces  of the 

automobile as non-places; spaces where people do not meet, where they 

communicate only through signs and images, and where interactions are 

structured by rules not defined by the people in them (1995: 42-78). He goes on 

to argue that the real non-places - driving down the motorway, or sitting in the 

airport lounge - are produced by the fact that we come to know the places we 

pass as text only; that we hear of these places in the paper, or a sign on the 

motorway tells  us about them, yet we never actually experience them (1995:96). 

The problem again would appear to be not only too much mobility, but also the 

wrong kind of mobility.

Augé appears to suggest that because we only pass through these places, 

because we often experience them in private with no direct social interactions, 

and because they are experienced largely visually (and may have little visual 

‘appeal’), then we do not find these spaces meaningful and hence they fail to 

become places. It would appear then that movement, particularly modern 

movement such as  automobility, is more likely to produce placelessness; that is 

to say inauthentic and depthless places which lack the requisite attributes for 

meaningful social encounters. 

In Flesh & Stone, Sennett (1994) emphasises the importance of mobility to how 

we experience the city and highlights the role of the sensorium in apprehending 

the city (15). Sennett, like Augé, lays much of the blame for the sensory 

impoverishment of the city at the feet of both new forms of vision and the 
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automobile which he suggests have combined to isolate people from the 

practical world (16). He goes on to equate physical effort with physical 

engagement suggesting that the less physical our encounters with the city, the 

less engaged we are:

“complimenting the sheath of speed, the actions needed to drive a 

car, the slight touch on the gas pedal and the brake, the flicking of 

the eyes to and from the rearview mirror, are micro-notions compared 

to the arduous physical movements involved in driving a horse-drawn 

coach” (Sennett, 1994:18).

Sennett reasons that modern forms of motion have both desensitised the body 

and made movement a more solitary practice (256). This, he argues, is  due to 

the  increasing emphasis on comfort in the 19th and 20th Centuries: 

“...these powers of design which rested the body came as well to 

lighten its  sensory weight, suspending the body in an ever more 

passive relation to its  environment. The trajectory of designed 

pleasure led the human body to an ever more solitary rest” (Sennett, 

1994:375).

Modern movement for Sennett thus  becomes both disengaged and solitary, 

much like the experience described by Augé. In a similar vein Gandy (2002) 

points to the visual aesthetic of modernism embodied in the development of 

landscaped urban parkways in the US. Aimed at pleasure vehicles and working 

with the landscape, these synthesised nature, technology, and landscape 

design into new spatial configurations which promoted new forms of leisure and 

visual pleasure. As a result, nature became more distant (through the window of 

a car) and more accessible due to such routes, increasingly becoming a 

panoramic experience; “the tactile and olfactory sense subsumed by an 

emphasis on separation, movement, and visual power” (Gandy, 2002:117-123).

It is notable in all these accounts that the blame for the lack of meaningful 

association in these auto-encounters is laid equally at the feet of both moving in 

a certain way and with the practice of vision which is theorised as distancing 
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and objectifying in line with feminist theorisations  of ‘gazing’ (Bannerji, 1993; 

McDowell, 1992; Rose 1993). These accounts disembody the experience of 

moving by car in order to construct a pathology of driving as dull and destructive 

which effectively marginalises alternative readings. Cresswell (2006) uses the 

notion of a sedentarist metaphysics  to describe this tendency to think of mobility 

in ways that position place and proximity as morally and logically superior to the 

fleeting and dislocated (26), suggesting that humanistic geography is deeply 

scarred by it (32). 

2.1.3 The meanings of movement

Within the mobilities turn, one strand of enquiry seeks to problematise the 

sedentarism (Cresswell 2006, Sheller & Urry 2006) of essentialist theorisations 

of place and mobility by asking if movement itself can be productive of 

meaningful associations. Such research seeks to locate attachments, belonging 

and alienation in terms of both people’s moorings and their mobilities  from the 

bodily scale through to the global scale. A central concern is whether 

meaningful encounters  can be generated through the practices of movement 

rather than through associations or encounters  at particular fixed locations such 

as destination or origin. 

Such concerns are nothing new however and in 1976, Relph outlined how we 
might begin to address such a question in Place and Placelessness. Much like 
Tuan’s work, Relph was writing if not in opposition to the abstract and 
reductionist nature of positivist and spatial science analysis, then at least as an 
alternative. Relph found such work unsatisfactory because it ignored much of 

the subtlety and significance of everyday experience.1 Consequently, Place and 

Placelessness attempted to highlight the diversity and intensity of experiences 
of place and the ways in which place meanings are constructed. Whilst Relph 
argues (after Heidegger) that man’s essential relationship to place is through 

1 As Relph wryly notes, in 1965 The National  Academy of Science suggested that the ‘sense of 
place’ was in fact locked in the nervous system and as yet the knowledge was not available to 
interrogate it (NAS, 1965:67-68 in Relph, 1976:2).
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dwelling (1976:28) and the locatedness that such a position implies, he does 
not dismiss the notion that movement can also constitute place. Rather he 
suggests that even though experiences of space are often fleeting and 
unexceptional, “they  are no less important for that, for it is these personal 
experiences of space that are the basis for much of the meaning that 
environments and landscapes have for us” (1976:11). He goes on to outline the 
idea of a ship  being a place, suggesting that location in the cartographic sense 
is only  an incidental quality of place: “this is of considerable importance for it 
demonstrates that mobility  or nomadism do not preclude an attachment to 
place…” (1976:29).

Surpassing essentialist notions of dwelling and locatedness, Relph notes that 

whilst meanings may be rooted in physical settings, they are not an essential 

property of them. Instead, for Relph the meanings of places are theorised as 

essentially arising out of ‘focuses of intention’ whereby places become 

distinguished because they concentrate intentions, attitudes, purposes and 

experiences (1976:43). Following on from this insight, Relph discusses being 

‘inside’ a place: “to be inside a place is to belong to it and identify with it, and 
the more profoundly  inside you are, the stronger is this identity  with a 
place” (1976:49).

It is in the context of relative ‘insideness’ or ‘outsideness’ that Relph imports the 
car as the dominant means by which to experience the landscape (1976:129). 
Unlike Augé, Relph stops short of suggesting that the machinic complex of the 
car has divorced subject and landscape, instead arguing (with more than a nod 
to Reyner Banham) that whilst automobiles may exacerbate separation, they 
also provide new and exciting ways of experiencing the landscape, notably in 
the form of speed and what he terms a ‘machine geography’ (1976:129-130). 
By taking such a position, Relph acknowledges that visual appearance is an 

important factor in constructing place meanings, but argues that there are other 

ways of experiencing the landscape (1976:31). Whilst Relph’s work reproduced 

a tendency to denigrate the visual monotony of the car-scape, his  work in 

contrast to that of Tuan, Augé and Sennett, opens  up the possibility that 
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meanings could be constituted through movement and need not be reliant on 

location for meaningful associations to arise.

Both Merriman (2006, 2007) and Robertson (2007) offer accounts of driving 

which problematise the dystopian2 narratives of Augé and Sennett. Merriman 

(2006) for example complicates the visual monotony of the motorway by 

focusing on the technologies used to discipline the motorist. As a result, “the 

spaces of the vehicle and road are inhabited and embodied by the motorway 

driver in particular ways, becoming incorporated into their subjectivities and very 

being” (89). Robertson’s (2007) account of the M40 Westway (see also 

McCreery, 1995) suggests  that textual readings of movement are insufficient. 

Robertson goes on to call for kinaesthetic and bodily engagement with the 

practices of driving, arguing that, “the shifting viewpoints in motion when driving, 

or, to use the architect Gorden Cullen’s language, its ‘serial vision’, constitute a 

particular visual sensitivity” (86).

Similarly Edensor (2003) provides an account of car travel3 which seeks to 

illuminate the embodied and sensory production of meaning (151). Edensor 

asserts  that his daily journey up the M6 motorway is comprised of numerous 

sensations, comforts, spectacles and diverting thoughts and incidents (ibid). He 

weaves together an account of driving made pleasurable through different ways 

of inhabiting the car as  a ‘machinic complex’ (Sheller & Urry, 2000). Rather than 

see the visuality of the car as objectifying and distancing, Edensor’s account 

2  As I noted at the beginning of this section, critiques of automobility have also expanded to 
declaim their causative role in the global  issue of climate change. Bohm et al (2006) note the 
reliance of the system of automobility on materials such as oil, plastics and steel  and the way in 
which pollution, noise, deforestation and global warming are thus contingent upon their 
production (5). Similarly Horton (2006) notes that the number of cars on the planet has 
increased by 10 times in the last 40 years with a corollary production of carbon dioxide and 
other green house gases (Horton, 2006:52). Imrie (1994) has suggested that the UK represents 
as ‘worst case’ scenario in pursuing a car-oriented transport policy geared towards 
environmental  harm and supported by government (79). Bickerstaff & Walker (1999, 2003) 
demonstrate how cars are at least perceived to be the dominant source of pollution in society. 
Consequently mobility, and particularly ‘excessive’ mobility is conceptualised as anti-social  and 
anti-environmental and accompanied by renewed calls for a reduction in the amount and type of 
movement in the shape of localism and community (Cervero & Radisch, 1996; Talen, 1999).A 
pathology emerges whereby the car is denigrated denying alternative readings of it, no doubt 
contributing to the tendency to view mobility as lacking association and meaning. 

3  For other ‘recuperative’ accounts of driving see also Carrabine & Longhurst (2002); Delalex 
(2003); Miller (2001); Raje (2007); Sheller (2004); Vaaranen & Wieloch (2001).
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points to the fact, as Ingold (2000) has  suggested, that vision itself is not 

objectifying, rather it has been enslaved to the service of objectification (253). 

Edensor’s  account strongly suggests  that the objectification and consequent 

placelessness of the auto-accounts of Augé et al, perhaps have more to do with 

the practice of vision, than vision itself.

In the edited collection Car Cultures Miller (2001, see also Wollen & Kerr, 2002) 

draws together diverse accounts of the meanings of cars in order to illuminate 

alternative experiences of the car which are neither disembodied nor dystopian. 

Instead such accounts point to the many ways in which automobilities are 

entangled in everyday practices, becoming personal statements (Miller, 2001) 

and even focuses for community and family devotion (Verrips  & Meyer, 2001). 

As Miller notes, 

“it seems that the absence of empathetic observation leaves room for 

all sorts of conclusions to be drawn that might with better knowledge 

and more sustained examination appear problematic” (Miller, 

2001:10).

Work has also begun in similar veins with regard to other modes of mobility.4 

John Wylie in his work on walking has highlighted that whilst walking is a 

diverse practice which spans a range of discursive (courtship, exercise, 

pilgrimage) and modal engagements (promenading, pacing, hiking) (Wylie, 

2005:235, see also Solnit (2001) on diverse experiences of walking), it can also 

be a profoundly sensory encounter where associations with the landscape 

cease to be dictated by location, but come to reside in a bodily association with 

the landscape where feelings such as exertion frame the experience (Wylie, 

2002). Similarly Edensor has noted the relative sensory overload of the Indian 

Street (1998), the sensory relations of walking in the countryside (2000a) and 

4 There has also been work on any number of other mobilities, with work by Borden (2001) on 
skateboarding, Game (2001) on Horse riding, Lewis (2000) on rock climbing, Wheaton (2000) 
on windsurfing, Thorpe (2005) on snowboarding and gender, Booth (1995) on surfing and style, 
and Ford & Brown (2006) on the embodied experience and technologies of surfing, Cresswell, 
(2006); Revill, (2004); Thrift (1997) and Thrift & Dewsbury (2000) on dance, and Adey (2004a, 
2004b) and Cresswell (2006) on air travel and airports.
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the haptic affordances of walking in ruins (2005a, 2005b). Certainly as Wylie 

suggests in his essay on ascending Glastonbury Tor,

“the figure gazing forth from the summit is no longer a subject a priori 
projecting an intelligible structure of meaning upon the landscape. 
Instead it is a subject assembled and performed in the practice of 
ascension” (2002:446).

Consequently for Wylie, associations and identities can no longer be considered 

to be prefigured or associated with geographical locations, rather they are 

formed through processes and movements  and are continually ‘becoming’. 
Similarly Lorimer & Lund (2003) note in their work on hill-walking that rather 
than simply goals and destinations, the meanings of mobility increasingly reside 
in, “…processes of getting there, and getting back, and being able to judge and 
examine skills and abilities in transit” (Lorimer & Lund, 2003:140). 

As all of these accounts suggest, one of the most important insights to come out 

of the mobilities  turn in particular is  that place can be replaced in terms which 

do not rely on location (Massey, 2004:8 in Adey, 2006:78) but in relation to 

different forms of embodied movement. Moreover, they all point to a diversity of 

meanings within any given practice of mobility, something which is also 

beginning to inform research into the practices of cycling.

2.1.4 The practice of cycling

Cycling as an urban practice has of course been around since the 1860s but 
appears to have featured on any geographical agendas only in very  narrow 
terms within quantitative transport geography approaches (McClintock, 1992; 
Parkin, 2003; Parkin et al, 2007). In contrast it has featured considerably  more 
in the accounts of historians and theorists of technology  with work on social 

class (Bailey, 1978; Baker, 1979; Burstall, 2004; Mackintosh & Norcliffe, 2007; 

Markham, 1996; Oddy, 2000; Ritchie, 1996; Thompson, 2002), technological 

development (Cox & Van de Walle, 2007; Dodge, 1996; Oddy, 2000; Pinch & 
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Bijker, 1984; Rosen, 2002b), gender (Dodge, 1996; Garvey, 1995; McCrone, 

1991; Oddy, 2007; Parratt, 1999, 2000; Petty, 1996; Ritchie, 1999; Simpson, 

2003, 2007), race (Ritchie, 2003) and age (Lewis, 1997; Vertinsky, 1991; 

Whorton, 1982).

There is also an increasing emphasis within contemporary cycling related 

research to see it as an environmental and health panacea (Beatley, 2000; 

Greene & Wegener, 1997; Horton, 2006; Moudon & Lee, 2003), suggesting a 

semiotic closure around it as  a technology and practice which may in reality be 

somewhat less defined. Horton points  to the importance of the ‘green 

materialities’ of the bicycle to the maintenance and circulation of 

environmentalist discourse. In opposition to the ‘polluted’ materialities  of the car, 

Horton suggests that objects such as the bicycle, “not only articulate and 

symbolise alternative values, but also facilitate the development and living out 

of a politically contentious way of life” (2006:42). Whilst far from writing off other 

meanings, such accounts say little about other practices of cycling. Certainly 

such closure perhaps  says more about the researchers than their object of 

study. 

Of course more recent accounts have begun to problematise narrow readings of 
cycling as an environmental and transport practice with work on the technology 

of cycling (Cox & Van de Walle, 2007), bicycle activism (Furness  2005, 2007; 

Horton, 2006, 2007), bicycle messengers (Fincham 2004, 2006, 2007; Kidder 

2005), urban cycling (Jones 2006; Spinney 2007), road racing (Palmer 1996, 

Spinney 2006), transport & identity (Skinner & Rosen, 2007), and mediatisation 

(Hengst, 2000).

Fincham (2004, 2007) & Kidder (2005) have both conducted ethnographic 
studies of bicycle messengers in the UK and US respectively. Fincham focuses 
largely on the character of messenger work, its attendant risks and the ways in 
which these inform a messenger identity. Kidder’s account highlights the 
production of a messenger ‘style’ through clothes, technology and the risks of 
the job. Both accounts point to the reworking of dominant meanings of the bike 
through specific embodied practices suggesting that the meanings of cycling 
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are more fluid and complex than previous accounts have suggested. However, 
whilst both of these accounts are illuminating, they occasionally  suffer from an 
over-romanticisation of messenger culture and say little about how specific 
embodied practices structure identity, instead confining their analysis to 
aesthetic or macro scale categories such as ‘risk’.

The work of Catherine Palmer (1996, 2001) and my own work (Spinney 2006) 
has drawn attention to the ways in which the practice of cycling is structured in 
relation to the bike, body and landscape to produce particular meanings of 
place. Palmer’s (1996) ethnographic study of French racing cyclists focused 
particular attention on the technology of the bike, but did so in a way which 
framed the meanings of the technology  at more discursive and mediatised 
levels rather than at the bodily scale. My own much briefer ‘kinaesthetic’ 
ethnographic work (Spinney 2006) with racing cyclists, whilst acknowledging the 
designed and discursive dimensions, has attempted to show how the meanings 
of technology are ‘tested’ and subsequently  concretised through the practical 
conjoining of bike and body.

Cycling however is not only meaningful in the context of the journey itself. As a 

politicised practice, many forms of mobility become meaningful to people 

because of the networks that surround them, in the form of subcultures  and 

various forms of activism. Furness (2005, 2007) discusses some of the ways in 

which the bicycle has become meaningful to a disparate group of punks, 

anarchists, socialists and environmentalists, for whom,

“bicycles are not merely forms of transportation, rather, they are 

instruments of communication, sources of identity, vehicles  for 

pleasure, and tools for technological, cultural, and political 

critique” (Furness, 2005:iv)

As Furness goes on to suggest, the bicycle thus assumes a liminal status in the 
urban environment because it is more than simply transport; it is many things to 
many people. Following on from this insight, the bicycle gains further liminality 
when its position within the vehicle-pedestrian binary is revealed, highlighting it 
as neither and both. Hence all of these accounts problematise the ‘black box’ of 
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the bicycle and cycling practice and add to the richness of our understanding of 
what cycling and mobility more generally might mean and how they come to 
mean it. However, all these accounts focus on relatively exclusive practices 
such as messengering, road racing and activism. Consequently, the 
knowledges they produce remain bounded within particular styles of cycling 
which say  little about how practices and styles transform and circulate within a 
wider conceptualisation of cycling. In some senses these knowledges remain 
tangential to the understandings of the everyday experiences of urban cyclists 
which remain the utilitarian province of transport geographers and 
environmentalists. There is then a need to broaden the social study of cycling to 
encompass disparate styles of urban cycling including more ‘mundane’ forms.

The accounts of driving, walking and cycling in this  section have all highlighted 

the importance of being attentive towards the role of the body and the senses in 

shaping the meanings of mobility. In the next section therefore, I discuss recent 

work on embodiment in relation to mobility.

2.2 Embodied practices

Until quite recently the body didn’t feature very prominently in geographical 

enquiry at all, or if it did, it was  just that; the body: a single, universal, taken for 

granted body which came as a pre-inscribed and finished product. However, in 

the last 30 years work by Butler (1989, 1990, 1993), Foucault (1973, 1977), 

Gilroy (1997), and Nelson (1999) in particular has moved understanding of the 

body forward considerably. Much of this work has however maintained an 

ironically disembodied approach to the body as a text to be read rather than 

experienced. Certainly as Moss and Dyck (2003) suggest, there is  a difference 

between work on the body and embodiment. In contrast to many theories of the 

body, by focusing increasingly on lived experience, work on embodiment has 

sought to counter the disembodied nature of academic knowledge (59). Moss 

and Dyck argue that an embodied social and cultural geography seeks to 

construct knowledge from bodies and, “...the material ways in which bodies are 

constituted, experienced and represented” (2003:60). In critiquing the neglect of 
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the body, the term ‘the body’ itself has increasingly been supplanted by the term 

‘embodiment’ which is meant to herald a shift towards seeing the body as a 

“...way of living or inhabiting the world through one’s acculturated body” (Weiss 

& Haber, 1999:xiv).  Accordingly in recent years there has been an explosion of 

work regarding embodiment (Crouch 1998, 2001; Game, 2001; Edensor, 1998, 
2003; Haraway, 1985; Imrie, 2003; Lewis, 2000; Lorimer & Lund, 2003; Nash, 
1996, 2000; Nelson, 1999; Palmer, 1996; Pile, 1996; Spinney, 2006, 2007; 
Thrift, 1997; Thrift & Dewsbury, 2000; Wylie, 2002, 2005).

2.2.1 Phenomenology

One foil to an approach which sees the body as already inscripted is  that of 

phenomenology in which there has been a tradition of insightful cultural 

geographical work (Buttimer & Seamon, 1980; Lorimer & Lund, 2003; Relph, 

1976; Seamon, 1979; Seamon & Zajonc, 1998; Seamon & Mugerauer, 2000; 

Tuan, 1977, 1979; Wylie, 2002, 2006). Johnston (1999) defines the 

phenomenological5 as  “...the felt quality of our experience” in that explanations 

at this  level try to make us aware of how the world reveals itself in the way that 

it feels  (82):

“what we can experience and how we make sense of what we 

experience depend on the kinds of bodies we have and on the ways 

we interact with the various environments  we inhabit” (Johnson, 

1999:81).

Johnston argues that, “...our conceptualisation and reasoning are grounded in 

our embodiment, that is, in our bodily orientations, manipulations, and 

movements as we act in the world” (ibid). Thus phenomenology sees the 

5  Johnston suggests that embodiment has at least three levels; the neurophysiological - 
experience as realised neurally, cognitive unconscious - the automatic and unreflective aspect 
of human being, and the phenomenological (Johnston, 1999:82). In a somewhat less biological 
definition, Dreyfus & Dreyfus (1999) suggest that the experience of embodiment can be 
explained through the three concepts of innate structures, generally acquired skills and specific 
cultural skills (104).
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world’s significance not as fixed and awaiting perception, but as emerging in its 

significance as the perceiver emerges.

A phenomenology of place then is one that experiences it in all its  material 

substance, colours, shapes, sounds, textures and smells. As Johnston (1999) 

goes on to point out, “no matter how sophisticated our abstractions become, if 

they are to be meaningful to us, they must retain their intimate ties to our 

embodied modes of conceptualisation and reasoning” (Johnston, 1999:81). 

Norberg-Schulz (1976) qualifies this interpretation suggesting that place should 

thus be conceived with more than simply its functions intact, it should retain its 

character and atmosphere; the things that ultimately make it a place. These 

‘intimate ties’ with place are multifarious  but for Merleau-Ponty (2002) are made 

up of bodily dispositions such as habit and an attentiveness towards things such 

as sensory perception and the non-representational nature of experience. For 

Merleau-Ponty life and its goals are not solely an intellectual project:

“the mistake...is, in general, that of disregarding all but intellectual 

projects, instead of considering the existential project, which is  the 

polarisation of a life towards a goal which is both determinate and 

indeterminate, which, to the person concerned, is entirely 

unrepresented, and which is recognised only on being 

attained” (Merleau-Ponty, 2002:518).

As Merleau-Ponty suggests here, meaning is made up not just from that which 

is  consciously represented, but also in movements which are unconscious. 

Thus in phenomenological understandings, the practice of place is seen to 

revolve around the ways in which the body develops habitual ways of relating to 

broader social and cultural environments.

As I mentioned in the previous section, David Seamon (1979, 1980) has studied 

the role of habit in place-making. Dispensing with prevailing behaviourist and 

cognitive interpretations which he argued neglected the ‘possibility that 

moments of perception may vary in quality and intensity’, Seamon opted instead 

for a phenomenological approach to understanding lived experience 

(1979:100). He suggested in line with Merleau-Ponty that, “...a sizeable portion 
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of our everyday movements at all varieties of environmental scale is  pre-

cognitive and involves a pre-reflective knowledge of the body” (1979:15). 

Seamon (1980) for example argues for a body-subject; a body which learns and 

incorporates habits and rhythms which are called forth non-reflexively:

“movement, explored phenomenologically, indicates that the body is 

intelligently active and through this activity efficiently transforms a 

person’s needs into behaviours. If one is to move effectively to meet 

the requirements of everyday living, the body must have within its 

ken the required habitual behaviours. Without the structure of body-

subject, people would be constantly required to plan out every 

movement anew – to pay continuous attention to each gesture of the 

hand, each step of the foot, each start” (Seamon, 1980).

Seamon uses the concepts of ‘body ballet’ - a set of integrated tasks and 

gestures that sustain a task or aim (1979:27), and time-space routines  - similar 

to body ballets but extended through a considerable portion of time (28). He 

argues that the two combined form ‘place ballets’ (ibid) which allow places to 

take on the qualities  of Relph’s existential insideness where “a place is 

experienced without deliberate and self-conscious reflection yet is full of 

significances” (Relph, 1976:55 in Seamon, 1979:30). Consequently, Seamon’s 

work can be seen in many ways as the precursor to what has become known as 

non-representational theory (NRT), or at least some aspects of it. Moreover, in 

seeking to resurrect the experiential integrity of perception prior to its flattening 

and reduction by various psychological or philosophical theories (101), his work 

has also informed an interest in sensory geographies. The next two sections 

turn to these more recent bodies of work.

2.2.2 Moving senses

The sensory turn in geography, if it can be termed as such, has  come about due 

to a critique of language and text, and more recently out of a sustained critique 

of vision in geography (Cosgrove and Daniels, 1989; Jay, 1993, 1999; Nash, 
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1996; Pile, 2000; Rodaway, 1994; Rose, 1993; Sennett, 1990; Shields, 2004;  

Tuan, 1979, to name but a few), and architecture and planning (Hill, 1998, 

2003; Imrie, 2000a, 2000b, 2003; Vujakovic & Matthews, 1994; Woudstra, 

2000). Despite this ongoing critique of the visual and its partial recuperation, 

relatively little sustained research has emerged which considers other sensory 

aspects of experience.

In his insightful account of the five senses Rodaway (1994) works through the 
cultural framing of touch, vision, olfactory, hearing and taste. Whilst Rodaway’s 
account is an engaging narrative of the cultural situation of these five senses, it 
leaves other key sensual experiences such as kinaesthesia and balance out in 
the cold to a large extent. This selectivity is repeated again in many  other 
accounts of the sensory  (Bull, 2000; Feld, 2005; Roseman, 2005 on 
soundscapes; Drobnick, 2005 on smell; Law, 2001; Pow, 2000 on the tactile). 
Thus, despite a timely  interest in the senses, accounts of other sensory 
experiences are still relatively lacking,6  and certainly  multi-sensory or 
‘synaesthetic’ accounts appear to be extremely rare.

One of the problems with accounts which focus on particular senses is that due 
to a strategic isolation of one sense they lose some of the richness of 
experience. We don’t relate to places solely with touch or smell for example, but 
through feelings and affects (Anderson, 2006; Davidson & Bondi, 2004; Latham 
& McCormack, 2004; Laurier & Philo, 2006; Lorimer, 2007; Thrift 2004a, 2004c, 
2004d; Tolia-kelly, 2006; Whatmore, 2006) such as adrenalin, fear or joy 
produced through these sensory engagements. Such approaches seek to 
explore the intensive relationality  of affect forged through interactions between 
the material and immaterial (Whatmore, 2006). As Tuan (1977:18) argues, place 
only achieves ‘concrete reality’ when it is experienced fully, that is, “...through all 
the senses as well as with the active and reflective mind”. As  Law (1999) 

concludes, to fully understand mobility, we need to recognise the embodied 

6  Notable exceptions do exist including Classen (2005) on meanings of heat amongst the 
Tzotzil, Edensor (2000a) on hill walking and (2003) on driving, Ekman (2005) on sensory 
overload, Geurts (2005) on Kinaesthesia amongst the Anlo, Jarvinen (2006) on kinaesthesia 
and dance, Lewis (2000) on climbing, Spinney (2006) on kinaesthetic meanings of road racing 
and (2007) on sensory experiences of cycling in the city.
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pleasure and skill involved in different modes, and the ways in which these skills 

are differently experienced and made available (580). There is perhaps then a 

need for more work on the various kinaesthetic experiences of the world, but 
also for more work on sensory and affective experiences as a whole and how 
they relate to each other.

2.2.3 Non-representational theory

The kinaesthetic is of special note in this potential project, not only  because it 
has received very little attention, but moreover because as Thrift & Dewsbury 
(2000) point out, there is an emphasis in the non-representational of

“...the sense of movement, the kinaesthetic sense, as the way in 
which we can understand the world, and of kinaesthetic space, a fluid 
space in which no fixed standards of representation exist” (Thrift & 
Dewsbury, 2000:419).

NRT has diverse lineages 7 but as  taken up in geography is characterised by 

“...a kind of energetics, an interest in moments of indeterminacy, undecideability 

and ambivalence...” (Thrift, 2004d:84). The project of the pre8  or non-

representational is  one that has been ‘championed’ by Nigel Thrift (1997, 2000, 

2004d) but has since been taken up by many other researchers (Aitken, 2006; 

Bondi, 2005; Crouch, 2001; Crouch & Parker, 2003; Dewsbury, 2000; 

Dewsbury, et al 2002; Jacobs & Nash, 2003; Lees, 2001; Pain & Bailey, 2004; 

Revill, 2004; Wylie, 2002; 2005). Indeed, for Thrift, performance must be 

contextualised in terms of a move away from representation towards non-

representational theory. NRT as Thrift & Dewsbury contend, “...emphasises the 

flow of practice in everyday life as embodied, as caught up with and committed 

7 According to Thrift (2004d) the origins of NRT lay within diverse philosophies and theorisations 
including those of Spinoza, Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, Bahktin, Lefebvre and Serres (84).
8  I use the term pre-representational  because the original  prefix of ‘non’ appears to deny the 
possibility that the performances and doings under scrutiny could be represented or at least 
communicated at some point. For an interesting discussion on the current status of all things 
non/pre/more than representational see Lorimer (2005, 2007).
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to the creation of affect, as contextual, and as inevitably technologised through 

language and objects” (Thrift & Dewsbury, 2000:415). Thrift understandably 

argues for a focus on process rather than result; practices  concerned with how 

we become subjects rather than the ultimate representation of that 

subjectification (Thrift 1999, in Nash, 2000:655). Accordingly, Thrift also argues 

for a focus on how embodiment practically engages with the material world, 

objects, and discourse, to extend ‘durability’; the influence and meaning of 

those constructs in the social world (ibid). As Thrift & Dewsbury conclude,

“...non-representational theory sees everyday life as chiefly 

concerned with the ongoing creation of effects  through encounters 

and the kind of linguistic interplay that comes from this creation, 

rather than consciously planned coding and symbols” (Thrift & 

Dewsbury, 2000:415).

It appears that Thrift & Dewsbury are calling for investigation into micro-scale 

practices, practices which appear to say little about why they are being 

performed. On the face of it, it could be said of such everyday ‘pre-

representational’ practices that they are insignificant, a point raised by Lorimer 

(2005) when he states that,

“at first, the phenomena in question may seem remarkable only by 

their apparent insignificance. The focus falls  on how life takes shape 

and gains expression in shared experiences, everyday routines, 

fleeting encounters, embodied movements, precognitive triggers, 

practical skills, affective intensities, enduring urges, unexceptional 

interactions and sensuous dispositions” (Lorimer, 2005:84).

So what could we hope to gain from a focus on such everyday minutiae? Well, 

Lorimer again succinctly sums up what it is  hoped we will gain from such a 

focus suggesting that the pre-representational,

“...offers an escape from the established academic habit of striving to 

uncover meanings and values that apparently await our discovery, 

interpretation, judgement and ultimate representation. In short, so 
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much ordinary action gives no advance notice of what it will become. 

Yet, it still makes critical differences to our experiences of space and 

place” (ibid). 

It is therefore the seeming insignificance of pre-representational and everyday 

practices that I am particularly curious about. NRT and phenomenology have 

come in for some criticism (Castree & MacMillan, 2004; Harvey, 1973, 2006) for 
lacking a political edge and simply describing rather than explaining. Csordas 

(1999) asks, “if phenomenology can offer an understanding of embodiment at 

the microanalytical level of individual experience, can it also address global 

issues of cultural politics  and historical process?” (157). Does a focus on the 

pre-representational really abandon a political geography for a pure poetics or 

could an understanding of the seemingly trivial actually make political 

interventions?

Thrift argues that critics  miss  the different sorts of politics  that a focus on NRT 

can highlight. Not withstanding a propensity to analyse relatively elitist practices 

such as dance (Thrift, 1997; Thrift & Dewsbury, 2000; Revill, 2004 - for a more 

politically wide-ranging account of dance see Cresswell, 2006), and art (Thrift, 

2004a) there are other more ‘mundane’ practices such as  cycling which might 

serve as a lens through which to explore these different sorts of politics, if 

indeed they can be. Certainly, I would suggest that NRT may be useful precisely 
because many practices have a politics read into them which may not be 
present in their everyday  habitual iterations. However, a focus on the non-
representational nature of such practices may shed light on alternative 
meanings which are absent or not immediately  evident from observations and 
representations of them. As a result, NRT has the potential to highlight some of 
the conflicts and continuities between practice and representation.

2.2.4 Habitus

In spite of this discussion on different aspects of embodiment, I must admit that 
I am not keen on any ‘theorisation’ of embodiment in an abstract sense. It 
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seems that such theorisations find it hard to encompass not only the many 
facets of embodied experience which I have already outlined, but moreover that 
few appear able to accommodate the importance of context into the 
transformation of practical knowledges. With this assertion in mind however, the 
concept of embodiment that I find most convincing is that of Bourdieu’s habitus 
(1977, 1990). Bourdieu describes the habitus as,

“...the durably installed generative principle of regulated 
improvisations, produces practices which tend to reproduce the 
regularities immanent in the objective conditions of the production of 
their generative principle, while adjusting to the demands inscribed 
as objective potentialities in the situation, as defined by the cognitive 
and motivating structures making up the habitus” (Bourdieu, 
1977:78).

Whilst not always easy to decipher, the point that Bourdieu makes is that 
practice is not only defined by larger discursive structures, it is fundamentally 
defined and reworked in specific situations and contexts through the habitual 
learning and conditioning of bodily movements. Bourdieu’s theory offers an 
explanation for the appearances of myriad different ways of doing the same 
thing which may usefully be applied to the practices of mobility. After all, there 
are ‘official’ and desired ways of moving, but these are not always adhered to 
due to the constantly shifting nature of contexts. Certainly as Shields (1991) 
points out, “refinements and revisions would be expected where tensions arise 
when everyday situations can no longer be understood according to the ‘old 
mappings’ of reality” (63). As Shields implies, if spatialisation were simply  a 
cognitive and discursive structure the resulting loss of bearings when this reality 
didn’t stand up  would result in uncertainty, hesitation, confusion and ultimately 
an inability to act. For Bourdieu however, ideology resides at the level of 
practices as sets of embodied ideas, and these need not be expressed verbally, 
but in people’s styles of getting around; styles which don’t necessarily  have the 
structure of rational thought. Consequently practice can, but need not be 
informed by discursive representations of practice:
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“...the essential part of the modus operandi which defines practical 
mastery  is transmitted in practice, in its practical state, without 
attaining the level of discourse” (Bourdieu, 1977:87).

The importance of fleeting encounters and contexts is thus paramount in 
Bourdieu’s theorisation of habitus because whilst basic strictures may be 
discursively and materially transmitted, decisions regarding how to act are 
ultimately  defined according to the prevailing circumstance and the embodied 
experience of being in a given situation. Bourdieu’s habitus provides one of the 
few theorisations of the body able to encompass phenomenological, sensory 
and pre-representational aspects of movement, and allow an exploration of their 
relationship  to broader material and discursive structures.

2.2.5 Technology & hybridity

As Bourdieu (1990) has noted, objects and technologies are integral to 

understanding bodily practice. However within cycling literatures in particular, 

the study  of bicycle technology has in the past been rather ‘artefactual’ (Cox & 
Van De Walle, 2007:115). That is to say that it has more often than not focused 
on the minutiae of design and construction in a vacuum from the social relations 
which surround production (see for example Ritchie & Van der Plas, 2000; Van 
der Plas, 1996). Consequently, the narratives produced have tended to present 
a uni-linear development of the bicycle where its design is stabilised and 
finalised in the form of the safety bike by  around 1890 (Cox & Van De Walle, 
2007: 113). Any subsequent deviations from this design are constructed as 
‘inferior’ (116). I want to highlight three key reasons why such technological 
narratives are inadequate in theorising technology.

Firstly, such an approach suggests a ‘closure’ and ‘finalisation’ of technological 

development. For Pinch & Bijker (1984), closure occurs  between relevant social 

groups when meanings are reduced through mechanisms like rhetorical 

closure; for example where a redefinition of the problem that the technology 

addresses is proposed (in Michaels, 2000b:5). Bijker (1995) claims that once 
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achieved, closure is  almost irreversible - it is extremely difficult to revive former 

meanings due to a process of stabilisation whereby technical characteristics 

gradually become standardised and closure is  achieved materially as well as 

interpretatively (in Rosen, 2002b:15/16). Thus purely technological narratives 

suggest a ‘closure’ of the potential meanings of the bike due to some kind of 
essential technological perfection in a particular design. The upshot of this 
closure is, as Cox and Van De Walle (2007) note, a marginalisation of 
alternative technologies which embody and reify different practices of 
movement. However as Rosen (1993) notes using the case of the mountain 
bike, the design of the safety bicycle has been less stable than previous 
narratives have suggested because of cycling cultures, the cycling media and 
the post-Fordist economic system (493). Certainly as Hansing (2001) notes, as 
objects travel and become entwined in different networks and practices their 
uses change, ultimately giving rise to new meanings and designs. Both Rosen 
and Hansing point to a social proliferation of meanings parallel to processes of 
closure, a point qualified by Palmer (1996) when she notes that in the world of 
bike racing, “...the bike serves considerably more than its practical function of 
transportation” (108).

My second point with reference to previous theorisations of the bicycle relates 

to an under-theorisation of the ways in which bodies and technologies  join to 

effect the practices of movement and mobility. Certainly in modern society, it is 

rare on a day-to-day level for the human body to remain unprostheticised by 

various technologies. Technology and the body continuously come together; 
machines come to assume a level of organicism, and bodies are increasingly 
redesigned using technology (Balsamo, 1996:3). Game (2001) elaborates, 
pointing out that through a process of ‘entraining’, “...the human body is not 
simply human. Through interconnectedness, through our participation in the life 
of the world, humans are always forever mixed…” (1). The human organism 

modifies itself with technologies that produce, temporarily, a new organism; a 

hybrid object/subject. Thus objects must be seen as crucial to the ways in which 

subjects effect agency as  an accomplishment. Accordingly, the social and 

cultural cannot be analysed in isolation from the natural, as objects  cannot be 
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separated from subjects. Indeed, “…complex mobile hybrids are shown to be of 

utmost…importance” (Urry, 2000:14). Consequently  affordances, certainly for 

humans, are not simply between bodies and environments, they are mediated 
by other everyday entities and technologies. Thus as Michaels (2000a, see also 
2000b) demonstrates in the case of walking boots, even the most mundane 
technologies reshape the affordances of an environment by allowing new 
possibilities for the body whilst closing down others (112). Whilst technologies 
are often considered simply a means to meet practical demands, hybridity sees 
the character of a place as dependent on ‘how things are made’ or experienced 
and is consequently determined by the technical realisation of a place (Norburg-
Schulz 1976). 

Thirdly, and related to the previous point, technological narratives which 

‘disembed’ the technological and the social (Ingold 2000:290) deny technology 

any role in constituting the nature and experiences of movement. In contrast, 

Actor Network Theory (ANT) differs notably  in the importance it ascribes to 
technology as an actor. Because ANT rejects any assumptions about what 
constitutes the technological and the natural, technology is often given more 
agency in such investigations (Michaels, 2000b:21). ANT for example has no 

wish to start with, 

“...fully formed actors, identities, categories, or dualisms; rather, they 

wish to trace the emergence of these as associations  are formed, 

roles are defined, and divisions are established” (Murdoch, 

1997:744).

When tracing actor-networks this tracing of associations extends to objects as 

well as subjects. Other theorists of technology such as Wenger (1998) have 

given the artifact itself a more passive role (see also Tuan, 1980). Whilst 

Wenger (1998) states that any community of practice produces tools, symbols, 

objects, images and abstractions that reify something of that practice, he is less 

convinced of their ability to actively shape the practices of that community. 

Wenger argues in the case of computers that whilst playing a part in the 

formation of communities of practice, they do not participate in the active and 
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connective senses that he believes constitute the term participate (Wenger, 

1998:56). In this  regard, Wenger takes ‘mutual recognition’ to characterise the 

experience of participation and thus a dog for example could be considered a 

participant in family life (ibid). Wenger states that to be recognised as a 

participant, actants must be able to “...shape each other’s experience of 

meaning” (Wenger, 1998:56). This is  as Wenger recognises a contrary position 

to theorists  such as Latour who asign the label actants  to a wider sphere of 

artifacts and subjects in order to account for the social world as a system 

(Wenger, 1998:286) and bridge the gap between structure and agency.

My own position is somewhere between those of Latour and Wenger primarily 

because as Pickering (1993) has noted, humans construct goals that refer to 

possible future states and seek to bring them about, whilst DNA double helices 

and televisions do not:

“we humans differ from non-humans precisely in that our actions 

have intentions behind them, whereas the performances (behaviors) 

of quarks, microbes, and machine tools  do not” (Pickering, 

1993:565/6, see also Ingold, 2000:319-320).

Accordingly I argue that theorisations of agency should perhaps be more 

flexible than ANT (or Social Construction Of Technology (SCOT) for that matter) 

allows, because the agency of any object varies  depending upon the object, its 

complexity and the networks within which it is  inserted. 

2.3 Spatial practices

As an embodied, technologised and profoundly liminal spatial practice, cycling 

in the modern city provides an excellent vehicle to explore what Lefebvre (1991) 

has termed representations of space and the spaces of representation. In 

Lefebvre’s Production of Space, he argues that any culture or society produces 

spaces which come to (re)define and (re)produce it, positioning spaces as 

essential to ideologies  (44). He goes on to outline a spatial triad through which 

the production of space can be understood.
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The first part of the triad is constituted by representations of space which are 
tied to the relations of production and the particular order these relations seek to 
impose (33). These encompass forms of knowledge and hidden ideological 
codes, theories and conceptual depictions of space linked to production 
relations - such things as the theories and philosophies of the science of 
planning (Shields, 1991:54). 

For Lefebvre, representations of space meet their opposite in the second part of 
the triad in the form of spaces of representation which he suggests are, 
“...linked to the clandestine or underground side of social life” (1991:33) and 
which for Shields (1991) amount to the effects that conceptions of reality  have, 
in terms of conditioning discursive possibilities (54). These are the spaces 
where other realities collide with dominant ones with potentially revolutionary 
consequences. Lefebvre’s triad thus distinguishes between representations of 
space and spaces of representation, suggesting that it is necessary to 
differentiate between what is lived on one hand and what is perceived and 
conceived on the other (52).

The final piece of the triad is formulated in the shape of spatial practices which 
(re)produce space and guarantee a level of competence and performance 
(Lefebvre, 1991:33). Shields (1991) clarifies that spatial practices encompass a 
range of activities from individual embodied routines through to the design and 
planning of zones and regions. Hence through lived practice, space is (re)
produced as human space, it is “...the individualised performance or enactment 
of spatialisation by individuals in their daily habits and minute gestures and 
mannerisms” (52-53). 

For Lefebvre, all three elements of the triad interact and can at any time be 
expressed ideologically  or practically and can reinforce or contradict each other 
at any given site or moment (Shields, 1991:56). Lefebvre also notes the 
causative role of space in defining use, avoiding the pitfall of seeing it as causal: 
“spatial practice regulates life - it does not create it. Space has no power ‘in 
itself’, nor does space as such determine spatial contradictions” (Lefebvre, 
1991:358). Shields clarifies this notion stating that the point is not to fetishise 
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space as causal (spatial determinism) but to look at the cultural and social 
factors which mediate the use and (re)production of space. Space is seen to be 
causative rather than a cause because it mediates social action: space 
channels and expresses causation (Shields, 1991:57). Ultimately for Lefebvre,

“space lays down the law because it implies a certain order - and 
hence also a certain disorder (just as what may be seen defines what 
is obscene) [...] Space commands bodies, prescribing or proscribing 
gestures, routes and distances to be covered” (Lefebvre, 1991:143).

Lefebvre’s terminology is a useful starting point for the study of urban mobility 
because it focuses attention on the ways in which material spaces are 
produced, but also how they are used. It also emphasises that the spatial 
practices which underpin these productions and consumptions of space are vital 
for any account which seeks a balanced explanation of urban mobilities.

However, Lefebvre’s triad may benefit from some complication. My reading of 
Lefebvre is that his notion of a triad is somewhat misleading because it is in 
some ways not a triad at all; it is a dualism in disguise. In pitching 
representations of spaces and spaces of representation against each other he 
sets up a binary  which the existence of the third part of his triad - spatial 
practices - does little to dispel. Spatial practices encompass all practiced, 
habitual or spontaneous activities and thus cover those practices which govern 
both the representations of space - the conventional ideology behind the 
production of spaces, and the spaces of representation - the imaginative and 
spontaneous use of space. Consequently Lefebvre is effectively describing a 
dualism mediated by spatial practices, a point qualified by Miller (2006) who 
states that Lefebvre effectively sets out an ‘antagonistic relationship’ between 
lived space and conceived space (462).

In doing so, Lefebvre effectively sets up closed narratives where 
representations of space are always ‘abstract’ spaces created through particular 
knowledges and disembodied tools of abstraction, and the spaces of 
representation are always spaces appropriated resistantly in the name of a 
broader politics of space. Such modernist narrative tendencies suggest that 
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there is little interplay between these two worlds; that in fact there are only two 
worlds:

“dualistic thinking is problematic in social theory  because it tends to 
cleave theoretical perspectives into two distinct and 
incommensurable parts, thereby polarising whole fields of concepts 
and leading to a fractured view of the world” (Murdoch, 1997:322)

In theorising such a dualism as opposed to the “...horrible melting pots so vividly 

described by historians and sociologists of science” (Latour, 2003:38), Lefebvre 
potentially glosses over the complexity  implied within spatial practices and the 
number of different actors and actants that interact and condition these two 
‘ideological’ poles. In the following sections I discuss empirical research relating 
to both representations of space and spaces of representation in light of this 
theoretical exposition.

2.3.1 Representations of space

The healthy circulation of the city has  long been ordered according to the 

instrumental rationalities of economy; its spaces and movements ordered 

scientifically and functionally to facilitate efficient production and consumption 

(Sennett, 1994). The modernist city is thus most often theorised as the colonial 

city where technologies of planning and architecture come together to build new 

societies and indoctrinate citizens within the spatial confines of rationally 

planned towns. The movements of citizens are thus underpinned by the logics 

of functionalism9 whereby the, “forms of buildings should reveal their structural 

roles…and instill moral and ethical ideals in those who see and use them” (Hill, 

2003:10). Such a conceptualisation implies one of the key principles of 

functionalism; determinism: the idea that the actions  of the user are predictable 

and every event has  a cause (Hill, 2003:15). However, as Cresswell (2006) 

notes, particular groups have always had more power to define who should be 

9  In turn, modern functionalism traces its roots through the Fordism and Taylorism of the late 
19th and early 20th Centuries, both of which sought to scientifically and rationally manage 
production to regenerate society (Hill, 2003:14).
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able to move around and how they can do it. Thus numerous critics  (Cosgrove, 

1996; Harvey, 1989; Hill, 1998, 2003; MacLeod & Ward, 2002; Pinder, 2002; 

Rendell, 1998; Robins, 1991; Zukin, 1993, 1995) have argued that it is the 

planners and architects who have the agency and power to define the use of 

space.

For Hill (2003), the tools of the architect and planner embody the power of 

excluding the user and defining appropriate use; what he calls  the ‘tools of 

abstraction’. Hill suggests that the spatial practices of design and drawing set 

the architect apart from the builder and manual labourer, but also provide a 

stable visual world with a fixed observer, whereby it is easy to dismiss the user 

and define appropriate uses (Hill, 2003:26, see also Imrie, 2003; Vujakovic & 

Matthews, 1994).

Drawing upon a long-standing tradition in both urban studies and geography, 

Imrie (2001) demonstrates the construction of appropriate mobilities  through a 

discussion of disabled people’s mobility. In particular he notes  the way in which 

for disabled people, cities are very much barriered and bounded spaces of 

exclusion (232). Imrie describes how the lack of access to public transport or 

tactile clues in the landscape for the visually impaired constitutes an 

architecture of apartheid circumscribed by ableist values (ibid). For Edwards 

and Imrie (2003), the movements  and (im)mobilities of disabled people are 

premised upon a notion of how bodies should be able to move. In their account, 

representations of space such as law and architectural practice frame a body 

which moves in particular ways, neglecting the different capabilities  of bodies 

disabled and hybridised in different ways. Sibley (1995) notes  the lure of a 

binarism which seeks to sort people into simplified categories in order to shape 

urban space.

In a Lefebvrian reading, the spatial practices of planners tend to be visual and 

cartographic and privilege the static over the immutable. Lefebvre, for example, 

suggests that in contrast to users, planners and architects use the tools of 
abstraction to represent space in a vacuum from wider practices:
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“within the spatial practice of modern society, the architect ensconces 
himself in his own space. He has a representation of this space, one 
which is bound to graphic elements - to sheets of paper, plans, 
elevations, sections, perspective views of facades, modules and so 
on. This conceived space is thought by those who make use of it to 
be true...” (Lefebvre, 1991:361).

The accounts of Hill (2003) and Lefebvre (1991) both appear to suggest that 

planners and architects, in being unable to question the assumptions  and tools 

upon which their professions  are based and materialised, are in actuality far 

from being the ones with agency, and are in fact the same passive dupes as the 

users which they describe. Imrie and Hall (2001) however, draw attention to the 

way in which the law constrains  both the actions of developers and the 

movements of disabled people by failing to legislate for particular access 

requirements, thus highlighting the links between discursive practices and 

physical movement (335). In so doing they also begin to question whether the 

spatial practices which form the representations of space envisaged by 

developers might not be a more contested terrain than Lefebvre’s theorisation 

allows (see also Buscher, 2006; Imrie & Thomas, 1997). Certainly Imrie (2000b) 

argues that developers often interpret guidelines to suit situations and question 

rather than accept the constraining nature of broader discursive actants such as 

the law (20).

It would appear that architects and planners are constrained from interacting in 

particular ways, and of course plans, models, design guidelines and the law all 

function as  strongly formalised actants in producing space. However Lefebvre’s 

framework on its  own sheds little light on the processes through which planners 

and architects  might attempt to resist or change the practices of their own 

profession, implying instead a passive reception and acceptance. There also 

appears to be too little allowance within a purely Lefebvrian theorisation for the 

ways in which the spatial practices which underpin representations of space 

inform spaces of representation and vice-versa.
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ANT on the other hand claims to stitch together across divisions and distinctions 
(Murdoch, 1997:332) and thus problematise closed narratives. Within 

geography, Murdoch (1998) suggests that ANT gives rise to ‘spaces of 
prescription’ and ‘spaces of negotiation’ (358). Spaces of prescription seem 
roughly analagous to Lefebvre’s representations of space in their formalised 
nature and are characterised by,

“...the existence of numerous conventions and local procedures 

which create that strange situation in which human beings and 

technical objects  evolve predictably, as if acted on by rules to which 

they conform” (Callon, 1992:94 in Murdoch, 1998:362).

According to Murdoch, these formalisms are the ‘most prescriptive of scripts’ 

because they lay down strict rules and frameworks for action (Murdoch, 

1998:363). According to Leigh Star (1995), making these formalisms usually 

entails  quantification, abstraction, standardisation, classification, and reduction 

(Star in Murdoch, 1998:363). However according to Murdoch, in contrast to 

Lefebvre’s representations of space, these formalised networks contain scope 

for negotiation where actors can carve out a degree of autonomy from 

prescriptions (ibid).

In Murdoch’s geographical rendering of ANT, there are also spaces of 

negotiation (analagous to Lefebvre’s spaces of representation) which are looser 

and less formalised spaces that allow for a degree of play and the conduct of 

differing dispositions. On the face of it, Murdoch’s reading of ANT appears to 

have achieved little more than another dualism. However, he goes on to state 

that rather than a dualism, the same spatial practices (formalisms) can give rise 

to either of these spaces and that rather than oppose each other, they flow into 

each other (1998:364). Using ANT to complicate Lefebvre’s  spatial triad/ 

dualism perhaps provides a basis for thinking about actors, actants and spatial 

practices where boundaries are porous and dynamic rather than static.
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2.3.2 Spaces of representation

For Rendell (1998), the established system of architectural education instills  the 

belief that architecture is the sole product of the architect. Consequently as Hill 

(1998) notes, it is architects who attempt to define the production and reception 

of architecture, thus  defining its appropriate uses: “in witchcraft, the cut on the 

doll results in a pain in the body. In determinism, the decision of the architect 
results in the action of the user” (143). A set is thus constructed for a play by the 

inhabitants who are seen to follow pre-scripted performances  (Miles  et al, 

2000:3). The ‘user’ is  thus effectively removed from planning and architectural 

discourse, a position according to Hill maintained by two key ideas: firstly, that a 

building need not be occupied for it to be recognised as  architecture - denial of 

the user; the second attributes to the user forms of behaviour desired by the 

architect – control of the user (ibid). Architects  and planners thus imply that they 

can predict use by presenting a passive user (Hill, 2003:11). Similarly to Hill, 
Cosgrove (1996) has noted the persistence of a puritannical criticism 
throughout modernity  which has been instrumental in marginalising the 
performative aspects of city life (1495). Similarly, David Pinder has commented 
that,

“in some of the literature, it is as if all alternative readings of these 

spaces are necessarily written out in advance: that, in the attempt to 

convey the enclosing and alienating nature of what is being targeted, 

critics  neglect the possibilities for other perspectives and points of 

struggle” (Pinder, 2002:237, see also Robins, 1991:8).

Certainly as MacLeod & Ward (2002) point out (163), commentators such as 

Zukin (1993, 1995) and Harvey (1989) appear to suggest that users quite 

passively receive prescribed uses  of space as they were intended; staying out 

of them or dutifully performing the correct behaviours in them. However, as 

Rendell (1998) and Hill (1998, 2003) both note, architecture is much more than 
the stuff that architects do, it is most obviously also the stuff of builders, and 
long after them, the non-architects who inhabit these places (Rendell, 

1998:232). Consequently, as  Cresswell (1993) suggests, although there is  a 
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dominant culture which works to manipulate and repress ideas and imagination, 

it is  not all powerful (250), and there are many practices which fall between the 

cracks.

Perhaps the most reproduced account of the city as a space of representation is 

Michael de Certeau’s  (1984) Walking in the City. De Certeau’s account 

famously points to the pedestrian ‘tactics’ of the walker with the fundamental 

objective to shed light on the ways in which representations of space are 

resisted and contested through unintended spatial practices. His narrative 

outlines ‘ways of operating’ which are, as he points out, analagous to Foucault’s 
in that they  seek to analyse the micro-scale operations through which the 
functioning of technocratic structures is deflected, but contrary  in that de 
Certeau seeks to highlight the componentry of an ‘anti-discipline’ (1984:xiv) 
which has much in common with the spaces of representation and spatial 
practices side of Lefebvre’s triad. Analgous to Lefebvre’s formulation, de 
Certeau makes a crucial distinction between the strategies of governance which 
isolate subjects from environments, first distinguishing their ‘proper’ place, and 
then defining the behaviours that accompany  it (36); and tactics on the other 
hand which temporarily take over space, seizing opportunities on the wing and 
defining a mobility “...that must accept the chance offerings of the 
moment...” (37):

“it is true that forests of gestures are manifest in the streets, their 
movement cannot be captured in a picture, nor can the meaning of 
their movements be circumscribed in a text” (de Certeau, 1984:102).

For de Certeau then, walking recreates the once existing myths and legends 
which open up  space to difference but which have been lost under present 
strategic regimes. Walking becomes a way of producing a city that cannot be 
read and is not fixed or symbolic, attesting to the ability  of citizens to move in 
ways which present a different visualicity  (Shields, 2004). Similarly  to Lefebvre 
however, de Certeau assumes a certain heroicism and subversiveness to 
walking which is not proven. Edensor (1998), for example, has shown how the 
practice of walking is often constrained and regimented, where space 
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dominates time and there is little room for fantasy and tactical subversion. 
Whilst deCerteau’s distinction between strategies and tactics is important, 
walking is perhaps not the best practice to illustrate the ways in which spatial 
practices produce an alternative reading to the spaces of representation to that 
desired by dominant groups. 

Flusty (2000) examines the resistances to the commercial appropriation of 

public space in Los  Angeles, citing the importance of studying human 

interactions amongst the grand narratives of development (149). Flusty 

suggests that whilst political-economic narratives aren’t without use, lived 

realities are seldom univocal. In fact, the city (after Raban, 1974) is made up of 

many ‘soft cities’ built from inhabitant’s  perceptions of the ‘hard city’ (150). 

Flusty goes  on to cite the experiences of an entertainer and notably 

skateboarders in the ways in which they appropriate space. Flusty describes 

how the plaza management mobilise a rhetoric of safety, noise and structural 

damage to suggest that the skaters don’t belong (154). In doing so he shows 

how the very marginalisation of skaters  constitutes their identity because they 

have to become ‘guerilla’ in order to skate in certain places. Thus, irritating 

authority becomes part of the fun and ‘tweaking the nose of authority’ garners 

respect within these skating circles (154). As Flusty illustrates, even when 

looking at tightly regulated spaces, there are a host of practices which don’t 

conform to the dominant idea of what should be going on in that space. For 

Flusty, play and spectacle are important tools of critique in that they are often 

employed in spaces where such activities are not sanctioned, or if they are  - as 

Stevens & Dovey (2004) point out - then only in preferred ‘consumptive’ forms 

(352).

Borden (2001) also uses the practices of skateboarding to provide a critique of 

urban architecture. Whilst a repressed and oft demonised past-time, Borden 

suggests that skating responds through a creative reinterpretation of urban 

spaces. Borden goes on to describe the way in which skaters temporarily 

redefine the uses of objects such as handrails, benches and walls. He also 

describes how skaters’ inappropriate movements are constructed as ‘out of 

control’ in the urban environment: against a backdrop of risk they are seen as a 
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threat to the safety of others and as a menace to public and private property. 

For Borden, skateboarding is positioned broadly as a critique of both commodity 
culture and normative representations of space suggesting that it is 
“...antagonistic towards the urban environment” (247). Borden’s account is 

extremely illuminating but is  flawed for me in that it fails  to actually go out on the 

street and study practice. It is  in effect a history of skating bodies with little 

attention paid to the actual embodiment of skating. Because of his reliance on 

secondary sources, I feel Borden over-states the resistance ‘value’ of the 

movements of skaters, a point which he goes some way to acknowledging 

when he states that his account emphasises the positives of skating rather than 

provide an objective account (2001:2). This is not to say of course that 

skateboarding can not be a resistant practice, rather that this may not be the 

whole story.

The tendency of Borden and Flusty to over-state the resistant capacity of 
movement in effect takes agency  away  from users by imposing a particular 
reading of practice. In Borden’s case, this bias can be traced back to his use of 
Lefebvre. Lefebvre for example, takes agency away from those who inhabit the 
spaces of representation by deeming them to be inherently  revolutionary 
(1991:423) and resistant (1991:419). Referring to the users of these spaces he 
asks,

“why do they  allow themselves to be manipulated in ways so 
damaging to their spaces and their daily life without embarking on 
massive revolts? Why is protest left to the ‘enlightened’, and hence 
elite groups who are in any case largely exempt from these 
manipulations?” (1991:51) 

The point I want to make regarding Lefebvre’s analysis is that he appears to 
imply that any use of space in a legitimate way is not ‘real’ use of space, simply 
mindless complicity by the ‘unenlightened’, and conversely by implication that 
‘real’ use of space must be revolutionary and resistant rather than, for example, 
an everyday tactic of ‘making do’ or ‘getting by’ grounded in the affordances of a 
particular way  of moving. Accordingly, more recent accounts of urban mobility 
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have begun to look beyond notions of resistance and incorporate wider 
meanings associated with play, embodiment and display.

Highlighting a rather different pedestrian practice, Day (2003) provides  an 

overview of Parkour, or free-running; the practice of traversing the urban 

environment on foot but using the street and street furniture in unintended ways. 

Day situates Parkour close to skateboarding in terms of its  physical, temporal, 

spatial and social treatment of the urban, but also suggests that it draws its 

approach from martial arts and gymnastics (1). Day notes that Parkour is  a 

quest for ‘perfect fluidity and pure gesture’ and requires of the ‘traceur’ (the 

runner) both physical mastery and imagination (4). Similarly to deCerteau, Day 

suggests that in using the urban environment in such unintended ways, the 

traceur opens  up the possibility of recovering the differences buried beneath 

sedimented layers of architecture and mundane practice (7). Day notes that 

Parkour undermines the totalising gaze by inserting the body into the skyline 

through the appropriation of rooftops, edges and boundaries (12). Ultimately as 

Johansson (2004) suggests, traceurs “...push the border for how one can 

interact with the city. They have in their own way redefined what walking in the 
city can be about” (45).

Stevens (2007b) suggests that people’s definitions of play often move beyond 
the simplified rational and instrumental definitions of function materialised in the 
urban environment (1). As a consequence, Franck & Stevens (2007) point to the 
existence of what they term loose spaces; spaces characterised by a 
‘looseness’ which facilitates unplanned uses. Such spaces, they  suggest, can 
take many forms such as boundaries, ledges, walls, ramps or edges (8). The 
liminality of these spaces is used variously  to transgress, to display, to party  and 
to meet. As well as skateboarding and in-line skating, Stevens (2007b) focuses 
in particular on the role that cycling has in (mis)using such spaces. Because it is 
a vehicle, it is deemed inappropriate to ride a bike in pedestrianised public 
spaces, and to do so may be instantly transgressive whatever the activity. 
Stevens notes how different urban cyclists use various edges and surfaces 
beyond what was intended by the designers (144). In doing so, the riders 
appear to critique the design of urban public spaces. Whilst such public spaces 
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are often designed with strolling and consuming in mind, the actions of the 
riders point to new meanings to these spaces being produced. Stevens’ work 
again highlights the interplay  between the discursive and material formation of 
city spaces and the everyday mobile practices which take place within them.

Using Lefebvre’s later work (1996), Stevens (2007b) begins to move beyond 
themes of resistance and transgression and to suggest that play is a common 
way for people to inhabit the functional spaces of the city  and ‘divert’ dominant 
tendencies from their goals (217). Stevens’ analysis is all the more refreshing 
for this but there is still the feeling that any practice not overtly  sanctioned within 
a space is resistant in some way. This is of course more true in some spaces 
than others, and of some practices than others: riding a BMX down the steps of 
Buckingham Palace could well be interpreted as resistant, but are the social 
and ‘spectacular’ facets of practices such as Parkour, skating and BMX not 
exactly the sorts of practices that many public spaces accommodate even if 
they are not officially  sanctioned?10 Whilst such practices may be in tension with 
their material surroundings, I would question whether such playful practices are 
always in tension with the broader social and cultural framings of such 
environments. Architecturally-based accounts too often theorise versions of 
resistance because they focus more closely on the material aspects of spaces 
which reify particular aesthetics and uses. Consequently, practices which use 
these materialities in unintended ways are more easily theorised as resistant 
and transgressive. However, an approach which simultaneously focuses in on 
the body and broadens out to take in the wider social and cultural framing of a 
space may be able to provide more rounded and concomitantly  less resistant 
accounts of the use of urban spaces.

2.4 Conclusions

This review of literature has been necessarily wide ranging but has highlighted 
key themes that will be taken forward in the rest of the thesis. Chapter 3 sets 

10 A point raised by Stevens (2007b) when he states that many urban spaces are ‘conducive’ to 
unintended activities even if they are not officially sanctioned by them (200).
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out a methodology which seeks to move away from textual sources and 
observation towards participation as a way of excavating alternative readings of 
practice. Chapter 4 takes up  the questions raised in relation to representations 
of space and begins to outline a more complex picture of the formalisms 
inherent in their (re)production. Chapter 5 explores the embodied and sensory 
meanings of movement in relation to doing place. Chapter 6 investigates the 
use of public spaces by cyclists, sketching out a more nuanced picture of 
spaces of representation which moves beyond practice as inherently resistant. 
Chapter 7 demonstrates the embodied rationales and tactics of ‘making do’ 
which underpin the use of road space by many cyclists. Chapter 8 foregrounds 
the bike as an actant in shaping spatial practices and the meanings of 
movement. Finally, Chapter 9 looks at unofficial representations of space in the 
form of videos and explores their production and use in defining and 
reproducing spatial practices and identities.
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Chapter 3. Research design and practice: moving methodologies

This  chapter deals  with the theoretical and practical methodological concerns 

that have arisen during the process  of conducting fieldwork and writing through 

this  thesis. In the first section I outline my own position in this research as a 

‘cyclist’. Whilst there are positive and negative aspects  to this ‘insider’ status, 

ultimately I suggest that such homogeneising tropes are of little use except 

perhaps as  starting points, and often serve to obfuscate the way in which 

identities and positions are constantly shifting and changing. Next I move on to 

discuss my use of qualitative methods and how a particular ‘tool-kit’ has been 

employed in order to facilitate research across fluid and dynamic ‘locations’. In 

doing so, I outline the rationale behind my use of a case study approach 

utilising video and interviews to conduct mobile ethnographies. In the final 

section I explore in more depth my use of video throughout the research 

process as a means of recontextualising interviews, eliciting bodily and sensory 

accounts, as a ‘way of seeing’, and as a mode of representation. I conclude that 

whilst linguistic methods still have much to offer, video has the potential to give 

added insight and a different perspective in understanding the practices  of 

movement and mobility.

3.1 Positionality and reflexivity

Debates around notions of positionality and reflexivity have effectively evolved 

out of an anthropological debate in the 1970s which argued that ethnography, 

and indeed all research, is  inseparable from the historical and linguistic 

processes which produce it (Clifford & Marcus, 1986:2). Consequently, whilst 

both natural and social researchers  have attempted the ‘god-trick’ of gazing 

from everywhere and nowhere, Haraway (1991) argues that rational knowledge 

cannot pretend to be capable of such a disengagement (196). Instead, there is 
the need to acknowledge that the subject is always present within and 
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constitutive of the object itself (Pels, 2000:2). Thus, as Haraway goes on to 
comment, “only partial perspective promises objective vision” (1991:190).

In its most basic form, reflexivity suggests  that whilst saying something about 

the world, we are simultaneously saying something about ourselves; facticity 

itself is auto-biographic (Pels, 2000:2). All understandings therefore are situated 

and partial, and that includes those of the researcher as much as those of the 

researched. The reflexive project most extensively outlined by feminist 

geographers (see for example England, 1994; Gibson-Graham, 1994; 

Kobayashi, 1994; McDowell, 1992; Rose, 1997) is one that seeks to avoid 

universalising claims and make plain the tacit knowledges and biases of the 

researcher. For Maguire (1995), the need for being reflexive in the social 

sciences is  even more pronounced than in the natural sciences because, 

“...unlike natural scientists, they are much more closely involved in - even being 

part of - what they study” (13).

However this ‘laying bare’ of the self is not quite as easy as it would appear. For 
a start the self is neither completely known nor static; it is both fluid and elusive. 
Thus to display oneself as one thinks one truly is, is neither possible nor 

practical. Consequently, and as Rose (1997) suggests, if we believe that we can 

know all this then surely this is  simply a different version of the God-trick that 

Haraway (1991) and McDowell (1992) have so relentlessly critiqued? (Rose, 

1997:311). Indeed as Pels points out, such an approach to being reflexive often 

leads to a circular spiral of navel-gazing: 

“reflexivity often parades in a show of confessional virtues, such as 

the courage of ‘opening up’, the candour of ‘telling where you’ve 

come from’, the correctness of ‘taking responsibility for your roots’ 

and the consistency of ‘not making an exception out of 

yourself’” (Pels, 2000:1-2).

In light of this, my discussion of positionality is not based on a naive claim to ‘lay 

myself bare’, rather it aims to set out a more relational account of positionality.
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3.1.1 Insider status and the ‘cyclist’

Clifford & Marcus (1986) suggest that, “...insiders studying their own cultures 
offer new angles of vision and depths of understanding. Their accounts are 
empowered and restricted in unique ways” (9). This was certainly  true of my 
research. I have pre-formed ideas about what cycling means having raced 
bikes,1  crashed mountain bikes and commuted for many years. Pile (1991) 
suggests  that bringing our internal conflicts to the research process and 
projecting them onto what we do can be problematic (460). At the same time 
that insider status may facilitate quicker identification and access to particular 
cycling worlds, it also has the potential to constrain any  view of what those 
worlds are about. This problem is compounded by the fact that there is no one 
cyclist or cycling to ‘know’; the identities, dispositions and behaviours of 
‘cyclists’ are both complex and heterogeneous. Thus whilst I might enjoy some 
kind of insider status because I cycle (more so perhaps than the average 
Bentley driver), I am effectively  an outsider to the worlds of other cyclists 
because I am not them and consequently my insider status does not 
automatically allow insight into the experience of being any cyclist. As Moss 
(1995) has argued, we must always accept that there is a ‘gap’ between the 
researcher and researched no matter what we do (87).

The term cyclist represents an imaginative and contingent commonality  which 
makes people think they  have something in common. This is of course 
somewhat spurious as Mohammad (2001) has noted. When conducting 
research, she noted how her skin colour led to assumptions about her identity 
and values which gave her a somewhat dubious authority  to represent British 
Muslims (in Crang, 2003:496). So the notion of insideness derived from being a 
‘cyclist’ is only skin - or bicycle - deep because the category  cyclist as with 
categories such as gay, straight, black, white, male and female elides a diversity 
of values, dispositions and practices. Certainly, out of twenty  case study 
participants, only one was in any way  similar to me in their outlook on what 
cycling meant to them. 

1 This is perhaps somewhat misleading as the term ‘race’ denotes a degree of competitiveness 
to which I could never lay claim.
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3.1.2 Shifting identities

There are two points I want to make regarding the ways in which identities 

constantly move and shift during the course of research, both of which relate to 

an acknowledgement that,

“...all too often exhortations to reflexivity and disclosure tend to 

depend upon and reproduce problematic notions of a stable, tightly 

defined, unchanging research project conducted by a singular 

researcher, with one stable essential identity, both between locations 

and over time, and suggest the latter is also true of the 

researched” (Crang, 2003:497).

As a researcher then, my position within this research constantly shifts. As a 

result, I was a very different cyclist by the end of this research than the one I 

started as. This is overwhelmingly because I was exposed to so many different 

‘cyclings’ during the course of conducting fieldwork. Congruently  my 

conversations with other cyclists stripped back what I thought I knew about 
cycling and produced new maps of meaning not only for me as a researcher but 
also to a lesser extent for the participants. This I feel is  a fundamental point 

because in order to do research with people different from ourselves there is the 

need to continuously foreground and background particular aspects of our 

identity in order to gain and maintain access to particular groups, people and 

ultimately knowledges. Not to be confused with being objective, such a stance 
entails an openness to the practices and knowledges of others and suggests an 
identity that is not static and immutable but rather one that is constantly 
becoming. Haraway for one acknowledges that we shift selves in order to better 
see from a different point of view, but such a project is always partial and we are 
always accountable for such movements (1991:192).

In the course of conducting this  research, interviews with participants would 

regularly go off at tangents  which involved a discussion of different viewpoints, 

why that might be and what if anything it highlighted. In this way, I see being 

reflexive as a dialogical process of being open to difference rather than a 

planned articulation of a particular identity. I owe all the case study participants 
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and interviewees who took part in this research a debt of gratitude for 

expanding my mind as to what cycling is and could be. Without them, this thesis 

would be one cyclist’s narrow2 view of the world from a particular bike.

It is also important therefore, to remember that all the accounts in this  research 

are snapshots of trajectories through time and space. For myself and all the 

research participants in this research, these trajectories are starting from and 

going to different places and we are all at different points; some quite far along 

in this particular story, others  just beginning to unfold theirs. A number of 

participants said at the end of the case studies that it had been a really  useful 
process and had helped them question how they cycled and why they cycled. 
The same goes for me. Far from being a process of uncovering pre-existing 
‘facts’, research for all involved is shown to be a dialogue and opportunity to 
reflect and be critical of one’s identity  rather than simply articulate an identity. In 
this sense, being reflexive is being open to the changes in position that one 
undergoes during the course of research. By this I don’t mean occupying the 

same place; we’ve already established this isn’t possible. Rather I mean being 

open to new interpretations and meanings whilst trying to avoid any inclination 

to romanticise a position (Haraway, 1991:191). Here the task becomes one of 

tracing how difference is produced and altered during the research process (see 

for example England, 1994 and Katz, 1992, 1994). 

3.2 Research design: mobile ethnographies

The majority of research on cycling has unproblematically situated it under the 

heading of transport and brought with it a largely quantitative methodological 

tool kit (see for example Aultman-Hall et al, 1997; Cervero & Radisch, 1996; 

Crane & Crepeau, 1998; McClintock, 1992; Parkin, 2003; Parkin et al, 2007) 

geared towards understanding cycling (and indeed movement in general) as a 

2 In some ways it could be argued that this thesis is still  a narrow view of cycling. After all, it 
does not include every single view point of every single participant, and even then these 
participants make up only a fraction of a wider population. Moreover, some themes are 
emphasised at the expense of others and this is no doubt a reflection in part of my own bias as 
a particular ‘cyclist’. 
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rational process predicated on decision making whose chief determinants are 

cost and time. The understandings  produced by such statistical means have 

their place but tend to produce static and undifferentiated accounts of everyday 

experience (Law 1999, Cresswell 2006). Consequently there is  an enormous 

expanse of lived experience that such approaches fail to make visible. For 

Skinner and Rosen (2007),

“what is required, then, is  a more sophisticated analysis of actual and 

potential travel behaviour. Such an analysis should move the focus 

from the circumstances and choices of an archetypal individual 

towards an understanding of the varied conditions  in which 

differently-placed people negotiate transport problems and choices. It 

should also recognise that transport behaviours are part of broader 

constellations of attitudes and practices” (Skinner & Rosen, 2007:85).

Here Skinner and Rosen, similarly to Sheller and Urry (2006), call for a 
broadening out of the traditional methodological toolkit which has been used to 
understand mobility to incorporate qualitative methods.3

Whilst the term qualitative encompasses numerous different methods, they are 

all characterised by an ability to study, “...things in their natural settings, 

attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings 

people bring to them” (Denzin & Lincoln 1998:3). For the purposes  of this 

research, qualitative methods are much more suited because rather than find 

out how many cyclists went through an area or junction in one hour, or the 

reasons why people do or don’t cycle, I wanted to know what people’s 

experiences of cycling were, how it becomes meaningful to them, why they 

move in particular ways, and how these practices define and reproduce 

particular identities. This requires  a focus on contextual and embodied 

understandings.

3 There is increasing awareness of the role which qualitative methods can play in research into 
mobility. For example, Maxwell  (2001) has used in-depth groups to explore the use of cars, 
Fincham (2004) and Kidder (2005) have used ethnography to investigate bicycle messengers 
and Crouch (2001) has used ethnography to explore the ‘doing’ of caravanning.
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However, as Sheller and Urry (2006) have noted, whilst many qualitative 
methods excel at exploring interactions and meanings at fixed locations, 
mobility  poses a new set of challenges. Consequently, in the following section I 
want to sketch out some of the shortcomings of existing methods of qualitative 
research before going on to discuss in the context of my own research design 
how I have attempted to modify  existing methods to deal with the 
dislocatedness of many cycling worlds.

3.2.1 Ethnography

Ethnography, whilst still a marginal4  methodology in human geography, has 

been increasingly utilised within humanistic geography since the 1970s (for 

example Crang, 1994; Laurier, 1999, 2001; Ley, 1988; Malbon, 1999; Rowles, 

1978; Seamon, 1979). As Herbert (2000) notes, there are many different 

varieties of ethnographic research and to attempt a definitive definition is 

perhaps unwise. Having said this, Hammersley & Atkinson (1995) suggest that 

in its  most characteristic form,

“...it involves  the ethnographer participating, overtly or covertly, in 

people’s daily lives for an extended period of time, watching what 

happens, listening to what is said, asking questions - in fact, 

collecting whatever data are available to throw light on the issues 

that are the focus of the research” (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995:1).

Ethnography is  therefore not about extracting realities from the field, rather it is 

concerned with intersubjective truths negotiated throughout the process of 

research (Cloke et al, 2004:170). Consequently, ethnography is used where 

there is a concern with making sense of knowledges in situ. Such a focus can, 

as Willis  (1977) has demonstrated, shed light on the ways  in which local 

cultures both reproduce and transform broader structures (see also Herbert, 

4  According to Herbert (2000), even in purely qualitative geographical journals such as 
Environment & Planning D, ethnographic  methods underpin only approximately 5% of the 
research published (550).
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2000; Willis, 2000). As a result, ethnographic methods can help5 to avoid the 

pitfall of simply reading meanings off from the landscape and imposing 

interpretations for social action upon the inhabitants (Lees, 2003b:108).

As Hammersley & Atkinson (1995) note, location is often a prime driver behind 
ethnographic work, providing impetus for researching a particular group  or 
setting but also framing a unique set of problems (36). In its earliest 

(anthropological) forms, ethnography was often concerned with researching one 

community in one location and as Hammersley and Atkinson go on to point out, 

ethnographers still tend to pick either one or a small number of settings within 

which to conduct fieldwork (39). This is a model that has been repeated in 

cultural geographic enquiry where possible (see for example Crang, 1994 on 

the geographies of service work; Cresswell, 2006 on airports; Laurier et al, 2001 

on cafés; Malbon, 1999 on clubbing; and Monaghan, 2001 on body building).  

Mobility  is little different in many ways except that the ‘location’ of course is 
often fluid. In Laurier’s ethnographic work on yachting (1999), whilst mobile, the 

location for most of the research was cut and dried and took place on board a 

boat. Slightly more challenging has been Laurier’s  work on motorway driving 

(2004). This posed more of a problem but Laurier was still able to accompany 

people in their cars, or where this was not possible, film their interactions to be 

analysed and discussed later.6 In this way, Laurier manages to retain some of 

the ‘being there’; the context of mobility and thus the content of the ‘line’ 

between a and b.

Whilst bearing in mind Adey’s (2006) caveat not to neglect the importance of the 
‘moorings’ of mobility, much of the research in this thesis has been concerned 
with exploring the content of the line between a and b and thus it is the journey 
itself which has become the focus and ‘location’ of fieldwork. In this respect, 
cycling of course poses a different set of problems. As Palmer (1996) has 

5 However as Cook & Crang (1995:6) note, ethnography has been just as complicit in creating 
homogenous entities as any quantitative methods. Consequently, ‘being there’ does not 
automatically mean that accounts will  be more nuanced, the researcher still  has to work at this.

6 The use of video as part of a mobile methodology is something that I explore in more depth in 
section 3.3 of this chapter.
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noted, the “...incessant movement between multiple sites of experience” of 
cyclists presents a range of problems (28). The solution for Palmer, and in my 
own research with racing cyclists (Spinney, 2006), has been to ride and talk. On 
quiet lanes with little traffic this is not hugely problematic as long as the 
researcher is fit enough to keep up; there are plenty of opportunities to talk on 
4-5 hour training rides.

In conducting research on the often solitary  and traffic-laden practices of urban 
cycling however, my initial problem became one of how to be able to follow 
people on everyday journeys and be able to talk to them about those journeys, 
ideally in the context of the journey. Moreover, because movement does not 

always (or perhaps ever) speak for itself from the perspective of the observer in 

the same way that it does from an embodied point of view, I needed a way of 

being able to talk to people in depth about their movements  - the thought of 

having many ‘brief encounters’ whilst following cyclists on their journeys 

conjured for me a very depthless  and frustrating piece of research. My own 

solution in this  thesis  has been to employ a case study approach to achieve the 

depth of ethnographic study whilst still being able to ‘follow’ participants. The 

result is a mobile ethnography.

3.2.2 Case studies

Similarly to ethnography, in general case studies are the preferred method 

when questions are of the ‘how’ or ‘why’ variety, and when the focus is  on a “…

contemporary phenomenon within some real life context” (Yin, 1994 in; Burton, 

2000:218). What actually constitutes a case study is less clear and some 

nominalists argue that cases do not exist; they are socially constructed by 

researchers in order to carry out investigations (Burton, 2000:216). In a sense 

this  is true, all cases  including my own are arbitrarily defined. I took the trope of 

the cyclist as the starting point of my study where others may have just as 

easily taken class or gender.
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Some critics  have also argued that case studies tend to be less rigorous than 

quantitative methods because they leave more room for the subjectivity of the 

researcher and amount to little more than ‘telling stories’ (Starke, 2002:441). 

Responding to this, Flyvberg argues that, “…it becomes clear that the most 

advanced form of understanding is  achieved when researchers place 

themselves within the contexts being studied” (2001:83). The most frequently 

cited criticism of the case study method is  the issue of their ability to be 

representative of a sample and in turn how generalisable the results might be. 

The lack of generalisability of the case study as  a method is deemed 

devastating to its scientific credibility. Giddens however argues that it,

“…may be of generalised importance in so far as it serves to 

elucidate the nature of agents’ knowledge-ability, and thereby their 

reasons for action, across a wide range of action-contexts” (Giddens 

in Flyvberg, 2001:74).

Thus case studies are well suited to excavating the kinds of practical and 

situated knowledges that I am interested in. As Flyvberg (2001) notes, good 

case studies are grounded in phenomenology, everyday practices and a focus 

on micro practices before discourse (133). Good case studies therefore have a 

substantial amount of narrative which approaches the contradictions and 

complexities of real life, and which is  hard to neatly summarise in terms of 

generalities and theories (84). According to Flyvberg, the closeness  of the case 

study to real-life situations and its abundance of details is  vital to understanding 

the nuances of human behaviour as other than rule-governed acts  (72). As an 

analysis of such behaviour was to make up the bulk of my field work, the case 

study approach appeared to be the most suited. 
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3.2.3 Pilot study and sampling

In order to find out how this approach might be applied to cycling, I first 
recruited four case study participants through a snowballing approach.7  The 
initial plan was for each case study to comprise a ‘biographical’ introductory 
interview8 lasting approximately one hour and then film four rides with each 
participant.9  The video footage from these rides would then be analysed and 
questions generated for a final follow up open-ended interview of between two 
and three hours. The video footage and initial interview transcripts from the pilot 
study threw up  six recurring themes around which final interview questions were 
grouped:

1. Representations of cycling

2. How cycling is learnt

3. The role of technology in negotiating and experiencing the city

4. The role of the senses in cycling

5. How cyclists use space

6. How place is experienced in cycling

Table 1: ‘Central themes arising from pilot case studies’ 

The conduct of the pilot study raised a number of issues which needed to be 
addressed. Firstly  was the amount of data it generated. Four participants 
generated 11 hours of video footage and 30,000 words of transcribed interview 
data. Based upon this, I saw the need for only 10 more participants although I 

7 The first of these participants (Roger) was a work colleague of my girlfriend, the second (Zara) 
was a friend of one of my girlfriend’s colleagues, the third (Gary) was the boyfriend of Zara, and 
the fourth (Alan) was a work colleague of Gary’s! 

8 These interviews were largely to get a flavour of the past trajectory of each participant in order 
to contextualise their present ‘identity’. Questions largely revolved around their cycling lives but 
were not solely confined to this one aspect of their lives.

9  These rides could be for any purpose and going anywhere. Two would be filmed from their 
perspective and two filmed by me following them in order to gain an alternate perspective. 
Participants were asked to narrate one of these rides as they rode to be recorded onto a mini-
disc  player.
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eventually recruited 20.10 I therefore decided that whilst the interviews would 
stay as they were, I would film three rides with each participant and add in 
another camera angle to gain a further perspective. In addition to these 
alterations, the narrated rides failed to record correctly11 and were subsequently 
dropped. 

The sample for the initial case study  was also small and hardly representative of 
all London cyclists. All the participants were, for example, commuting cyclists 
and under the age of 40. Whilst they  all engaged in other cycling activities with 
varying degrees of frequency, there was no representation of other cyclists such 
as couriers, BMX riders, trials bikers, or the cyclist of no ‘visible’ style or 
technological allegiance, to put it crudely. I therefore had a decision to make as 
to whether to focus on ‘commuting’ cyclists for the remainder of the project and 
achieve greater depth perhaps, or to branch out and focus on a broader range 
of urban cycling practices. In the end I opted to branch out and incorporate a 
number of different styles of movement in order to gain breadth in terms of the 
spaces, technologies and identities of cycling. 

Both Palmer (1996:35) in the case of cycling, and Carrabine and Longhurst 

(2002:183-184) in their study of driving behaviours, have noted that issues such 

as gender may be less important as structuring dimensions of such mobile 

practices. Certainly whilst Carrabine and Longhurst suggest that we should be 

attentive to differences related to constructions of gender, age etc, a focus on 

such categories may in fact draw attention away from other structuring 

processes which cut across any or all of these categories. As a result, my 

sampling strategy paid less attention to issues such as race, gender and age, 

and was more geared towards obtaining a breadth of different cycling cultures 

and practices. My aim was not to be able to speak for all types of cyclist or 

10 19 of these case studies were conducted in their entirety with only one remaining incomplete.

11  Firstly, participants were understandably self-conscious about talking to themselves whilst 
they were riding. Secondly, the microphone I used was not sensitive enough to pick up what 
riders were saying particularly as they all  talked quite quietly due to their afore-mentioned self-
consciousness. My solution to this was to ask people to narrate one of their rides whilst 
watching their journey back on video and record this on to a mini-disc player. However, due to 
the time-consuming nature of this, it was done only sporadically by participants who admittedly 
had much better things to do with their time.
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indeed for any one ‘type’, but to highlight the differences and rationales in the 

how, why and where of their mobility. For a more detailed break down of case 

study participants please see Table 2 (below). 

Pseudonym Brief details

1. Ernie Ernie is in his mid-twenties and has been a bicycle 
messenger for three years. When not riding he is 
trying to make a career out of acting. He lives in 
Hackney, north-east London, and uses his bike to 
get around as well as work.

2. Elina Elina is in her late twenties and has been a bicycle 
messenger for ten years since she left school. She 
is a ‘face’ on the London messenger scene and 
has messengered in numerous North American 
and European cities. She lives in Southwark, south 
London.

3. Phil Phil is in his late twenties and has been riding BMX 
on and off since he was 9. Having recently moved 
from Birmingham, he currently lives near 
Tottenham, north London, and works in central 
London. His favourite places to ride are car parks, 
Finsbury park, and the South Bank.

4. Ollie Ollie is in his late teens and works part time in a 
central London bike shop. He enjoys building bikes 
and, as well as using his bike to get around, he 
rides BMX and street mountain bike wherever he 
can find stairs and obstacles.

5. Roger Roger has just turned 40 and has cycled all his life. 
He does some organised long distance road 
cycling events but his main journeys are near his 
house in Clapton, north-east London, and to work 
in Norbury, south-east London, on his touring bike.
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Pseudonym Brief details

6. Alan Alan is in his mid-twenties and lives in Beckton, 
east London, with his wife. He has been living in 
London for three years and has been riding to work 
in Farringdon, central London, for the past two 
years. He has recently converted his bike to single 
speed.

7. Gary Gary is in his mid-twenties. He is an avid mountain 
biker and regularly makes trips to the South Downs 
and Wales to ride. He lives in Battersea, south-
west London, with his girlfriend and rides to work in 
Farringdon on a single speed mountain bike.

8. Zara Zara is in her mid-twenties and lives with Gary in 
Battersea, south-west London. She is also a keen 
mountain biker (though not as much as Gary). She 
rides to work in Euston on her very beaten-up 
Raleigh bike which she has had since school.

9. Mark Mark is in his late teens and has just started 
university. He lives in Stratford, east London. He 
has been riding trials for six years and occasionally  
rides in ‘natural’ trials competitions. He also rides 
regularly near his home and at various central 
London locations.

10. David David is in his early twenties and is just finishing 
university. He lives in Milton Keynes but regularly 
travels down to London and to other cities to ride 
street trials which he has been riding for five years. 
He also owns a mountain bike which he admits is 
more ‘practical’.
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Pseudonym Brief details

11. Alita Alita is in her mid-thirties and lives in Stoke 
Newington, north-central London, with her husband 
and two young children. She had never ridden a 
bicycle at all until one year ago when she was 
trained to teach school children to ride. She does 
not drive.

12. Ross Ross is in his early forties and lives in Woolwich, 
east London, and has been riding in London since 
he moved there in 1986. He is an active volunteer 
for a variety of charities and a member of the green 
party. He uses his touring bike to get to his various 
jobs and to meet friends.

13. Chris Chris is in his late twenties and is studying at 
university where he is also the head of the bicycle 
user group and a member of the LCC. He lives in 
Southwark, south London, with his girlfriend. He 
used to ride mainly for recreation but now also 
rides to university in Kensington on his folding bike.

14. Karen Karen is in her mid-fifties. She is retired and lives in 
Clapham, south London. She enjoys riding in the 
parks and by the rivers but also uses her bike to 
get to the shops and meet friends. She has 
recently become active in her branch of the LCC as 
a way of meeting people.

15. Joe Joe is in his late twenties and lives in Hackney, 
east London, with his girlfriend. He enjoys tinkering 
with bikes and has ridden since childhood. He 
currently uses his bike to meet friends and get to 
work in Holborn, central London.
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Pseudonym Brief details

16. Noam Noam is in his early forties and lives with his 
mother and seven year old son in Muswell Hill 
since moving from Israel in 2001. He uses his bike 
to get to work and to take his son to school in 
Clerkenwell, central London. He is a member of his 
local LCC branch.

17. Joyce Joyce is in her mid fifties and lives in Stoke 
Newington, north-central London. She has lived in 
London her whole life and has ridden a bike by her 
own admission ‘badly’. She has recently taken 
cycling lessons so that she can teach children to 
ride. She does not drive.

18. Jim Jim is in his late thirties and lives in Crystal Palace, 
south-east London. He rides a recumbent bicycle 
(due to health problems) in to work in Bloomsbury 
two or three days a week.  

19. Jen Jen is in her late twenties and is a full time qualified 
cycle instructor. She lives in Finsbury Park, north 
London, and rides to work in Southwark, south 
London. She also uses her bike to meet friends 
and shop and has recently started dabbling in time 
trials at Eastway cycle circuit.

20. Lee Lee is an unemployed chef turned bike messenger 
in his late thirties. He lives in a squat in Peckham, 
south-east London. Unfortunately, this case study 
was never completed as Lee quit messengering 
and was impossible to trace.

Table 2: ‘Biographical details of case study participants’
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3.2.4 Interviews

A central component of the case study approach that I utilised was the conduct 
of semi-structured interviews. I also used interviews as a stand-alone method 
with transport professionals and activists in order to gain a contextual 
understanding of the dominant organisations and discourses which framed 
provision for cycling in London. Whilst interviewing has been seen as lacking 
objectivity  due to the capacity for misinformation in such an approach (Cloke et 
al, 2004:125), I have used it in the context of an intensive research 
methodology because of its capacity to allow people “...to speak for themselves 
and thus present essentially  informed accounts of their own situations” (126).

In both case study interviews and the contextual interviews conducted with 
planners, engineers, cycling officers and advocacy organisations (see Table. 3 
for details), interviews were semi-structured in that I had a list of topics and 
questions prepared but open-ended in order that participants could go off-topic 
to further highlight variations, limits and similarities within cycling cultures 
(Handwerker, 2001:120). Certainly, I soon realised that dialogue and 
conversation was generally more productive than direct questioning, many 
interesting points coming up after the interview had ‘ended’. In this way my 
relationship  with all participants was less ‘objective’ and more attuned as Crang 
(1992) has noted, to a desire to view and hear the world through a number of 
different voices. Moreover, in both case study and contextual interviews (and in 

tandem with my ethnographic field notes), the interviews were conducted with 

an emphasis  as Handwerker (2001) suggests, on keeping track of similarities 

and variation across participants until a wide range of potential positions  were 

accounted for (12).12

12 Of course I do not claim to have exhaustively researched the views of every cyclist, planner 
or campaigner in London. However, it soon became apparent, particularly in the case of the 
contextual interviews with borough officials and advocacy organisations, that the same positions 
were being repeated.
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Borough/ Organisation Date I.D

Brent BC 24/06/05 Planner 1

Camden BC 23/06/05 Planner 2

Camden LCC 29/04/05 Advocacy 1

City of London BC 04/03/05 Planner 3

Hackney BC 17/08/05 Engineer 1

Hackney BC 17/08/05 Planner 4

Hackney LCC 23/06/05 Advocacy 2

Hammersmith & Fulham BC 14/04/05 Planner 5

Hammersmith & Fulham LCC 16/02/05 Advocacy 3

Lambeth BC 09/06/05 Cycling Officer 1

Lambeth LCC 21/03/05 Advocacy 4

Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea BC 01/07/05 Engineer 2

Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea BC 01/07/05 Engineer 3

Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea BC 16/03/05 Cycling Officer 2

Southwark BC 13/04/05 Cycling Officer 3

Southwark LCC 09/08/05 Advocacy 5

Tower Hamlets BC 07/02/05 Planner 6

Tower Hamlets LCC 23/03/05 Advocacy  6

Wandsworth BC 26/04/05 Engineer 4

Wandsworth BC 26/04/05 Cycling Officer 4

Wandsworth LCC 02/06/05 Advocacy 7

Westminster BC 26/04/05 Advocacy 13

Westminster LCC 07/06/05 Advocacy 8

Transport for London (TFL-CCE) 22/02/05 Engineer 5

Transport Research Laboratories (TRL) 07/07/05 Planner 7

London Cycling Campaign (LCC) 19/07/05 Advocacy 9
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Borough/ Organisation Date I.D

London Bicycle Messenger Association (LBMA) 26/09/05 Advocacy 10

Sustrans 16/02/05 Advocacy 11

Cyclists’ Touring Club 16/10/05 Advocacy 12

Table 3: ‘Contextual interviews conducted with transport professionals, borough 

officials and advocacy organisations’

3.2.5 Gaining access

Whilst as I have noted there is no one ‘cyclist’, being perceived as a cyclist did 
help me gain access to participants to some extent. Access was easiest13 to 
what could bluntly be termed ‘commuting’ cyclists and variously  more difficult - 
though far from insurmountable - when the practices, bikes and styles of cyclists 
were markedly different to my own. For example, the trials and BMX riders I 
spoke to were all welcoming and interested to chat and swap stories. It was 
apparently enough for them that I rode and moreover was interested in what 
they were doing. The problem in these instances was often one of finding them 
in the first place. Whilst those people who journey round London on the roads 
all day are highly visible, trials and BMX riders tend to ride in particular areas. In 
order to find them I began to attend Critical Mass rides (where I found Phil), 
hanging around the South Bank and chatting to riders, and searching on the 
internet which is where I initially  found the trials riders through the Trials-forum 

website. This virtual location is the central hub for Trials riding in the UK and it 
was here that I looked to find out where in London I could see them ride. When I 
eventually did meet up with them, rather than being put out that I was stalking 
them via the internet, more than a few trials riders praised my ingenuity for 
having found them. 

13 Access to borough officials and cycling officers was also straight-forward. The only setbacks 
in these scenarios came when boroughs tried to palm me off on to junior members of staff or 
local activist organisations just could not answer their phones or email. Neither of these were 
insurmountable problems and only in a couple of cases did my perseverance not pay off.
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The toughest group  to access were bike messengers, primarily because they 
set themselves apart from other riders, but also, and as Elina amongst others 
noted, they are constantly being interviewed, filmed and photographed, so 
another student poking their nose in is generally not that welcome.14 Luckily 
however I had a trump card in the shape of Sonia, an ex-bike messenger who 
was still - like many ex-messengers - part of the scene and it was she who took 
me down to the Duke of York15  one night and introduced me to more 
messengers than I could possibly  talk to: in one night I think I was introduced to 

at least 10 messengers. The introduction by a known and trusted gatekeeper 

was vital here and as Elina later said to me, ‘yeah, I probably wouldn’t have 

talked to you if it wasn’t for Sonia’. Ultimately I worked closely with only two 

messengers but the introductions meant that I was not only tolerated at the pub 

in the coming months but was invited to various messenger events and parties 

which gave me an enormous insight into the wider workings of the London 

messenger community. Despite an initial frostiness, I found bike messengers to 

be every bit as welcoming as all the other case study participants.

3.2.6 Texts and bodies

As these accounts suggest, there were some relatively fixed locations in my 
fieldwork such as the South Bank and the Duke of York Pub  which made 
ethnographic work relatively straight forward. However, as I have already noted, 
in order to elicit and represent accounts of movement and mobility  that were 
grounded in people’s embodied experiences of cycling, I wanted to be able to 
follow people whilst they moved and if possible talk to them whilst they did so in 
order to gain insight into their contextualised and embodied decision making. 
Researching on the move however is not simply a case of following and 
participating because particular skills and knowledges are required to 

14 All  messengers that I spoke to were somewhat wary of ‘outsiders’ and particularly of people 
they termed ‘fakengers’ - those who dress like messengers and ride fixed or single speed but 
who aren’t actually messengers.

15 Situated near the junction of the Gray’s Inn and Clerkenwell Roads, this pub has in the past 
few years been consciously promoted by members of the LBMA as the drinking hole of choice 
in order to foster a messenger social  scene and sense of community.
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participate. On a discursive level being a ‘cyclist’ served a limited use in the 
context of opening up  cycling worlds through providing a point of reference and 
commonality. Where it really came into its own was in an embodied sense 
because it gave me the skills and knowledge to be able to follow and relate to 
other cyclists, a task which would have been if not impossible, then at least 
more dangerous and exhausting without these skills and competencies. As I 
have noted in relation to my previous research with racing cyclists, 

“researching in the saddle was therefore as much about building up 

the skills and endurance to ride in close proximity to other riders at 

high speeds over long distances as it was about listening and asking 

the right questions. [...]. In this way, physical training was equally 

important to the research and methodology as both a means and 

object of insight” (Spinney, 2006:716).

In the conduct of this research I just about managed to keep  up with everyone 
(even the bike messengers!) when conducting the case study rides for this 
research, but this often took all the skill and fitness that I had accrued over 
years of riding in London. In this way, being a cyclist was useful because my 
‘inside’ knowledge was literally  inside my body. Hence the body serves two 
purposes; both as a tool to conduct research but also as an object of insight and 
conduit for the interpretation of observed movements, and it is this that I turn to 
next.

Csordas (1999) asks “...whether it is sufficient to attend to the body or whether 

one must in addition attend with the body, now understood as  a tool for 

research” (149). Stoller (1989, 1997) for one has written  on the ways in which 

ethnographers’ experience in the field can be used to learn about sensory 
experience. Such approaches, it is argued, place an emphasis on experiential 
ethnography and individual subjectivity:

“...the phenomenological ethnographer uses both body and intellect 
as research instruments and might understand personal experiences 
of cultural concepts that are otherwise untranslatable, through her or 
his own embodied experiences” (Pink, 2006:43).
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Certainly Palmer suggests in her ethnography  of French racing cyclists that it is 

only, “…by actively participating in the painful practices of everyday life that the 
agony of cycling becomes comprehensible” (1996: 135). Such an approach 
foregrounds a kinaesthetic and embodied approach to interpreting the practices 
that other riders engage in and talk about. Differently from an interpretation of 
cycling practices using textual representations,16  this approach allows an 
embodied and participatory interpretation where the whole body is employed in 
understanding the meanings of movement. I would suggest that the immediacy 
of insight that such an approach allows is essential to the project of 
understanding space and place as fluid and contextualised constructions, a 
point made by Lorimer and Lund in relation to hill-walking:

“ultimately, by moving and interacting with hill-walkers we ensured 
that our ideas emerged out of, and were re-worked and enriched 
through, direct embodied experience” (Lorimer & Lund, 2003:132).

In previous research that I had undertaken with road racing cyclists, it was a 
relatively straightforward process to conduct ‘auto-ethnography’ because as a 
culture, road racing frames quite tightly the projects and understandings of its 
participants (Spinney 2006, see also Palmer 1996). I (much like Palmer) 
therefore found my understandings and experiences to be broadly similar to 
others within the group. In the conduct of urban cycling however I was to 
encounter diverse groups and individuals who cycled for many different reasons 
and in many different ways, and thus my ability to rely on a ‘kinaesthetic 
sympathy’ (Jarvinen, 2006:76), to ask, ‘What does that feel like’? would be 
compromised.

However, having ridden for many years in London, I know what it’s like to have 
trucks pass very close, I know what it feels like to ride fluidly, I know what it’s 
like to daydream whilst riding, I know what it’s like to have a ‘bad’ day in terms 
of energy, and I know what it’s like to be hit by a car. I also know what it is like to 
ride different bikes and have some idea of the skills and knowledges needed to 

16  Whilst the use of textual sources might be unavoidable in historical research, in my opinion 
where embodied and ethnographic  approaches can be employed - as is the case with most 
contemporary research - their use should be strongly considered.
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ride mountain bikes, BMXs, track bikes and town bikes.17 As Jarvinen (2006) 
notes in the case of dance, such bodily  training facilitates the non-verbal 
communication of meaning because the ‘audience’ (in this case me) has an 
embodied grounding and familiarity  with the practice in question:

“...it is obvious in comparison to an average spectator, experienced 
dancers are always far more attuned to expressing themselves 
through their bodies and through movement, and are thus more likely 
to interpret the movements of others as their self-expression than 
would those ‘lay’ spectators who do not possess the same physical 
familiarity  with the practice of the art form” (Jarvinen, 2006:76).

As Jarvinen indicates, my own experiences of riding would allow a greater 
degree of kinaesthetic empathy with some riders than with others. Whilst I 
would be able to use my body  as an empathetic research tool to some extent, I 
realised that new ways of eliciting the ‘unspeakable’ would be required, a 
subject that I discuss in more depth in section 3.3 in relation to using video as a 
research tool.

3.2.7 The body and ‘edgework’

Using the body as a research tool is not without its problems however. In the 
event, it took a long time18 to conduct the 20 case studies for a number of 
reasons. Firstly, there was an awful lot of cycling in and around London involved 
to reach and follow each participant, compounded by having a heavy bag filled 
with camera equipment, laptop  and various other cycling-related paraphernalia.  
This often led to me feeling drained before midday on most days with the result 
that little else was achieved on such occasions.19 Technologically things were 

17 In fact within the remit of this research, it is only trials bikes which are a completely ‘foreign’ 
object and to this day I still have no idea how riders make them do what they do.

18  After factoring in preparation, travel and actual  conduct, each case study took roughly forty 
hours to complete.

19  I’d like to think that’s why it’s taken me so long to write this thesis but I think that might be 
stretching a point.
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more complicated as well thanks to the video. Whilst it was extremely reliable20 
in the main, the camera equipment had occasional bad days which held the 
process up and led to rides being rescheduled and conducted again. Whilst not 
common, this happened a few times21 and made the research process a little 
more stretched out and stressful. Coupled with the logistics of fieldwork and 
demands of riding in traffic all day  it also made me quite fraught, and even 
though I was in quite good shape, I was fairly burnt out after just the first six 
weeks of case studies and had to take a break for my body to recover before 
restarting. Over the course of the research there were a number of weeks when 
I felt totally fried emotionally and physically (see also Palmer 1996, Fincham 
2004). 

Using the body in such a way constitutes a form of ‘edgework’, that is, field work 

that accentuates the sharing of the lived experience of the studied persons 

(Ferrell & Hamm, 1998). Edgework describes field work that acknowledges 

personal risk but sees it as an opportunity to get inside the immediacy of a 

particular phenomenon through partial immersion in situated logics and 

emotional encounters (Vaaranen & Wieloch, 2001:44). As a result, edgework 

often tests  the physical and emotional limits of the researcher because they 

work within contexts which many would regard as uncontrollable (Vail 2001: 

719). However, I have to admit to enjoying some of the supposed danger I was 
putting myself in (see also Routledge, 2002). Riding fast in traffic on a bike is a 
skilled practice particularly because the stakes are generally higher (for the pilot 
at least) than for example when driving a car in traffic: the possibility of ‘getting it 
wrong’ can carry with it an adrenalin rush not normally associated with everyday 

20 The camera equipment only packed up completely once and this was due to mine and Ollie’s 
experiment of strapping it to the fork of his street mountain bike in order to gain a new riding 
perspective. The footage looks great but the cameras must have suffered fatal  injury because 
they had fizzled out by the end of the week. Somewhat remarkably this was three days before 
the guarantee ran out and it was all  repaired under warranty. I never expect this to happen 
again.

21 The most notable of these was when I had to cycle from Battersea to Muswell Hill  (about nine 
miles with a whacking great hill at the end) at 6am in the pouring rain in October having already 
done 150 miles in the last three days. And I had a cold. Utterly soaked through I met up with 
Noam and his son at 7am and set off shortly afterwards to make the journey back down to 
Clerkenwell. The ride went without a hitch until  we reached our destination to discover that the 
camera had switched itself off after the first 50 seconds. 
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travel. Having said that, I and all the participants in this study, view cycling as a 
‘safe’ activity; I very much doubt anyone would do it if this were not the case. 
Consequently, one has to be careful when making statements about the 
attendant risks of research because as Fincham (2004) has noted,

“there can be a certain amount of macho posturing adopted by those 
who do research involving the possibility of injury, as though there 
are not other types of research that may also have dramatic 
consequences for a researcher” (Fincham, 2004:33).

Fincham calls for a recognition that all research carries its own risks, and 
perhaps in the context of my research, the more pertinent risks were ethical 
rather than bodily. Whilst I was quite clear to all research participants that they 
should ride as they normally would, because I had to follow them, this often 
meant that I had to ‘break’ road traffic law. The decision whether or not to do so 
has to be a judgement call on the part of the researcher. For my part, I would 
stop riding if I thought I was putting myself or anyone else in danger. This is I 
feel a completely different issue from breaking the law. No doubt some would 
disagree with this attitude but I raise it here because this ethical tension 
between compliance and consideration circumscribes much of the theory and 
empirical material in chapters 6 and 7. If I were to have ridden to the letter of the 
law and thus stayed within the ‘ethical’ codes of research, I would never have 
uncovered the rationale’s that appear in these chapters. Routledge (2002) 
points to a similar scenario whilst working with NGOs and tourist developers 
where he flouted most of the rules in order to penetrate hidden layers of 
knowledge (see also Fincham, 2004). As Crang (2003) notes, this highlights the 
increasingly formulaic approach of ethical review boards which serve to stifle 
empirical research (497). If ‘real life’ does not solely take place within the 
confines of the ‘law’, but ethical constraints only allow researchers to operate 
within the law, then researchers must be missing a large part of the processes 
and meanings which constitute lived experience and power relations.
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3.3 Using video as part  of a mobile methodology

As I noted earlier, my intention in this research was to try to retain the context of 
both practices, and reflections on those practices as far as possible. However, 
as I have already suggested, the prerequisites for researching racing cycling 
that I (Spinney, 2006) and Palmer (2006) had previously relied upon, rarely hold 
true in the case of urban cycling. As a result I had to rethink how to go about 
following people’s fleeting experiences of movement whilst being able to talk to 
them about it. This was the main reason that I decided to incorporate video into 
the research design.

Video may seem like an odd choice because as a form of vision, it will be 
positioned by many in the social sciences as suspect. Nowhere is this suspicion 
more evident than in geography where as Crang (2003) notes, the detached 
and distancing gaze has been theorised as the (masculine) antithesis of 
collaborative and engaged qualitative work (2003:500, see for example Rose 
1993). Certainly  Kindon (2003) suggests that given the association of the gaze 
and vision in geography it is not surprising that video has been little utilised 
(143). Ingold (2000) however, suggests  that perhaps the association of vision 

and distance has more to do with the ways in which theorists have taken 

preconceived ideas about vision as other than active and generative into their 

studies (2000:253). As Crouch (1998) comments,

“people are not found in motionless movement of the anonymity of a 
Lowry painting. They are a series of bodies in spaces, moving active 
agents in their lives and our own” (Crouch, 1998:169).

Congruently, rather than reinforce a reading of visual culture as  distancing and 

decontextualised, Rogoff (2000) has demonstrated the ability of visual culture to 

unpack the global construction and circulation of particular identities and myths. 

Latham (1999) has shown using the work of Walter Benjamin how embodied 

vision promotes proximity and ‘feel’, and Buscher (2006) has illustrated how a 
focus on professional practices of visualisation demystifies vision by engaging 
with the ‘language games of visual practice’ (297). Like other visual cultures, 
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video also holds  the potential to move beyond theorisations of the visual as 

static and distancing.

Macdougall (1997) for example suggests that much that can be said about the 
body, time, gender, identity, emotion and the senses may best be said through 
film because of its capacity for synaesthesia22  (1997:287 in Pink, 2006:49). 
Certainly video is increasingly finding a place in social enquiry. Parr (2007) for 
example has used video as part of a participative methodology to explore the 
worlds of those with mental health problems and Kindon (2003) has used video 
as part of a participatory feminist practice of looking (see also Pink, 2006; 
Shrum et al, 2005). In the following sections I want to discuss my use of video 
as both a way of collecting data and form of representation. In doing so I 
discuss the limits of the visual as a text but also highlight its potential when 
used in conjunction with more established linguistic approaches.

3.3.1 Video in interviews

Perhaps the first thing that should be noted about using video is that it became 
a participant in the process of research - as a materiality it opened up worlds 
both by facilitating access and by bringing events to wider audiences. This was 
particularly evident in certain cycling worlds such as trials riding which have a 
strong visual culture. When I first met up with a group of trials riders at the Shell 
Centre on the South Bank I asked if I could film them. Somewhat to my 
surprise, rather than be seen as invasive this turned out to have been one of the 
best things I could have done. By way of example, when I asked one trials rider 
David if I could film them ride, he promptly got his own camera out and started 
talking about different techniques he used to film trials riding. So not only was  
filming acceptable, it also became a tool which helped me gain access to the 
riders and provided an insight into which aspects of their culture they 
emphasised and how they did it. Far from being alienating, technology in this 
instance is one of the objects which connects people and as Shrum et al 

22  Synaesthesia is the merging and mixing of the senses in the mind to form multi-sensory 
experiences (Jarvinen, 2006:72).
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suggest, it serves to blur the boundaries between researcher and researched 
(2005:17, see also Kindon, 2003; Pink, 2006; Parr, 2007). As Crang (1997) 
suggests, video should not be seen as simply  recording the event, it can also be 
part of the event (366).

According to Kindon (2003) and Crang (2003), video and visual images have 
mainly  been used by geographers to generate data (501). In this sense my 
approach was little different. Once recorded I would load videos into a laptop so 
that I could look through the footage for use in interviews. At this stage I usually 
had to edit the footage because playing it uncut in interviews was not possible 
due to time constraints. This meant that even before the interview I had a role in 

interpreting the data and narrowing down what would get emphasised. In this 

sense my use of video was not participatory to the extent that both Kindon 

(2003) and Parr (2007) have shown it can be. Having said that, I always left at 

least one ride for each interview in an unedited format so that participants could 

discuss any aspect of it. I also encouraged participants to take control of the 
video on the laptop  and talk through the bits that they found relevant. As a result 
I felt that as much as I had performed the original cut and would perform the 
final cut in writing through the research, participants would still have a strong 
presence in deciding what they talked about. In this  way, the process of 

excavating meanings was still collaborative and indeed, as Pink (2006) has 

argued, all video work is collaborative in that it has involved social negotiations 

to be there (37).

Video was also a memory aid for both myself and participants. In enabling 
fleeting and ephemeral movements to be played back, what was previously 
deemed impossible to reflect upon or seemingly insignificant was able to be 
dissected in detail. Nowhere was this clearer than when trying to elicit embodied 
understandings from participants. The ability  to come back to review people’s 
movement also facilitated any further analysis of the images by me when writing 
through the research. Up  to three years on from filming the rides,23 watching the 
videos brings back to me an awful lot of context and detail which would have 

23  By the time I had finished filming case studies and other events I had recorded almost 60 
hours of video.
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been lost otherwise. This is possible partly  because I was ‘there’, and in no 
small part because I as a cyclist interpret aspects of these images that other’s 
might not. However, it is also because the video footage evokes more than just 
the audio-visual, and this is something I discuss in more depth in the sections 
that follow.

3.3.2 Analysing video

Much has been written on visual methods in geography with regard to analysis 
(Crang, 1997, 2003; Driver, 1995, 2003; Rose, 1996, 2000, 2001), the bulk of 
which has been related to static images or maps. The starting point for my 
analysis of video data began with Rose’s (1996, 2001) criteria for analysing 
visual materials. Rose suggests that at each stage of analysis a different phase 
of the production of meaning should be focused upon. Whilst not adhering 
rigidly to this design, my analysis of video took in three broad stages. The use 
of video in interviews discusses the production of the text; its use as a moving 
picture to be interpreted attempts to decode the content of the image(s), and the 
comparative approach to highlighting difference focuses not only on the 
technical composition and production of the text but also on how audiences use 
and circulate the text. As Rose notes, the analytical task is to understand how 
meaning is produced at each of these points and how they combine to produce 
a meaning for the image overall.

Whilst this provides a basis for moving images, I also augmented Rose’s list of 
foci with techniques of analysis used in film and video studies (da Costa 2003, 
Darley 2000, Wayne 1997). However, with regard to analysing the bodily and 
sensual dimensions of textual sources there is little guidance as Csordas notes:

“there is  no special kind of data or a special method for eliciting such 

(embodied) data, but a methodological attitude that demands 

attention to bodiliness even in purely verbal data such as written text 

or oral interview” (Csordas, 1999:148).
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As I have already stated, in interviews video was used in conjunction with 
participants to provide a verbal narrative which explained particular behaviours, 
meanings, rationales and embodied feelings. However, video was also used in 
two further ways. Firstly it was used as a comparative tool to highlight 
differences which could say something about which elements of identity  and 
practices were important to a particular group. I will not discuss this in any great 
detail here because it is covered substantively in Chapter 9: Moving images. It 
is enough to say  that by triangulating different representations and their 
techniques of production, it is possible to highlight differences and therefore see 
which aspects of a given culture and identity are emphasised and how. This is 

possible because representations work by emphasising some things at the 

expense of others; as Crang (1997) has noted they are not a route to a real 

world, they are the route through which worlds are created. Such an approach 
is possible for any group with an established visual culture (in cycling circles this 
includes BMX, trials and to an extent bike messengers) but not for example with 
‘commuter’ cyclists who do not generally  film their journeys. 

The second way in which video was used as a ‘text’, was to be analysed in a 
similar way to a static image in order to highlight particular aspects of 
movement. One of the main difficulties encountered when researching often 

taken for granted embodied and sensory understandings, is the lack of 

vocabulary available. As Smith (2002) points out in relation to a group of dance 

students,

“when I talked with them about how they viewed themselves, about 

how they saw their minds in relation to their bodies, they spoke of 

their cognisant abilities, their ability to solve problems or work with 

technology, as if this work was separate from their bodily or physical 

self. A few people spoke about the idea of having feelings that were 

part of what made them unique. None of them referred to other ways 

of knowing the world or themselves in terms of intuition, muscular 

sensation, or kinesthesia” (Smith, 2002:124).
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As Pow (2000) goes on to explain, it is  often difficult for people to express their 

experience of senses other than vision due to the limited vocabularies 

associated with non-visual dimensions (2000:169, see also Jarvinen, 2006). In 

order to communicate meaning, experiences  must at some point be 

represented in one form or other, and the lack of vocabulary in sense-worlds 

makes this a difficult task. Compounding this problem is the fact that many 

sensations such as balance and touch are often fleeting and hidden moments of 

existence which do not lend themselves to expression or capture in the same 

ways as the visual or aural. 

As I noted earlier, understanding trials and BMX riding posed a potentially new 

set of problems for me because I had never done either and therefore my own 

kinaesthetic sympathy was lessened when related to these styles of riding. 

However, as I have suggested, by using frame-by-frame video footage of 

participants’ riding during interviews, I was able to ask participants to give in-

depth and ‘embodied’ accounts  of what they were doing.24 The importance of 

this  is  threefold.

Firstly by getting to ‘ride’ with participants and ask them to talk about their 

movements, language is not replaced as  a way of knowing, rather the video 

allows language to be used where it was previously difficult/ impossible. The 

second point is  that by allowing repeat and slow motion viewing, video offers a 

route to the other senses by stretching out the fleeting and ephemeral in order 

that they might be apprehended by the viewer. The caveat here is that 

audiencing is  important to the success of this (as it would be in the reception of 

any representation). Both Marks (2000) and Pink (2006) have emphasised a 

theory of audience which notes the cultural specificity of sensory experience 

(Marks, 2000:195 in Pink, 2006:53, see also Jarvinen, 2006). The final point to 

be made is that as a result of this process of being able to talk through bodily 

meanings, we begin to construct a vocabulary for the unspeakable and thus 

language can begin to play more of a role in how we understand and represent 

24 Many thanks to Steve Saville for letting me in on the embodied account method of attempting 
to articulate the non-representable which he has used with his own research (2004) into trials 
riding.
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the embodied, the fleeting and the sensual. In this sense, video becomes a 

bridge between embodied practice and language, enhancing the ability of 

language to express the ephemeral and embodied as I demonstrate in Chapter 

5: Sense and sensicity.

The uses  of video do not end here. As a form of research data and 

representation, video data embodies the movement which the fixity of 

photography and written text so often fail to evoke. Whilst not ‘seeing’ reality, 

video to an extent avoids the enemy of experience embodied in academic 

abstraction by relating the particular very well. It is therefore very useful for 

evoking some of the intense experiences and encounters of cycling, and getting 

down into the city. Video opens up  movement for analysis in a way which would 

be impossible with a static image. Video is unique in this regard because it 
spans space and time to produce a text, thereby opening up  the possibility of 
analysing the rhythms of journeys; the pauses, stops, flows, weaving, waiting, 
rapidity  and freewheeling, all of which say an awful lot about how and why 
people ride. My use of this in analysis is most evident in Chapter 7 - Desire lines 
when dealing with the issue of time, which video makes ‘visible’ to some extent. 
In conjunction with people’s accounts of what they do, such analysis allows new 
meanings of existing practices to be excavated. Because we begin to illuminate 
how people use space and their bodies, how they interact and where and how 
they look, we gain a far clearer idea of how they are deriving meanings through 
movement and are far less likely to impose meanings upon static subjects that 
we are gazing at. Video has the potential to bring us into the picture.

3.3.3 Video as a mode of representation

As Crang (2003) has noted, the dominance of linguistic techniques in qualitative 

research was perhaps inevitable after the discursive and textual shift across the 

social sciences (498) which began in the 1960s and suggested that all human 

thought and endeavour could be understood as being structured through 

language (Howes, 2005:1). Such an approach is not unproblematic however. 

Following Serres (1985), Howes (2005) characterises the language-bound body 
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as a, “...desensualised robot, moving stiffly, unable to taste or smell, preferring 

to dine on a printed menu than eat an actual meal” (2). As Csordas (1999) 

notes, at the height of ‘the body as text’ movement in the 70s and 80s, the 

notion of experience all but ceased to exist in theorisations of culture (146). This 

was largely because representation came not to denote experience but to 

constitute it. In doing so it eliminated the problematic dualism between language 

and experience but only at the expense of reducing experience to language (or 

discourse, or representation) (146).

This  is particularly problematic for approaches which take active moving bodies 

as their central resource. For me, the problem with such theorising is that it 

wantonly abstracts  knowledge; generalising, reducing and watering it down. In 

distilling life down to the page as it seems academics are destined to do, 

linguistic accounts all too often lose the context that makes experience 

meaningful, and that is the experience of being; of living experienced through 

the body. Willis  (2000) points  out that language can be particularly poor at 

articulating sensuous meanings as these are generally unformed and ‘in cultural 

solution’: “bits of meaning inhere separately in material items or liminally in 

elements of practice. They cannot easily be invaded or absorbed by linguistic 

meaning…” (27-28). However Howes (2005) goes on to state that the limits  of 

language are no longer the limits of the world (2), and this is in no small part 

due to a renewed emphasis on embodied experiences which emphasise what is 

done rather than what is represented (Crang, 2003:499, see also Ingold 2000). 

As Pink argues, we need to think about what kinds of knowledges we are trying 

to represent and how best to represent them (Pink, 2001: 142).

I would argue that video is an essential tool in the project of representing 

movement and mobility because it is  able to present aspects  of sensory and 

fleeting experiences which aren’t easily reduced to the page. Cresswell (1993) 

in talking about Kerouac’s  on the road attests to the original form of its 

presentation as attempting to mimic the constant mobility of the journey by 

being one continuous unpunctuated paragraph on a 120 foot piece of paper 

(256). However, does such an approach really get us any closer to the 

experience of Kerouac’s  road trip? In such instances, writing presents  a two-fold 
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problem because it not only attempts to reconstruct experience through ready-

made concepts, but by attributing a practical and rational end to a potentially 

pointless act through its  communication in the first place (Posso, 2006:315). As 

Posso goes on to note, discursive thought and language require that 

uninterrupted flows of consciousness are dissected into discrete linear states,25 

“language keeps us outside reality; it fails to grasp things because it can but 

describe aspects  of them in ‘lifeless’ repeatable terms” (Posso, 2006:315). 

Despite the opening up of sense worlds that moving images offer, it is as Howes 

points out, ironic that the senses are once again confined by language in how 

they are to be represented (Howes, 2005:5). 

Consequently, I must admit to being dissatisfied with the thought that the video 

footage that has been so vital in conducting this research should be ousted in 

its final presentation in favour of still images and language. Ethnographic film 

makers and visual anthropologists have talked for some time regarding the 

ability of film to evoke bodily and sensory experience (Grimshaw, 2001; 
MacDougall, 1997, 1998;  Pink, 2006; Stoller, 1997). 

Accordingly I would argue that video also has a place in representing and 
evoking movement and mobility. Consequently in this thesis I have included a 

DVD of video which should ideally be watched at certain points  throughout the 

text in order to illustrate, compliment and reinforce linguistic points. This  is part 

of a project to place the viewer back down on the streets with the bodies from 

which this research started. This is not to say that watching these videos will be 

anything remotely like riding through London. It is to say rather, that through the 

use of video I am attempting to offer another (and complimentary) window 

through which to understand the practices of cycling. When allied to established 

linguistic practices I believe that the use of video to represent embodied 

25 That is not to say of course that video as a medium does not work in a similar way; in dividing 
movement into frames of static images it to seeks to dissect movement into a linear state. 
However I would suggest that moving images direct the attention of the audience to a lesser 
extent because they do not have to provide a commentary on specific  moments of movement, 
they can let many aspects and interactions present in movement speak at once. Whether or not 
we choose to highlight specific aspects of this movement using language is a matter for how the 
video is used within the context of a wider argument.
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practices begins to offer a more nuanced knowledge of everyday mobile 

practice.

3.4 Conclusions

This  chapter has explored the various techniques and processes related to the 

doing of this thesis. In doing so it has  outlined my positionality within the 

research as a cyclist, and some of the problems and benefits such a position 

entails. It has also discussed my adaptation of ethnographic and case study 

methods in order to cope with highly mobile individuals and context. Within this 

framework I have also outlined my use of video as a research tool on a number 

of levels, both as a means of apprehension, but also as  a means of evocation.

Of course what is written up here (as is the case with all linguistic accounts) is 

far more tidy and linear than the actual process of conducting fieldwork. 

Congruently, and despite my best efforts, I am fairly certain that I have not been 

able to do justice to everything I have been told, shown and felt. The accounts 

that follow are glimpses and snapshots of cycling in London and can in no way 

represent the depth and breadth of experience of cycling as a practice. Having 

said that I would ask you to read on in the hope that you catch more than a 

glimpse of a cyclist.
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Chapter 4. Appropriate mobility: constructing the London cyclist

This chapter has two main purposes. The first is to act as a bridge between the 
review of literature and the empirical chapters by taking some of the more 
abstract theoretical debates and giving them a cycling specific twist. The 
second purpose is to provide some background into the provision for cycling in 
London in order to set up  the chapters that follow. My intention is that this 
chapter should provide some understanding of the dominant discourses which 
frame what cycling in London could and should be, and also an understanding 
of some of the history, tools, processes and people who have the power to 
shape these understandings. To these ends the chapter is split into three main 
parts.

The first part looks at the growth of planning and regulation quite broadly but 
with special attention to London and cycling. It looks at the reasons for the 
current system of regulation and how this has come about. The second part 
moves on to look at the planning process in London and the tools which shape 
how cycling is understood. In order to do this it looks at the modelling process 
and the main planning guidelines for cycling in London and the ways in which 
they conceptualise the ‘cyclist’. It then goes on to problematise the 
conceptualisation of the cyclist as vehicle. The third part goes on to look at the 
role of the key stakeholder in relation to cycling in London, the London Cycling 
Campaign (LCC). Using interviews with activists and analysis of LCC 
publications, the discussion highlights the key referents of environment, utility 
and a particular vision of leisure which characterise the views of the campaign 
with regard to cycling in London.  

I conclude a number of things from this discussion. Firstly, provision for cycling 
in London has for many years been neglected and despite more recent efforts 
in the shape of the London Cycle Network1 (LCN+), the system of automobility 

1 As I discuss in more depth in due course, the LCN+ is a 900km strategically planned network 
of cycle routes spanning 33 London boroughs into which the majority of funding for cycling in 
London is channelled (TfL, 2007:2).
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has been designed with vehicular behaviours as the norm into which the cyclist 
is expected to fit. Such standardisation of movement denies the active and 
moving body because the body  in question becomes that of the automobile - 
the human body is assumed to be static. The conflation of these very different 
identities and the erasure of difference this entails has serious knock-on 
consequences because anyone operating outside of normative vehicular 
parameters materialised in the built environment is constructed as irresponsible, 
out of place, and dangerous.

The denial of the body, and particularly the kinaesthetic dimensions of the 
vulnerable ‘fleshy’ body is further advanced by acontextual abstractions and 
representations such as the law and the tools of planners and engineers. By 
further defining and reproducing appropriate ways of moving, these modes of 
representation deny the fact that cyclists may learn how to ride through a 
number of different practices and representations which may suggest different 
uses of space to those programmed into the system.

In addition, and despite the input of user groups intended to provide a better 
understanding of the movements of cyclists, these movements remain narrowly 
conceived in terms of utility, transport and a particular ‘vision’ of leisure. 
Consequently, the representations of space produced not only continue to 
narrowly define acceptable styles of mobility, they also narrowly define 
appropriate cycling technologies.

Whilst the post modern planning process has attempted to broaden its 
consultation base, I argue that this has not been entirely successful in the case 
of cycling. The resulting construction of particular forms of cycling as more 
desirable than others not only affects material provision for other forms of 
cycling, it also discursively constructs these forms of cycling as other. In 
particular the construction of cycling as utility denies, or at the very  least 
dismisses, the many ways in which cycling becomes relevant to riders as a 
source of identity, leisure and cultural capital. Ultimately, I argue that whilst 
there are well-intentioned goals behind such a strategic narrowing of the cycling 
agenda such as an emphasis on environmentally sustainable transport, the 
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narrowing of the agenda serves to exclude narratives and impoverish cycling as 
a poly-vocal and poly-semic practice.

4.1 The growth of planning and regulation

4.1.1 Disciplining the cyclist

According to Barker and Savage (1974), until the mid 1800s, most people still 

walked upon the ‘roads’, it was only a minority who had access to a horse 

drawn vehicle and the railways were still in their infancy. This  situation changed 

radically for many people2  with the advent of the bicycle. Whilst there were 

earlier experiments involving two-wheeled machines such as the Draisine or 

‘running machine’ patented in Germany 1817 and popularised in England by the 

coach builder Denis Johnson and known as the ‘accelerator’ or ‘hobby horse’, it 

was not until the 1860s after a period of extensive and often over-imaginative 

invention that the bicycle as we know it really began to materialise in the form of 

the velocipede (Dodge, 1996:17-19). So popular was this machine that cycling 

took off in England in the late 1860s and early 70s in what was widely regarded 

as a ‘craze’. From here it was only a short step to the high wheeler or ordinary 

bike3 which was quickly superceded by the safety bicycle4 that largely stabilised 

in its  design in the 1880s and in some ways remains unchanged today.

Despite the rapid growth in popularity of the bicycle in the late 1800s, there 

were very few attempts to discipline it. Some 35 years prior to the emergence of 

2  According to Ritchie (1999), the bicycle ‘craze’ that erupted in England in 1869 was from its 
inception as much concerned with, “...sport and entertainment as it was about the potential  of 
the new vehicle for personal  utility and transportation...” (490). It is important to note that any 
increased mobility bought about by the bicycle was for the first 40-50 years or so confined 
largely to the (male) upper and middle classes (Baker, 1979:76-9).

3 Many velocipedes initially incorporated a slightly larger front wheel, a design feature that was 
to be exaggerated (because it allowed each turn of the pedals to move the machine over a 
greater distance) over the next few years as the design of the ‘high wheeler’ or ‘ordinary’ bicycle 
took shape.

4  As a design, the modern safety bicycle is deemed to have stabilised and its characteristics 
‘taken-for-granted’ by the beginning of the 20th Century: “…these features after a nineteen-year 
process, come to be low wheels, rear chain drive, diamond frame and air tyres” (Rosen, 
1993:483). In reality however, the social construction of the bicycle as a technology has been 
anything but a linear process (see for example Cox & Van De Walle, 2007) and its design has 
been in a constant state of flux and evolution for a variety of reasons.
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the bicycle, section 72 of the Highways Act (1835) stated that a person shall be 

guilty of an offence if he or she,

"shall willfully ride upon any footpath or causeway by the side of any 

road made or set apart for the use or accommodation of foot-

passengers; or shall willfully lead or drive any...carriage of any 

description...upon any such footpath or causeway" (Ministry of 

Justice, 1835).

Whilst this law initially applied to horses and carriages, with the advent of the 

bicycle it was amended (in part due to pressure from the Cyclist’s  Touring Club) 

in Section 85 of the Local Government Act 1888 so that the definition of 

"carriage" included "bicycles, tricycles, velocipedes and other similar 

machines" (Ministry of Justice, 1888). This categorisation of the cyclist as a 

vehicle was due to the massive boom in their popularity in the 1870s - 1890s 

when they were primarily used for racing and touring5. As an ostensibly athletic 

and aesthetic pursuit in this period, the move to have the cyclist recognised as a 

vehicle can be seen as  a product of both the increased risks6 to the public of 

racing7 bicycles on the roads, but also as an attempt by cyclists  of the time to be 

taken seriously by staking a claim to the roads as a legitimate and classifiable 

means of mobility.

In terms of discipline out on the roads and despite the massive increase in 

cycling in the latter part of the 1800s, very little changed. The History of Traffic 

Signals  (HMSO,1991) gives  a good indication to the singular lack of disciplining 

that bicycles fostered. Certainly this brief history written by highways engineers 

5 It was not until  later in the earlier part of the 20th century that the bicycle became widely used 
for daily transportation.

6 Perhaps one of the earliest incidences of conflict between cyclists and other road users was 
on the 11th June 1842 when the Glasgow Herald reported that a man (probably the inventor 
Kirkpatrick MacMillan) riding a velocipede on the pavement had ‘thrown over a child’. The child 
was not injured and in the circumstances the rider was fined only 5 Shillings (Dodge, 1996:26).

7  The authorities of the time were becoming ever more concerned about the number of cycle 
races on the roads, now also being increasingly occupied by other traffic. After many complaints 
about reckless racing, the National  Cyclists' Union decided in 1890 to ban all  cycle racing on  
public roads, which only left racing on closed tracks which was not to everyone's liking. A direct 
result of this was the increased popularity of time trials on the roads where riders would go off 
individually against the clock. Massed start racing on Britain’s roads was not legally allowed 
again until 1953.
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spares little room for the bicycle, simply stating that, “the advent of the bicycle 

during the latter part of the 19th Century brought new dangers to road users 
and a need was felt for a new type of sign” (5). Whilst flagging the dangers 

posed to road users by bicycles, the document then goes on to say that the sign 

to which it refers was one instituted for the safety of cyclists  to warn them of the 

gradients of hills:

“Hills  and sharp bends were a source of great danger to the early 

cyclists  and the Bicycle Union (later known as  the National Cyclists’ 

Union) began to erect “danger boards” at the top of steep hills. The 

Cyclists’ Touring Club not only set up similar boards but also erected 

‘caution’ boards on hills that could be ridden down with reasonable 

care” (HMSO, 1991:5).

Two things  can be noted here: Firstly that the signs erected to discipline cyclists 

were felt to be needed for cyclists  rather than for other road users because of 

cyclists, thus implying that riders posed a negligible threat to the existing order 

and safety of the street. The second point of note is that these signs were 

erected by cyclists’ organisations rather than the government, further reinforcing 

the thesis that there was little official need for signage and regulation related to 

cycles.8 As Maltbie (1924) qualifies, “the early laws dealt little, as the need was 
little, with the regulation of traffic upon the highways...” (32).

Similarly the cyclist was not required to take a test of competency in order to 

ride. As Horton (2007) notes, it was not until 1936 that the idea of a cycling 

proficiency scheme was first raised due to an alarming growth in cyclist 

casualties and it was not until 1948 that the scheme was eventually adopted 

nationwide (CTC, 2005 in Horton, 2007: 138). The manner in which cyclists 

rode had not changed markedly, but the volume of motorised traffic on the 

roads had. The proficiency test was an attempt by both government and cycling 

8  Pooley (2007) offers an interesting counter-factual reading of the development of transport 
infrastructure which presumes that the private motor car was more tightly regulated and 
imagines a scenario where only motorised public  transport and service vehicles prospered. 
Pooley concludes that little would have changed in this scenario. For my part, I find it interesting 
to wonder what a counter-factual reading based upon a complete lack of motorised vehicles 
would conclude.
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organisations to train cyclists  to deal with these new and dangerous9 conditions 

(138). Again, cyclists in themselves were a negligible threat to all but they would 

have to change their ways in order to survive in the new auto environment.

4.1.2 The growth of regulation

The growth of the modern motor car in the UK was nothing if not meteoric10. 

Research on internal combustion engines was going on during the railway age 

(1840s onward) and the first modern car appeared in Germany in 1885 and in 

Britain in 1896, with the first motor bus appearing in Britain in 1898. In 1903 

they were licensed and given the full freedom of English roads. However, it was 

not until after World War One that motoring really took off11 (see for example 

Morton, 1933). By 1920, there were 187,000 private cars and 88,000 public 

vehicles on the UK’s roads (Fullerton, 1975:30). After 1920 the growth in 

vehicles accelerated and outstripped the capacity of the existing roads reaching 

1 million by 1930, and 13 million by 1972 (Fullerton, 1975:33). This growth was 

accompanied by a concomitant growth in road accidents and fatalities, and 

increased congestion particularly in towns and cities.

9 According to Patton (2007), official government estimates suggested that by 1938 there were 
between eight and 10 million cyclists in Britain and a high number of cyclist casualties. The MoT 
was called upon to address the problem and its final report recommended the construction of 
separate cycle tracks and the requirement to carry a red rear light. However, due to WW2 and 
post-war austerity measures, the regulations (except the rear light) were never implemented. 
Patton argues that this has contributed to the liminal  status of the cyclist as a ‘blank’ and 
‘undetermined’ figure (2007:n.p).

10  This is not to say however that even in its early hey-day the presence of the car was not 
contested on the streets, with many arguing that it was a nuisance and a danger. To give a 
somewhat tongue-in-cheek example, the LCC have got nothing on the (presumably defunct) 
Anti-Automobile Society of Pennsylvania who in the early 1900s drew up regulations stating that 
“...anyone driving a horseless carriage at night should come to a stop every mile and send up a 
signal rocket, then wait ten minutes for the road to clear. If a team of horses should approach 
along the road, the motorist was obliged to cover his vehicle with a large canvas or painted cloth 
that would blend with the surrounding landscape. If the horses refused to pass even then, the 
motorist had to take his vehicle apart piece by piece and hide the pieces under the nearest 
bush” (quoted in Southworth & Ben-Joseph, 2003:65).

11 Many of the initial  proponents of the car - at least initially - were futurist artists and poets such 
as Boccioni, Cheret, Gervais and Marinetti for whom the speed, noise and power of the car 
became the foundational  aesthetic  of modernity (Wollen, 2002:27). As Benton (1990) somewhat 
sensationally suggests, if the futurists loved their cars it was not as products of industry and 
Taylorism, rather they preferred, “...machines that could kill...11 litre monsters hurtling through 
the night, dicing with death, massacring dogs and bystanders - killing fear itself” (30).
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Writing in the Journal of the Town Planning Institute, Davidge (1925) notes how 
it was the automobile rather than the bicycle that changed the face of road 
regulation:

“both in weight and speed, the introduction of motor vehicles has 
entirely  altered the problem of road construction and at the same 
time has put a new face on the question of road direction, road 
crossings and road widths” (Davidge, 1925:86)

Davidge goes on to outline the dual ethos behind early planning initiatives; to 

increase economic efficiency and to reduce accidents:  

“the fact that last year some 680 people met with fatal accidents, and 
20,000 people were injured in the streets, shows that the problem of 
London traffic is becoming a very serious one. The frequent delays 
due to the congestion of our narrow streets and the constant holding 
up  of the streams of traffic at important crossing places, all point to 
the incalculable and increasing financial losses due to the want of 
sufficient town planning foresight by our fathers and 
grandfathers” (Davidge, 1925:86).

Nowhere was this  traffic chaos more evident than in London. In 1905 the Royal 

Commission on London Traffic recommended the establishment of a Traffic 
Board for the Metropolitan Police area (15 mile radius from centre) to report 
yearly to parliament with respect to traffic control, removal of obstructions to 
traffic, and street construction amongst other things (Bruce, 1924:303). In 1913 
the arterial road conference for Greater London prepared a series of main road 
proposals which it presented in 1916, the year in which the Town Planning 
Institute (and in many ways the core tenets of the profession) was founded 
(ibid). In 1918 the Town Planning Institute drafted a Bill which set out, “...the 
type of authority they considered should be established in order to rescue 
Greater London from its present chaos and to provide for its future development 
on proper lines” (ibid). This culminated in the London Traffic Act (1924) which 
was instituted, “...with a view to facilitating and improving the regulation of 
traffic” (304). 
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The increasing complexity and dangers posed by automobility consequently 

brought a new direction12 to planning and civic improvements based upon the 

“use of expert knowledge, state regulatory mechanisms, and public welfare 

provision” (Southworth & Ben-Joseph, 2003:66). The first Traffic Engineering 

Handbook was published in 1942 as the basis for professional practice and it 

was not long before standardisation became the mantra (Southworth & Ben-

Joseph, 2003:83).

The process of standardisation attempted to conceive a system based upon the 

affordances of motorised vehicles13. Murdoch (1998) defines  such 

standardisation as a spatial, temporal or spatio-temporal segmentation of the 

world. According to Murdoch, such standardisations are more than just 

discursive constructs; they are built into and embedded in every feature of the 

built environment and thus act to enclose, confine and organise behaviour in 

particular spaces (365).

The term vehicle is just one example of such a classification which serves to 

define and organise particular behaviours. Cyclists, who were already assumed 

to be in charge of a vehicle, automatically  came under the jurisdiction of new 
rules and regulations ostensibly geared towards regulating the dangers and 
chaos created by automobiles. The trope of the vehicle, which had previously 

described horse-drawn carriages and bicycles, increasingly became 

synonymous with the much more lethal automobile. 

The new Taylorist measures as Cresswell (2006) notes were geared towards 

“...the transformation of learned habit - embodied habitual mobility - into a 

rigorous and scientifically coded abstraction of human motion” (86). This 

transformation of embodied mobility was based upon the, “...elimination of 

superfluous and awkward motions...” (ibid). The results were that only particular 

12  One of the key works underpinning this was Taylor’s (1911) The principles of scientific 
management. A leader of the efficiency movement, Taylor believed that technical calculation 
was in all  ways ‘superior to human judgement’ which was plagued by ‘laxity, ambiguity and 
unnecessary complexity’. Subjectivity he claimed was an obstacle to clear thinking (Taylor, 1911 
in Southworth & Ben-Joseph, 2003:66).

13 For an account detailing the missed chance to more firmly determine the identity of the cyclist 
in the late 1930s see Patton (2007).
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affordances - those of motorised transport  - were materialised in the built 

environment. Perhaps most notably, there was  a failure to take into account any 

kinaesthetic dimensions of movement in particular as Bendixson (1974) notes:

“the first consideration has been to prevent pedestrians from getting 

in the way of vehicles (the safety of bicyclists has been ignored). The 

psychological and physical requirements of people on foot have been 

disregarded” (Bendixson, 1974:57).

The 1960s for example saw the wholesale introduction of one way schemes to 

expand the capacity of streets (Buchanan et al, 1980: 266). The results of such 

schemes were reported, as hoped, as a reduction in accidents and reduced 

delays but over increased distances, “no allowance was made for pedestrian 

time or environmental dis-benefits  which could have reduced the apparent 

worth of the schemes” (268-9). The result is bluntly spelt out by Bendixson 

(1974) when he notes that, “physical barriers such as flights of steps down to 

subways or up to bridges  form obstacles  of a different kind. They are deterrents 

to movement because they demand exertion” (57). Consequently as Bendixson 

goes on to lament, a 1970s report into transport was,

“...pessimistic about the future of cycling and says nothing about the 

inhibiting effect on it of heavy traffic, lengthy one way detours and 

traffic signals  set to suit thirty mile an hour cars and not cyclists 

quietly pedalling along at half that speed” (Bendixson, 1974:85).

Whilst such a situation disadvantages both pedestrians and cyclists, I argue 

here that it disadvantages cyclists more because they are deemed to be 

vehicles and therefore must operate within a system designed overwhelmingly 

to accommodate motorised vehicles. Whilst pedestrians must also integrate 

with this  system, they are not obliged to abide by its rules constantly and can 

usually act as ‘natural pythagoreans’ and follow a desire line perceived to 

require the least expenditure of energy. The cyclist on the other hand - as a 

vehicle - has increasingly had to take on the identity of the car in order to move 

around. The point that I want to draw out of this  is that this became the case 

even though the rules governing the use of new infrastructure were geared 
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towards a vehicle which was vastly different to the bicycle in size, weight, 

propulsion, danger and concomitant other affordances. The new ‘system’ of 

automobility thus erased the body of the person in favour of the body of the car, 

instituting a new set of system rules14 which all vehicles would have to abide by 

even though they were essential only for the rapid transit of motorised vehicles.

Accordingly, Bendixson (1974) states  that, “one of the most repeated criticisms 

of transportation plans is that they fail to consider pedestrians and cyclists” (53). 
Writing in 1985, Plowden notes similarly that, “until recently, the official neglect 
of cycling was virtually complete...” (128). Despite Plowden’s (slight) optimism, 
according to Sheller & Urry (2000) little has changed and the continued 

dominance of the car in government policy and planning has facilitated 

seamless car journeys whilst fracturing those linkages that make other forms of 

transport possible (746). Planning for cycling therefore - if most authors are to 
be believed - has been either non-existent or dangerously misunderstood.

The net result of such policies has been that the existing infrastructure and 

environment is deemed unsuitable for cyclists, a point qualified by Whitelegg 

(1997) who states that, “the urban system has moved so far in the direction of 
satisfying the needs of the person in the car that it acts as an efficient deterrent 

to those who struggle on as pedestrians or cyclists” (Whitelegg, 1997:136). 
Consequently as Horton (2007) notes, fear of cycling is now the primary 

deterrent to urban cycling. According to a recent UK DfT report, 47% of adults 

strongly agreed that the idea of cycling on busy roads frightened them (DfT, 

2007:2 in Horton, 2007:133).

14 As well  as instituting infrastructural measures in order to discipline motorists, the government 
publishes The Highway Code which dictates the allowed and therefore possible movements of 
any given road user. As Campbell & Harbord (1999) state, “in order to be intelligible, the law 
compels certain repetitions, the remaking of identity as an ongoing series of repetitive acts that 
become sedimented as the linear effects of identity” (Campbell  & Harbord, 1999:231 in Thrift & 
Dewsbury, 2000:413). It is in the form of documents such as The Highway Code that the desired 
behaviours and identities of road users are prescribed and reproduced. As Merriman notes, 
tools such as The Highway Code are an example of ‘technologies of government’ which act to 
“...translate political rationalities and shape the performances and movements of drivers, 
vehicles, and the spaces of the road” (Merriman, 2006:76). However, The Highway Code makes 
little distinction between the capabilities of different vehicles, largely standardising their 
movements and operating behaviours as those of motorised vehicles.
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As a result, and despite the various booms15 in leisure cycling and the inter war 
growth in bicycle commuting amongst many of the working class (Pooley et al, 

2005:18), against a backdrop of rapid growth in car ownership 16 cycling for 
transport purposes has been in terminal decline in the post war period and 
reached rock bottom in the mid and late 1990s. In 1952, 23% of all journeys 
were made by bicycle but this had dropped to 9% just a decade later (DfT, 
2006: 14). By 1973 the number of miles cycled was only 17% of what it had 
been 20 years before (Plowden, 1985:35). Following a further gradual decline, 
by 1993 only  4% of all journeys were made by bicycle, a level that has 
remained essentially unchanged (DfT, 2006: 14). Levels in London have 
remained slightly  above those found anywhere else in the country  but have 
remained consistently  around 2% of all commuter journeys made in outer 
London and 3% in central London (DfT, 2006:19). These statistics do hide a 
small increase in actual numbers however, and there has in fact been a gradual 
increase in the number of people using their bikes in the peak hours from 
10,000 in 1998 to 17,000 in 200517 (DfT, 2006:17).

However, as automobility has accelerated, widespread concern has increasingly 

been voiced (particularly since the 1970s) due to substantive reshaping of 

urban environments18 and rising levels  of traffic and congestion (Horton, 

15  BMX or Bicycle Moto-Cross originated in Southern California in the late 1960s and became 
popular throughout the 1970s, finally ‘arriving’ in the UK in the late 70s and early 80s where it 
was very popular for a short space of time (Barraclough & Buckden, 1982:12). It continues to be 
popular as a subcultural form of riding and has, if anything, seen a gradual  increase in its 
popularity over the past 10 years.

During the 70s and 80s road racing also enjoyed a resurgence but this was curtailed with the 
arrival of mountain biking in the mid 1980s. Another 1970s Californian phenomena, mountain 
biking again took roughly a decade to cross the Atlantic  with the arrival  of the first mass-
produced bikes in the UK in the early 1980s (Rosen, 1993:486, see also Berto, 1998).

16  Much like the boom in cycle ownership, the distribution of the growth in car ownership has 
been uneven and even today, one third of households lack access to a car (Hine, 1998:143).

17 This figure represents an increase of approximately 20% on the 2004 figures, much of which 
can ironically be attributed to the July 7th 2005 bombings of tubes and buses rather than any 
new found enthusiasm for cycling or radically improved conditions for cycling in London.

18  Pepper (1986) points out that there have been four major periods when environmental 
concerns have been articulated in the West (1890s, 1920s, 1950s and the 1970s) (Pepper, 
1986:15). Whilst the late 1980s and early 1990s saw a slump in concern (Vigar, 2002), it is 
arguably the case that the period of concern recorded in the 1970s has continued and gained 
momentum to the present day.
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2006:43, see also Horton, 2007; Vigar, 2002). The 1990s (and in particular the 

Labour ‘New Deal on Transport’ White Paper of 199819) have added an 
increasing theoretical20 emphasis on reducing the harmful environmental effects 
of mobility. In London these most recent environmental (and economic) 
imperatives have been materialised via the Greater London Assembly (GLA) 
and Transport for London (TfL) as an increased emphasis on public transport, 
walking and cycling (Hine, 1998:144), and congestion charging for cars and 
commercial vehicles at times of peak traffic flow in central areas. 

Consequently efforts  have been made in recent years to increase the numbers 
of people cycling21 in the capital. These efforts have primarily been aimed at 
increasing access to cycling as a transport practice and have taken the form of 
either altering infrastructure to facilitate cycling (with mixed results), or giving 
people the skills and confidence required to cycle in the form of training and 
advice.

The primary  focus in terms of infrastructural change in London is the London 
Cycle Network Plus22  (LCN+) around which most cycle provision centres. 
Originally formulated in the 1980s, it was not until the early  90s that the LCN 
started to become a reality. The LCN+ is a 900 km network spanning 33 London 
boroughs (TfL, 2007:2) envisaged, “...as a means of concentrating activity on a 
core strategic network...” (Transport Research Laboratories (TRL), 2005:16). 
This essentially  means that particular core routes across London deemed most 
appropriate for cycling have been selected and funds from TfL are focused on 
improving the conditions on these routes for cycling. If a borough wishes to 
improve a non LCN+ road for cycling, provide cycling parking or implement a 

19  Notably one of this White Paper’s 10 key points was ‘safer routes for cyclists and 
walkers’ (Bannister, 2002:118).

20 Bannister (2002) states (and I concur) that current environmental initiatives are embedded in 
the Treasury’s narrowly conceived agenda of economic growth which will  not lead to sustainable 
development and concomitant reductions in pollution (Bannister, 2002:112, see also Hine, 
1998).

21  Primarily because bikes are deemed to take up less space than cars and have a much 
smaller carbon footprint.

22 The LCN+ replaced the more ambitious LCN in 2001 with a view to producing a smaller but 
higher quality network (‘London Cycle Network Plus’, 2006).
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BMX/ Skating facility 23, it must do so out of its own budget if it is within the 
council’s remit, or in the case of roads such as the A4 and A40 for example in 
Hammersmith & Fulham, it must negotiate with TfL who administer the ‘main 
road’ network (Hammersmith & Fulham Borough Council, 2005:73). By 2007, 

approximately  half of the 900km was deemed by TfL to be completed with the 
rest due for completion by 2010 (TfL, 2007:2). The London-wide budget for the 
LCN+ in 2005/6 was £11.47 million (‘London Cycle Network Plus’, 2006).

One of the things that the focus on the LCN+ immediately highlights is the fact 
that the most important form of cycling in policy discourse is cycling as 
transport; that is to say a utilitarian form of mobility where superfluous motions 
are eliminated. In the following section I want to look in more depth at the 
representations of space produced by planners and engineers which serve to 
produce it as such.

4.2: The planning process in London

The process of conceptualising and realising any given piece of cycle 

infrastructure in London is a very complex one which there is neither the space 

nor necessity to detail here. However, I want to outline the key tools and 

processes in order to provide some background to the discussion that follows.

Once a route has been designated for ‘improvement’, a more detailed process 

begins based upon the Department for Environment, Transport and the Regions 

(DETR) Cycle Audit and Review Guidelines (Hammersmith & Fulham Borough 

Council, 2005:74). There are two key elements in this that I want to draw out. 

The first is the introduction of the Cycle Route Implementation and Stakeholder 

Plan (CRISP). The role of the CRISP is  to provide a framework to assess the 

23  The provision of specific spaces for BMX riding appears to be something of a grey area in 
London. As one cycling officer acknowledged, there is a general lack of engagement with styles 
of riding such as BMX. Despite flagging a number of local facilities, he commented that he 
lacked knowledge of these styles of riding and how to approach them and consequently they 
weren’t really on his ‘radar’ as the borough cycling officer (Cycling Officer 3, 13/04/05). Similarly 
another cycling officer noted the facilities within his borough and their popularity but admitted 
that, “BMX and things, I haven’t really done anything focusing on those...” (Cycling Officer 1, 
09/06/06).
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quality of provision, propose remedial works, specify the consultation process 

and provide standard documents to base proposals on (TRL, 2005:17). The 

second is the Cycle Route Inspection Meeting (CRIM) which is organised once 

a route has been identified and entails the proposed route being ridden by 

stakeholders (‘London Cycle Network Plus’, 2006).

There are a number of different stakeholder groups who contribute advice and 

viewpoints on what is  required for cycling in London. For example, for the 

formulation of LCN+ routes, principle stakeholders24 in communication with TfL 

were (and are) Living Streets, the Royal National Institute for the Blind, and the 

London Cycling Campaign (TRL, 2005:16). For more detailed consultation 

necessary for the CRIM and CRISP processes, the key stakeholder for cycling 

for most boroughs is the LCC (see for example TRL, 2005:16-17, City of 

London Borough Council, 2005:31, Hammersmith & Fulham Borough Council, 

2005:76), with additional but less consistent input from two other national 

advocacy groups, the Cyclists’ Touring Club (CTC) and Sustrans.

The reality of this is borne out in the testimonies of planners and engineers who 

- often with limited personal experience of cycling themselves - pointed to the 

importance of the LCC25 borough groups in particular in shaping schemes for 

cyclists:

“...the main person in the office who I bounce ideas off is a cyclist and a 

member of the LCC, and I’m a member of my local cycle campaigning group 

where I live...” (Engineer 5, 22/02/05)

“Then we have a (stakeholder) group who are a branch of the LCC. We have 

conversations with them which are perhaps not as constructive as they could 

be, the relationship isn’t that great but it’s something that we’re looking to 

develop but they have an input on all our schemes but I think we need to 

improve that relationship” (Planner 3, 04/03/05).

24  Outside of cycling, CRISP consultants also discuss proposals with other stakeholders 
including the emergency services and residents’ groups (London Cyclist, Dec/Jan 2005:6)

25  Only one borough pointed out any sustained contact with a non-campaigning based bicycle 
user group (BUG) (Cycling Officer 4, 02/06/06).
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However, and as the previous account suggests, the input of campaigners  was 

not always deemed helpful, a point reinforced by another transport planner:

“The CRISP process is important and helps to build in participation in this 

respect because it uses the experience of regular cyclists. This is 

particularly useful because activists can be somewhat predictable and 

narrow in their view of what is needed” (Planner 5, 14/04/05).

It becomes clear from these accounts that despite consultation with user 

groups, the planning process  remains somewhat narrowly defined. This is as 

the previous account notes, due in part to the understandings of cycling held by 

campaigners (a point that I elaborate on in section 4.3), but also due to legal 

constraints and the tools used by planners  and engineers. It is  these that I turn 

to in the next section.

4.2.1 Modes of apprehension

One of the key requirements of the process of standardisation that I discussed 

earlier is  the need to have standard and predictable movements. Professional 

planning in its modern form relies on designing the city using paper and models 

for subsequent delivery to clients (Gehl, 2001:41). These tools have generally 

been of a meta-scale and technical in nature; large data sets and models used 
to analyse, predict and provide (Bannister, 2002:17). This point was reinforced 

in my interviews with transport professionals who cited the key tools used to 

understand the movements of cyclists as traffic counts and observations, 

computer modeling, Computer Aided Design (CAD) and ‘best practice’ 

guidelines, particularly the London Cycle Design Standards. Just as the 
rationale for planning has remained largely consistent, so to have the tools it 
would seem. As Bannister (2002) states, “the basic structure of the transport 
planning model (TPM) has proved robust and long lasting” (131).

The first step towards standardising movement is to reduce cyclists (and indeed 

all road users) to flows and counts: “the assessment process requires current 
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flow data for pedestrians, cyclists, other users...and motor vehicles. Surveys are 

needed for both the route being considered and any alternative routes” (Local 

Transport Note, 2/04:11). The use of such tools was also raised in interviews 
with transport professionals:

“(We gather our observations from) I suppose two main things. One which is 

monitoring because we do regular monitoring of all traffic including cyclists 

from traffic counts. The other thread is through our discussions with the 

cycling campaign groups” (Planner 2, 23/06/05).

Due to an emphasis on statistical and quantifiable apprehension of behaviour 

on the roads, the individual disappears and becomes instead the ‘dividual’,

“by means of forms of calculation executed on bodies of population. 

The calculation is based on an ethics of personal renunciation and 

de-personalization, transforming the individual to a number, a 

dividend or a ‘dividual’” (Forstorp, 2006:97).

Using such numerical methods, all forms of road user can be seen to share the 

same characteristics: the unique and located individual  is  erased and replaced 

by the generalised and standardised anonymity of numbers. As Forstorp goes 

on to comment, the power of such methods is that, “numbers never speak for 

themselves, although the transparency and self-evidential character of numbers 

are often taken for granted as an indisputable matter of fact” (Forstorp, 

2006:98).

Once data on the number and type of vehicle is gathered, this is used to model 

the possible layouts and timings of junctions. However, as planners and 

engineers pointed out, these models were largely concerned with the 

movements of motor vehicles:

“Probably the motor car is the driver as it were for getting highway 

schemes and traffic schemes done – that’s what computer programs have 

been designed to do and deal with, and in terms of them looking at things in 
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a mechanistic way, which is what engineers are primarily trained to deal 

with” (Engineer 5, 22/02/05).

“We use a number of things to research what’s needed. For example Vehicle 

Swept Paths (VSP) so that we can see the path of the vehicle so you can 

choose various types of vehicle and put them through a junction on a plan 

and see what clearance spaces it needs to get through” (Engineer 3, 

01/07/05).

These reductive understandings of movement position cycling in specific ways. 

Firstly they presume that the behaviour of the cyclist (and indeed all vehicles) 

can be reduced to a series of two-dimensional plans and statistical predictions. 

Monitoring, as suggested here, takes the form of traffic counts and provides an 

idea of, for example, the number of cyclists per hour or per light change. Such 

an approach reduces the act of cycling to a flow in line with other vehicle flows 

in an attempt to let engineers calculate what they have to do to achieve 

maximum flow with the available space and time.

Critics such as Bannister (2002) have argued that such a positivistic approach 

straitjackets behaviour without attempting to understand it: “as  such it is  the 

definitional and measurement issues which become important rather than 

understanding the reasons why people have to travel” (132). Certainly as 

Bannister goes on to caution, the assumption that individuals  are ‘rational’ 

decision makers with full knowledge of what will happen during the trip they are 

about to embark upon trivialises actual behavioural decisions (133). Transport 

professionals  are aware of these shortcomings better than most however as a 

number of planners and engineers pointed out:

“So if you effect one element of the model, something will happen 

somewhere else, although you do have situations...that’s been questioned 

itself in terms of how relevant it is because if things get more difficult such 

as when Hammersmith Bridge was closed, half the traffic 

disappeared!” (Engineer 5, 22/02/05).
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“So yes in terms of tools we’re looking at will vehicles physically be able to 

pass through, can we design timings to suit? We’ll also look at pedestrian 

movements, like what is the demand here? Some places like the high street 

for example we’ve created four new crossings but even though there’s  13 

crossings along the length people still cross between the crossings but it’s 

become much easier to make a formal crossing” (Engineer 2, 01/07/05).

“There’s a new suite of models which I haven’t actually seen which they tell 

me are very good because they give more of a graphical representation of 

that movement so they show you the vehicles going along the road and 

coming up to a junction. To me that sounds very useful so that we can go to 

our elected members and they can get an idea of how the scheme would be 

operated. The problem with those models is that they don’t show anybody 

jumping the red lights but I should talk to the people that do them and see 

if they can model that in! (laughter)” (Planner 2, 23/06/05).

It is  clear from these extracts  that planners and engineers understand that the 

complexities of mobility are greater than the reality represented in their 

computer models and drawings. However, there was also a feeling of 

pragmatism; that this was something that they could do little about and that 

alongside the views of other stakeholders the models  were all that they had to 

work with:

“Well (those techniques are) common right the way across engineering. If 

you take a drawing in engineering they draw the road but none of the 

behaviour of road users. So the word assumption is quite appropriate but also 

there’s a lot of direction of people to behave in a certain way. If you can’t 

predict then you try and direct” (Planner 1, 24/06/05).

A number of cycle campaigners however had much stronger views on the 

shortcomings of such approaches: 

“What they [planners and engineers] do is they’re used to drawing plans on 

maps and not looking at how cyclists and other people interact with the 
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space. It’s a bit like when there’s a grassed area and they’re going to put 

paths, what they do is they let people walk the area to see where it gets 

worn and then put the path down and what they should do is realise where 

cyclists are going to go and make that26 . The planners are all people who 

can use Autocad or whatever and do traffic counts but they don’t just watch 

what happens or cycle on it themselves” (Campaigner 3, 16/2/05).

“Road design is an abstract thing and when you look at diagrams of junctions 

and stuff and flows and desire lines its all very pure and beautiful but in no 

way can it or does it represent the randomness or the total need to be 

aware and the general chaos, and it is chaos; the reversing lorries, the u-

turning taxis, the muppet cyclist with the shopping wrapped round the front 

wheel with headphones on” (Campaigner 5, 09/08/05).

There is evidently some dissatisfaction with the modelling process and its 

inability to encompass the performance of cycling. The need to reduce people’s 

mobility  to fit into models and diagrams means that people’s mobility  must 
appear to be predictable; that is to say there must be a limited number of 
desirable behaviours displayed which can all be captured within the format of 
the models. Such reduction denies the bodily performance of diverse mobilities 

and replaces it with an idealised appearance of vehicular mobility defined in 

documents like The Highway Code. As Imrie (2000a) states, current ‘wisdom’ 

seeks to accommodate predictable and productive mobility rather than 

conceiving of mobility as a messy, unpredictable and dynamic reality (1644).

For some campaigners  in particular, this failure to understand performance was 

blamed not only on the design tools, but also on the perception that engineers 

and planners didn’t know what it was really like to cycle. These criticisms were 

related to the idea that cycling is a multi-sensory and moving experience, a 

situation that the tidy and relatively static world of Autocad and computer 

modeling fails to recognise.

26 These user-defined pathways are commonly called ‘desire lines’ within the lexicon of planning 
and engineering and generally reflect the path of least resistance (i.e quickest/flattest etc) when 
related to pedestrian and cycle design.
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However, whether they had real world experience of cycling or not (and from 

those that I interviewed, a significant minority did), the models  and processes of 

the planning and engineering professions are more overtly constrained by the 

documents upon which notions of standardised movement are based. In the 

case of cycling in London, these include, but are not limited to, legal documents 

such as The Highway Code, books on vehicular cycling such as  Franklin’s 

Cycle Craft, manuals on engineering for cycling such as  Forester’s  Bicycle 

Transportation, and design manuals  specific to the London context such as the 

London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS).

4.2.2 The London Cycle Design Standards

In order to explore this  issue further, I want to look primarily at the London Cycle 

Design Standards (LCDS) and the ways in which they represent the cyclist. In 

addition to models and counts, the planner or engineer can also turn to the 

LCDS to help formulate a cycling scheme. These guidelines are put together by 

a team at TfL’s Cycling centre of Excellence (CCE)27 and take the form of a set 

of ‘ideal’ responses to given situations. Their use by boroughs  is not mandatory 

but is supposed to give a ‘toolkit’ for solving cycling related design issues. They 

are widely used but also widely questioned by planners, engineers and cycling 

officers and I will discuss these responses to them in due course. However, I 

first want to look briefly at the visual ways in which they represent cyclists  and 

their use of space. By way of example I have selected a number of images from 

the manual.

27 Whilst the TfL CCE team has the main responsibility for collating the guidelines, the drafted 
LCDS are circulated more widely to borough transport professionals, campaign groups and the 
emergency services before finalisation.
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Fig. 1 ‘This contra flow cycle lane entry to a small roundabout works 

well’ (LCDS, 2005:101).

Fig. 2 ‘Cyclists  require uninterrupted routes offering priority over cars’ (LCDS, 

2005:7).

they are wide and the main problems of vehicle speed and flow are tackled, as
listed earlier.

Mini-Roundabouts
5.4.15 
In general, small mini-roundabouts with low traffic flows are not problematic
for cyclists.  They should be designed with consideration of the following:

• minimise entry and circulatory widths, and deflection angles 

• make it impossible for motor vehicles to overtake other vehicles and cyclists
within the roundabout circulatory area

• a single lane entry and exit (maximum width 5m)

• a raised central island of 4m diameter should be adopted if possible to slow
general traffic

• incorporate a speed table in the roundabout design

• incorporate additional deflector islands for motor traffic

5.4.16 
Larger mini-roundabouts with more than one-lane entry widths can cause
problems similar to or worse than with conventional roundabouts, so particular
care is required to address cyclists’ needs.  Where there are particular safety
and/or comfort concerns for cyclists at such junctions, signalisation should be
considered.

Provide geometry and other measures that will encourage
appropriately low speeds on roundabouts

At roundabouts, treatments in order of preference are reduce
speeds and traffic lanes OR signalise (both with appropriate 
on-carriageway cycle facilities) OR segregate

London Cycling Design StandardsChapter 5
Junctions and crossings
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This contraflow cycle lane
entry to a small roundabout
works well

1.1.22
There are some common situations that are inherently problematic for cyclists.
These include:
• Large roundabouts (two or more circulating lanes)
• Uncontrolled fast moving left filter lanes
• Banned movements without cyclists exemption
• Road closures without cycling gaps
• Interrupted or obstructed lanes
• “Cyclists Dismount” signs
• Counter intuitive loss of priority (at side roads)
• One-way streets without cyclists’ exemption

1.1.23
Schemes will make a positive contribution to cycling objectives if these specific
highly visible barriers to cycling are addressed.  

1.1.24
TfL’s aim is to stimulate and apply and maintain consistently high standards to
all new schemes so that everyone, regardless of age, ability, experience or

London Cycling Design StandardsChapter 1
Introduction

7

Cyclists require uninterrupted
routes offering priority over
cars

A well designed entry
treatment will enable cyclists
to maintain priority over side
roads
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Fig. 3 ‘Clear space profile for typical conventional cyclists’ (LCDS, 2005:18).

Fig. 4 ‘Side road entry treatment with bollards’ (LCDS, 2005:57).

1.6.4
It is not practical to design for all experience levels in all situations.  For example,
it would be unrealistic to design for unaccompanied young children in central
London.  Conversely, a Green Cycle Corridor providing access to a school should
be assumed to be likely to be used by a proportion of relatively inexperienced
cyclists.  Designers must exercise common sense in these matters.

1.6.5
However, a well-designed cycle facility will be attractive to a wide spectrum of
cyclists.  The objective must be to cater for as wide a spectrum as possible,
taking into account the locality in question.

Dimensions of design cyclist
1.6.6

The typical dimensions of a solo adult cyclist riding a conventional cycle are
shown in figure 1.3.  A large majority of cyclists will fall into this category, or fit
within these design dimensions.  Taking account of the need for side clearance
when moving, and the need to avoid inspection covers etc. a standard
minimum cycle lane width of 1.5m is required, measured from the kerb to the
centreline of the line separating the cycle lane from the rest of the carriageway.
Where justified by demand and conditions, and where feasible, greater widths
for cycle facilities should be provided.  For two-way off-carriageway cycle
facilities, a minimum width of 3.0m is recommended.

1.6.7
However there are also a number of non-standard cycles in use, including:
• Cycles with trailers for children or deliveries
• Tricycles, including those used by some disabled people
• Tandems with two or more seats
• Cycles with trailer cycles for children

600mm
moving object

minimum clearance

300mm
static object

clearance

750mm
cyclist width

2400mm at subways
2300mm at instantaneous 

obstructions e.g. signs

750mm
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Figure 1.3
Clear space profile for
typical conventional cyclist

Non-standard cycle with trailer

Experienced cycle commuter 

3.5.19
See drawing No. CCE/A3 for details of a typical side road entry treatment.

3.5.20
Another way of dealing with side road entries that may be applicable in
residential areas will be to install speed humps on the side roads, to slow
traffic approaching the stop line at the road carrying the cycle route.

3.6 Horizontal traffic calming measures 
– detailed considerations
3.6.1
Horizontal measures may be more comfortable than vertical measures for
cyclists as well as for buses and emergency service vehicles.  However, the
creation of pinch-points for cyclists should be avoided.  There are a number of
different measures that can be used, sometimes combined or in conjunction
with vertical or other measures.

London Cycling Design StandardsChapter 3
Links – Plain links without special cycle facilities
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Side road entry treatment with
bollards

Horizontal traffic calming
measures are usually more
effective and comfortable for
cyclists than humps
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Fig. 5 ‘Advanced stop lines with two traffic lanes’ (LCDS, 2005:174).

These representations appear to extend an understanding dominant in 

architecture which attempts to premise the author’s preferred reading of the 

space over any other by simply removing any interactions or only showing the 

desired form of interaction. As Hill (2003) points out in the case of architecture, 

“architects have a number of ways to ignore users and turn them into 

abstractions, notably the photograph and the architect’s principal means of 

design, the drawing” (25). Imrie (2003) qualifies this, pointing to the tendency in 

architectural and planning practice to conceive of the body as a Cartesian 

object that can be ‘…described, organised, and disciplined’ (Imrie, 2003:50).

Just as architects promote forms of control that render the user passive, these 

images present a passive cyclist (or no cyclist) in order to maintain the veneer 

of control so important in the planning and engineering of mobility. For example, 

do these images depict any of the often chaotic nature of the urban 

environment? Do they show any indication of speed? Of the usual urban 

obstacles? Of the snarled up traffic? Of the manoeuvres of bored cyclists in 

174
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traffic? Do we see many cyclists or other road users at all? So much for the 

chaotic realities of London cycling. This  abstraction reaches a peak perhaps 

with the two-dimensional versions of reality presented in the appendices of the 

LCDS which further abstract spatial practice to a cartographic representation.28 

Hill (2003) suggests that such reductions effectively constrain the scope of 

design, arguing that,

“most architectural drawings offer only a limited understanding of 

use. Their primary purpose is to describe an object and, as they refer 

to only certain aspects of the physical world, they limit the types of 

object architects  usually design” (Hill, 2003:25).

Whilst Hill makes his point in relation to architecture, this  understanding can 

quite easily be extended to planning and engineering whose representations 

appear to suggest a limited understanding of what a cyclist as a ‘vehicle’ should 

be able to do. As Imrie (2003) notes, conceptions of the body as ‘presocial, 

fixed, and beyond culture’ abound in architectural and planning discourse 

(Imrie, 2003:63). The point I want to emphasise is that such representations 

conceptualise what a cyclist could and should be in very narrow terms. These 

representations suggest a particular kind of cyclist: one who will always ride on 

the road, is easily predictable, has the same experience of time and energy as 

the car driver, has  no ‘ludic’ (Stevens, 2007b) inclinations whatsoever, and will 

always ride in a straight line within specific tolerances. There is little evidence 

here that the capabilities and bodily performance of the cyclist are any different 

from those of the car-driver hybrid. Indeed, cyclists don’t do anything in these 

images that their classification as a vehicle doesn’t allow. 

The point I want to draw out with regard to such static representations is not 

that they cannot serve a purpose – of course they can – rather it is that in failing 

to reflect the messiness of reality, they fail to challenge the widely held notion 

that the cyclist is a vehicle with the same capabilities  as other vehicles. In so 

doing, they embody and reproduce the cyclist as a vehicle, denying its reality as 

28  These cartographic  representations are however a vast improvement over the cartoon 
representations depicted in the London Cycle Network Design Manual (1998) which effectively 
reduced the chaos of London traffic  to a fantasy world.
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perhaps both (or neither) vehicle and pedestrian; effectively denying other 

cyclings. It is however not only me that thinks this may be the case. Many of 

those charged with using the guidelines  also saw them as limiting the 

possibilities of what the cyclist could do and thus what could be provided to 

facilitate cycling:

“What I think needs to change which I don’t think the guidelines (LCDS) 

address, is that cycling – we’re talking about road network now – is that 

cycle movements should be combined with pedestrian movement as they are 

in many European countries and not combined with car movements, and I 

think that the guidelines still are designed around the concept that the 

bicycle moves as a vehicle, and I think that’s a fundamental 

problem” (Campaigner 11, 16/02/05).

“Well, I don’t always support the guidelines. We have some flexibility with 

them so that we don’t have to follow them to the letter. [...]. If you’re more 

cutting edge you can’t rely on the guidelines. It would be good to get some 

more experienced engineers from TfL but there is a shortage of planners 

who know about cycling so this can be a problem” (Planner 5, 14/04/05).

Similarly a 2003 article in the LCC magazine London Cyclist suggested that 

whilst the LCDS offered numerous solutions to the problems of cycling in the 

capital, their emphasis on design details obscured the bigger picture of cyclists’ 

basic needs which the author stated as vision, visibility, directness and 
momentum (London Cyclist, June-July 2003:8). The article concluded that for 

provision for cycling to be more effective there needed to be changes in law, 

policy and industry practice (London Cyclist, June-July  2003:8). The perception 

that changes in the law would help cycling was also something raised by a 

number of engineers and planners:

“...the law in this country makes it difficult in a number of ways. [...]. I’d like 

to see the law changed because without that we’re spitting into the wind as 

it were and we’re not able to deal with some of the issues so we end up with 
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a solution which probably isn’t as good as we’d like it to be either in terms of 

safety or speed for cyclists” (Engineer 5, 22/02/05).

“There’s often a tendency to over-engineer but it’s hard though as signage is 

a legal requirement, and it’s often legal understandings that produce the 

over-engineering” (Engineer 4, 26/04/05).

Such understandings suggest that it is not solely the tools  of abstraction used 

by planners and engineers which constrain understanding, it is  rather the legal 

understanding which underpins the models and approaches of transport 

professionals. However, in failing to problematise such underpinnings through 

the use of static and standardised representations of movement, the tools  of 

transport professionals are at least complicit in reproducing such 

understandings.

4.2.3 Bike + Rider = ?

Whilst the dominant understanding of the cyclist as a predictable vehicle much 
like any  other endures, it is perhaps more because of the obduracy and inertia 
of the law and its static representations than any real world justification. As 
Cresswell (2006b) notes, legal constructions aim to make difference irrelevant, 
suggesting instead ideal movements which fail to consider, “...the different ways 
in which people are mobile or immobile” (29). As a result, there is a tension 
between how the cyclist is discursively framed, and the everyday practice of 
cycling. The resulting confusion surrounding how cyclists should move was 
something expressed by  many transport professionals and campaigners, with 
only a few seeing the cyclist unequivocally  as a vehicle similar to the car:

“A cyclist is a vehicle that should be on the road and not crowded off the 

road. Because you should be using the road space, you’re getting places fast, 

the roadway is built for carrying people at speed along it so that’s what 

you’re part of and you’re part of the traffic” (Campaigner 3, 16/02/05).
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There was a more prevalent feeling however that the cyclist was a significantly 

different hybrid than that encompassed by the term vehicle synonymous with 

the car-driver hybrid:

“The legal definition of the cyclist is as a vehicle. However, in pedestrian 

areas they should be seen as pedestrians; it’s not much different to someone 

pushing a buggy. On the road you have to have a vehicular mindset. The key 

is an awareness of the environment; you have to blend with the 

environment” (Planner 5, 14/04/05).

“I’ve thought about this a lot actually…I really don’t consider them a vehicle 

in almost any situation, even fast competent cyclists. I lean towards thinking 

of them as pedestrians, but I know that that’s not right either but I guess 

they’re something else. I guess I don’t see them as a vehicle because of the 

vulnerability issue is the main thing. You know, why on earth should you 

equate someone sitting on a bicycle with someone sitting in a metal box, it 

just doesn’t make – a two ton metal box – just doesn’t make any sense, it’s 

lunacy isn’t it? I’d like to think of them as pedestrians because we are just 

people, and the bicycle, it’s no different from someone…pushing a shopping 

trolley really, or pushing a buggy...” (Campaigner 11, 16/02/05).

In these accounts the cyclist is seen as a different form of hybrid in terms of 

speed, size, vulnerability, manoeuverability and flexibility. Such a definition 

begins to recognise the human scale of the bike-rider hybrid. Consequently 

there is a recognition in these accounts that the cyclist could potentially inhabit 

space in ways in which ‘vehicles’ can’t; a recognition profoundly lacking in 

planners models and engineering guidelines such as the LCDS. The view that 

emerges here is of the ‘road user’ as opposed to any fixed notion of the cyclist 

as vehicle. The key difference here being that the potential behaviours of the 

hybrid are seen to lie with the affordances of specific hybrids rather than in any 

standardised notion of the vehicular.

The main point that I want to emphasise, is the way in which the cyclist is 

framed as a vehicle and allotted a space as such when it is understood by many 
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practitioners and stakeholders that the cyclist is perhaps not a vehicle as 

legislated. If it is understood that the cyclist is  a particular hybrid, and a hybrid 

with affordances based upon the rider and bike rather than those of the 

mechanised automobile, it then opens up the way for seeing a number of 

different cyclings which all have the potential to spill out of their discursive 

straitjackets and in turn the physical straitjackets designed upon the basis  of 

this  discursively mythical vehicle. What emerges is an acknowledgement that 

potential cyclings are tied both by a lack of movement in the law which evidently 

fails to accurately reflect both how people actually cycle (in part because it is 

rooted in an emotive and statistically unfounded debate on dangerous cycling 

which I discuss in more depth in Chapter 7), and by a contingent lack of 

movement in modes of representation. Furness (2005) highlights  (in relation to 

John Forrester - an influential figure in the US and author of the highway 

engineer’s  handbook Bicycle Transportation) the problems associated with such 

a position:

“Forester’s  uncritical assumption that bicyclists should just act like 

automobile drivers dismisses other cyclists’ perspectives about 

cycling and ignores any political and cultural differences that cyclists 

might have from automobile drivers. [...]. Forester’s  notion that 

cyclists  “fare best” when they act like drivers is  the same rhetorical 

trope that was advocated by people in the 1960s who believed that 

African-Americans would “fare best” if they acted like white people. 

Or similarly, gay people “fare best” when they conduct themselves 

like straight people. Once again, my point is  not to equate the gravity 

of the issues, but to point out the rhetorical limits of a position that 

ignores the relevance of everyday practices...” (Furness, 

2005:23-24).

Furness’s point is essentially the same as my own, that is to say that the 

rhetorical position that suggests cyclists should and could behave like all other 
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vehicles is  not one based upon the inherent capacities29 of the cyclist or even 

something as laudable as road safety statistics: it is  an ideological and historical 

one built around a particular idea of motorised movement and transport.

4.3 The London Cycling Campaign

As I have illustrated in the previous section, many of the shortcomings of the 
Transport Planning Model (TPM) are in part recognised by transport 
professionals and, in the contemporary context of London, these modeling and 
representational strategies are also tempered with the input of specific stake-
holder groups in the form of the CRISP and CRIM processes. However as Vigar 
(2002) notes, the transport policy communities thus formed are often of limited 
membership either because of deliberate exclusion on behalf of the policy 
community or through an ‘unconscious conspiracy’ where views are not actively 
sought from certain stakeholder groups (Vigar, 2002:209). The absence of 
some stakeholders and their storylines and the subsequent dominance of 
others is problematic, and as I go on to discuss in this section, in some 
instances serves to reinforce a narrowly held view of mobility as utility rather 
than modify it. 

As I have already noted, the key stakeholder group involved in London cycling 
is the London Cycling Campaign (LCC). Officially  launched on September 28th 
1978 (Daily Cyclist, December 1978:1) the LCC sprang out of a number of 
locally based groups30 who were actively  campaigning for better conditions for 
cycling in the capital (Daily Cyclist, November 1988:16). At the same time, 
Friends of the Earth ran a national cycling campaign but a need was felt for a 
London-based organisation (ibid). As this suggests, the origins of the LCC are 
closely  linked to those of the green movement, particularly  Friends of the Earth 
whose Chelsea-based publication at the time On your Bike was to be published 

29 It is perhaps telling that engineers appear to be able to model the swept paths of articulated 
lorries as vehicles with particular characteristics and limitations, but that the same process does 
not seem possible or desirable in relation to bicycles.

30 Somewhat irreverently perhaps the 10th anniversary issue of Daily Cyclist noted that the 
originators of the LCC were in fact “a bunch of eccentrics” (Daily Cyclist, November 1988:16).
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by the LCC the following year (ibid). As Horton notes, it was during this period 

that environmentalist concerns, “...shifted away from the protection of particular 

sites and species  and towards more explicit critique of specific environmentally 

damaging practices, such as use of the car” (Horton, 2006:43).

Claiming a need for a strong and cohesive voice for London’s cyclists, the 
inaugural issue of the Daily Cyclist (the name at the time of the ‘magazine’ of 
the LCC) stated that, “the London Cycling Campaign has been set up to 
campaign for better conditions for London’s cyclists...(primarily) cycle routes 
that will be safe and unpolluted” (December 1978:1). True to its word, the LCC 
has consistently campaigned on key issues such as bikes on trains, road 
surface quality, planning provision for cycling, and environmental pollution. The 
magazine has regularly featured articles on these staples as well as articles 
expressing anti-car sentiment and opposition to road building (the longest 
running column in the magazine after 11 years of publication was 
unambiguously  entitled “It’s a motorists’ world” (November-December 1989:17). 
As well as these central themes, more recently the magazine has regularly 
featured articles on consumer related issues such as reviews of bikes and 
accessories. By 1982-3 the LCC had 3000 fee-paying members (Daily Cyclist, 
February 1984:4), a figure which has risen to 10,000 in 2007.

In its early  days, the campaign was much more guerilla minded as evidenced by 
its organisation of protest rides31 and impromptu taping of road markings and 
signage to streets (Daily  Cyclist, May 1979:1). Indeed it wryly noted that, “many 
people have an image of the campaign as a bunch of mad radicals who cause 
trouble at the drop of a hat (or road plan)...” (Daily  Cyclist, April 1983:1). In the 
past this radical tendency has been illustrated in numerous articles, not a few of 
which have lamented the sorry and ambiguous state of the law relating to 
cyclists (see for example May 1979:3, April 1983:4, February 1984:2, May-June 
1990:15, March-April 1992:9, June-July 1993:13, June-July 2003:8). However, 
this radical stance has been increasingly replaced with an arguably more 

31 The Round London Bike ride held every year from 1978 until  at least 1984 often had upwards 
of one hundred riders and regularly took in cycling hotspots ending at City Hall (Daily Cyclist, 
April  1983:4). It could well be argued that these rides were in fact the precursor to Critical  Mass 
bearing in mind the group ethos and twin themes of carnival and protest.
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strategic emphasis geared towards improving conditions within the existing 
legislative and operative framework32. Indeed, the campaign has consciously 
become more mainstream over time with one article noting how, “the LCC 
intends to broaden its appeal with redesign of image and Daily  cyclist - to 
project the image of a “modern active campaign” (Daily  Cyclist, Jan-Feb 
1987:12). This change is reflected not only in the content of the magazine, but 
also the format of the magazine itself. This evolved from a black and white 8 
page ‘fanzine’ in 1978 to a multiple colour A4 magazine format by  December 
1984, through to a full colour glossy-cover magazine with 28 black and white 
internal pages in early 1990, a format which has changed little since. The Daily 
Cyclist also changed its name in 1990 to London Cyclist (London Cyclist, 
January-February 1990).

4.3.1 Cycling and the environment

As I have already suggested using examples from the LCC magazine, the LCC 

has since its inception been a group with green issues and anti-car rhetoric at 

the heart of its agenda. This position is unsurprisingly echoed by many of those 

campaigners involved in the running of the borough groups:

“Cycling is a sustainable mode of transport. Public transport is also 

sustainable. Can I unpack sustainable? Well it means that these modes are 

efficient, they improve air quality, decrease noise pollution, have health 

benefits and visual benefits – the ambience of the city is enhanced by non-

motorised forms of transport” (Campaigner 9, 19/07/05).

“My environmental leanings were partly there in the beginning but they’ve 

grown over time as I’ve become more and more aware of the damage that 

32  The London Cycling Campaign increasingly promotes community cycling initiatives for 
example, particularly within black and minority ethnic  communities who have less access to 
cycling. However, the same visions of cycling as a particular transport and leisure practice tend 
to permeate the goals of these initiatives (see for example London Cyclist, Feb/Mar 2005:13, 
London Cyclist, Oct/Nov 2005:11, London cyclist, Aug/Sep 2006:13).
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cars and oil do and I think that’s grown as the problem has 

grown” (Campaigner 5, 09/08/05).

“I was kind of born on a bike really. My dad made all our bikes when we 

were growing up and so I always cycled to school from the age of seven or 

eight but I didn’t start commuting until about 10 years ago but I’ve never 

had a car or learnt to drive and I’ve always been cycling but I’ve ended up 

doing more cycling stuff and got involved in it for those environmental 

reasons” (Campaigner 13, 26/04/05).

Such viewpoints  emphasise the environmental benefits of cycling over modes of 

transport such as the car. Whilst some campaigners point to a ‘lifelong’ interest 

in environmental issues through the bike, others suggest that the environmental 

benefits have been inculcated more gradually from an association with other 

activists. This is not to say however that the environment is equally important to 

all campaigners:

“(My cycling) started as a way of getting around London so it started off as 

a commute and then it became a leisure obsession and I started taking the 

train out to the country and never going anywhere without a bike. Now I 

just think of myself as a total lifestyle cyclist; I cycle everyday to work and 

take quite a lot of pains to make sure I never have to take the tube or bus 

to work” (Campaigner 5, 09/08/05).

“(I want more people to ride because) I guess I’m just thinking how much 

enjoyment it gives me. I obviously do go down the route of it’s better not to 

drive a car and I agree and support it all but I don’t stand on the rooftops 

on that issue, I just support it. Actual riding the bike is purely from the 

enjoyment I get of riding it, you know you just jump on the bike and the 

whole freedom of it and being able to get around so easily and quickly or 

slowly if you want” (Campaigner 6, 23/03/05).

In these accounts a more varied experience of cycling is articulated; as 
leisurely, as free, as fun. Notably these meanings are less politically  motivated 
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and more concerned with the feelings of actually riding. So there is within the 
LCC a more diverse range of meanings for cycling than it simply being an 
environmentally sustainable mode of transport. Having said that, ‘the 
environment’ maintains a strong presence as a reason to cycle even in these 
accounts, something suggested directly in the second account, and implied in 
the first account through a desire to avoid getting the tube or bus to work.

4.3.2 The utility of cycling

What I want to make explicit in this section is the link between environment and 
utility. Whilst there are of course many complex factors at work in decisions to 
cycle, I suggest that one of the key themes of utility  cycling, particularly  within 
the LCC, is that a cycle journey should replace a car journey. Indeed, “as  the 

car becomes increasingly constructed as ‘the problem’, the car’s other, the 

bicycle, emerges as ‘the solution’” (Horton, 2006:43-44). Such a position 
suggests that cycle journeys should be productive; they should have either (or 
preferably both) economic efficiency or environmental efficiency.

The LCN+ is the central physical manifestation of the utility principle in no small 
part because the LCC was the group that originally drew up the detailed plans 
of the entire 1000 mile network which were unveiled at Covent Garden’s 
Ecology Centre in June 1990 (London Cyclist, January-February 1992:6). 
These plans were drawn up specifically  to take account of, “...the locations of 
work places, shopping centres, schools and colleges and railway stations and 
are thus designed for utility (as opposed to purely recreational) cycling...” (ibid). 
The routes were then revised and extended after consultation with boroughs 
(ibid). 

The notion that the LCC has primarily been concerned with cycling as utility is 
further reinforced by  a discussion in London Cyclist relating to the potential 
merger of the LCC and CTC. The discussion clearly  positions the CTC as more 
leisure-oriented and the LCC as more utility-oriented (London Cyclist, August-

September 1998:4). Many of the letters from members regarding the merger are 
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also illustrative of the LCCs core membership and aims. By way of example one 

such letter noted that,

“a substantial part of its (the LCCs) members realise that life without 

a car is desirable. The CTC falls into quite a large grouping of middle 

class so-called environmental charities, who while doing good work, 

only really believe in being environmentally friendly when it is 

convenient. The leaders of these organisations know that most of 

their members own and use a car and cannot therefore take an anti-

car stance as  many members would leave” (London Cyclist, October-

November 1998:14). 

As I noted in the previous section, the green-driven desire to replace car 
journeys with bike journeys is a key point in the LCC  view of cycling as utility, a 
point again raised by numerous borough coordinators:

“It (cycling) enhances people’s experience of living in London in a number of 

ways. [...]. We see the bike as a means of transport because the bulk of 

people’s daily journeys are going to work. The fact that it is also enjoyable is 

an added bonus” (Campaigner 9, 19/07/05).

“I think at its most basic cycling is a transport thing, getting around and 

that’s what it should be and can be for most people up to about six or seven 

miles. Personally I take it a lot further as a whole lifestyle thing; its an 

environmental thing, its a sustainable thing and its also a political statement: 

I’m a cyclist, I reject cars and ride where I can” (Campaigner 5, 09/08/05).

Here the bike is presented as something that ‘should’ be a mode of transport, 

notably one that stands in opposition to cars as the second account states. 

Cycling is positioned here as automotive in the sense that it can replace cars, 

and as economically productive in that its primary use should be to get people 

to and from work. Utility in these accounts is clearly different from leisure as 

another campaigner/ cycling officer commented:
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“(My cycling has) been more functional but I do tour but I don’t do races; I 

do long distance touring but not racing; I never had the bike and now I have 

I’m still not interested; it’s primarily a form of transport so the other things 

are additional. That’s a big difference because those who do it for sport won’t 

necessarily do it for transport and sustainable transport reasons; they would 

put the bike on the car. It’s a completely different mindset” (Campaigner 13, 

26/04/05).

“I still think that a lot of bike route design in London is still not about 

commuting, its more about bikes as toys; something you use at the weekend 

and its not seriously about social stuff. They’re more for leisure and kids 

rather than grown-ups going to work or doing quicker rides and longer 

commutes” (Campaigner 5, 09/08/05).

“One of the interesting things I’d like to know from those who design cycle 

schemes is are you a cyclist? Not just a mountain bike-on-the-back-of-the-

car-type; do they use a bike to get to work most days?” (Campaigner 4, 

21/03/05).

In the first account, leisure and utility are held apart becoming their own 
opposites. This discursive theme is reinforced in the second and third accounts 
which position leisure cycling not only as different, but as lacking the ‘serious’ 
and ‘adult’ focus of utility cycling. The focus on utility  cycling does not simply 
promote one form over the other, it actively others leisure cycling as morally 
less desirable. In a somewhat contradictory  manner however, whilst being 
positioned discursively as superior to leisure cycling the first account like 
numerous others points to the fact that despite an emphasis on utility riding, 
many representatives of the LCC and its members still enjoy and promote 
leisure cycling.
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4.3.3 The nature of leisure

Whilst being primarily devoted to utility cycling, the LCC magazine has 
consistently  featured articles on leisure riding since its inception, and many of 
the LCC  borough groups regularly organise leisure rides in and around London. 
Despite distancing itself from the perceived touristic bent of the CTC, the form 
of leisure cycling promoted in the magazine frequently takes in the London 
parks and the countryside surrounding London in a decidedly  touristic manner. 
The magazine has also included regular articles on cycle-touring in places such 
as Ireland, France, Africa and Cuba.

Fig. 6 ‘Picturesque cycling’ (London Cyclist, March/April, 1991:11)

The emphasis in these articles is very  much one connected to a visual and 
picturesque appreciation of nature long associated with cycle-tourism (see for 
example Eldred, 1912; Holmes, 1896; Moque, 1897; Pennell, 1898; Pennell,  
1889). For example, an article regarding cycling in Brittany (France) notes that 
it, “...is full of the quiet leafy  lanes and picturesque rural scenes associated with 
an England that has virtually  disappeared” and that Brittany accommodates, 
“...a variety of gently paced tours exploring the area’s picturesque villages, 
vineyards, and countryside” (London Cyclist, March-April 1991:11). Similarly a 
feature on cycling in Ireland notes that, “...due to Ireland’s natural beauty, 
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unspoilt empty roads, and friendliness and hospitality, it remains a popular place 
for cycling holidaymakers...” (ibid).

The image accompanying the article is a half page black and white of a very old 
derelict cottage in overgrown woodland with a quiet road running in front of it. 
Just to the left of the cottage is a cyclist resting while on the right the bike is 
leaning against a warning sign depicting a car falling into water (ibid). The 
image reinforces the notion that the picturesque and by-gone days are the key 
referents (though with an anti-car twist perhaps). The rides currently organised 
by the borough groups utilise similarly  picturesque landscapes where possible:

“We occasionally have cycle rides which we put out. The ones I do are 

normally to Richmond Park and are family rides for whole families to go on a 

picnic. We haven’t had any kind of more energetic rides so as far as rides go 

that’s where we would look at different people” (Campaigner 3, 16/02/05).

“As we’ve got more people we’ve also started doing some really easy evening 

rides - two hours max - and hardly going on the roads. We’re really lucky in 

the borough as we’ve got all the towpaths, canals, parks and the river. [...]. 

We’ve been doing some out-of-towners; getting on a train and going out to 

Kent at a weekend...” (Campaigner 6, 23/03/05).

“(Our organised rides take place) both in London and outside. In fact the 

next one coming up, you probably know that next Sunday is open garden 

squares weekend so that’s where garden trusts and cycling tend to merge so 

we do a ride around some of the gardens which is good because it introduces 

garden people to cycling and cycling people to gardens” (Campaigner 8, 

07/06/05).

All of these rides have a focus on non-urban landscapes, alternately taking in 

the capital’s parks, river, canals, gardens and the countryside out of the city. I 

randomly attended three LCC rides  with three different borough groups. One 

went along the river, one along the canals and river and the other wound its way 

(taking in some parks along the way) to Herne Hill Velodrome. Obviously such 
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routes have a practical element - these routes are relatively traffic free and are 

seen as easier for less experienced cyclists to negotiate. However, these routes 

also play to a historically middle class vision which values particular landscape 

experiences above others (Cosgrove, 1984; Cosgrove & Daniels, 1988; 

Daniels, 1993; Schama, 1995). It is also notable that these rides are largely 

‘scenic’ in that they ask the participant to apprehend the landscape in a 

primarily visual way. In these instances the landscape is something to be gazed 

at whilst the body is  a (relatively) sedate body as my field diary highlights:

“It’s a cool September evening and I’ve made my way up to Mile End to join 

an organised ride by a local LCC group. I think I’m in the right place and as 

riders begin to congregate roughly where I am I’m reassured. After about 

twenty minutes there’s about twenty of us ready to ride. Rather than take 

to the roads the ride heads off along the canals at a leisurely pace which 

everyone can handle, stopping to regroup occasionally. I chat to as many 

people as possible and differently from other LCC rides I’ve been on there 

seems to be something approaching a diversity of people here in terms of 

age, gender and ethnicity if not ‘class’. After about twenty minutes of sedate 

cycling around locks and besides the canal we reach a pub in the swanky 

London Bridge Marina” (Field diary, 21/09/05).

4.3.4 Other(ed) forms of leisure

The over-arching emphasis in the leisure cycling that the LCC promotes could 
be categorised as touristic because it values a visual and natural experience 
over more embodied and ‘spectacular’ versions of leisure cycling. In fact, other 
forms of ‘leisure’ cycling are rarely if ever mentioned in the LCC magazine or by 
campaigners. Despite the BMX boom of the 1980s, there were only two 
mentions of BMX in the Daily Cyclist in the entire decade, both in relation to 
publicity stunts promoting Bike Week. Both images show a BMX rider jumping 
over a group  of people (see Daily  Cyclist, July-August 1985 & July-August 
1987). The attitude of the magazine to BMX as a form of cycling might 
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reasonably  be inferred from its attitude toward a similar leisure activity - 
skateboarding. Noting its presence on London’s South Bank, one article 
describes it as “...a pastime involving determined and repeated attempts at 
destruction of one’s self and property...” (Daily  Cyclist, May 1979:3). Such past 
times are thus for the criminal and suicidal.

Mountain biking gets equally short shrift, again despite the boom of the mid 
1980s and beyond (Berto, 1998; Rosen, 1993). One of the very few mentions is 
in an article on cycling holidays where it mentions the possibility of a 
‘responsible’ mountain biking holiday  (London Cyclist, March-April 1991:10), 
suggesting perhaps that in general mountain biking is in fact irresponsible. This 
theme of other styles of leisure cycling as in someway degenerate was also 
expressed by borough coordinators:

“I think the majority, even though you’ve got those subcultures, see it 

(cycling) primarily as transport rather than leisure. You don’t come into 

London to cycle for leisure like you would in the country or something. It’s 

primarily for commuting I’d imagine but I don’t know what the stats are. If 

you’ve got cycling as toys then you go to parks and skate-parks and things 

[...]. It is cool to be riding a BMX but I think that’s for kids. [...]. When it 

comes to leisure, you think very differently, I mean I wouldn’t cycle for 

leisure in London, it’s the last thing I’d want to do” (Campaigner 13,  

26/04/05).

“...well it’s like specialised BMX riding and competitive off road riding aren’t 

things that the campaign generally concerns itself with. There is obviously 

scope for various people who do different types of leisure cycling and it 

would be desirable if they also used the bicycle as a regular means of 

transport, like you see people with bikes on the tops of cars and it always 

strikes me as a strange idea to go for a bike ride in a car. Like people who 

take the dog for a walk in the car” (Campaigner 8, 07/06/05).

In these accounts  other forms of leisure cycling such as BMX which aren’t 

touristic are perjoratively labelled as being for kids and interestingly are given a 
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spatial twist: cycling in London is not for leisure, but if leisure can be ‘achieved’ 

in London then it occurs in certain places; along the river or in the parks, it 

certainly doesn’t take place in public spaces or on the footway and surely 

couldn’t take place in a car park? Of course campaigners would no doubt say 

that they are simply reflecting their membership and this is of course true. As 

one central LCC campaigner noted of LCC membership:

“Minority groups are under-represented and so are women. Age-wise, I 

would guess that the average age of members is between 25 and around 55. 

LCC represents many cultural backgrounds though it is not as diverse as 

London as a whole. Youth (16-25) are also somewhat under-represented as 

they tend not be activists as such” (Campaigner 9, 19/07/05).

It could be argued that the LCC is thus simply reflecting the understandings of 

its core white, middle class, and somewhat middle-aged membership. However, 

such an argument neglects the fact the LCC not only plays a central role in 

constructing and reproducing the views of its members in terms of what cycling 

is  and should be, but also that it is one of the key, if not the key stakeholder 

voice in representing cyclists  in London. It therefore plays a pivotal role in 

constructing and reproducing understandings  of what cycling is, for both its 

wider membership and the policy community of which it is  a part. As  a result, it 

is  this  view of cycling that is promulgated to all other road users  as  defining 

what cycling should be, both discursively but also materially through the 

development of infrastructure based on such understandings. As Furness 

(2005) aptly comments,

“the crux of the problem is that advocacy of any sort has the capacity 

to frame certain issues in a way that can either directly or indirectly 

marginalize interests that exist outside of an established rhetorical 

framework. Thus, problems that arise from the use of such rhetorics 

are not reducible to the mere selection of particular linguistic or visual 

topoi, rather, they are problems that result from a conceptualization 

of what something ‘is’ or ‘is not’” (Furness, 2005:18).
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Consequently, the narrative which conceives of the bike as a tool to facilitate 

transport has become even more entrenched due to its  further subduction within 

the orbit of green materialities where it increasingly comes to stand for a non-

polluting and thus an environmentally friendly mode of transport. Such a 

position marginalises alternative variants  of the bike and cycling which 

materialise modes of movement that do not fit into the narrowly defined idea of 

movement as environmentally benign transport.

4.4 Conclusions

This  overview of the historical and contemporary context which has produced 

the current policy discourse framing what cycling in London is, has been briefer 

than I would have liked. However it has still looked in some depth at the 

practices and values of both transport professionals and cycling activists. In 

doing so it has identified key rhetorical devices and resulting themes around 

which a tenuous policy consensus of what London cycling should be has 

coalesced. The purpose of this  exposition has been twofold. Firstly it has 

attempted to sketch an idea of the planning process in London with regard to 

cycling. Secondly, in doing so it has raised a number of issues with regard to 

cycling as a practice which the rest of this thesis seeks to address. In this 

conclusion I want to flesh both these points out a little more in order to better 

contextualise the chapters that follow.

In the first part of this chapter I looked at the historical framing of the bike in 

order to demonstrate two key things. The first is the way in which due to a 

process of standardisation, the affordances of the cyclist have been all but 

erased due to its classification as  both a vehicle, and as transport. With the 

growth of motorised transport, the movements of the vehicle have increasingly 

come to be those of the motorised vehicle. The result of this has been that 

planners and engineers have failed to recognise the kinaesthetic dimensions of 

movement which are of little importance in motorised styles of movement. In 

addition, the increasing emphasis on speed has quite literally impacted upon 
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the fleshy and vulnerable body of the cyclist. The fixation on movement as 

transport has also served to define as undesirable any more ‘playful’ readings  of 

urban movement which might take place on the roads, or indeed, off the roads.

The second part of this chapter has looked at the ways in which the tools of 

transport professionals have conceptualised the cyclist with particular reference 

to the LCDS. The rhetorical tools of planners and engineers can be seen to 

define an idealised performance of cycling based around the problems and 
capabilities of the car. These static representations not only reproduce a 
‘mythical’ vehicle, but also construct any  movements by  the user which don’t 
conform to these desired performances as inappropriate. However, whilst these 

tools can be criticised for failing to reflect the movements of cyclists, many of 

their shortcomings are acknowledged by transport professionals  and 

stakeholders. The accounts  of numerous planners, engineers and campaigners 

instead point to a problematisation of the cyclist’s liminal status as neither 

vehicle or pedestrian, and suggest that issues of design are ultimately 

constrained by the legal conceptualisation of the cyclist rather than by visual 

tools. 

The third and final section of this chapter has sketched out the dominant 

understandings of the LCC as the key stakeholder involved in planning for 

cycling in London. Here I have illustrated how a rhetoric of environment and 
utility further serves to define a desired form of cycling which either replaces car 
journeys or views the landscape in a touristic and visual way. Other bodily 
performances of cycling and cycling technology which use space in less 
conventional ways are othered as child’s play or irresponsible. Furness (2005) 
notes in relation to advocacy  groups that, “...the rhetorical tropes utilized by 
particular organizations or individuals convey meanings about the function and 
‘nature’ of the bicycle that are incapable of addressing certain positions...” (18). 

Consequently, these powerful groups  have the power to impose a definition of 

cycling which attempts  to assemble and discipline the rider through various 

tools and rhetorics. It would appear that in common with other modernist identity 

politics, groups (such as the LCC) set up to combat their own binary, 
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universalise subjectivities and consequently either deny difference, or 

acknowledge it, but nonetheless proceed to strategise in line with a privileged 

identity (380).

Taken together, the resulting policy conception of cycling is problematic 

primarily because if such a narrow vision of cycling is promoted as the only 

legitimate cycling, then there are a multitude of stories and voices not only 

going unheard, but whose legitimacy is being undermined in the process. Such 

a closing off of alternative meanings fails to adequately articulate the 

heterogeneity of cycling in London. Indeed, the process at work here is similar 

to the one that Bohm et al (2006) outline in the case of a broader ‘normative’ car 

culture which serves to other cyclists:

“Such a chain of equivalence creates at the same time a 

normalization of driving and car ownership – that car driving is what 

normal people do – which both produces and is legitimized by the 

construction of alternative modes as deviant. [...]. Cyclists, for 

example, are routinely rendered as deviant, both in planning 

processes which assume their non-existence, and where the car 

driver is manifestly the ‘normal subject’...” (Bohm et al, 2006:8).

Ultimately, this chapter makes an argument regarding the success of the 

planning process in relation to cycling. As part of the post modern planning 

project there has been a collaborative turn (Bickerstaff et al, 2002; Brindley et 

al, 1996; Davidoff, 1965; Fainstein, 2000; Healey, 1996, 1997; Tewdwr-Jones & 

Allmendinger, 1998) which has  sought to involve users in the design and 

materialisation of projects. As I have illustrated, in the London context, the 

consultation process incorporates input from key stakeholders such as the LCC. 

Moreover, the CRISP and CRIM processes incorporate the spatial practices  of 

users situated within everyday spaces of representation and these in turn feed 

into representations of space. Lefebvre (1991) argues that the failure of 

advocacy planning is because the specialists who speak on behalf of specific 
group of users lack the language and the right to do so (364). For Lefebvre, “the 
silence of the users is indeed a problem - and it is the entire problem” (365). 
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Certainly, many authors have called into question the efficacy of the post 

modern approach to consultation suggesting that whilst there is  much activity on 

the surface, there is often little difference in the end products (Bickerstaff et al, 

2002:61). Indeed, Healey (1996) argues that often the best that can be hoped 

for is  that new issues at least come to the attention of planners and policy 

makers (246). I would suggest that in many ways, the everyday user is still 

marginalised within discourse, and certainly when they are considered, they are 

considered normatively performing to a pre-ordained script. That is  to say that 

the imaginative and thinking user is  still not an accepted figure in such 

discourses, or if they are, it is only within narrowly defined conceptions of use. 

The process of transforming lived movements into a conceived system to 

facilitate those movements remains one premised upon a narrow range of views 

of what that movement should be. Consequently, Lefebvre’s  (1991) theorisation 

regarding the representations of space produced by the planning profession 

would appear to be largely accurate in terms of the results, if somewhat over-

simplifying the process.

In line with Soja and Hooper (2002), I would suggest that the rhetorical devices 

used by planners  and activists alike may not only alienate the more critical and 

radical amongst the cycling community, they may also alienate many everyday 

cyclists  who have little or no critical or radical intent, but whose everyday 

experience of cycling is undermined and de-legitimised by such 

representational closure because it does not match up and thus fails to be 

represented. In the chapters that follow I attempt to represent aspects of other 

cyclings which these dominant representations deny or marginalise.
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Chapter 5. Sense & sensicity: the sensory production of place through 
movement

“Thus the swimmer practices his turns not only because they might 
be of use to him in a race as a means but because the action of 
turning per se is experienced as meaningful. Similarly  the walker 
walks because there is a certain inherent appeal in walking as an 
activity  in its own right. The motion itself is intrinsically rewarding and 
quite apart from its utility value is likely  to lead to its recurrence as 
something the performer finds worthwhile” (Arnold, 1979:26).

As Cresswell (2006) has noted, it is  high time that the content of the line 

between A and B was explored “…to make sure it is  not taken for granted. The 

movements of people (and things) all over the world and at all scales are, after 

all, full of meaning” (Cresswell, 2006:6). Whilst there are of course many layers 

of meaning - both immediate and more abstract - associated with the line, in this 
chapter I attempt to explore one layer associated with the doing of movement. I 
focus largely on what Arnold (1979) somewhat anachronistically terms 
‘primordial movements’; that is those fleeting and ephemeral sensations and 
emotions which are produced through movement and are seen to be productive 
of meaning in spite of any  broader contextual meanings of the journey (see also 
Ford & Brown, 2006).  

Taking such ‘brief encounters’ of the sensory kind as its  point of departure, this 

chapter has two central goals. Firstly it seeks to move beyond notions of what 

place means and instead explores the doing of place. Such an approach 

focuses attention on the relationship between the material and immaterial in 

order to highlight alternative productions of place which transcend symbolism 

and fixity. In doing so, I engage with debates that were introduced in Chapter 2 

regarding the production of non-place (Augé, 1995) and placelessness (Relph, 

1976). Through an exploration of the accounts of a number of riders I question 
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whether visual, fleeting, or spatially ‘dislocated’ apprehensions of city spaces 

necessarily entail a contingent paucity of meaningful association. In doing so I 

also illustrate a variety of ‘leisure’ practices seemingly at odds with the more 

‘touristic’ leisure practices that I introduced in Chapter 4.

The second purpose of this  chapter is  to engage with debates around the non-

representational also introduced in Chapter 2. Thrift (1997, 2004a) and Thrift 

and Dewsbury (2000) have argued that some meanings are non-

representational in that they mean something in and of themselves in spite of 

any prior or subsequent representation. Other theorists of movement such as 

Cresswell (2006) suggest that all movement is socially and culturally framed 

and thus all movement means something because of the way it is  represented. 

In this  reading ‘pure’ motion is always given meaning through contexts and 

materialities and via its  subsequent representation and reciprocal reproduction. 

Through an exploration of multi-sensory1  engagements with space, I suggest 

here that both of these positions are correct. This is no fence-sitting exercise 

however. I demonstrate using empirical examples the ways in which embodied 

movements are performed due to a variety of goals, purposes and 

representations, but are also experienced in a way which has never been 

represented and continues to elude representation. 

The first section of this  chapter, 5.1, discusses embodied practices of vision and 

their relationship to the production of particular ways of seeing. Section 5.2 uses 

the examples of kinaesthetic exertion and flow to illustrate rather different ways 

in which the material is made meaningful. Section 5.3 then explores the 

kinaesthetic experience of balance through accounts of trials riding and BMX. 

Section 5.4 draws together themes from all these accounts and discusses the 

pre-representational nature of doing place in order to shed light on the way in 

which place is simultaneously a product of the representational and the non-

representational.

1 Lived experience is of course synaesthetic  - the product of a mixing and merging of sensory 
experience in the mind (Jarvinen, 2006:72). However, in these accounts I strategically separate 
and emphasise particular experiences of the senses in order to make their role more explicit.
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5.1 Visualicity

Accounts of the gaze (Rose, 1993), of landscape imagery (Cosgrove & Daniels, 

1988), and of non-place (Augé, 1995) have all implicated a particular type of 

disembodied vision in dominating the landscape. Such accounts appear to 

suggest that there is  only one way of seeing; that looking must be a 

disembodied and dominating practice which results in looking down on places 

(both literally and discursively). Certainly when commentators  have in the past 

critiqued the visual for being objectifying and mastering they seem to largely 

have been taking the view of static observers gazing at static images. As Ingold 

(2000) notes, many commentators have led us  to believe that, “...vision leads us 

to objectify our environment, to regard it as a repository of things, alien to our 

subjective selves that are there to be seized by the eyes, analysed by science, 

exploited by technology, and dominated by power” (Ingold, 2000:246).

I have already outlined in Chapter 4 an association with cycling, vision and 
particular picturesque landscapes (see also Matless, 1998; Spinney 2006). As 
you might expect, numerous riders such as Joe, Joyce, Noam and Karen all 
related similar visual encounters with landscape. However, I want to take a 
closer look at vision in this chapter, and particularly in this first section in order 
to complicate the nature of vision in relation to the moving subject. Whilst 
‘gazing’ is of course a commonplace practice, I argue that there are also other 
ways of seeing from the saddle which are neither objectifying nor all-seeing. 
The visual experience of riding in London is one where gazing does occur if one 
has the luxury and the disposition, but it is also a way  of seeing characterised 
by a switching between three principal ‘looks’ which I have strategically 
separated here as the gaze, the glimpse (or glance) and the glaze.

5.1.1 Seeing things: the gaze 

Karen is 55 and has been riding increasingly in London over the past five 
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years.2  Whilst riding is for Karen a mode of ‘transport’, it is  also a mode of 

exploration and much of her riding is done in the parks, by the river or in central 

London because as she says, she likes to look at ‘things’:

“I’m quite an art gallery sort of person and so I think I have a sort of 

particular visual appreciation, what’s the word?...I like to look at things, no, if 

you look at the things on this table to me its kind of colours and things 

together and…I love the Thames and I like the weather and I like seeing the 

river in different sorts of weathers. Sometimes it’s calm, sometimes it’s 

choppy, sometimes it rains, sometimes it’s grey and I like seeing the boats go 

up and down cos I have this childlike ooh! What‘s that, you know? And I 

quite like looking at the wildlife on the river because there’s a fair amount 

of wildlife there” (Karen, 04/05/05).

In the video of Karen’s ride from her home in Clapham to Putney (please refer 

to DVD Track 1 and Fig. 7 ‘Karen embodying the gaze’), the direction of her 

gaze would seem to support her account. Before Karen reaches the river, it is 

notable that her gaze is  fixed more downwards - on nothing in particular except 

perhaps the road surface. When she crosses the bridge, the video shows her 

gaze swing up and to the right and then to the left, consciously taking in the 

river and the wildlife. A little later in the ride, Karen enters the park and again 

her gaze picks up and as she reaches the river it moves up and to the right and 

stays there for some time as she takes in the river, the boats and the wildlife. 

Karen’s directed use of gazing at the river is something that she connects to her 

love of art:

“I think a lot of people who are interested in art are interested in water, 

Like painting the sea and all the reflections cos’ water does interesting 

things with light and images. Like at the Hayward (gallery) there was a 

thing this morning with water coming down and a thing came down and 

poked it and made ripples and it had a light shining on it which made 

2  Karen has recently become a member of her local  branch of the LCC as a way of meeting 
people. Whilst still  unsure about the activist outlook on cycling, she has already started taking 
part in, and organising rides, for other group members round the London Parks in particular.
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patterns on the walls. So I think I am quite interested in the visual and 

colour as well, and things that aren’t entirely static” (Karen, 27/05/05).

In these accounts  Karen explicitly links  painting, looking and landscape as 

things that she has learnt to appreciate through art and painting. Karen’s gaze 

is  far from a ‘natural’ phenomenon then; it is one directed by a wider cultural 

framing. However, whilst Karen’s  account positions elements of the city as 

visual objects in the form of landscapes to be appropriated for consumption, this 

is  neither an entirely static or distanced vision of the city. In a de Certeuian way 

Karen is  very much in the image she is looking at, touching, smelling, feeling 

and moving whilst she is  seeing. This suggests that movement itself can be 

productive of different views 3 of the city, a point which Karen goes on to confirm 

when I ask her if it makes a difference to her how she moves through the city:

“Oh yes definitely, because I feel more alive when I’m on a bike, my heart’s 

going, everything’s kind of ticking over and you’re sort of in touch with the 

environment; you’re not in a box, you can feel the wind or the sun or 

whatever and you can stop and start you can do your own thing and be an 

individual, you’re not sort of in tramlines or whatever. It’s generally just 

feeling much more alive I think and in contact with what’s around 

you” (Karen, 04/05/05).

Ingold (2000) points out that hearing has been associated with participation 

whereas seeing has been associated with detachment and indifference (252). 

Yet Karen’s account points to the very embodied and immersed nature of her 

looking, positioning it as a doing of landscape, rather than simply a looking at 

landscape. In this  instance her gaze is seen to be other than distancing, and 

following Edensor (2003), the multi-sensory nature of gazing from the saddle 

suggests a redistribution of sensory experience (159). Ingold goes on to 

suggest that perhaps  the association of vision and distance has more to do with 

the ways in which theorists  have taken preconceived ideas about vision as 

other than active and generative into their studies (2000:253). In stark contrast,

3 See also Edensor, 2005; Jackson, 1997; Lorimer and Lund, 2003; Spinney, 2006; Wylie, 2002 
in relation to embodying the ‘gaze’.
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Fig. 7 ‘Karen embodying the gaze’
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accounts of the actual practice of gazing such as Karen’s point to the embodied 

and immersive potentials of vision where the subject is always entangled with 

the city. As Wylie (2002) notes, through movement, the landscape is 

transformed through a bodily engagement from scene, to seen from (449).

5.1.2 Reflections: the glaze

Karen’s account points  to the purposeful and directed nature of gazing but does 

vision always have to be for a purpose? Are we always seeing when we are 

looking? I suggest we are not always  seeing outwardly; quite often the world 

simply passes us by because we are so familiar with it, or perhaps we just have 

other more pressing things to think about. Whilst there are numerous  facets to 

what I call the ‘glaze’ here, I want to focus on the contexts that are productive of 

such looks  in two main ways. Firstly I want to look at the ways in which the 

quieter parts of a journey might facilitate glazing as much as gazing. I also want 

to discuss the way in which the routine and familiar nature of parts of a journey 

can be productive of a particular inwardly focused reverie (please refer to DVD 

Track. 2 and Fig. 8 ‘Joyce glazing over’).

Whilst this video focused on Joyce’s face and body did not come out as well as 

I’d hoped for a number of reasons4, it still conveys some of the notion of 

glazing. Whilst it is hard to see what Joyce’s  eyes are doing, it is obvious that 

her head moves very little and that her eyes are not flicking around trying to pick 

things up. Instead her face suggests a somewhat more detached experience 

where she is looking up the road or at nothing in particular as she notes  herself:

4  Somewhat embarrassingly, after many years spent lighting theatre shows, very few of the 
face-oriented videos came out as well as I’d hoped due to a lack of strong lighting. This was due 
to the fact that they were all filmed later in the year when the sun was too low and less strong, 
and the fact that the camera angle was too low.
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Fig. 8 ‘Joyce glazing over’
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“Well yeah, see this is a very quiet road, I’ve got the road to myself and by 

using these back routes to me I give myself lots of space and probably that’s 

why – apart from the safety aspect – I’m probably really drawn to this 

because I want time on my own. It’s time to think or not think…I was 

thinking the other day, a piece of writing I was doing, another reason for 

the back routes being more restful, they haven’t got all those signs and 

adverts and shop fronts, and when I cycle down the high street I always 

think it’s really noisy and I think that’s because I’m so busy reading - 

it’s...visually noisy. And actually when you’re reading you’re saying these 

things aren’t you, so it’s noisy inside your head, whereas on these I’ve got 

nothing to read…so you can be quiet. Riding on the high street, or even going 

on the bus down the high street is so busy it feels like my head is full of 

noise” (Joyce, 09/11/05).

When positioned alongside the video, Joyce’s account backs up a reading of 

her visual practices in this  section as inwardly reflective - or glazing - in a 

number of ways. Firstly, Joyce suggests  that the lack of traffic on a quieter route 

allows her to some degree to switch off.  In this  instance, the ability to switch off 

is  further enhanced by Joyce’s  familiarity with the streets  which are near to her 

home. As Edensor (2003) has noted, unreflexive driving along the same route 

permits time for thoughts and activities detached from the matter at hand (155). 

Similarly to Karen in the previous section where the lack of traffic was used as 

an opportunity to admire the view, Joyce’s choice of route is  an opportunity to 

not have to look at anything. She emphasises this when she comments that she 

doesn’t want to look at the ‘noisy’ advertising along the main roads.5 For Joyce 

the back roads as well as being quieter in terms of traffic are also visually 

quieter, and this again allows her to escape into a more reverous  style of 

movement where vision is not about focusing, it is about defocusing. This point 

is  further emphasised when Joyce talks about another of her journeys:

5  Such a viewpoint is not dissimilar in some ways to Simmel’s (1903) ‘blase’ attitude. For 
Simmel, things like advertising as well as other aspects of the modern city such as traffic lights 
and the sheer mass of people, were potentially productive of a sensory overload which could be 
avoided through the conduct of a blase attitude (quoted in Jensen, 2006:147-148).
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“Oh yes, I arrive places and I think ‘I wonder what route I used tonight to 

get here?’ And that’s alright because I know I’ve been thinking. Because I 

write I suppose I’m often puzzling over a word or a line or something. It’s 

nice to let thoughts just drift through because that’s really good for being 

creative, that you have time when things can just occur and you haven’t got 

to do anything about them. I’ve often solved a writing problem on the bike; 

letting it all drift around and then the right word happens or the right 

phrase” (Joyce, 09/11/06).

As Shields  (2004) suggests, “visualicity may extend beyond tangible objects to 

abstractions, virtualities and potentialities” (24). Congruently, this way of moving 

through one of the city’s quieter and more familiar spaces produces a spatiality 

which is unfocused in a ‘visible’ sense but nonetheless still a form of visualising 

the city. As Shields goes on to state, “clearly, the empirically visible does not 

exhaust the urban...” (Shields, 2004:25). The city is visualised in many different 

‘looks’, not all of which can be evoked or represented through the visual. 

Different forms of vision mask any number of experiences, many of which do 

not easily communicate themselves as Joyce’s account demonstrates. Taken 

together, Karen’s and Joyce’s accounts also point to the way in which the ability 

to either glaze or gaze - to reflect inwardly or outwardly - is shaped by the 

nature of the route, the rider’s familiarity with it and the speed they choose to 

ride it. Consequently these accounts refute conceptions that,

“...everyday mundane practices are inherently dull, unsensual, and 

alienating. Indeed, routinized practices offer peculiar opportunities by 

virtue of their being performed as “second nature,” freeing up 

experience to other stimuli or providing repetitive sensual, 

imaginative, and spatial comforts” (Edensor, 2003:166).

However, and as  Edensor implies, glazing and gazing are not always possible 

(or desirable) and in the following account I explore the way in which the 

glimpse and the glance frame a different vision of the city.
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5.1.3 Fractured visions: glimpsing & glancing

There is another form of vision perhaps more common in many of the city’s 

busier spaces or at particular nodes and junctions where paths cross; that of the 

glimpse or what Shields (2004) calls the glance: 

“whereas the gaze is directed at a focus, an icon, the glance surveys 

a field, a context. It is a rapid scan, momentarily bringing into retinal 

focus a peripheral movement in search of elements of the visual field, 

restlessly striking first one element then another, knocking them out 

of the context or background into the foreground, continually 

interrupting the current focus of attention” (Shields, 2004:27). 

In contrast to the glaze and similarly to the gaze, the glimpse or glance has an 

outward focus, but it is a fleeting and ephemeral focus whose intention is  to 

weigh up what might happen in the near future. Consequently, in his daily work 

as bike messenger, Ernie’s attention switches from gazing or glazing to a more 

focused glimpsing and glancing. This is something highlighted more clearly by 

the video footage (please refer to DVD Track. 3 and Fig. 9 ‘Ernie glimpsing the 

city’). Whilst the resolution of the video largely fails to capture the movements  of 

the eyes darting around, it still captures the difference in how the head turns to 

glance at things when riding in traffic as opposed to the much more static gaze 

or glaze. Certainly when compared to Joyce’s ‘glazing’, Ernie’s vision is  seen to 

be multi-directional. As Shields  notes, “glances are often described in terms of 

peripheral vision and as orientational rather than focused” (Shields, 2004:27).

Ernie glances at objects coming into his  field of view, often far ahead of himself 

in order to establish a likely outcome for the near future and where to position 

himself to remain alive and well in this future. In this  way, the glimpse suggests 

an unfolding of time and space which is  never certain, static or mastered but 

becoming and in process. Congruently, Shields goes on to say that the glance 

is  ‘out of time’ in the sense that the things  it anticipates do not happen in real 

time; the glance scans for unpredicted outcomes, emergences, potential 

interactions. The things that the glance apprehends are not quite in the present, 
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Fig. 9 ‘Ernie glimpsing the city’
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rather they straddle the present and the almost present (Shields, 2004:27) as 

Ernie implies:

“When you’re riding hard you do not think about anything you just don’t, you 

think am I going the right way, what’s the next junction and what is 

everyone else going to do, that’s it. First and foremost it’s what is everyone 

else doing because your body kind of knows where it’s going” (Ernie, 

05/11/05).

This  patterning of the city’s spaces and times as a sequence of almost-presents 

can be seen to structure a feeling of the city as warped; it’s elements flashing 

towards the viewer in pieces. Thus the subject glimpses possibilities, objects 

and interactions which taken together make up risk: the probability that 

something may come to pass. Possible futures are assembled and 

disassembled and consequently the city becomes an uncertain entity:

“glances might be said to draw the future into a present scenario, 

scanning and sampling it for not only trends but affordances and 

other virtualities  which may come to be actualised in the next 

moment” (Shields, 2004:28). 

Whilst power has often been seen as produced from a distanciated scopic 

viewpoint, power in this instance is shown to be diffused in a tenuous de 

Ceurtian doing of the city from street level. Shields notes the difference between 

mastering the ‘known’ city with the gaze, and attempting to know the city with 

the glance: “monuments and look outs which afford a commanding view are 

examples of the gaze, but the glance is  more mundane and intimate - of an 

object in a shop window, the approaching automobile, the passer-by” (Shields, 

2004:28). The vision of the city produced by the glance is one akin to a jigsaw; 

pieced together moment by moment in the goal of making do. It is  therefore a 

from of vision which is entirely grounded in a situated and pre-representational 

engagement with the city. As Ingold (2000) states, it is a kind of,

“...intentionality that is  launched and carried forward in the action 

itself, and corresponds to the attentive quality of that action. It is  the 
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intentionality not of an isolated mind, of the cogitating subject 

confronting an exterior world of things, but rather that of being wholly 

immersed in the relational nexus of its  instrumental ‘coping’ in the 

world” (415).

5.2 Exertion & flow

Latham (1999) suggests that embodied forms of vision are a way of feeling 

place which is intimately tied to other sensations  (463). In this section I want to 

discuss some of these other sensations, in particular that of the kinaesthetic. 
According to Lewis (2000) the word kinaesthesis is derived from the Greek 
kinein - to move, and aesthesia - to perceive (69). “Kinaesthesis is thus the 
sense that informs you of what your body is doing in space through the 
perception or sensation of movement in the joints, tendons and muscles” (69). 
Jarvinen (2006) states that the kinaesthetic is independent of touch, hearing 
and sight and is not limited to balance (74). For example the kinaesthetic 
encompasses sensations such as exertion, force feedback and cutaneous 
sensations (Paterson, 2006:694). It should come as no surprise to anyone that 

has ridden a bike that feelings  of kinaesthetic exertion are one of the major 

sensations that characterise it as a practice. In this section I want to 

demonstrate the range of meanings  that are attached to the bodily sensation of 

exertion in and of itself, regardless of what it might mean in the wider project of 

moving round the city. It became readily apparent to me from talking to riders 
that many of them welcomed quite intense kinaesthetic sensations whilst others 
saw them as quite undesirable. Quite apart from the fact that it may be a 
strategy to get from A to B as quickly  as possible, exertion can therefore have 
more immediate meanings for the rider.

5.2.1 The place of exertion

Ernie is a 26 year old bike messenger living in North East London. Having spent 
time with both Ernie and Elina on their daily  circuits as well as loitering at the 
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steps (see glossary), I can confirm that messengering (the job of delivering 
packages) can be quite mundane with much of the day  spent sitting around 
waiting for the radio to go or loping slowly around a small portion of London on 
less urgent jobs. As a response to the often mundane and repetitive nature of 

the work, Ernie often livens up his day and his experience of (overly) familiar 

places by exerting himself in a way which he perceives as pleasureable. Ernie 

narrates one such encounter (please refer to DVD Track. 4 and Fig. 10 ‘Ernie at 

Hyde Park Corner’):

“Well we’re on one right now back at Hyde Park Corner again. So here we 

go, we’re going up to Hyde Park Corner going North up Lower Grosvenor 

Place. This is one of those inclines which just keep on going for half a mile 

and I like that. And what I like about this is the sadist in me. You ride up 

here and you’ve got to keep moving with the traffic and by the end of it 

you’re a little aawww!, you’re starting to blow a little bit and it’s good. And 

then sometimes you get a rest, sometimes you don’t. I don’t here so I go 

straight in to the junction and the incline changes again and this is quite a 

sapping little bit of road and you come up here and you’re like fuck! And you 

know you’ve got five lanes here, two lanes going left and three going right. 

When you go right there, suddenly it plateaus out and then you’ve got 

another attack going into park lane and that is very much one section. The 

minute I hit lower Grosvenor place going North knowing I’m going to do Park 

Lane into Hill Street it is literally 190% until I come off and by the time I 

get onto Hill Street my eyeballs will have been falling out of my nose 

(laughs). It’s one of the places where for no reason at all I’ll always push 

myself. A lot of riders don’t like that bit of road because it’s so busy but I do 

like it, but I only like it when I’m able to do it on my terms and that means 

I’ve got to go 110%. It’s an unconscious effort to liven up my day. It’s also 

about pushing yourself” (Ernie, 05/11/05).
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Fig. 10 ‘Ernie at Hyde Park Corner’
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The ‘place’ itself is  Hyde Park Corner, a London landmark and a busy junction 

for a number of major routes in west-central London, normatively consumed 

visually as a tourist attraction or avoided if possible. However, particularly when 

positioned alongside the video, Ernie’s account highlights two central elements 

to his experience of it as a place. Firstly, Ernie linguistically emphasises the 

kinaesthetic character of it as a place: the incline, pushing himself, the ‘sapping’ 

nature of it and his ‘eyeballs  falling out of his nose’. The pronounced rocking of 

the image also suggests a body working hard and out of the saddle much of the 

time. All of this linguistic and visual imagery points to an internally described 

and experienced place: a felt experience over a visual one. The video further 

emphasises a sense of vision which is not gazing, but glimpsing, and often quite 

downcast: it is a sense of vision produced through doing place rather than 

focusing on icons as symbolic of place. Wylie (2002) illustrates in the case of hill 

walking that such exertive engagement flips visibility, and sensibility shifts from 

the eyes to the legs: as the going gets tougher, vision becomes increasingly 

tunneled as exertion pulls the gaze inwards (449, see also Spinney, 

2006:721-725). Ingold qualifies this  suggesting that through such engagements 

“...and their different muscular entailments, the contours of the landscape are 

not so much measured as felt...” (Ingold, 2000:203). 

Secondly, I would suggest that Ernie wants to experience Hyde Park Corner in 

this  way. Whilst suggesting that it’s  an ‘unconscious’ effort to liven up his  day, 

Ernie gives the lie to this by then saying that he is ‘pushing himself’, that it is 

‘the sadist in him’, and that he’s doing it ‘on his own terms’. This then, is very 

much a conscious manipulation of place, enabling an intersection which many 

would fear and avoid because of its  sensory overload to be seen as a positive 

place. Ernie molds potentially negative meanings  into positive embodied 

meanings; taking from the engagement only what he wants. Arnold (1979) 

suggests that such an approach results in favoured movements which are 
increasingly seen as ‘mine’ and which can be drawn upon to give kinaesthetic 
pleasure (26). Through a conscious repetition of the sensation of exertion, Hyde 

Park Corner gains a durability through embodied experience which positions it 

as a place. However this is  not a place in an iconic sense, rather it is  a place 
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because of the way it is experienced bodily. Thus whilst bodily sensations are 

shown to be relatively fleeting and ephemeral (lasting less than a minute in this 

instance), much like his encounters  in many spaces of the city, Ernie is able to 

command an experience of (non) places like Hyde Park Corner which is over-

whelmingly place-like for its duration in that it is  a highlight of his day and a 

favoured part of his  circuit. Whilst speed has traditionally been considered as 

contrary to the integrity of place (Curtis, 2002:59), in this instance I contend that 

for the bicycle rider, speed is productive of the meaning of place because to 

produce it requires muscular effort from the body.

However, such engagements are mediated by the dispositions and skills of the 

rider. These dispositions are not innate but culturally mediated. Ernie for 

instance has come to know messengering through particular representations of 

it such as alley-cat races  (which I explore further in Chapter 9) and stories  told 

by other messengers. It could be argued therefore that Ernie is more likely to 

perceive such a style of riding and the sensations it generates as positive. By 

way of contrast, Joyce points to a more normative and negative interpretation of 

exertion: 

“I do set myself challenges on the bike, like getting back up that hill. I do 

most of the time get up it, some nights though I realise though that I’m just 

too tired to go up the hill and I can’t get the energy up, especially if I’ve 

filled my basket up with shopping through the market because it weighs a 

lot and it’s the end of like a time at work then I’ll get off and push up 

through the park but I actually like that bit anyway, I like going through 

the park, that’s important as well” (Joyce, 09/11/06).

The hill that Joyce - a 56 year old semi-retired mother - is  talking about is a 

short steep hill between Stoke Newington and Hackney Marsh which she rides 

up on her way back from one of her voluntary jobs. In her account of riding up 

the hill Joyce situates the exertion as generally unwelcome, one of the less 

positive experiences of riding in that it is  often a ‘challenge’ which is not 

successfully achieved. As Wylie (2005) states in the case of walking, such an 

engagement is “to be in the landscape, but also up against it. To be dogged, 
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put-upon, petulant, breathless” (240). For Joyce, exertion does not come to 

define the park which is still valued for its  visual and natural properties. Because 

of this the park becomes a liminal space in a sense; its meaning defined 

through how it is  experienced. If experienced through cycling (on the days 

Joyce makes it up the hill) the gradient of the park is emphasised and it 

becomes a place of exertion for its  duration (with a concomitant reduction in its 

visuality) whereas if Joyce walks  her bike up the park it retains its  more 

established meanings as a place to be visually apprehended and gazed upon; a 

pleasure ground offering the viewer fresh air and sunshine (Nevarez, 

2007:157). Whilst the visual apprehends the symbolic meaning of the park, the 

kinaesthetic apprehends the topographical meaning of its gradient. Meanings of 

place are thus seen to arise through how place is done, rather than solely 

because of what a place might mean symbolically.

5.2.2 Going with the flow

The accounts of both Ernie and Joyce have been related to discrete ‘places’ in 
the city  and the ways in which alternative meanings are generated through 
different sensory engagements with them. In this section I want to discuss a 
somewhat different version of this sensory place-making in the form of ‘flow’.6 
According to Ford & Brown (2006) flow is a form of peak experience which is 
characterised by a high level of confidence and control and a “...sense of 
rhythm and flow, with a sense of being on ‘auto-pilot’, free and absorbed in the 
moment” (159). Out of all the cyclists that I rode with, one rider more than any 

other articulated what the feelings of flow and rhythm meant to them and that 

was Joe, a 28 year old office worker who has been living in Hackney and riding 

in London for five or six years:

“Like I say it’s all about the flow for me. Like here there’s a real flow going 

on and I like to push it as well. So I guess the most important thing to me is 

6  Flow has traditionally been linked by geographers to either the notion of ‘nomadism’ and the 
breakdown of the fixity of boundaries and barriers, or to the global mass migrations and 
movements of refugees (Shields 1997:2-3 in Jensen, 2006:145).
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trying to keep that feeling of flow going. Do you know what I’m getting at 

when I say that? It’s the feeling as you cycle along, basically each time you 

come to a stop you’re on the brakes, you’re stopping around and then you’ve 

got to accelerate again afterwards where the feeling of flow for me is the 

feeling of gliding along and I think bikes really do have a feeling of 

movement which is gliding basically as opposed to walking or any other kind 

of movement really. I don’t know of anything else that has the same kind of 

flow as cycling” (Joe, 02/08/05).

The video (please refer to DVD Track. 5 and Fig. 11 ‘Joe going with the flow’) 

highlights  particularly well what Joe describes. Joe joins  up junctions, corners 

and straight monotonous flats using different techniques to lend his riding flow. 

Joe track stands at the first junction, using his  body to pass the time and ‘keep 

moving’ at the junction. He could, just as the other rider does, put his foot down 

and ‘stop’ but instead he continues to move internally, feeling for the balance 

point in his body (something I explore in more depth in Chapter 7). He then 

accelerates off from the light, pushing hard and no doubt feeling this in his legs. 

A little further on he takes the left and then the right turn quickly, feeling the 

gliding sensation as he does of such a smooth transition. He then powers up 

the straight getting a good rhythm with his pedaling and taking a line around 

speed humps and drains in the road to minimise any disturbance to this  rhythm. 

Around the right hand bend Joe accelerates off and then gets out of the saddle 

up the small incline to maintain his speed.

Joe’s account has much in common with those that Ford & Brown (2006) 

recount in relation to surfing, communicating feelings of fluidity, gliding, being in 

the present, rhythmicity and unconsciousness of flow. In addition the video 

gives some idea of the ways in which Joe maintains flow by attempting to 

choose a certain line - the ‘ideal conditions’ which Ford & Brown suggest enable 

flow to be achieved and experienced (159). Joe’s  account reinforces  this by 

highlighting the lack of flow and resulting frustration of having to ‘stop around’ 

and be on the brakes all the time. In another account, Joe goes on to talk about 

how he attempts to maintain a line of flow:
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Fig. 11 ‘Joe Going with the flow’
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“...so anything that allows me to keep my momentum going: great, and I’ll 

always go for that. If I have a choice between coming to a standstill behind 

a bus and going round it, I’ll go round it. [...]. It’s all about keeping it fluid, 

that’s when a movement feels good and I think it’s true of almost any 

movement. But also that whole thing of pushing, that feeling of your legs 

pumping away underneath you but at the same time that is really fluid as 

well. [...]. I think that’s a lot of where the enjoyment comes from and a 

really enjoyable ride when I get into work feeling great is because it has 

flowed and the roads have been quite empty and all the rest of it” (Joe, 

02/08/05).

Throughout his journey to and from work, Joe constructs not so much 

experiences of particular places that allow the possibility of flow, but a 

continuous place. Using a set of skills to experience a variety of kinaesthetic 

sensations in his  body, Joe creates a journey characterised (on a good day as 

he implies  above) by a continuous flow. Importantly, even when to all 

appearances at a standstill, Joe still maintains an internal flow through the 

constant adjustments required internally to maintain the balance of a track stand 

(see glossary). The place that Joe is  attempting to find is a product of 

immaterial sensations in his  body, and a particular route through the material 

spaces of the city.  

The experiences of flow in Joe’s journeys suggest a folding in of space in such 

a way that place becomes something internal and called forth through the nexus 

of the hybrid bike-rider within sequential spaces. Space as a visible entity all but 

disappears in these readings and Joe could almost have his eyes closed in the 

sense that he is feeling for a line to follow within which he can experience flow. 
The place that Joe creates is akin to ‘smooth’ space.7 Smooth spaces are those 

7  Fox (1999) argues that smooth space is occupied by intensities, by forces, the tactile, the 
sonorous. It is a space not of being but of becoming; a space where there is “...no sense of 
departure or arrival, of beginning or end, only of traveling, of being in motion” (Fox, 1999:203). 
Fox goes on to offer an example of smooth space in terms of a moment in travel where the 
motion became all  that there was, “not because you did not want to reach your destination, just 
that travelling, the sheer sense of movement, came to be all that was required” (ibid). “Once in 
smooth space, there is no longer subject, no longer identity, only patterns of intensity, marked 
out on a plane of pure difference” (Fox, 1999:204).
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which have no boundaries or joints and are characterised by, “...a slipperiness 
and movement where one slides seamlessly from one site...to another” (Dovey 
& Polakit, 2007:115). Consequently ‘place’ becomes a moving, flowing line 

through the city which is  kinaesthetically apprehended through rhythms, 

burnings, leaning, gliding and balancing. Whilst vision and other senses  of 

course play a huge part in this achievement, ‘place’ itself is  embodied whilst 

simultaneously being spatially dislocated and temporally fleeting.

Stevens (2006) has noted that the exclusion of vehicular traffic from public 

spaces affords greater opportunities to focus on other more playful aspects of 

sensory experience (807). Similarly, Carmona et al (2003) note that the 

possibility of streets to serve a social function has diminished due to an over-

riding emphasis on movement (80). However Joe’s  account (and Ernie’s) 

suggests that whilst difficult, it is  still possible for some riders to carve out a 

space for playful and sensory encounters even in vehicular spaces. As Thrift 

(1997) points  out, whilst many theorists have regarded play as superfluous to 

the real business of life, in instances such as these it is  seen to encourage new 

and meaningful configurations of experience and place (145). Such 

engagements with space invert the normative utilitarian codes of rationality 

which dominate road spaces, temporarily reframing them as playful and 

sensuous spaces.

5.3 The point of balance

The previous sensory accounts have all been situated in the project of wider 
mobility  goals such as getting to work, the shops or actually  being at work. 
These accounts have thus illuminated sensory meanings which arise through 
the conduct of ‘getting somewhere’. In this section however, I look at the 
experiences of BMX and trials riders for whom the journey is the movement 
itself. These riders are going from A to A, round in circles, getting ‘nowhere’: the 
journey here is all in the body and is called forth through the kinaesthetic sense 
of balance.
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5.3.1 Trials: living on the edge

On any given Saturday (and occasionally Sunday), you are likely to find a group 

of 14-25 year old lads8 leaping and jumping off the street furniture down at 

London’s South Bank on heavily modified ‘trials’ bikes. They generally meet at 

the Shell Centre and work their way through the course of the day round the 

street furniture of central London, often taking in the Tate Modern, St Paul’s 

Cathedral and bits of the City.

It is evident from watching these riders that the body takes primacy in this 

particular style of cycling: you only have to watch a rider setting himself up for a 

bigger move, the myriad of correctional movements required to balance, 

positioning for take off, the bunching of the body in readiness for the explosion 

of the take-off, closely followed by the push to instantly gain a balance point on 

the top of an obstacle. It is as one rider David suggested to me a ‘very technical 

bodily practice’ (Field diary, 11/09/05). In an attempt to convey some of this 

bodily technicity and its sensuous nature I offer an (abridged) embodied 

account from one rider Chris. In this  account Chris narrates the performance of 

one move - doing a ‘gap’ near St Paul’s - from start to finish (please refer to 

Track. 6 and Figs. 12 & 13 ‘ Chris  doing the gap’):

“There’s a wall in front of me, with a fairly large drop on the other side 

that I'm planning on gapping to. […]. I genuinely cannot see anything around 

me other than the two walls and though I try not to look I can also see the 

gap. I think this is where the excitement comes from and a sudden rush of 

adrenalin as I subconsciously realise it’s make or break time […].

As I look at the other gap I quickly compose myself again and get myself 

into a comfortable position with a couple of little jumps so that my back tyre 

is bouncing on the wall […]. I'm now fully concentrating on the landing area. 

I lower myself and thrust myself forwards, instinctively and without thinking 

about it I release the brake, start to jump forwards and kick the pedals. 

8 I say lads because only once have I seen a girl with the trials riders and this turned out to be a 
slightly bored girlfriend.
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Fig. 12 ‘Chris doing the gap’
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Fig. 13 ‘Chris doing the gap’
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This all happens without me really thinking about it and happens so fast it 

might as well be all at the same time.

The take off point is when I'm going to find out whether or not I'm going to 

make it. I can tell in the air how I need to shift my body weight. Despite it 

happening really fast in actual time I feel like I have all the time in the 

universe to pull the bike upwards and bend my knees. I then look out for 

that landing area again because it’s been knocked out of my sight when I 

jumped so violently. […]. My vision becomes crystal clear as I see it again 

and I start to stretch my legs forwards and try to place the rear wheel 

pretty much exactly on the landing area. If I haven't put enough power into 

the kick on the pedals I have to correct it now. This is where I push the 

bars right out in front of me to get just that little bit closer to where I 

should be and I have to try and move my shoulders in line with the bike as 

well so I don't land awkwardly and get a puncture.

As the wheel touches the other side of the gap I have to feel it land and at 

that exact moment I have to start to bend my knees to soak up some of the 

force of me landing. I don't really see where I'm landing now because I look 

up and try to concentrate all my energy on staying on the wall, I have to 

shift my body weight forwards so I don't slip back into the gap and if my 

tyre isn't seated properly on the wall I have to jump up a little bit so I can 

get the wheel onto the top of the wall so my centre of mass begins to move 

forwards.  As soon as my body weight gets central over the bike I can stand 

up and at this point I'm free, for I have just made the gap and have 

escaped the certain injury that I would have got if I had fallen in the gap.

The real world starts to come back to me now; I need it to so I don't mess 

up when I'm coming back into it. I'm more relaxed now as well and dropping 

off this wall back down to the pavement is going to be so smooth: I can hear 

whether or not people are going to be coming around me by their footsteps 

and I can see all the things in front of me with pin sharp clarity as I look 
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down at the floor ready to fall down onto it. Another bounce on my back 

wheel and I kick the pedals again and fall back into the real world” (Chris, 

Trials-forum, 13/01/06).

Quite obviously, the kinaesthetic sensation of balance is foregrounded in this 

account in the way movement is described. In addition, Chris’s account 

explicitly highlights the way in which the visual all but disappears at points; 

knocked out of focus by bodily movements. Indeed, this account is all about 

jumping, kicking, pulling, bending, stretching, feeling and balancing. The 

accompanying slow motion video further emphasises these points. The wider 

world of sight disappears  as  the rider focuses, adrenalin kicks  in, moves 

practiced a thousand times are performed seemingly unconscious, balance is 

found through a sequence of hops, a stretching out of time as the world 

disappears completely, the body reaches out and drops suddenly and the jump 

is  attempted with explosive force followed by a stream of quick correctional 

balancing manoeuvres. Chris narrates how he exits one place and enters 

another by shifting between sensory registers, suggesting that if successful a 

freedom from this other world is gained as ‘the real world starts to come back’ 

with a heightened sense. 

The very ordinary wall that Chris talks  about is  fleetingly transformed into a 

place where nothing else matters. It is a place experienced through a myriad of 

sense data: a parred down and glimpsing vision, a searching sense of sound, a 

tactile limb object, an exerting body, a precarious balance. It is in so many ways 

the opposite of the standard-issue ‘gazing’ tour-guide experience. Indeed, as J 

B Jackson so rightly asserts  in The Abstract World of the Hot-rodder, such a 

participation in the landscape brings with it a very different sense of place from 

one which is disembodied and contemplative; one which produces a, “…

heightened alertness to surrounding conditions”, and which re-establishes, “…a 

responsiveness – almost an intimacy – with a more spacious, a less tangible 

aspect of nature” (1997:205). Such an approach to the city maps it in a very 

different way to more normative visions of the city. Whilst these riders  perform in 

the shadow of the London Eye and the Tate Modern, they are there to 
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experience the kinaesthetic feelings engendered by riding a certain landscape 

in a certain way. 

All the trials riders that I spoke to pointed to the use of edges, ledges and gaps 

as the architecture of choice, consciously chosen for the bodily challenges that 

they offered (see also Stevens 2006, 2007a, 2007b). When used in particular 

ways such features are transformed through the adrenalin of risk and 

uncertainty embodied in ‘flight’ into desired places within the city. In this  way 

places are favoured not because of any visual or symbolic attachment, rather 

they are favoured because of the intense relations they offer when moved 

through in a particular way. Once again, duration and to an extent locatedness 

are supplanted by ephemerality, intensity and movement in order to define 

affective and sensory meanings of place. As Stevens (2007a) suggests, spaces 

such as  edges are liminal thresholds which the body can negotiate in many 

different ways, a “...region of looseness  and risk within a surrounding urban 

terrain which is flat and open” (82). Thus edges and gaps take on new functions 

through appropriation and repetition (Stevens, 2007b: 147). That is  not to say of 

course that flat spaces cannot be transformed as the following account 

highlights.

5.3.2 Flatlands: multi story car parks

This  constitution of the character of place through balance is  further highlighted 

by the experiences  of Phil, a BMX rider who regularly rides  around the South 

Bank as well as near his home in Wood Green (north London) and in fact at any 

skate park or flat piece of tarmac he can find. Phil is  28 and has recently moved 

down from Birmingham to north London. He started riding BMX when he was 13 

and got really into the scene when he was 15, riding obsessively for a few years 

before taking a hiatus in his early twenties and getting back into riding in the last 

year. Whilst Phil, does some ramp riding, the main style of BMX he has  always 

enjoyed practicing is  ‘flatland’: 
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“When I meet Phil he’s looking for a suitable place to ride. He opts for a 

deserted piece of tarmac very near to where the trials riders were, in the 

shadow of the London Eye but flatter. There are a few free-runners here as 

well who have found a bit of street furniture, and a slow trickle of 

pedestrians. Phil straight away pulls a ‘manual’ and as he rides he adds 

other tricks into this; whipping the bike 360˚ round the front fork to land 

back on it, riding it backwards from his front pegs and using his foot on the 

tyre to propel the bike. It all looks impossible and must have taken untold 

hours to learn. Phil comments that the slightly uneven surface makes it 

harder as your body has to adjust to every blemish in the surface to 

maintain balance. He also bemoans the wind which his body also has to 

compensate for. Phil then flips the bike over and rides it upside down to 

demonstrate how one set of moves is the basis for others” (Field diary 

11/09/05).

The first point I want to make in relation to Phil’s riding is  that whilst 

acknowledging the significance of the visual and aural landscape, similarly to 

the trials riders, Phil suggests that he is defining places using somewhat 

alternative criteria:

“I think the most scenic ride I do is there’s a path near my house that leads 

down to a legal graffiti spot with a metal midi ramp there and sometimes I 

ride down there and that’s as scenic as it gets, cos even though I don’t 

believe in roads and cars and all this bollocks, I do believe in smooth 

concrete, especially when you’re on your bike. You can’t ride flatland without 

a smooth piece of concrete, you have to be on some smooth tarmac man. [...]. 

(Phil, 05/11/05).

Phil is exaggerating here to make a point because as  he went on to comment, 

the visual and scenic aspects of place are not lost on Phil, and he positions the 

grandeur of central London as inspiring and thus important to the character of 

place. However, he suggests that the visual qualities  of architecture can only 

ever be a backdrop; scenery against which to perform rather than the focus of 
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his journey. For Phil the qualities of the landscape - even more so than for trials 

riding - become somewhat irrelevant so long as it’s a ‘flat piece of tarmac’. As a 

result, Phil seemed to have a better knowledge of London’s car parks than most 

drivers. 

The more immediate reason why Phil favours  the South Bank as a place to ride 

is  highlighted in his  embodied account of riding. The account that follows relates 

to one particular trick Phil practiced at a scrap of land in the shadow of the 

London Eye on the South Bank. Such a ‘dead space’ (Doron 2000) is 

emblematic of many neglected urban spaces and ruins  (Edensor, 2005a, 

2005b) and stands in stark contrast to the visual aesthetic embodied in the 

London Eye. Yet this is one of Phil’s favourite places to ride, largely because of 

the embodied sensation of balance through which he experiences this place 

(please refer to DVD Track. 7 and Fig. 14 ‘Phil finding his balance’):

“Ok, on this one, if you look at my actual legs I’m pedaling backwards just 

for a second. There I’m just finding my sense of free floating on the bike. 

It’s hard to explain but you want to find your sense of balance free floating 

on the bike without pedaling when you find…you’re not actually putting your 

weight anywhere on the bike. What you’re doing basically is putting all the 

weight of the bike onto the front wheel whilst you’re rolling along, but 

you’re not going to use the brakes while you’re doing it, you’re going to stand 

on the peg on the front of the bike with one foot so you’ll reach forward 

with the foot that you want to use for balance. The pegs are on the spindles 

anyway so you’re in the perfect place to balance.

So I reach forward with one foot, find my sense of balance there, then I 

throw my self forward so that I am now riding centrally over the peg so 

that my weight is not affecting the bike in any way. I can then move the 

bike around because I’m already standing centrally with all my weight so it’s 

almost like a unicycle apart from the back end is just there. So I push with 

my arms like forward until the seat meets my arse. And when you get to 

that point, my other foot is in the air which is basically keeping me aloft – 
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you can use that as a counterbalance forwards or backwards” (Phil, 

05/11/05).

Phil’s account with its emphasis on floating, weightlessness and 

counterbalancing amongst a host of other references  to achieving and 

maintaining balance, demonstrates that his  focus is inwardly on his body.  

Indeed, similarly to riding trials, a primary, if not the primary aim of the ‘journey’ 

for riders like Phil is to enter this alternative sense world:

“For me it’s all about that sensation of balance. When you go along on one 

wheel and you’re counterbalancing the bike then that sensation is amazing. 

It can go either way, at any moment you can fall off or lose it because it’s 

such a hard thing but when you find that point of balance, the feeling that 

you get from the achievement is fantastic. You can’t quantify it and it’s so 

much better than anything else, it’s real, it’s not a figment of your 

imagination while you’re on some chemical substance, it’s something that’s 

actually real and you don’t need to be high to do it, it’s so pure and that’s 

the essence of flatland” (Phil, 05/11/05).

Phil’s account unequivocally states the importance of balance to riding flatland 

and consequently to the meanings  he ascribes to particular spaces. Similarly to 

the accounts of Chris, Joe and Ernie, Phil’s account demonstrates without doubt 

the way in which spaces can be experienced as meaningful through embodied 

engagements and thus interpreted as ‘place’ like.
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Fig. 14 ‘Phil finding his balance’
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5.3.3 Making sense of place

However, what is less  clear is whether these associations can be said to be pre-

representationally generated. All of the accounts represented here point to a 

cultural mediation of embodied practice and Phil’s  is a case in point. Phil has 

been directed towards BMX in no small part through a visual culture which 

offers up this style of riding for consumption and appropriation as he himself 

states:

“Videos were the inspiration man, to actually see the possibilities cos up in 

Birmingham, apart from a few guys that we knew were riding flatland, you 

didn’t get to see the possibilities that were out there, but when we saw the 

videos from America like ‘Homeless Trash’ days and days like ‘Agroman’ which 

was before Matt Hoffman did his first backflip on a bike and stuff like that 

so all that stuff is just a mad inspiration for me to ride. It just said you’ve 

got to ride your bike. It took over” (Phil, 23/08/05).

Phil’s comments suggest that there is obviously  a profound cultural framing of 
flatland BMX which directs the rider to do particular tricks - the same can be 
said of trials riding and to an extent messengering. Thrift (1997) for example 

acknowledges that, “...the body’s functions and movements are shaped by 

discourse...” (137). Likewise Arnold (1979) asserts that ‘primordial’ meaning is 
not simply being aware of what is being experienced when moving, but of 
attaching some value to that awareness (26). Similarly, Rodaway (1994) 
contends that people do not just ‘sense’; “perceptual sensitivity is learnt and 
forms part of our socialization into a cultural group […]. Each sense is not only 
physically grounded but also its use is culturally defined” (22). 

In line with these theorisations, Phil’s account suggests that visual 
representations of BMX tricks implicate balance as a key skill in mastering 
them, and this directs riders towards repeatedly  feeling this sensation whilst 
framing it as positive. In this way there is a cultural framing of the kinaesthetic 
sense of balance which suggests as Cresswell (2006) points out that ‘pure’ 
movement lacks meaning until informed by subsequent representation (4). 
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Ingold (2000) however argues that skilled activity carries its own intrinsic 
intentionality  apart from any designs or plans it may be working towards (354).

For example, my use of language and video in order to evoke the experience of 
balance in no way comes close to the bodily  sensation of ‘feeling’ a sense of 
balance that has been as highly  refined as Phil’s (or Mark’s, David’s and Chris’s 
for that matter). As Durkheim (1976) argues, every  sensation is related to a 
particular moment that will never recur and hence actual sensations are 
incommunicable (Durkheim, 1976:433 in Ingold, 2000:158). Accordingly, Ingold 
(2000) notes that sensations are personal and private whilst representations are 
public and social and there is no way in which a sensation can be made to pass 
directly from one individual to another. Consequently, experiences are shared 
through verbal and visual means which serve as bridges to establish mutual 
understanding (158). Phil’s account, which highlights the feeling of balance as 
better than any  ‘chemical’ suggests that there is a physiological component to 
the sensation of balance which defies any outward communication or 
representation but nonetheless keeps him coming back to perform tricks in this 
way. Whilst it is beyond dispute that he has been directed towards these tricks 
and balance in particular through the bridging apparatus of visual 
representations, these representations have at no point been able to 
communicate the full physiological experience of balancing in this way: these 
are non-representable, or at least, experienced pre-representationally.

I argue therefore that these ‘thin’ representations act as a window to the 
senses; showing the possibilities whilst the sensations themselves can only  be 
grasped in the doing. In this way the cultural conditioning of the senses is seen 
to be constructed through practice and repetition rather than simply  through 
discursive representation. Thus, “it is the activity itself - of regular, controlled 
movement - that generates the form, not the design that precedes it” (Ingold, 
2000:354). The ability  to perceive a sensation as positive and desirable is 
structured via the building up  of a repertoire of bodily skills and dispositions - 
body knowledges or ‘habitus’ - which enable that sense data to be managed. 
Cultural models are seen not to exist outside of the activity itself and thus body 
knowledges are acquired, “...not through formal instructions, but by routinely 
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carrying out specific tasks involving characteristic postures and 
gestures...” (162). As a result, whilst all subjects maintain the physiological 
ability  to sense in a similar way, the ability  to make sense is unevenly 
distributed. Consequently if,

“people from different backgrounds orient themselves in different 
ways, this is not because they are interpreting the same sensory 
experience in terms of alternative cultural models or cognitive 
schemata, but because, due to their previous bodily training, their 
senses are differently attuned to the environment” (Ingold, 2000:162).

According to Merleau-Ponty (1962) practice consequently frees us from 

representation; movement becomes a primary form of consciousness (quoted in 

Cresswell, 2003:276). Crossley qualifies  this, suggesting that body techniques 

are, “…forms of shared practical reason, pre-representational and pre-reflective 

forms of collective understanding…” (2004:38). Such a line of argument 

validates Cresswell’s related point that in turn, “...representations of mobility are 
based on ways in which mobility is practiced and embodied” (2006:4). This I 
think is a key tenet of the pre-representational in that the original movement 
takes precedence over any representation of it. This makes sense, otherwise 
how would any representation come into being? Crucially then, sensations can 
be construed as meaningful without mediation by representations (Bourdieu, 
1977:87).

In turn this opens up the possibility that place can be constituted pre-
representationally  and thus the meanings of place do not have to rely on 
visuality  or textuality. The irony here of course is that in a heavily mediatised 
world (see Bennett & Lachowetz 2004; Hengst 2000), riders are almost always 
directed towards such activities by broader cultural framings. Accordingly, and 
whilst the meanings of movement vary, movement must be seen to be 
meaningful simultaneously both through its representations and the pre-
representational bodily  sensations that produce it.
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5.4 Conclusions

Place, it would appear, is no longer solely about locatedness and fixity. Contra 
Tuan (1977, 1979), place meanings are seen to be produced through particular 
styles of movement: place is lived through as well as lived in. This line of 

thought runs contrary to theorists such as Augé (1995), who appears to suggest 

that because we only pass through places, because we often experience them 

in private with no direct social interactions, and because they are experienced 

largely visually (and often have little visual ‘appeal’), that we do not find these 

spaces meaningful and hence they fail to become places. However, and 

contrary to this  position, all of the accounts here point to the fact that place is  a 

profoundly multi-sensory construct. An emphasis on place as something which 

is  done gives  rise to alternative relations and associations which situate places 

as liminal in that they are read in different ways depending on how they are 

moved through. 

I would therefore question conceptualisations of place and non-place premised 

upon visual and normative modes of apprehension such as  Augé’s. In line with 

Evans (2004) and Merriman (2006), I question whether ‘…experiences of 

fleetingness, temporality and ephemerality…’ must be meaningless (Evans, 

2004:2). As Relph (1976) argues, more often than not, our experiences  of 

perceptual space are fleeting and unexceptional but, “they are no less  important 

for that, for it is  these personal experiences of space that are the basis for much 

of the meaning that environments and landscapes have for us” (11). In these 

accounts, place is seen to be a product of fleeting and brief engagements 

where meaning arises not out of the duration one spends there but because of 

a sensory and affective intensity that shapes the subject’s experience of it as 

place-like (or not); routes can, it would seem, also be destinations and vice-

versa. As Relph notes:

“those aspects of space that we distinguish as places are 
differentiated because they have attracted and concentrated our 
intentions, and because of this focusing they are set apart from the 
surrounding space while remaining a part of it” (Relph, 1976:28).
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Crucially, these intentions are not only directed outwardly, but inwardly as  one 

well. One of the key points to come out of such an understanding is that cycling 

as a practice is seen to afford a variety of engagements  with space. 

Relationships to place do not simply arise out of a visual and disembodied 

apprehension of place, they arise through an embodied sensory and affective 

relationship which reframes any number of urban spaces as important ‘leisure’ 

sites for cyclists. These ‘places’ include picturesque and ‘painterly’ landscapes 

but are also seen to include car parks, derelict land, ledges, walls, roads, 

junctions and any number of other urban spaces and props. Lefebvre (1991) 

notes that capitalist society defines particular times and spaces for leisure 

(227). However, these accounts suggest an inversion of these spatial 

delineations. Through a bodily engagement, spaces not designated as  being for 

leisure are temporarily appropriated as such.

Ultimately then, I would argue that brief encounters  of the (multi)sensory kind 

can and do make an enormous difference to the character of space and place. 

Accordingly the character of a place is dependent upon how we are in a place, 
and how we perceive and organise sensory input. Subjects must be sensorily 
disposed to perceive affordances in the environment to endow it with the 
characteristics of a place. However, whilst these these sensory dispositions are 
often culturally  mediated, they do not have to be. Embodied practices are 
shown to be made meaningful through attentive and situated repetition. If there 

is  one conclusion to be drawn from this, it is that as Ingold (2000) states, any 

attempt to separate the discourses of the senses from their actual practice is 

unsustainable:9

“for what is discourse, if not a narrative interweaving of experience 
born of practical, perceptual activity? The meanings to which it gives 
rise, as I have shown, are not added on top of lived bodily 
experience, but lie in the ways in which the strands of this experience 
are woven together” (286).

9  Such a standpoint has much in common with a phliosophical pragmatism which “draws no 
substantive distinction between thought and action. They are inseparable, united in experience-
an experimental setting from which all knowledge arises” (Smith, 1984:366).
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As Shields  (2004) qualifies, everyday knowledges of ‘the city’ are constituted 

through both lived embodied experience and representational strategies. In 

Chapter 9: Moving images, I continue to explore the relationship between the 

representational and the non or pre-representational in relation to video as a 

means of visualisation.
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Chapter 6: Play & display: making space public

“It is the street of the pedestrian of a thousand years  ago, it is a relic 

of the centuries: it is a non-functioning, an obsolete organ. The street 

wears us out. It is altogether disgusting! Why, then does it still exist?”

(Corbusier quoted in Gold, 1998:49).

With an increase in mobility  has come an increasing distinction between the 
spaces of roads, streets and public spaces. Public highways were once quite 
public spaces1 as the name suggests (Rabinow 1989, Sennett 1994, Fyfe 1998) 

but the social function of these spaces has been eroded due to an emphasis on 
movement (Carmona et al, 2003:79). For modernists the streets became a 
place for getting from A to B; a system rather than a place to live in (Fyfe, 
1998:1). Streets that had once been for walking and socialising were now for 
moving, and with the emphasis of the modernists on the city as machine it was 
an increasingly  mechanical movement with the street reconstructed as a 
machine for traffic, “...used exclusively by fast moving mechanical vehicles, and 
free from pedestrians and building fronts”. For Corbusier, a street made for 
speed was a street made for success and the sacrifice of the many traditional 
street activities was a price worth paying (Corbusier quoted in Fyfe, 1998:2-3). 

In a similar way, many of the city’s public spaces have been accused of being 
less public and designing out unwanted uses and users. For postmodernists in 
particular the street became a place to foster new urban lifestyles - becoming a 
‘lifeworld’ again but a particular consumptive vision of the lifeworld (Fyfe, 
1998:1). For Lees (1998) gentrification is designed to reduce diversity in public 
spaces (Lees, 1998:237, see also Davis, 1992, 1998; Smith 2002). According to 
Stevens (2007b), since the late 1970s large areas of public space have been 

1  It was, for example, not until  the middle of the 18th Century that streets were divided into 
footway and carriageway, a move at the time which according to Bonham (2006) had more to do 
with general  health and safety and moral concerns than with the dangers of any traffic  (59-60).
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restructured to provide leisure landscapes which serve power and profit at the 
expense of particular forms of play and expression (52).

Consequently, there has been an increasing disjuncture between movement 
spaces in the form of roads, and social spaces usually in the form of pedestrian-
dominated areas (80). Public spaces therefore are increasingly  delineated as 
sites of work or leisure with roads and streets2 positioned as movement spaces 
and pedestrianised spaces as sites of leisure3. Thus particular forms of 
movement are increasingly  defined as appropriate or inappropriate along the 
lines of a spatial apartheid.

A further consequence of this dual pressure both on street life and public 
spaces has been a reduced public sphere in all senses. Many commentators 
have lamented this, citing in particular a lack of space and thus opportunity  to 
resist and appropriate space for other ends (Carmona et al, 2003; Gehl, 1996; 
Flusty, 2000; Franck & Stevens, 2007; Fyfe, 1998; Lees, 1998, 2001; Sennett, 
1977; Stevens, 2007b; Zukin, 1993; 1995). There has been an emphasis on the 
street as the site of struggle; of symbolic democratic protest and politics - “only 
on the streets can marginalised groups make themselves publicly  (and thus 
politically) visible enough to be counted as legitimate members of the 
polity” (Lees, 1998:237). As Fyfe goes on to note, the destruction of the street is 
problematic in that it kills off the social and political life that goes with it, 
effectively limiting the capacity for discussing and representing political ideals in 
the public sphere (Fyfe, 1998:3). Lees points to an (under) theorisation of the 
public sphere which has left out who and what count as ‘public’ as well as how 
and where they come to count as such (Lees, 1998:237).

2 Streets fit comfortably into neither purely movement or purely social space falling into a grey 
area. According to the new DfT Manual for Streets, “a clear distinction can be drawn between 
streets and roads. Roads are essentially highways whose main function is accommodating the 
movement of motor traffic. Streets are typically lined with buildings and public spaces, and while 
movement is still  a key function, there are several others, of which the place function is the most 
important” (DfT, 2007:15). Due to their liminal status, Carmona et al (2003) have called for 
streets to be used as a connector between disparate urban realms such as roads and 
pedestrian spaces in order to soften boundaries (80).

3 This spatial delineation of work and leisure can be seen as part of a wider separation of work 
and leisure. As Jackson (1989) comments, throughout the 19th Century work and leisure were 
increasingly separate spheres for the industrial  working classes (82).
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This chapter therefore focuses on two accounts of ‘inappropriate’ mobility in 
order to explore the ways in which they inhabit, transgress and conform to 
normative ideas of appropriate mobility. The first account looks at the practices 
of trials and BMX riders on London’s South Bank. In doing so it highlights the 
way in which these styles of movement might transgress architectural codes, 
but ultimately conform to the values of sociality and display which underpin the 
re-development of such spaces. The second account focuses on the monthly 
Critical Mass bike ride. It investigates the way in which the ‘purposeless’ 
mobility  and immobility  of Critical Mass riders is positioned by the police as 
inappropriate in mono-functional and instrumental road spaces. It then goes on 
to look at the ways in which these forms of movement serve to construct 
alternative spaces of carnivalesque celebration and moving memorialisation, 
temporarily inverting the dominant meanings of road space. In conclusion, I 
acknowledge the potential of these practices to be resistant but caution against 
positioning all such practices as resistant, suggesting instead that there is a 
strong spatial and social component to how transgressive a practice may be, 
which goes beyond architectural codes.

6.1 The South Bank: street performances

“It’s about 10am on a Saturday morning and I’m up at the Shell Centre near 

Waterloo watching about 10 riders jumping and hopping on and off the 

street furniture on slightly strange looking bikes. A couple of the riders are 

sitting on a bench changing a flat tyre and tweaking other bike parts. The 

rest are doing an assortment of seemingly impossible moves on a variety of 

street ledges and drop-offs, all on the front or back wheel, but rarely both. 

A few of the riders move over to the road and attack a seemingly innocent 

wall in front of the London Eye. It’s an almost vertical 4ft ramp with 

another smaller ‘box’ section raised another 3ft. They take turns in moving 

across the pavement and attempting to hop up on the ledge from a variety 
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of different points. After 20 minutes they move back across the street and 

invade the free-runners’ area.

Half an hour later everyone drifts into a disheveled car park between the 

Eye and the Royal Festival Hall. There are stacks of precariously balanced 

and damp building supplies here and the riders straight away create a 

challenge out of them. It’s an incredible display of skill and balance as they 

wend their way round obstacles, making it up on the spot depending upon 

what looks possible or challenging enough” (Field diary, 11/09/05).

Having introduced these trials riders in the previous chapter they need little 

more introduction. However, whilst the focus  in the previous chapter was on the 

embodied and sensory, I want here to concentrate instead on some of the 

spaces that these riders use. Whilst the trials riders use a variety of London’s 

spaces, they spend a lot of time at London’s South Bank.4  Their choice of 

location may seem quite conventional in some senses taking in the London 

Eye, the Tate Modern and St Paul’s  to name a few landmarks. However the 

unconventional use of these spaces by the riders would appear to be at odds 

with the programmed and desired uses of the South Bank as a ‘public space’ 

and the mobilities that it defines as ‘appropriate’.

The South Bank is Europe’s largest arts complex and was built in 1951 as part 

of the Festival of Britain. However, the architecture - notably the Hayward 

Gallery and the Queen Elizabeth Centre - has been derided for its ‘concrete 

brutalism’. Indeed cultural commentators  have of late described the area as 

“...fast descending into squalor and dereliction” with “...huge dusty areas 

untouched for decades  and eaten away by decay” (Sudjic, 2001:n.p), and as an 

“...area only muggers could enjoy and where just finding an entrance door is a 

feat” (Blume, 2001:n.p). 

4 On the occasions that I accompanied the riders their route followed a relatively set path from 
the Shell  Centre out towards the area around St Paul’s Cathedral via the Tate Modern. It is of 
course a route that is continuously evolving over time as new obstacles are found close to the 
‘usual’ route. The accounts I represent here all  focus on the area around London’s South Bank.
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Consequently, the South Bank has undergone and is still undergoing major  

renovations. Beginning with substantial and controversial renovations to the 

Coin Street end of the South Bank in the 1980s and 1990s (Brindley et al, 1996) 

a more recent phase of development beginning in 1999 has seen the area 

around the Hayward Gallery, Royal Festival Hall and the Riverside made over 

with new walkways, shops, restaurants and frontages  (‘Transforming South 

Bank Centre’, 2007:n.p) similar in intent to that of other waterfronts re-

developments (Stevens & Dovey, 2004:351, see also Kearns & Philo, 1993; 

Marshall, 2001). 

The new ‘masterplan’ for the area has been designed by the architect Rick 

Mather and purportedly addresses “...the wider urban issues present in the area 

to encourage greater activity, diversity and accessibility for the site as a 

whole” (‘Rick Mather’, 2006). Mather’s aims are to bring the city into the area 

because as he says "...streets are wonderful things, the more lively and intense 

they are the better" (Mather quoted in Blume, 2001:n.p). He goes on to qualify 

this  approach as appropriate suggesting that the situation of a place in the city 

does not automatically qualify it as part of the city (Blume, 2001:n.p).

However it is clear from the Commission for Architecture and the Built 

Environment (CABE) response to the proposals that particular elements are 

granted primacy in these plans. Their response emphasises the benefits of 

raising Jubilee gardens  in terms of “...giving a view of the river from the park”, 

the benefits of increased access for vehicles and pedestrians, and positions the 

successful ‘liveliness’ of it as a public realm in terms of appropriate retail uses 

(‘South Bank Masterplan’, 2000). CABE also problematise the Shell Centre’s 

position in the development (ibid), as a building which has drawn criticism from 

the Project for Public Spaces for its domination and detachment of the 

surrounding area (‘Hall of Shame’, 2006). The CABE critique illustrates the key 

tenets of this redevelopment, namely pedestrianisation, a visual appreciation of 

the area and an emphasis on consumption as key to making it a valued public 

space.
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It would be easy to critique the new master-plan for the South Bank for its  denial 

of alternative uses and apparent homogenisation; part of the middle class 

‘cappuccino culture’ that has been well documented as  being the prevailing 

form of post modern urban regeneration. Zukin (1995) notes how such re-

developments often erode the two core principles of public space – public 

stewardship and open access (1995:143, see also Belina & Helms, 2003 on the 

policing of public space as a part of city image). Pinder argues that in such 

spaces, “...utopia is cast in terms of the market and global capitalism – an ideal 

space of free exchange and consumer satisfaction, running smoothly with flows 

of money and commercialised desire” (Pinder, 2002:236). Similarly Stevens 

(2007b) notes that although the South Bank has many ‘programmed’ leisure 

activities, these are defined within a narrow range such as ‘viewing’ the 

waterfront (143). Thus whilst there is a rhetoric of democracy, control of space 

and the erasure of difference is more than ever on the agenda.5

However, many critiques of public space, particularly those that lament a lack of 

agency and opportunity to define the uses of a place are themselves often guilty 

of a one-sided reading of agency, the capacity for which seems to reside solely 

with planners, architects and elites, leaving users as passive dupes. In the case 

of the South Bank, what are commonly regarded by commentators as 

‘incoherent circulation routes’ and ‘makeshift car parks’ within the site may hold 

the possibility for other less  programmed and positive uses of the space. 

Contrary to accounts which give a sense of finality to these grand designs, I 

illustrate throughout this chapter that even if alternative uses are left out of the 

new ‘master plan’ for the South Bank6, unprogrammed activities can still 

proliferate in what Stevens & Dovey (2004) and Franck & Stevens (2007) 

characterise as ‘loose’ spaces.

5  For similar accounts see Bassett, 1993; Boyle & Hughes, 1995; Davis, 1992, 1998; Flusty, 
2000; Imrie, Pinch & Boyle, 1996; Lees, 2000, 2003a; MacLeod & Ward, 2002; Robins, 1991; 
Sandercock, 1998; Soja, 1996; Zukin, 1993, 1995, 1998.

6  Anecdotal  evidence suggests that this is the case with one architectural critic noting of the 
development that, “the South Bank Centre's biggest mistake was to discourage the 
skateboarders and mountain bikers. It was created as a vibrant social space - to keep that, you 
need to have some activity there” (Wilcox, 2002).
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According to Franck & Stevens (2007), loose spaces are those spaces (usually 

in the city) which facilitate unplanned and unofficial activities because they 

either lack an officially sanctioned use or the dominant uses of the space are 

not reinforced through practice or surveillance. The concept of loose space 

whilst rather vague is I believe a useful one because somewhat differently to 

previous accounts of public space, it allows the agency of subjects to be 

recognised in the construction of space and place whilst acknowledging as 

Edensor (1998) notes  that, “...some spaces allow for greater freedoms than 

others” (219). In doing so it allows a re-theorisation of how movement and 

practice loosen the discursive ties that reproduce what space should be for, an 

important step forward as Lees (1998) points out:

“the overriding concern with ‘control’ tells us nothing about how 
space(s) can be appropriated and contested. For the public space of 
the street is not pre-given, in either its form or its meaning. It is 
produced through contestation and social negotiation” (Lees, 
1998:251).

6.1.1 Finding loose space: the Shell Centre

The Shell Centre stands at the entrance to the South Bank between Waterloo 

station and the river front. It’s  still unclear to me exactly what this area of the 

Shell Centre is  for, but it would appear that it is  designed as a thoroughfare and 

little more. There are no works of art on display here and no shops; the space is 

made up of steps, balustrades, blocks and hand rails, so one can only come to 

the conclusion that its programmed role is to facilitate the movement of 

pedestrians from the main street to the waterfront with little distraction.

Cuthbert & McKinnell (1997) describe a similar space in the form of Central 

Plaza in Hong Kong (302). They highlight the way in which the public is only 

allowed to pass over and observe this space, suggesting that the design of the 
grounds of the Hong Kong Bank are, “...devoid of any character, and the 
stepped design of the dedicated area reinforces the idea of ‘passage’ and little 
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else” (305). As a space it is  not to be ‘used’ by the public, and private security 

enforce such a reading. They go on to say however that on the weekends, 

people come down to the space and repeople it using it for picnics and ‘hanging 

out’, transforming it into something human and vital; “paradoxically, the area 

becomes dynamic and alive only by breaking the law, risking arrest, and acting 

in a manner which challenges all of the stated rules of behaviour” (ibid). This 

tightly regulated space is perhaps a lot looser than it might at first seem. 

However, Cuthbert & McKinell conclude that if corporate power were to ‘call in 

its deeds’ so to speak, then there would be little public space left in Hong Kong 

except a few pavements (309).

Fig. 15 ‘The Shell Centre, London’s South Bank’

I would suggest that the activities of the trials riders at the Shell Centre echo the 
situation described by Cuthbert & McKinnell. Far from being put off by the 
design codes of the area, the grounds of the Shell Centre are extremely 
appealing to the riders and this leads them to disregard the security personnel’s 
(albeit often quite weak) warnings. Stevens (2007b) describes a number of 
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architectural and geographical markers which act to attract different forms of 

unsanctioned leisure in such commodified spaces and Franck & Stevens (2007) 

point out how these elements can easily be used to serve other ends:

“walls, fences and ledges, which are often supposed to delimit space 
and behaviour, can be sat upon, climbed onto and used to display 
banners or items for sale; their looseness is a product of affordances 
which such boundaries provide” (8). 

As the video illustrates (please refer to DVD Track. 8 and Fig. 16 ‘Trials riders at 
the Shell Centre’), the trials riders make use of architectural edges, gaps, 
ledges, rails, plinths and stairs in order to perform any number of spinning, 
hopping, jumping and balancing manoeuvres and it is no accident that these 
riders come to the South Bank to ride these features. These architectural props 
and boundaries are purposely sought out as one rider Mark noted when he 
described what he looks for in a place to ride:

“some places have suitable walls to ride on, little gaps between or to them 

are just bonuses. Normally the place would also have to suit my ability, i.e. I 

won’t really enjoy riding on small obstacles or things that I find easy, I like 

it when structures are challenging7  and need to be given a few good 

attempts before being able to do them, or even coming back the next week 

to try them again”  (Mark, 01/04/06).

7 It is because of this that one particular obstacle has become the ‘Holy Grail’ for many of these 
trials riders. Situated in the shadow of the St Paul’s Cathedral is a semi-circular pool and 
fountain with a two metre wall  on one side of it. Despite the constant threat of eviction, many of 
the riders enjoy the challenge of this piece of furniture so much that they come back to it every 
week (Field diary, 06/04/06).
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Fig. 16 ‘Trials riders at the Shell Centre’
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Hence for Mark, all surfaces are fair game. Whatever designers  have in mind 

conceptually can easily be turned on its head by approaching an object in an 

unintended way. Objects  meant for static appreciation when used for hopping 

and jumping temporarily become something else. Stevens (2007b) qualifies 

this, suggesting that physical edges  are used by riders because they afford 

“...sudden, thrilling exposure to shifts in height and speed” (144). Hence 

“looseness - and thus diversity, change and risk - is still possible in public and 

quasi-public spaces where designers and managers attempt to control 

behaviour” (Franck & Stevens, 2007:28). Even the tightly regulated grounds of 

the Shell Centre are shown to be ‘loose’.

6.1.2 Transgressions

As might be imagined, such an inappropriate use of a pseudo-public space 

attracts the attention of the guardians of the area. This  was made clear to me 

each time I accompanied the riders by the quick arrival of a private security 

guard asking them to move on because the grounds of the Shell Centre were 

private property. 

Fig. 17 ‘Security at the Shell Centre’
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Iain Borden suggests in the case of skateboarding that practices that transgress 

spatial boundaries do so conceptually as well as physically and thus ‘push the 

panic buttons’ of those who are uninterested in such practices (Borden, 

2001:247). Trials riders and BMX riders have encountered a politics of space 

almost identical to that encountered by skateboarders, “like the homeless, 

skateboarders occupy urban space without engaging in economic activity of 

interiors, to the annoyance of building owners and managers” (Borden, 

2001:253). Moreover, in the context of the Shell Centre’s pedestrian bias, the 

style of mobility that the trials  riders employ is seen to be inappropriate. As a 

result, the negligible amount of damage caused by skaters, BMX and trials 

riders, in addition to their being ‘out of control’, is cited as reason enough to 

move them on. As Franck & Stevens (2007) note, “despite the publicness of 

public space, the right to pursue activities  other than those which are 

acceptable, expected and predetermined is by no means  guaranteed” (27).

However, each time the security guard asked the riders to move on at the Shell 

Centre, the trials riders acknowledged him and then carried on riding as the 

video clip shows. Coupled with the physical looseness of the space, its 

reinforcement is also quite half-hearted; a point which one rider Michael 

reinforced:

“David checked for security in the car park initially before they all came 

over to give the all clear. Michael says that they don’t have much trouble 

around here (the Shell Centre) but that the City and St Paul’s have become  

no-go areas for them due to security and policing” (Field diary, 11/09/05).

“Yeah security do give us some flak, but I’ll give them flak back in return. 

From experience they won’t call the police, and if they do you’ve got 10 

minutes before they arrive and ask you politely to go away. I’m renowned for 

being very rude to security guards: whilst they’re only following orders, if I 

know I’m not doing any damage/harm, only the police are going to tell me to 

stop” (David, 04/06/06).
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There are two points that I want to emphasise in these accounts. The first is the 

importance of authority in enforcing a given use of such loose space. However, 

in this instance the private security aren’t enough to control how the space is 

used, only the threat of arrest is a deterrent and even then only a temporary 

one. It could be argued from these accounts  that the actions of the riders are 

actively resistant to authority. However, the actions of the riders are not what I’d 

call resistant in the ‘heroic’ sense that they are consciously resisting authority 

for a ‘higher’ purpose. Rather, as Borden notes in relation to skateboarding, 

“skateboarders’ actions are neither a significant force nor a real threat to 

established ideologies. Its mode of critique...is ironic - weak yet ever defiantly 

aggressive” (Borden, 2001:248). Similarly, the performances of BMX and trials 

riders also suggest just such an oblique critique in the way in which they 

appropriate space conceptually, and their antagonism towards  the guardians of 

such spaces. For these trials riders it would appear that resistance to authority 

is  something they feel they have to endure rather than part of the fun of riding, a 

point backed up by Mark when I asked him if he’d like to see a purpose built 

‘legal’ trials facility. His response indicated that he wouldn’t miss having to 

confront security and that having a legitimate place to ride “would nearly be a 

dream come true!” (Mark, 01/06/06). 

For Mark then, ‘tweaking the nose of authority’ is something that has to be done 

in order to ride in particular places rather than a reason to ride. Consequently, 

and differently from Borden (1998, 2002) and Flusty (2000), I suggest that 

resistance is perhaps not the right term. For me it implies a rejection of the 

existing values of a place, thing or practice. The uses  of space by trials  riders 

appears not to deny these normative uses, rather their uses run parallel to 

these other uses which are seen to be called forth by different practices. I would 

suggest that what these riders are actually doing fits  closer with the desired 

uses of the space than conceptualisations like Borden’s  or Flusty’s  allow and 

this  brings me to my second point.

In the field diary extract, Michael asserted that St Paul’s and the City had 

become a no-go area. This points to the fact that trials as a form of mobility is 

deemed more appropriate when performed in particular areas. The police’s 
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much tighter control of other spaces suggests an attempt to corral this kind of 

activity into areas  such as the South Bank. I argue that whilst the trials riders 

are undoubtedly practicing an inappropriate and undesirable form of mobility, 

the social and display aspects of their activities sits  comfortably within what the 

South Bank as a space sets out to achieve, and this  acts as a form of social and 

embodied negotiation. I would suggest that Borden’s analysis misses these 

details  because of its textual reading of the practice of skating which privileges 

the resistant nature of skating over its  more mundane social and display values. 

In the same way that de Certeau has been criticised by Rojek for creating a 

heroic pedestrian (Rojek, 1995:106 in Edensor, 1998:219), I suggest that both 

Borden & Flusty have created the heroic skater by over-emphasising the 

resistant nature of skating as a practice.

Consequently, whilst I would acknowledge that the actions of these riders 

represents a differential use of the architectural forms within these spaces, I 

suggest that to privilege the resistant or transgressive nature of these practices 

denies a full explanation of how such groups come to be tolerated and even 

accepted in such spaces. I argue instead that despite official protestations, what 

these riders are actually doing conforms in many ways to the overall agenda of 

the South Bank as  a public space. I want to further qualify this line of argument 

in the following sections through an exposition of two elements of the playful 

practice of riding trials; the sociality of it, and its  display value.

6.1.3 Social mobility

Whilst one trials rider notably commented to me that ‘it’s  all about the riding’ 

thus succinctly summing up the feelings of pretty much all of the trials riders at 

the South Bank, it would be too easy to ignore the social aspect of riding trials. 

Precisely because it forms such an everyday part of life, it is easy to overlook 

the fact that sociality is a key arena through which the meaning of particular 

activities is constructed. Thus whilst trials is all about the riding, it is  also on a 

more mundane level all about socialising; it would be impossibly tiring to ride all 
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the time and consequently as the video and images illustrate, there are at any 

one time as many riders chatting as there are actually riding.

The focus of social interaction is very much still the riding in this video, but it 

also shows the practice of riding to be punctuated by pauses where people 

‘catch up’ with and make new friends, swap technical tips, and learn how to 

perfect particular moves. This interpretation is backed up by my own direct 

observations as well as by the riders  themselves (please refer to DVD Track. 9 

and Fig. 18 ‘Social mobility’):

“I only ride on my own when I have to, like when I ride locally because 

there isn’t anyone near me that rides. It’s quite hard to ride alone, but it’s 

fun when it’s just to pass time or to chill and get some fresh air. There is 

more motivation to ride or try new things when you are around other riders, 

especially when there is someone of similar standards, since it provides good 

and healthy competition. [...] Whilst I don’t have the time to ride as much 

now, once a week if I am lucky, I still think there is a much closer bond 

between people that I ride with than others considering we only meet every 

so often” (Mark, 01/04/06).

Here Mark adds competition to my list of social factors in making the ride more 

enjoyable and meaningful. The social nature of group rides is therefore one of 

the things that make riding meaningful as David also noted:

“I generally ride with others - riding on your own is dull...I think I prefer 

public spaces as a rule of thumb...riding should be a social event” (David, 

04/06/06).

Crouch (1998) has argued that depictions of the street in academic literature as 
a site of display, resistance, and the gaze often overstate these at the expense 
of the street as a site of everyday  geographical knowledge and leisure practice 
(160). He suggests that to see how people make sense of their lives through the 
streets, analysis needs to focus on everyday life at street level:
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Fig. 18 ‘Social mobility’
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“it is necessary to unlock the political issues that surround the street, 
not simply as site of the mass, the demonstration and the carnival, or 
the solitary individual, all of which include the use of the street in 
expressing an interest, making claims on life, space, and issues, 
values. We discover the street in everyday life to be a site of claims, 
shared expression, of alternative values and practices in subtler 
ways too” (Crouch, 1998:161).

All around London’s South Bank there are people meeting, talking, arguing, 
kissing, reading, chatting, looking, listening, tasting and moving. It is a 
profoundly social space into which the ‘social event’ of riding trials sits  quite 

comfortably and conformingly. I would suggest that acknowledging this is 

important in understanding why the riders  are often tolerated if not openly 

welcomed on the South Bank. I argue that it is in no small part because the 

South Bank is a space designed for sociality to occur; where people can mix 

and chat, that the riders  are tolerated. The social side of riding rather than being 

resistant to the desired use of the South Bank as a space, actively conforms to 

it. However, the social aims of riding could be achieved by a group of riders 
riding anywhere rather than just at the South Bank, for example in a purpose 
built facility.8 The point I am trying to make is that less public spaces such as 
skate parks allow riders to socialise with each other in the same way as more 
public spaces like the South Bank. So what else draws riders to these public 
areas? 

6.1.4 Making a scene

Whilst still public spaces, skate parks  are not as ‘public’ as areas such as the 

South Bank because riders  are performing to a different ‘knowing’ audience in 

8 For BMX riders there are a number of purpose built facilities in London which riders could use 
and which offer simulations of street architecture. As well  as a number of small local facilities 
such as those found in Brockwell Park and Ponder’s End, the largest facility in London is Play 
Station Two (PS2), a skate and BMX park built in the shadow of the M40 fly-over in West 
London. There are currently no purpose built facilities for trials riders that I am aware of.
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these places, a point highlighted by Phil’s  account of riding at his  local skate 

park:

“I pulled a whiplash at the skate park because the kids in the skate park 

are not watching me. People understand what you’re doing and what you’re 

trying to do so there’s a lot less rubber-necking in the skate park from 

people. Sometimes I’ll go to the skate park and I won’t even touch the 

ramps, I’ll just ride flatland for the atmosphere; I’ll be surrounded by 

people who can just ride past me or skate past me without watching me, 

whereas if you’re trying to do something in the basketball courts where 

there’s people walking past and riding past who don’t know anything about 

BMXing at all then they’ll start rubber-necking or slowing down or stopping 

in your field of vision and you can just see them just standing and looking at 

the gates talking shit to you whereas no-one’s going to do that to you at the 

skate park because everyone knows what you’re doing and it’s no big deal 

and it makes it a lot calmer” (Phil, 05/11/05).

Whilst still being a social and public space, as Phil’s account suggests, the 

skate park facilitates a very different style of being public. In many ways it 

highlights  a form of invisibility because everyone to an extent knows the trick 

you’re doing; they know the script and they know the technical devices used to 

achieve it and thus they are ‘in the know’ and are less interested in the 

performance. This is  in marked contrast to the ‘unknowing’ audience found at 

public places such as the South Bank. This very different audience has come 

down to the South Bank to look - whether at buildings, books or cyclists - 

amongst other things. Consequently I suggest that being on display is another 

key reason why trials (and BMX) riders enjoy riding in very public places like 

London’s South Bank, a point qualified by both Mark and David:

“...respect or appreciation from the public is quite a motivating part to 

riding; I am pretty well known as the rider in college” (Mark, 01/04/06).
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“(I ride) for a laugh and to put on a bit of a show when I know I’m being 

watched. Half the fun of trials is that it’s an unusual and relatively unknown 

sport, so people can be hostile if they think you’re abusing a wall or 

intrigued and even amazed when they watch you ride” (David, 04/06/06).

David then goes on to point to the fact that the reaction of the audience to 

something they’ve not seen is a central way through which riding becomes 

meaningful:

“I’m still amazed that a bike can jump up a wall, and it’s the enjoyment of 

getting the bike to do something amazing and the reaction you get from the 

public when they see you do it that still makes it enjoyable six years after I 

first started” (David, 04/06/06).

This  is  a point echoed by Ollie when riding next to the National Film Theatre:

“I was riding down South Bank, end of last year and there was a group of 

about 100 tourists and I was just like riding the banks and it was like they 

all started cheering and I was like what the fuck! It’s the best thing that 

ever happened, I had a hundred people cheering me and I didn’t even think I 

was doing anything, I was just riding up and down the banks and it was like 

hang on a minute what are you on?” (Ollie, 05/07/05).

As these accounts suggest, passers by do seem to be entertained by the 

performative aspects  of both trials and BMX riders and on all the occasions that 

I hung out with the trials riders, people were watching them and taking 

photographs and videos 9 (please refer to DVD Track. 10 and Fig. 19 ‘Making a 

scene’):

9 However it was also the case that many riders didn’t enjoy performing all  the time commenting 
that they often felt pressurised by it. Accordingly the route that the trials riders took around 
London reflects the desire not to perform all  the time by moving through both more and less 
public places as a strategy to manage the pressures of being on display and the different 
perspectives from within the group regarding display. On one occasion for example, the day 
ended in a quite secluded garden not far from St Paul’s where the riders could ride without the 
pressure of performing to the public (Field diary, 23/04/06). 
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Fig. 19 ‘Making a Scene’
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“I move back up to the London Eye end and some of the trials riders, 

particularly Steve, Bill and Mark, are putting together some good moves 

despite the slippery surfaces and drawing quite a crowd despite the weather. 

After some really good moves, I count about 15 people watching and 

photographing from above and about the same around them. The crowd of 

onlookers seem genuinely impressed at the display going on and don’t seem to 

mind that the occasional chip is being taken out of the street furniture. 

Despite the awful weather, most seem genuinely entertained. The London Eye 

may be the most vaunted attraction here yet it seems that for some people 

at least, these riders are the ‘buzz’ and the attraction of the city” (Field 

diary, 23/04/06).

The main point that I want to argue in relation to these accounts is  that the 

display value of trials and BMX riding actually fits in with the values that 

underpin the South Bank as a leisure space. Public spaces such as the South 

Bank encourage flaneury, but the point of flaneury is defeated if there is nothing 

to flannel at. Alongside the social nature of their practices, it is for this reason I 

argue that the BMX riders and skaters  in the undercroft of the Queen Elizabeth 

Hall on the South Bank have been grudgingly accepted. As  Franck & Stevens 

(2007) note, despite initial hostility these riders and skaters have gained an 

approval in a grudging co-habitation (27). The reasons for this were highlighted 

in a conversation I had with one BMX rider - Matt: 

“When I ask Matt if they ever have any trouble I know I’ve touched a sore 

point. Matt says they get less trouble now but that it’s all rubbish: the 

South Bank have been trying to kick the skaters and BMXers off for 20 

years and now they have agreed to tolerate them because they have 

realised that they are ‘cool’. Matt says it’s crap because they’ve still taken 

half their space and they’re only allowed to ride there because they’re a 

tourist attraction” (Field diary, 07/05/05).

The idea that BMX and trials are part of the South Bank’s attraction is  further 

reinforced by Mark:
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“They (security) always tell us to move on because we normally ride on 

private property, but some are much more appreciative and polite then 

others, sometimes I would get compliments which normally makes me feel 

more obliged to move on. Most are friendly enough though. Most are quite 

taken aback by our bikes not having seats including the police!” (Andrew, 

01/04/06).

These accounts suggest that the actions of the trials  riders do fit within the remit 

of public spaces such as the South Bank because these are areas where 

people go to see and be seen, to talk and laugh - they are in some senses 

already what Stevens (2007b) describes as ‘luxurious spaces’; that is, those 

spaces whose function is defined loosely enabling them to serve a broad range 

of functions (199). Hence the actions  of the trials  and BMX riders whilst 

critiquing the mono-functionality of particular architectural features, actually fit 

well within the remit of the space as a whole. Whilst the style of movement is 

deemed inappropriate, the display and social value are deemed appropriate and 

thus a social negotiation takes place and a tenuous consensus is reached. 

Consequently I would suggest that any reading of such practices which sees 

them as predominantly resistant in their intent in relation to similar spaces is 

perhaps guilty of an over-emphasis on architectural and material features in 

defining the meanings of practice. 

6.2 Critical masses

“Dom and I get to the NFT just before 7pm and the turn out looks good – 

there’s about 200 riders milling around and chatting, thanks in part to more 

good weather. Just after 7pm there’s a cacophonous ringing of bells and 

whistles and the mass sets off. Our route takes us up a steep ramp and onto 

Waterloo Bridge and it’s shaping up to be the slowest mass ever as we slow 

to let everybody catch up. 
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“Phil phones and we meet him just as we get to Trafalgar Square. As we 

pass under the arch towards Buckingham Palace it’s as if this meeting was 

the trigger for some spontaneous gathering as Karen, Dee, Ollie and Ross all 

turn up at once. Then another sound system starts up and it’s playing a track 

which I love and I have a real moment of epiphany because of this. I 

suddenly feel incredible at the combination of the people I know, those I 

don’t, the music, a little booze and the bike. It doesn’t get better than this 

and my spirits soar accordingly. To top it off Ollie, Phil and Dom all start 

trading tricks, manualling along the road and jumping off the pavements. I 

can’t do any of that stuff so I catch up with Ross. 

We all ride and chat and drink, our formation shifting constantly with the 

flow of the mass. I can’t remember exactly where our route goes but it 

continues slowly until we’re near Gower Street. Phil has got hacked off with 

the little streets we’re being led through which don’t give him enough room 

for peg-manualling and so he’s gone to the front and is steering the ride 

towards bigger roads. By 9pm the police look like they’ve had enough and 

want to lead us back round so about five riders all take the front and set 

the course of the mass towards the Duke of York pub on Clerkenwell Road. 

For the second month running the mass ends at the Duke and it’s a great end 

as the remaining ranks of messengers outside the pub are swelled by the 

arrival of about another 100 riders” (Field diary, 26/08/05).

This  potted account (alongside my edited short video; please refer to DVD 

Track. 11 and Fig. 20 ‘Critical Mass’) recounts  one of half a dozen critical mass 

rides that I joined in 2005. I recount it here in order to introduce some of the 

poetics and politics that make up the experience of any one ride. Before I go 

into any further detail however, I want to give some background on Critical Mass 

as an event. 
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Fig. 20 ‘Critical Mass’
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Critical Mass is  a bike ride which takes  place on the last Friday of each month in 

at least 100 cities worldwide (Blickstein & Hanson, 2001:347). It first started in 

San Francisco in September 199210 and it was only two years later that the first 

ride took place in London (Carlsson, 2002:7/68). The numbers  of riders  varies 

widely with peaks  of 5000 reported in San Francisco although most rides are 

much smaller. In London I regularly observed up to 200 riders in the summer 

months with a peak in October 2005 of approximately 1500 riders, an anomaly 

which will be explored in due course (Field diaries, April - October 2005).

Whilst the reasons for its origins  remain somewhat mystified, it was purportedly 

started, “...as a monthly rush hour bike ride through the city to increase the 

visibility of bicycling” (Blickstein & Hanson, 2001:351). Proponents of it 

commonly position its evolution within green political movements of the late 80s 

and early 90s as part of a broader activist movement which also spawned 

groups such as Reclaim the Streets (Carlsson, 2001:6). Being both global and 

local in scale, the ride is  officially (not) organised by a globally dispersed group 

of activists who rely heavily on the internet in order to (not) facilitate the mass 

(Blickstein & Hanson, 2001:352). Accordingly, whilst it does gain some 

mainstream media coverage, it is  largely represented through its actual 

practice, the medium of the internet and occasionally through film.

Based upon this it would perhaps be fair to characterise Critical Mass, and 

particularly the October 2005 Critical Mass as a protest against both 

government abuse of power, and the right to public space. Valentine for one 

positions Critical Mass riders and rollerbladers in Paris as ‘urban environmental 

activists’ who promote the need for ‘restrictions on vehicles’ and traffic calming 

through their rides (Valentine, 2001:243). Similarly Franck & Stevens  (2007) 

10 Perhaps the first Critical Mass did in fact take place as Furness (2005) points out on 25th July 
1896 in San Francisco. To celebrate the opening of a new paved road and to highlight the need 
for more, on that particular night thousands of cyclists took to the streets watched by almost one 
hundred thousand spectators. This ride was very much carnival  “...as the enormous pack of 
cyclists rode through San Francisco’s streets on bicycles, old-fashioned “high-wheelers,” and 
homemade tandems that were designed to look like pirate ships and chariots. Many of the 
cyclists were dressed in costume, some men rode in drag, and hundreds of bikes were adorned 
with ribbons and painted canvas with lanterns strung from the handlebars” (Furness, 2005:1)  
Even the crowd got into the spirit of this particular event as the “...delighted crowd showered the 
parade with cheers and fireworks as it proceeded down Folsom and made its way toward 
Market Street” (ibid).
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suggest that, “the bicycle protesters of critical mass specifically choose to block 

major city street intersections during the Friday evening rush hours” (15) thus 

positioning it as a form of political protest. Stevens (2007b) calls Critical 

Mass ,“...a political critique promoting the right of cyclists  to free use of the 

streets” (85).

I would agree that there is  no doubt that Critical Mass serves as a symbolic 

protest to the functionalist bias of the streets. However, as I discovered, Critical 

Mass is for many participants  more than just a protest. Certainly it is  somewhat 

harder to pin down what Critical Mass actually might be due to the fact that it is 

far from a homogenous  event; its character varies  with time and place and is in 

many ways dependent upon the multiple subjectivities of the participants. As my 

opening diary extract suggests and in the words of Blickstein & Hanson (2001), 

it is  at any one time “...a protest, a form of Street Theater, a method of 

commuting, a party, and a social space” (352), not to mention a potentially 

substantial irritant for any drivers caught in a ride of any scale.

Whatever the case, it appears that in common with other modernist identity 

politics, such events are often defined around a structural dichotomy where 

power is ordered into two social categories; one of which is dominant, the other 

subordinate (Soja & Hooper, 2002:379). Of course in reality, identity politics are 

far more nuanced than this, with power being unevenly distributed even within 

subordinate groups as I show here. Accordingly, caution needs to be exercised 

so as not to reify what is  being studied according to reductive representations. 

Rather there is  a need to explore the multiple subjectivities  at work and that 

entails  exploring the multiple meanings produced through such events.

6.2.1 Critical of the masses

I want to start here by discussing what is perceived to be Critical Mass’s 

dominant goal - that of reclaiming the streets  through protest. For many 

participants there is at least some element of anti-car culture protest 

engendered in the Critical Mass, a point highlighted by Chris:
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“I’d actually heard that the Critical Mass thing kind of kicked it all off and 

there was one year that I thought I’d get up early and go to that but I 

didn’t, I was just too lazy. Then the next year I was like…the tension and 

just the feeling that you’re being shat on by drivers builds up over time and 

reaches a critical mass in you, and then the next year I was absolutely 

determined. I got up about 5 in the morning to go down to Camberwell 

Green and meet up with the Critical Mass there and it was such an amazing 

experience. Even then, for 2 years after that, I only ever went to the 

Mayday Critical Mass, I didn’t go to the regular ones. I knew about them but 

I just couldn’t be bothered. So that built up and I was going to Critical Mass 

regularly by the time I left my job a couple of years ago” (Chris, 20/05/05).

As Chris  highlights here some masses are more about protest than others, with 

those that fall around the time of the Mayday protests being seen as 

predominantly about protest in contrast to ‘normal’ Critical Masses. In a different 

account, Chris also highlighted the way in which the police presence at such 

events makes them feel more like a protest than if they were not present (Chris, 

11/08/05). Certainly out of the six Critical Mass rides I attended, the one that felt 

most like a protest was in October 2005 when some 1500 riders turned out to 

protest against Metropolitan Police attempts to have Critical Mass declared 

illegal. Before I talk in more detail about this particular Critical Mass  however, I 

want to briefly discuss events in New York that preceded it in order to add some 

necessary context.

During the Republican Convention in late summer 2004, New York police 

handed out flyers to Critical Mass participants stating that they did not have the 

required permit to protest.11  The flyers  also reiterated a ‘zero tolerance’ 

vehicular code of conduct for cyclists (Nevrarez, 2007:166). Following this 

notification, in August 2004 the police clamped down on the event arresting 264 

cyclists  (Colwell, 2005) in one night. Such was the outrage caused by these 

actions, three documentary makers and activists collected footage shot on that 

11 The New York City authorities also denied protesters a permit to hold an anti-Republican rally 
in Central  Park at the same time (Nevarez, 2007:166).
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evening and made the half hour documentary film Still We Ride chronicling the 

troubles of the New York Critical Mass (Press et al, 2005).  

Fig. 21 ‘Still we Ride - New York Critical Mass’ (Source: Press et al, 2005)

The film was premiered in the UK at the Bicycle Film Festival in London in early 

September 2005 and thus the troubles  of the New York Critical Mass were 

widely disseminated to a packed crowd of 400 cyclists who in turn disseminated 

this  representation of the authorities’ actions in relation to Critical Mass to other 

cyclists. Thanks to the screening of the film and what it portrayed, the role of 

Critical Mass as a protest about the democratic use of public space was 

foregrounded in the minds of more London cyclists  than would have otherwise 

been the case.

Attempts by the US government to use legislation in the wake of the World 

Trade Centre bombings to clamp down on all protest  - exemplified here in their 

treatment of Critical Mass - were mimicked by the Metropolitan Police Force 
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(MPF) in the wake of the tube and bus bombings of July 7th 2005.12 On the 

evening of September 29th 2005 the Critical Mass ride in London was very 

small (less than a hundred riders) and the police in attendance distributed flyers 

(see Fig. 22 ‘Text from September police flyer’) to all participants which stated 

that the ride would soon be illegal and that anyone participating could be 

arrested (Field diary, 30/09/05).

Whilst such measures were, I would suggest, still unexpected by most riders, 

they were not entirely out of the blue because the events  in New York had been 

so well publicised. Following on from this, and as word of police intent signaled 

in September got around, parallels were drawn between this  and the situation in 

the US represented in Still we Ride. In this way the film became one of the 

means through which debates around the use of public space would be 

conceptualised. As a result of the increased awareness that this was not an 

isolated London incident, approximately 1500 riders  (seven to eight times the 

normal turn out) turned out to ride in the London October Critical Mass in 

response to what was  widely perceived to be another blow for cyclists’ 

legitimate access  to road space. In this way, the ‘protest factor’ of Critical Mass 

was vastly increased by the authorities’ attempts to clamp down on Critical 

Mass’s interpretation of the street as a public space. 

The case of the city versus Critical Mass  subsequently went to court with a High 

Court ruling reached in June 2006. This battle can ostensibly be seen as one to 

decide the appropriate use of a road space with the police attempting to deny 

even temporary non-instrumental uses of road space. Battles over the 

appropriate use of particular spaces are not uncommon and are well 

documented in cultural geography (Bailey, 1978; Borden, 1998, 2001, 2002; 

Brindley et al, 1996; Flusty, 2000; Jackson, 1989; Lees, 1998, 2001; Mitchell, 

1995; Till, 1999). What is  particularly pertinent in the case brought against 

12 In the wake of the events of September 11th the administration of New York Mayor Michael R. 
Bloomberg persuaded a federal judge in 2003 to enlarge the Police Department's authority to 
conduct investigations of political, social  and religious groups. Prior to this, very few political 
organisations or activities were secretly investigated by the Police Department. After these new 
powers were granted however, the requirements for opening inquiries into political activity were 
relaxed and full authority to begin surveillance has been restored to the police. However, 
according to a spokesman for the NYPD, the police department has used the powers obtained 
after September 11th exclusively "to investigate and thwart terrorists" (Dwyer, 2005:n.p).
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Critical Mass is the way in which the movement of the mass was used by the 

police to suggest that it should be illegal. The ruling states that,

“the police identify two particular kinds of objective which they have 

observed the group making for: places  where maximum disruption to 

vehicular traffic can be caused, such as Piccadilly Circus and Oxford 

Street, and places where cyclists are considered to get a hard time 

from motor vehicle, such as Euston Road and Blackfriars’ Bridge 

making the Critical Mass event a form of payback” (Sedley & Gray, 

June 2006:1)

Ultimately, the police evidence attempted to cast the ride as an organised 

protest which could be seen as illegal unless advance notice of the route was 

given to the police13. What I want to highlight here are two facets of movement 

that were used by the police to position the mass  as illegal. Firstly, the fact that 

the police wanted (and still want) there to be a set and notifiable route, enforces 

the idea that the streets should not be about spontaneity, but about order and 

planning. Indeed the police position draws a parallel between the chaotic 

unplanned nature of Critical Mass and “serious public disorder, serious damage 

to property or serious  disruption to the life of the community...” (Sedley & Gray, 

June 2006:2). Thus certain forms of ‘unplanned’ and non-instrumental 

movement are positioned here as a threat to law, order and public safety. This 

point is also backed up by the more recent presence of police on all Critical 

Mass rides. As this  implies, Critical Mass in London has not always  had a police 

escort, instead using its own riders to marshall the ride and direct traffic. I had 

numerous conversations with riders regarding how they felt about this escort:

13  The role of the police in Critical Mass is important here as enforcers of the normative 
conceptual understanding of what the roads are for. The police control the streets in a number 
of ways; through physical  presence, through surveillance, and through intervention. By using 
these techniques to control  people’s movement and activities in space, the police create order 
and predictability on the streets (Valentine, 2001:188). 
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Metropolitan Police Service

CO11 Public Order Branch

New Scotland Yard

Broadway

London

SW11 OBG

Date: 29/09/2005

Critical Mass Cycle Demonstrations

Organisers of public processions are required by law to notify police at 

least 6 days before the event occurs of the date, time, proposed route 

and the name and address of an organiser. Failure to do so makes the 

event unlawful

Demonstrations within a designated area around Parliament must also be 

notified, and anyone taking part in an unauthorised demonstration 

commits an offence.

Police can impose conditions on processions, demonstrations and other 

assemblies, and participants render themselves liable to arrest if they 

fail to comply with those conditions.

These cycle protests are not lawful because no organiser has provided 

police the with the necessary notification. Your participation in this 

event could render you liable to prosecution. Police policy in 

facilitating these events is currently under review.

If you intend to organise a future similar event please refer to the 

Metropolitan Police website, www.met.police.uk for details. It is 

preferable for all parties if a lawful event can be safely facilitated, 

rather than the Police having to enforce legislation.

[signed]

Super Intendant Gomm,

New Scotland Yard

Fig. 22 ‘Text from September 2005 police flyer’ (Source: ‘Leaflet issued by 
police’, 2006)
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“Amongst other things Ross and I talk about the role of the police in the 

mass, unsure if the fact that we have a police escort is good or bad. He’s not 

the first person I’ve had this conversation with, many people seeing their 

presence as good and bad: yes they stop the traffic for the riders with 

added authority but they also tend to subtly (or not so subtly) lead the mass 

in certain directions” (Field diary, 26/08/05).

As Herbert says, “police officers regularly  exercise territoriality, they seek to 
influence social action through controlling space. Like other modern systems of 
social control, police power is realised in and through space” (Herbert, 
1998:226).  What can be added here is the how the police attempt to define and 
control what counts as appropriate movement as well. As this diary extract (and 
my initial extract) both suggest, the police at times attempted to define the route 
of the mass and at no time was this more evident than on the October 2005 
mass where the police became very agitated at the numbers of riders and the 
disruption they were causing to the ordered ‘flow’ of traffic and the function of 
the roads. 

Secondly, and closely related to my initial point regarding the disorder of 

movement, is that movement at slow speed is assumed to symbolise a protest: 

in the eyes of the MPF the mass sets out to ‘cause obstruction’ and to ‘get its 

own back on motorists’. Whilst it is clear that Critical Mass does ‘block’ major 

roads when it rides, it does so perhaps  because it is slower moving than 

‘normal’ traffic rather than out of any inherent intent. It is  as Stevens (2007b) 

points out, “...an example of how change in the use of a street or laneway arises 

out of a change in the way of travelling along it” (88). Certainly as Nevarez 

(2007) points out, a non Critical Mass bike ride through the same space would 

not necessarily be perceived as trying to block the traffic. However in this 

instance, rather than slow speeds being seen as simply the product of 

congestion; the product of so many cyclists riding in close proximity, they are 
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formulated negatively as obstructive to the function of roads and a threat to 

public order and safety.14

Taken together, the police’s attempts to control the route and speed of the ride 

can be seen as analagous to their attempts to keep trials  riders out of the city 

which were touched upon in the previous section. In both instances the strategy 

of the police is to funnel activity into spaces which they deem more closely 

accommodates that form of movement in order to preserve the function of other 

spaces in ‘undiluted’ form. Just as the functions of St Paul’s  and the City have 

been deemed out of bounds for particular forms of movement, the roads have 

been defined as spaces for instrumental movement and therefore the police 

attempt to herd Critical Mass riders  into quieter streets where their slow speed 

is  deemed more in keeping with a street function. As  Herbert (1997) states, “to 

be able to control where activity occurs is to be able to structure that activity in 

fundamental ways” (86).

It is not my intention here to argue that Critical Mass (and in particular that of 

October 2005 in London) is not in part a protest; it undoubtedly is, but one 

easily seen as such in the wider context of a perceived clamping down on civil 

liberties. However, based on such anomalous events, it would be easy for many 

different groups both dominant and subaltern to erase the difference inherent in 

Critical Mass under a veil of protest and to position all such events and their 

participants as solely interested in protest. Certainly, the other point of legality 

which the 2006 court ruling dealt with was the overall meaning of the rides, 

which as I have already suggested is not all that easy to pin down. In the 

following sections  therefore, I highlight the ways in which the movements of the 

Critical Mass riders  not only serve to open space for protest, but simultaneously 

open up a space for celebration and memorialisation.

14 It is particularly ironic  that speeds by cyclists of 2-5 mph are positioned as a threat to public 
safety whereas speeds of 30-40mph by motor vehicles are accepted as normal.
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6.2.2 Block party

I argue here that many different identities are articulated through the mass and 

protest is not the dominant goal of all of them, or if it is, it is articulated quite 

differently; not through a direct critique of authority but through a playful critique 

of public space. In this section I want to talk in more depth about the mass as a 

form of celebration rather than protest, and the ways in which mobility and 

immobility help to create this  moving street carnival. Every rider I spoke to at 

Critical Mass positioned it as more than simply a protest:

“...the mass makes you feel part of the wider cycling community. And to be 

there with people of all ages and walks of life is just fucking fantastic. 

There’s hundreds of people there who are all cyclists, we’ve all got 

something in common to be there and that’s why I want to be there and 

when I’m there I always do a few tricks and try and keep the atmosphere 

because everyone who’s a cyclist appreciates it, for me it’s part of the mass, 

not to demonstrate what can be done but just to have a laugh” (Phil, 

05/11/05).

“I think Critical Mass was more a bit of fun, I mean I was aware of a 

political message but there was very few people…there were a few 

environmentalists there for whom it clearly did have a message but I don’t 

think most people were there for the message. You could see that the 

organisers were…there was some of the typical environmentalists” (Noam, 

21/09/05).

“I feel in control of what I’m doing but all you can do is…I really feel you’ve 

got to be totally pro-active and that’s why I love Critical Mass so much 

because it’s like the one time when you can just bliss out on a bike which 

you just can’t do” (Ross, 20/05/05). 

Whilst the presence of a political message due to a number of activists is 

acknowledged in these accounts, Critical Mass is positioned in a wider sense as 

‘having a laugh’, a ‘bit of fun’ and a space where riders can ‘bliss  out’ without a 
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care for the traffic. Coupled with my own observations I would argue that these 

narratives suggest that Critical Mass  has as much in common with notions of 

carnival as it does  protest. Certainly Jackson (1989) suggests that, “the tension 

in carnival...is between ‘social control’ and social protest” (80). If Critical Mass 

can be seen as  such then it points to the use of the street as a democratic 

space, “...for articulating difference and for legitimating the rights  of particular 

social groups to be part of the ‘public’” (Valentine, 2001:173). 

To illustrate the carnival nature of Critical Mass, I want to look in more depth at 

one particular part of the October 2005 ‘protest’ Critical Mass. The mass had set 

off at about 7.30pm from the National Film Theatre (NFT) on London’s South 

Bank, and I and a few friends  joined it at the Aldwych as it came up over 

Waterloo bridge. The mass then turned onto the Strand, over Trafalgar Square 

up the Mall to Buckingham Palace before veering left and parallel to Victoria 

Street. It then turned round 180 degrees and headed back up towards 

Parliament Square via Victoria Street. By the time it reached Parliament Square 

it was almost 9pm and quite dark. All 1500 riders stayed put in Parliament 

Square for approximately 20 minutes before moving on, and it is a few scenes 

from this  20 minutes that I want to discuss now (please refer to DVD Track. 12 

and Fig. 23 ‘Critical Mass at Parliament Square’).

The immobility of the mass at Parliament Square opened up the opportunity for 

a very different use of Parliament Square. By day the square is a busy five lane 

motorway and tourist Mecca. It is simultaneously a place for gazing at the grand 

architecture whilst the roads themselves  are a space of ordered traffic flow on a 

scale particularly inhospitable to both pedestrians and cyclists. On this particular 

evening, the pause in movement created by Critical Mass turned it into a very 

different space.

The sounds are the first thing to resonate as very different - whistles, cheers, 

bells, horns, conversations and music replace the frenzied traffic pulling away 

from lights  and the honking of car horns. Rather than the familiar droning and 

screeching soundscape of the road, Parliament Square is transformed by sound 

into a social place; a party place. The production of an alternative soundscape 
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has, as Valentine (1995) notes, “...the power to evoke a very different sense of 

space to that evoked by sight and to contribute to the production of different 

sensual environments” (483). As  a result and as Cohen (2002) notes, sounds 

and music “...resonate within the body, stimulating movement and emotion, 

emphasising the intensity of experience...and producing a sense of identity and 

belonging” (267).

Secondly, the architecture ceases to be a dominant focus of the gaze. The 

Houses of Parliament are obviously still a focus  and have undoubtedly been 

chosen for political reasons by whoever was leading the mass  at the time, an 

interpretation backed up by the playing of Black Sabbath’s  War Pigs15. However 

the Houses of Parliament are less  a visual focus and more a symbolic focus, 

something emphasised by the video footage which suggests that I for one am 

rarely gazing at anything - let alone the Houses of Parliament Square - for very 

long. 

The space opened up by the mass is also one of ‘disorder’ which contrasts  to 

the normative regulated mono-functional order of it as  a road space. Here the 

traffic lights, signs and lines cease to mean anything as the space is 

appropriated for human scale unplanned interactions. These interactions 

include chatting, photographing, dancing, rapping, and performing tricks to 

name a few. All of these activities  position this as a playful space where the 

rules of the street and social space have been reasserted over those of 

commerce. Gone are the systematically ordered movements  of predictable 

vehicles instead replaced by the bodily orientations of multiple subjects all using 

this  space to represent something unintended and unsanctioned. As Stevens 

(2007b) points out, Critical Mass expresses itself through a playful agenda and 

the, “...fluidity, multiplicity and spontaneity of its  new practices emancipates 

participating cyclists from the functionality which is  mapped onto urban 

streets” (88).

15  As Valentine (1995) has noted, music has the ability to provide a sense of belonging or 
imagined community however fleeting and to produce different kinds of space (480).
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Fig. 23 ‘Critical Mass at Parliament Square’
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The temporality of the mass is also significant and reinforces the carnival 
atmosphere. As Cresswell (1998) notes, nightfall produces the city as a chaotic 
space teeming with ‘ghosts and demons’ (271). In writing the street at night the 
mass reinforces this disorder.16 By day such a gathering would appear more like 
a procession than a party. In addition the time that the mass stopped for on this 
occasion - just over 20 minutes - was unprecedented and this pause allowed 
the new activities, no matter how transient in the wider picture, to become more 
established than if the space was simply  being moved through. Immobility 
becomes a tactic not simply of blocking traffic but of opening up the possibility 
for more celebratory actions:

“The triumph of non-space depoliticises the street, forcing forms of 

resistance to adopt more covert strategies. Subaltern social 

movements depend upon the temporary seizure and transformation 

of public space in order to transmit alternative symbolic meanings, 

which the regulation of public spaces for representation 

denies” (Edensor, 1998:214).

Mitchell (2000) suggests that carnival transcends  the notion of streets  and takes 

place in a ‘world apart’ (162). This  account of Critical Mass points  to just such a 

reading. Parliament Square is temporarily transformed into another world where 

the streets  are reclaimed from vehicular traffic through an inversion of sound, 

temporality, and function, and through sheer weight of numbers. Again it is the 
appropriateness of mobility or immobility which is seen to frame the meaning of 
Critical Mass here. In taking over a space normally tightly disciplined and 
occupying it with a number of different activities, there is an inherent critique of 
the ever increasing mono-functionality  of public streets. However this example 
also cautions against homogenising the meanings and identities expressed 
through such events. Far from a simple straightforward notion of protest, Critical 
Mass is seen to be a place of simultaneous protest and celebration. It can also 

16  Ogborn (1998) relates how authorities have historically attempted to control the ‘disorder of 
the built environment’ in the shape of London’s streets by installing paving and lighting (114) due 
to the disorder and dangers posed by nighhtfall. Chatterton & Hollands (2002) point out the link 
between night and disorder in relation to urban nightlife where discourses of moral and social 
disorder underpin a discourse of the night as syonymous with, “...criminality, violence and 
debauchery, worthy only of containment or surveillance...” (107). 
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be - as I illustrate in the following section - a space of commemoration and 
memorialisation.

6.2.3 Moving memorials 

Lim (2000) characterises the politics  of memory as  a process of ‘active 

forgetting’: “official history tends to reflect what the right and powerful have 

chosen to remember”  (273). Withers (1996) qualifies this, stating that public 

memory is  heavily manipulated by the State (339). There is an inherent 

spatiality in this process as Edensor notes, 

“although practices of inscribing memory on space are enormously 

varied, there are undoubtedly tendencies to fix authoritative 

meanings about the past through an ensemble of practices  and 

technologies which centre upon the production of particular spaces 

here identified as monumental ‘memoryscapes’ - mediatised spaces, 

heritage districts and museums” (Edensor, 2005b:830).

Consequently as Till (1999) points out, the views of minority groups are often 

not considered (274) and they often respond by taking over specific places and 

creating their own sites of memory (254). As  Franck & Paxson (2007) note, 

public spaces are increasingly being used as places  to express  feelings of loss 

and mourning: “expressions of personal grief, once largely confined to 

cemeteries and private homes, now appear in highly visible public locations 

where they accompany expressed opinions on related social and political 

issues” (132). The most common form that these take are by the road side 

where a traffic fatality has occurred (133), no doubt in part because this is the 

most common form of public fatality.

This  official forgetting extends to road traffic deaths which in the UK total 

between 3000-3500 deaths per year (roughly nine people per day). However as 

Forstorp (2006) notes, these deaths are forgotten and displaced through a 

received statistical determinism and an implicit view of ‘fatalities’ as calculable 

and ‘acceptable’ (94). Forstorp describes this way of forgetting as an official 
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discourse which diffuses blame and reduces individual deaths under a unified 

‘consequence’ of mobility. The public conscience appears to have been de-

sensitised to the carnage created by motor vehicles; the deaths which they 

cause being seen as ‘accidents’ and by extension the inevitable (and 

acceptable) consequence of automobility.17 As a result, road deaths are rarely 

reported on the news18 because to do so would undermine the dominant 

narrative of automobility as safe, progressive and necessary. 

Urry (2000) has suggested that the car driver is  increasingly insulated from the 

feeling of vulnerability that riding a bike entails, noting that the car reduces 

“...the sights, sounds, tastes, temperatures  and smells of the city and 

countryside” through a two-dimensional detachment (2000:63). Whilst this is an 

overly simplistic reading as Edensor (2003) and Merriman (2006, 2007) have 

stated, it is  certainly the case that cyclists are less insulated to the presence of 

motor cars. Whilst there are very few cycling fatalities  in London compared to 

pedestrians or drivers, cyclists are more exposed and (re)sensitised to the risks 

of riding due to the lack of a metal skin. Responding to this heightened 

awareness of the bodily risks of moving round London in amongst a sea of 

metal, Critical Mass often visits  the sites of recent cyclist fatalities  and can be 

seen as a way of countering this public ‘forgetting’ of traffic related deaths.

In April 2005, an Imperial College student was killed on the A4 Cromwell Road, 

a dual carriageway that runs from the west into central London. As a result the 

17  See for example Voelcker’s (2007) compelling critique of the relevant penalties for drivers 
who kill pedestrians and cyclists. Voelcker notes how the charge of manslaughter which could 
once be brought against the motorist has been replaced by a number of lesser offences (such 
as death by careless driving), largely because juries are increasingly composed of drivers. 
Voelcker also notes that convictions arise in only 10% of road traffic  accidents compared to 70% 
of homicides (25). Voelcker concludes that these anomalies are due in large part to eroneous 
assumptions within the legal system that driving is a right enjoyed by most people, and that 
deaths are unavoidable and a ‘fair’ price to be paid for automobility (23).

18 Bohm et al  (2006) note that, “annually around 1.2 million deaths are produced directly by the 
global regime of automobility, that is, by traffic ‘accidents’, significantly outstripping warfare as 
the leading cause of violent death (WHO/World Bank, 2004; Dauvergne, 2005). In the OECD 
countries alone, 107,406 people were killed in car ‘accidents’ in 2001, approximately one every 
five minutes (IRTAD/OECD, 2003). Yet these failures of the system remain largely invisible in 
the sense that they are regarded as ‘normality’. The US might go to war because 3000 people 
die in a horrific  attack on two skyscrapers, and a plane crash might make the headline news for 
a few days; roughly the same number (around 3200) of people are killed in car crashes on a 
daily basis, but their deaths are not spectacular enough to make it into the news” (Bohm et al, 
2006:10).
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‘destination’ of the 11th April Critical Mass was the stretch of road where the 

rider was killed. The rationale behind such a moving memorial has much in 

common with the memorialisations  that Franck & Paxson (2007) discuss and 

that Withers (1996) describes as a social process made evident in collective 

practices of commemoration (326-7). In contrast to the official (lack of) reporting 

and indifference to this  as just another statistic, such spontaneous 

memorialisations open up a space for a more everyday physical and emotional 

engagement which privilege “...the private and the emotional, the subjective and 

the bodily” (Abramson, 1999:78 in Franck & Paxson, 2007:148). In locating and 

highlighting road death, Critical Mass situates these events  as real, located and 

embodied events  as opposed to ‘accidental’ and statistical abstractions. In the 

following sections, I want to briefly highlight three ways in which Critical Mass 

enacts this memorialisation.

The first way in which Critical Mass  enables  a collective remembering over a 

public forgetting is  by geographically locating the site of memory and the site of 

death as  one and the same place. Whilst most sites of memorialisation are 

disconnected from the scene of the incident, the way in which Critical Mass 

connects the memorialisation with the scene of death in the form of the road not 

only specifies  geographically, but also symbolically: this is unequivocally a road 

death. This  runs counter to the dominant tendency whereby memorial sites, 

“...consolidate the idea that there are places for remembering and places where 

memories and the past are irrelevant” (Edensor, 2005b:833). In this way, 

memorialisation is specifically territorialised in a collective claim of belonging 

(Fortier, 1999:51).

The movement of the mass is also of special importance and exemplifies  the 

fact that memory is often performed through specific cultural practices (Fortier, 

1999:42). The mass in this  instance is also akin to a pilgrimage in some ways. 

In part, Critical Mass memorialises by stopping the traffic, something again 

foreign to the ordered and frenzied space of the A4.  If its  aim here is  to block 

the traffic however, it is not to get its own back but to briefly open up a pause to 

remember someone whose life was taken, in a way which does not reduce it to 

just another figure. Rather than leave a static reminder of the death, the mass  
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Fig. 24 ‘Bike lift on the Cromwell Road’
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creates a moving memorial by temporarily stopping the flow of vehicles. The 

space this  opens up also allows for more traditional reflection and a minute’s 

(near) silence to be held. Through immobility the instrumentality of the road is 

temporarily inverted.

For Edensor (2005b), movement becomes important in how we remember the 

past (838) and the movement19  of the mass can be seen as central to its 

particular way of memorialising. Whilst most theories of memorialisation seek to 

tie it to particular sites, rather than simply anchor memory in place (Hoelscher & 

Alderman, 2004:349), Critical Mass anchor’s memory in movement because it is 

movement which is the dominant carrier of meaning here rather than a static 

notion of place. This fatality could have happened in any place; on any of 

London’s roads (or the world’s roads) and so the place in some senses means 

less, but it happened in a particular form of movement and that is foregrounded 

in this  moving memorial. As Edensor goes on to state, “...memory is not located 

merely in the visible and the narratable, but is located in the embodied and the 

affective” (Edensor, 2005b:846).

Moreover, if as Withers (1996) suggests, memory resides in the artefacts of its 

representation (326), then in the case of Critical mass it resides in the referent 

of the bike. On this particular Critical mass ride, this symbolism is  quite literally 

foregrounded through the bike-lift performed on the Cromwell Road (please 

refer to DVD Track. 13 and Fig. 24 ‘Bike lift on the Cromwell Road’). In raising 

the profile of the bike in this way, Critical Mass reinforces that this was a cyclist 

who died, symbolically highlighting the inequitable relations between different 

road users and the (illusory) dominance of the bike. The bike lift serves  as 

symbolic empowerment to the riders and positions the memorialisation as  a 

means of social and political action (Withers, 1996:326).

Even more so than most road side memorials, the actions of Critical Mass in 

this  instance are transient in nature. However, rather than being ineffectual, the 

19 This premising of movement also serves to bound cyclists as different from other road users. 
Whilst road statistics reduce the cyclist to one of roughly 3000 each year in the UK - the 
collective identity of the ‘road user’ - the memorialisation of Critical  Mass makes the cyclist’s 
death stand out. Whilst still engaging in a reductive identity politics, it is perhaps a slightly more 
nuanced identity politics.
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movements and pauses of this ritual; the way in which it reaches and frames 

the incident site, are a significant part of what the ride means. Again these 

actions carry a critique with them but they are also more than that, being also a 

form of remembrance. Thus, despite being relatively transient in nature, the 

function of Critical Mass as a moving memorial is an important one. Certainly as 

Franck & Paxson (2007) note, “spontaneous memorials, although they are 

fleeting, are vital spaces for a participatory and inclusive democracy” (152).

6.3 Conclusions

This  chapter has attempted to demonstrate the importance of mobility and 

movement to conflicts over the use of space using two examples. The first 

example detailed the ways in which the movements of trials and BMX riders 

have often (in line with skateboarding) been positioned as inappropriate forms 

of movement in many public spaces. However, rather than see these practices 

as always resistant to the desired use of public spaces, I have demonstrated in 

the case of London’s South Bank how the practices of trials and BMX riders 

actually conform to the social and display aesthetics of such spaces. Whilst they 

may use and ‘critique’ particular material forms in their mode of movement, their 

practices sit more comfortably within such spaces than many accounts suggest.

In the second example I focused on Critical Mass in London to explore further 

the role of mobility in redefining the meanings of place and space. Firstly I 

highlighted the way in which the movement of Critical Mass was positioned as 

problematic by the Metropolitan Police Force and inappropriate for functional 

and instrumental road space. I then went on to explore the way in which 

particular mobilities and immobilities exhibited by Critical Mass serve to frame 

road space as both a site of playful carnivalesque ‘resistance’, and a form of 

moving memorialisation. In doing so I caution against universalising the multiple 

subjectivities and meanings of events such as Critical Mass.

Perhaps more importantly however, I suggest that both examples serve as a 

caution to how the word resistant is used to characterise such practices. The 
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term resistance for me implies  a rejection of the accepted values of a place, 

thing or practice. However, in the case of trials and BMX I’m not so sure that 

this  is the case. Whilst the use of particular spaces and pieces of architecture 

by these riders  may be deemed inappropriate, their practices  do not appear to 

reject the existing uses and meanings of these things, rather their use sits 

alongside these other meanings, and at any point in time, one or other of these 

uses may be called forth by a different practice. As Lees (1998) so aptly 

summarises, space “...is always a site of control and contestation. Make of it 
what you will” (251).

Critical Mass is  rather different in that its appropriation of functional spaces is 

largely at odds with their normative uses. However, as I have demonstrated, 

Critical Mass still exhibits  a variety of meanings and its  mode of resistance is 

alternately playful and sombre, and always transitory. Consequently, I would 

caution against how we use the terms resistance and transgression. As Miller 

(1995) has noted, academics often use other people to, “...exemplify ideal 

states, standing vicariously for our own resistance” (146), whereas in reality, 

appropriations of space and place may indeed be more nuanced than these 

prejudices would like to admit20. Practices can, I would suggest, be 

inappropriate but still appropriate spaces without rejecting or resisting dominant 

uses. As Miller (2006) states, to resist is rather “...to put forward the notion that 

urban experience is  made up of shades of gray, as opposed to lines of black 

and white” (464).

20 Cresswell (2002) for example recounts one instance where during the course of his teaching 
he interpreted particular practices as resistant, framed them positively as morally worthwhile 
and in so doing essentialised both the concept of resistance and the people engaged in it.  
Having assumed that his students would also see these practices in a similar way, Cresswell 
subsequently had to rethink his concept of resistance. Cresswell thus suggests that we should 
abandon an, “...essentialist understanding of resistance, mobility, and identity” (Cresswell & 
Dixon, 2002:8).
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7. Desire lines: geographies of vulnerability, temporality and energy

“There is a highway code but it doesn’t know what the 

fuck cyclists are, but there is one and we are obliged 

and expected to use it. [...]. As a result that affects how 

I feel about other road users because pedestrians make 

me a vehicle and vehicles make me a pedestrian and no 

one turns round and says ‘actually, you are a cyclist’”

(Ernie, 05/11/05).

In Chapter 4 I established the ways in which the design of the present transport 
system has evolved primarily with the affordances of motor vehicles in mind. 
Despite significant differences, cyclists are expected for historical reasons to 
operate within this system in broadly the same way as vehicles, a premise 
which conflates the different affordances of motorised and human powered 
vehicles. Indeed the present system seems geared towards a binary of 
pedestrian or motor vehicle where the cyclist has become a nuisance grey  area.

As a result, many cyclists use road space in unprogrammed ways deemed 
inappropriate by the system designers. Cyclists in London can often be 
observed going through red lights, and disobeying stop lines, one way streets, 
and riding on pavements. These errant users are constructed through a process 
of social amplification (Kasperson et al 1988) and othering in both official 
discourse and particularly the mass media as pathologically irresponsible and 
dangerous (see for example Hoey 2003, Horton 2007, Fincham 2006, 2007). 
Indeed as Fincham goes on to make clear, “there is the feeling that within the 
discourse of social irresponsibility  cyclists are in some sense unaware of the 
grave danger they are putting themselves in by using the roads in the manner 
described by the commentators” (Fincham, 2004:99, see also Wardlaw, 2001). 
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The statistical case1 in its own right provides compelling evidence to refute the 
construction of such practices as dangerous. During 2003 in London there were 

3,039 collisions involving pedal cyclists  resulting in 18 deaths, 414 serious 

injuries and 2,560 slight injuries  (London Road Safety Unit (LRSU), April 

2005:3/7). The LRSU report states that where an accident occurred,

“only 2% of pedal cyclist casualties  were recorded as  disobeying a 

Stop or Give Way sign thus implying that in the majority of cases, 

where a junction control was disobeyed, it was the other vehicle that 

failed to stop or give way” (LRSU, April 2005:15).

Similarly in less  than 1% of cases  (a total of 5 incidents all with other ‘vehicles’) 

was an accident caused by a cyclist riding the wrong way down a one way 

street (LRSU, April 2005:19). Of the 3,039 total collisions involving pedal 

cyclists, 97.6% of the casualties were pedal cyclists, with less than 1% of other 

road users being injured in the collisions (LRSU, April 2005:21). In fact, in 2005, 

“the vast majority of pedestrians injured (68.1%) were hit by cars. 

9.5% were hit by powered two-wheelers, 9.3% by buses or coaches, 

7.2% by goods vehicles, 3.2% by taxis and 1.1% by pedal 

cycles” (LRSU, July 2006:25).

In 18 recorded collisions between cyclists  and pedestrians in 2003, there were 

no fatalities or serious injuries  to pedestrians, with only 18 slight injuries 

recorded (LRSU, April 2005:21). Unfortunately there is no breakdown in the 

data to suggest what percentage of these incidents was due to inconsiderate 

cycling or inconsiderate walking.

These statistics suggest as Adams (1985) rightly notes, that there are marked 
differences in the rates at which different vehicles kill people other than their 
own drivers, “the differences are closely  related to differences in the size and 

1 Of course all  traffic accident statistics (and statistics in general) need to be viewed with caution 
because not all accidents are reported to the Police nor do they necessarily result in a hospital 
visit as noted in a (2002) report by TRL (TRL, 2002:1). The accident rate is therefore under 
reported and this is particularly the case for minor collisions and collisions involving pedestrians 
and cyclists (LRSU, April  2005:22) where injuries are less serious and insurance claims are less 
likely to be an issue. The reporting rate is thought to be around 70% of all  accidents (LRSU, July 
2006:11).
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weight of the vehicles involved. Pedal cyclists and motorcyclists kill mainly 
themselves” (3). Contrary  to media constructions of the dangerous cyclist, these 
statistics emphatically  confirm that cyclists, after pedestrians, pose the smallest 
threat to all other road users (except perhaps themselves). Whilst cyclists may 
well be a nuisance on occasion, they are rarely a danger. 

However the success of negative discursive constructions is not solely 
premised upon the divorce of practice from statistical evidence. These 
constructions also rely on a divorce from contextualised and situated 
understandings in order to construct the irresponsible and dangerous cyclist. As 
Horton (2007) notes, part of the problem here is that cycling has become such a 
‘strange’ practice for the majority  of people in London that there are few people 
able to understand the cyclist’s point of view (146).

My main aim in this chapter is to reunite practices with their contexts in order to 
explore some of the reasons why  cyclists might use road space in the 
unprogrammed ways that they do. I highlight three fault lines along which the 
identities of the cyclist and driver diverge: vulnerability, temporality  and energy. 
In doing so, I continue to explore the point made in Chapter 4 that these 
aspects of identity, whilst central to the understanding of the embodied practice 
of cycling, have been erased by the term motor vehicle in modern transport 
discourse.

The first section of this chapter investigates the situated and contextual 
understandings of vulnerability voiced by  different cyclists. The second section 
explores practices of stopping, slowing, filtering and track standing in order to 
demonstrate how these practices combine to produce a time-space unique to 
cycling. The third and final section looks at the ‘deviant’ practices of cyclists in 
order to highlight the construction of a particular energyspace.

In outlining the geographies of vulnerability, time and energy for some cyclists, I 
also highlight the wider framing of them by discourses relating to domesticity, 
work and family. However, I suggest that in the context of the journey  itself, the 
production of these geographies is dependent upon how the rider has come to 
know what the affordances of cycling are and their concomitant enskillment with 
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it. Whilst for some the discourse of cyclist-as-car dominates their movements, 
for others a much more embodied and situated notion of what the cyclist can do 
underpins their tactics and strategies2 for negotiating the city. 

7.1 Living Dangerously? Geographies of vulnerability

In the introduction, I outlined the way in which cyclists unprogrammed and 
unexpected use of space is constructed as being due to a criminal and socially 
irresponsible pathology. Of course I don’t argue here that cyclists don’t take 
risks, rather that these ‘risks’ are overwhelmingly the products of carefully 
weighed decisions rather than the actions of pathologically  suicidal and 
homocidal beings. In this first section, I explore cyclists perceptions of risk and 
vulnerability. In doing so, I highlight two parallel framings of vulnerability. The 
first is an immediate embodied and contextual knowledge of risk. The second is 
a wider discursive framing of risk which runs broadly along the fault lines of 
gender.  

7.1.1 Vulnerability

In the course of riding round London with case study participants, I noted a 
whole range of movements by different riders. Whilst some riders such as 
Roger, Joyce, Alita and Ross, rarely, if ever, contravened the cyclist-as-car code 
of movement desired by the present road system, other riders such as Alan, 
Jen, Ernie and Elina, sometimes ran certain red lights or used pavements and 
one way streets ‘illegally’ in a manner which could be construed as risky and 

2  De Certeau (1984) draws an important distinction between strategies and tactics. Strategies 
he argues are those forms of power seen in political, economic and scientific  rationalities which 
isolate subjects from environments in order to define ‘proper’ conduct and then manage it
(1984:36). Tactics on the other hand suggest an absence of power and are used to temporarily 
take over space (37). De certeau describes tactics as “combat at close quarters” (38).
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unsafe. Other riders such as Ernie, Ollie, Phil and Kirk saw a certain level of risk 
as a source of identity  and cultural capital.3 

The first point I want to highlight is that all participants, whether they obeyed 
laws or not were profoundly  aware of their own vulnerability. Without the 
protection that a ton of metal provides, riders displayed an embodied 
awareness of their own fragility beyond that of any car driver. As Adams (1985) 
has noted, as cars (in theory) get safer for their occupants they get worse for 
those outside (112). This point was highlighted for example by both Zara and 
Alan:

“I don’t run red lights at junctions like this, I mean who would? I remember 

sitting at these lights and a Traffic Warden leant out of a car and said to me 

‘don’t you even think about jumping these lights’. I mean, as if you 

would!?” (Field diary - Zara, 29/9/04).

“Yeah, it looks pretty perilous doesn’t it? It depends what the turning is like 

at the start. Sometimes there can be a load of people and sometimes loads 

of oncoming traffic so I just won’t do it. I’ll go the long way round, but if it’s 

clear or there’s only a couple of people…I might stop doing that now because 

it looks…(laughs)” (Alan, 21/10/04).

In these instances, Zara and Alan illustrate how the knowledge of their own 
vulnerability means paying attention to their surroundings is vital. It is notable 
from Zara’s account how the Traffic Warden reiterates the wider construction of 
cyclists by others as somehow unthinking and pathological risk-takers. But as 
Zara’s reply indicates, she knows the junction and how busy it is and wouldn’t 
contemplate trying to jump the lights suggesting that her behaviour is in fact 
carefully  considered.

3  Risk as both Adams (1985, 1995) and Rowe (2004) have noted, has different meanings for 
different people. The accounts that I present in this chapter are largely concerned with reducing 
and mitigating perceived risks in the environment. Risk does however have alternative 
meanings and can be sought out by some riders and I explore this in more depth in Chapter 9 
through an analysis of the emphasis of risk in messenger videos as a source of identity and 
cultural capital. That is of course not to say that risk cannot be a source of identity and joy to 
other cyclists apart from messengers, a point I have explored in Chapter 5 in relation to feelings 
of adrenalin, exertion and flow.
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Fig. 25 ‘Alan going the wrong way’
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Similarly Alan comments on how his decision whether to perform an illegal 
manoeuvre is tempered by the situation and how dangerous it appears (please 
refer to DVD Track. 14 and Fig. 25 ‘Alan going the wrong way’). Interestingly 
this decision is balanced against going the long way round and the extra energy 
that implies (an issue I return to in section 7.3). 

As Adams notes, “traditional highway engineering has been based on the theory 

that we are completely oblivious to dangers in the environment around 

us...” (Adams in Clarke, 2006:291) and therefore features such as traffic signals 

are designed to represent the level of risk at particular localities. However, as 

Rowe points out,

“...risk is  not a thing nor is it an attribute of design or of public spaces. 

The mathematical probability of an event occurring can be 

calculated, but individuals  then decide what that probability means to 

them. ‘Risk’ is  an abstract noun created to cover the multitude of 

ways in which individuals can perceive a situation in relation to their 

own personal safety” (2004:14).

Accordingly, these accounts suggest that riders have a thorough awareness of 

their own vulnerability as road users and act in ways which minimise the danger 

to themselves based on the immediate context within which they find 

themselves. Such actions fit well within what Adams (1985, 1995) has termed 
Risk Compensation Theory (RCT). The central premise of RCT is (as Adams 
noted in the case of the ongoing and somewhat hackneyed cycle helmet 
debate4) that people engaged for example, in activities such as climbing without 
ropes and American football without pads, approached these activities with a 
greater deal of care and safety than would otherwise be witnessed (Adams, 
1995:146). The point being that the more vulnerable the person is to injury, the 
greater care they will take to avoid it. Similarly whether wearing a helmet or not, 
the cyclist is an extremely vulnerable road user and thus unless they have a 
death wish they will be seen - as the above accounts illustrate - to demonstrate 

4 For more on this debate see Clinch, 2006; Hamilton, 2004; Lawlor et al, 2003;  Sheikh et al, 
2004; Wardlaw, 2000, 2002 to name but a few.
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greater regard for their own safety than if they were encased within a ton of 
metal. 

7.1.2 Situated knowledges

A key aspect to judging the level of risk a given situation presents is the 
knowledge that is built up  through the routine of riding round the city, as the 
following accounts from Zara and Alan again highlight:

“I’m more cautious when I go to places I don’t know as well. I guess because 

you get to know things like lights you know when they’re going to change so 

you can anticipate things a bit more, and you know what the junctions are 

like that you’re coming up to, so I am more careful” (Zara 01/11/04).

“This is a good set of lights because once they turn red the green man 

comes on so I just whizz across…and go up the wrong side of the road. 

When I do that manoeuvre, their light is going to be red basically, I know 

that for a fact, and it’s a green man. All the times I’ve done that I’ve only 

seen like ten cars at that junction. I used to, instead of stopping at the 

lights and doing the turn, I used to go just straight over and just hang 

around there on the side of the road with both lanes going like that and 

just wait for a gap and scramble across which is way more dangerous than 

doing what I do now” (Alan, 21/10/04).

Here Alan and Zara point to the fact that they know the light sequences at these 
locations and this is part of what makes it safer to jump  the lights at particular 
junctions. Zara in particular comments that she would be much more cautious in 
places she was not familiar with. Alan’s account highlights his knowledge of the 
junction by noting the level of traffic, the light sequence, and the fact that doing 
the junction ‘properly’ feels a lot more dangerous.

It would appear from these accounts that for some cyclists the reason they 
disobey the law in certain scenarios is down to situated understandings of their 
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own personal safety  and subsequent attempts to minimise conflict with vehicles 
that could potentially  injure them. Certainly, one of the most widely cited 
reasons by cyclists for the seemingly irrational behaviour of disobeying traffic 
signals is somewhat counter-intuitively that they deem it safer to do so than to 
obey the traffic signals:

“Yeah I do that (jump the lights) because if I stay on the other side I get 

stuck, so it makes sense to do that. Otherwise you have to stand in the 

middle of the road with cars going on either side of you waiting for them to 

stop so you might as well get across the moment you can so you don’t have 

to do that. It makes a lot of sense in terms of my personal safety, our 

safety. I mean there are a lot of things that you do on a bicycle that are 

not in The Highway Code but make a lot of sense for one’s safety and you 

know The Highway Code is designed to ensure everyone’s safety but it doesn’t 

for cyclists. It’s ensuring that car drivers don’t run over pedestrians; as a 

cyclist you’re just out there” (Noam, 22/11/05).

“I don’t always ride to the letter of the law but I do try to, but sometimes 

it’s…like there were roadworks where I was today and there are temporary 

traffic lights but if I’d have gone at the same time as the rest of the traffic 

[...] it would have been difficult to get myself round the roundabout because 

there’d all be shunting me over and I didn’t feel confident about taking the 

middle lane and making all the traffic behind me slow down. Because I don’t 

cycle fast enough to set a good pace, I’m not comfortable really unless I 

really have to, like it’s for my safety, I don’t like holding the traffic up. If I 

was a fast cyclist I wouldn’t care...” (Joyce, 09/11/06). 

Road spaces are awash with power relations in which the cyclist is relatively 
weak. Because of this many of them have developed strategies which in given 
situations they feel to be safer even though The Highway Code and other road 
users may construct such actions as irresponsible, irrational and unsafe. One of 
the main problems is as Fischer (2003) points out, that the assessments of risk 
is ‘sociologically uninformed’ because the quantification of risk is largely 
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technical in nature and sees social factors as irrelevant. There is consequently 
a, “...reluctance to consider contextual factors directly...” (Fischer, 2003:423/4). 
The result as Fischer comments is that in failing to account for the contexts in 
which risks are situated, decision makers send out the message that people’s 
“...social experiences and searches for meaning do not count” (424). However 
as Adams notes, “risk perceived, is  risk acted upon. It changes  in the twinkling 

of an eye as  the eye lights  upon it” (Adams, 2004:30). Risk therefore changes 

from second to second. It is something gauged in the instant, not from an 

armchair by saying, ‘today if I see a small gap I shall not go through it’. Risks 

are purely contextual and contingent on situated and embodied knowledges. 
Thus where the system design fails to account for the affordances of a 
particular user - and as Fischer (2003) acknowledges - seemingly ‘risky’ 
behaviour can often be a fundamental source of safety (421). Noam goes on to 
explicitly qualify his own illegal behaviour in relation to the inadequacy of the 
law and infrastructure in relation to cyclists:

“If you look at The Highway Code, there’s about three of the regulations 

which actually refer to cycles. It was not designed for cyclists, it was 

designed for car drivers; the whole traffic light system, everything is 

designed for car drivers and perhaps for pedestrians, and cyclists aren’t part 

of the way that the system is designed and so you have to make your own 

way. There’s a lot of situations where if you follow the rules it’s more 

dangerous. Like if you stand at a traffic light and there’s about 100 cars 

about to accelerate behind you, it’s not safe. Also if you’re taking a left turn 

you’re not taking up any road space and in America it’s legal with a car…so I 

figure you have to make your own way but show due consideration” (Noam, 

21/09/05).

7.1.3 Risk and responsibility

So far these accounts have said little about how cyclists view their responsibility 
towards the safety of other road users although as Noam noted at the end of his 
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account, ‘due consideration’ needs to be shown when ‘making your own way’. 
Noam was not alone in holding this view and every rider I spoke to was mindful 
of the safety  of others in their day to day riding, suggesting that it was also 
uppermost in their minds as the following accounts suggest:

“I do use pavements but I realise that some people feel that it’s not really 

right, but I do ride on pavements. But I do always feel that pedestrians have 

the priority. Somebody once said to me…(phone rings). I don’t ride 

aggressively on the pavement and I don’t think it’s my right to ride on the 

pavement, but if the pavement is empty and I feel it’s safer then I’ll go on 

the pavement. If a pedestrian comes along then I pull over and they have 

right of way. If I feel that I’m riding with consideration on a pavement and 

somebody’s walking towards me looking like they’re working up to a big tut 

tut then I’ll just stop and let them go by” (Karen, 04/05/05).

“At the same time I certainly don’t worry about the rules, I worry about 

what makes sense. I guess I’d say that I have a strong sense of personal 

justice and if I feel what I’m doing isn’t wrong then it doesn’t really matter 

what the law is...if pedestrians are crossing I’ll go across the traffic lights 

but go across really nice and slowly so I’m not going to run anyone 

down” (Joe, 02/08/05).

There is the sense within these accounts that riders realise they are ‘borrowing’ 
space from pedestrians and moderate their actions accordingly. Such a 
measured attitude towards pedestrians in particular is no doubt partly because 
even in collision with a pedestrian, a cyclist realises that they are still very likely 
to be injured as the statistics suggest. Certainly Jim for one also raised the idea 
that his actions were proportionate to the vehicle he was in charge of and that 
this was his guiding principle:

“I think there is a sort of…I think your responsibility has to be 

commensurate with what you’ve got so if you’re driving a five ton lorry you 

better not be going up a one way street the wrong way because it’s a huge 
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responsibility. If you’re in a car you’ve got more responsibility than a cyclist. 

As a cyclist, yes I could mow someone down, I could probably take out one 

person if they were on the road and I had a chance to build up speed, that’s 

kind of the worst case scenario and I’m sure it happens occasionally or 

maybe too often. So yes, on a bike I’ve taken a certain amount of 

responsibility which at the very top scale is probably one life as it were. If 

I’m in a car I can take out six people almost anywhere I choose so that’s the 

level of responsibility I have taken on and if you don’t accept that 

responsibility you shouldn’t be in a car. If you’re in a bus you’ve taken on a 

hundred people etc, etc, you see what I mean?” (Jim, 12/10/05).

The statistics go some way to backing Jim’s rationale. A CTC (Cyclists’ Touring 

Club) web article on road safety (with all the caveats  to objectivity that implies) 

states that in collisions between cyclists and pedestrians, a pedestrian is 4.5 

times more likely to be injured than the cyclist (CTC, 2003). By way of 

comparison, according to Wardlaw (2001) motorcycles are four times more 

dangerous to pedestrians than cars (7) and according to Adams (1995) a lorry 

driver is  288 times more likely than a cyclist to take somebody with them in the 

event of a fatal accident (155). As these statistics  suggest and as Wardlaw 

points out, there appears  to be no evidence-based “...rationale whatsoever 

behind the political treatment of different types of vehicle” (2001:7).

Whilst riders are unlikely to know these statistics, they still articulate a 

considered understanding of their own affordances as bike-riders, and the 

potential harm that they could cause. It would appear that if these accounts are 
anything to go by, the movements of cyclists whether legal or not, are carefully 
weighed decisions because they are aware of the dangers both to themselves 
and that they pose to others. As Landry  (2004) notes, “how responsibility and 

accountability are defined is determined by social and political norms. If we 

focus on the fragility of people, this shapes our norms of 

accountability” (2004:10, see also Hamilton-Baillie, 2004b; Hamilton-Baillie & 

Jones, 2005). 
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The point that I really want to draw from these accounts is the way in which an 

embodied and situated understanding of what a cyclist is and what they are 

capable of dominates  many people’s  decisions on how to move around rather 

than a wider discursive framing of the cyclist-as-car. Somewhat counter-

intuitively, this was even true for Jen, a trained cycle instructor of many years: 

“For instance I know that there’s this thing of it’s bad to jump red lights, it’s 

bad to go on pavements, but actually, I think when you’re behaving 

responsibly or making eye contact with people then you’re at liberty to make 

those kinds of decisions because it’s not at anyone’s expense and it’s just a 

more human kind of interaction than just abiding the laws. I do this even 

though I’m not allowed, but when I go up on pavements I don’t do it when 

there’s a little old lady there or blind men (smiles), I only do it if I can see 

that there’s room for me and I don’t think it’s bad. [...]. But I think that the 

problem with laws and regulations is that you don’t do things that are logical; 

you don’t jump red lights because you’ve been told not to – you’re not being 

very imaginative...” (Jen, 11/11/05).

As Jen notes here, her movements are based upon an understanding of what is 

safe in a given context rather than what is  legally and acontextually5  ‘safe’. 

Despite being taught how to cycle in a vehicular style in accordance with the 

National Cycle Standards, Jen points to the effects of embodied and everyday 

experience in transforming that understanding, suggesting that she perhaps has 

a better understanding of her own vulnerability and the harm she could do to 

others than the trope of the cyclist-as-car allows. Certainly as Ingold (2000) has 
noted, judgement is only acquired through mimetic practice, it cannot be 
informed through programmes of instruction or design specifications (360). 

Accordingly I would suggest that all of these accounts point to fact that in 

practice many riders feel that they fall into a grey area which is  erased by the 

5 According to Clark (1989) the law is unproblematically “constructed and legitimated as a set of 
abstract acontextual  statements” (1989:439 in Imrie & Thomas, 1997:1402). For Imrie & 
Thomas (1997), this upholds the notion that the law is “...beyond reproach in occupying a 
higher, sanctified, playing field where it operates to ensure just and equitable outcomes (for all 
involved)” (1402).
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discursive and legal binaries  of vehicle and pedestrian, a point raised by Alan in 

relation to his own identity crisis:

“I guess I class myself more as a pedestrian than a vehicle, I think that’s 

the major thing, like when you’re crossing a pedestrian crossing, you’re 

definitely more pedestrian than vehicle, because it’s small, it’s got no engine 

in it…” (Alan, 21/10/04).

7.1.4 Defending an identity

There are of course many riders who prefer to stay as far as possible within the 

legal framing of the cyclist-as-car. However, none of the accounts given by 

these riders suggest that this was primarily because they thought it was safer. 

For these riders the reasons for obeying The Highway Code were not that it 

would be unsafe to do otherwise, but rather that it would look bad for cycling in 

general, the broader argument being similar to that of the Stop at Red6 

campaign that if cycling were to be taken seriously and taken up by many more 

people, it would have to be legitimised as a practice, and the best way to do this 

would be by being seen to obey the legal framing of the cyclist-as-car. 

Accordingly, riders who obeyed the rules of the road, pointed, in the majority of 

cases to the image of cycling as the thing that needed protecting, rather than 

anything else:

“Behaviour: It’s a lone crusade but I’m trying to show that not all cyclists 

jump red lights. I never do, but also I like accelerating between lights rather 

than just going very slowly through them all. So yeah on that level, I try to 

follow the law, so your normal stuff that cyclists are criticised for, I try to 

6  Stop at Red was a campaign launched in the spring of 2006 by the owner of a York bicycle 
shop who was purportedly fed up with reading anti-cycling rants in the papers (‘Braking Point’, 
04/06/06:n.p), and because he had been buoyed by a Lambeth parents’ initiative to stop red 
light jumping at a local school  (Seaton, 2006:n.p). The campaign quickly gained the backing of 
the Bicycle Association, the Association of Cycle Traders and the sustainable transport charity 
Sustrans in asking cyclists to visit a specially set up website to sign an online petition pledging 
to obey traffic signals (Seaton, 2006:n.p). The website states the twin aims of the initiative are, 
“to encourage cyclists to show courtesy towards other road users and pedestrians...[and]...to 
encourage greater compliance with the laws of the road” (‘Stop at red’, 2006).
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reduce my own guilt in that. I don’t jump lights, I don’t go on the pavement, 

but I can be very aggressive and I will shout at motorists, and cyclists more 

than motorists – I can’t stand it when they get in my way (laughs)” (Roger, 

03/11/04).

“It’s an interesting one. Every time I’m standing at a red light people zoom 

past me, I think why do I do this? It’s because I actually want to be 

accepted as a road user and there’s a bit of me - and I still remain to be 

convinced otherwise by cyclists - but there’s a bit of me that thinks if we 

break The Highway Code every time then people aren’t going to accept us as 

valid road users and so a lot of the time I do stop for the lights even though 

I could save time by going across them but I just think...whenever I have 

had road rage coming my way, people are saying ‘you fucking cyclists you go 

through red lights all the time.’ And if I can hand on my heart actually say 

I’m not one of those cyclists, you have to treat me as a road user and I 

have a right to this chunk of road however much that pisses you off then I 

feel like I can do it and feel OK” (Ross, 20/05/05).

Roger and Ross’s  accounts  testify to the fact that they see their practices as 

representing a wider notion of what cycling is. Whilst some practices contest the 

discursive and legal framing of the cyclist-as-car, the practices of these riders 

largely reproduce the cyclist-as-car not because to do otherwise would be 

inherently unsafe, but because to do otherwise is believed to undermine the 

legitimacy of the cyclist-as-car and the spatial entitlement that entails: to be a 

responsible road user, you must behave like a car and use space as prescribed. 

However, to do so further enhances and legitimates a car-centric system of 

automobility which discursively and materially elides the differences between 

and within different categories of vehicle, thus  denying the cyclist a legitimate 

and autonomous identity which can be freely articulated.
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7.1.5 Human traffic: gendered constructions of safety 

Because of the intensity of traffic on many of London’s roads it is  assumed that 

riders, particularly the less experienced, will want to ride on quieter back streets 

away from the main roads. This understanding is expressed for example in the 

Transport for London cycle maps of London which show ‘quieter’ routes for 

cycling. The logic of this seems sound in that with less traffic around riders will 

be less vulnerable to collision with other vehicles. However this logic fails  to 

account for gendered and temporal constructions of vulnerability. As Law (1999) 

notes,

“the social coding of a body as female in our society produces a 

specific vulnerability to sexual assault by men, and an associated set 

of norms of respectable and safe behaviour. Research has shown 

that these disciplinary norms...operate to limit travel after dark and in 

‘dangerous’ places, and constrain choice of modes such as walking 

or hitch-hiking” (Law, 1999:580).

Thus, whilst the assumption that riders  both male and female, and experienced 

and inexperienced will generally want to use quieter routes holds true in the day 

time (Joe, 02/08/05, Karen, 09/05/05), at night, a gender difference comes in to 

play which affects where some women would feel safe riding. Alita for one 

pointed out the less tangible dangers of riding at night:

“I suppose I’m more concerned with the possibility of being attacked than 

the traffic actually? (amused) Isn’t that weird? You’d have thought it would 

be the other way round? Riding at midnight and past midnight going home 

and I’m not scared, nothing ‘cos it’s not very busy but there’s still lots of 

traffic around so I feel safe funnily enough. Whereas if I’m riding round 

little…and the only time I get to that is when I get towards my house...you 

hear of people jumping out on cyclists all the time and I would be much 

more scared of that going on back streets than I am on the main road” (Alita 

28/11/05).
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Alita notes here that the traffic makes her feel safer at night because rather than 

being alone she feels  that she is amongst people, albeit people in cars. This is 

in contrast to her fear of the quiet back streets and the possibility of being 

attacked. She goes on to frame this vulnerability in terms of gender:

“Yeah I suppose it probably is (because I’m a woman) and I know that…I 

know that if I were to tell Freddy my husband that I was doing that even in 

daylight he’d be probably more concerned that I was riding there in daylight 

than on the main roads. [...]. I guess again it goes back to this thing of I 

don’t feel scared of being amongst the traffic. So it’s never been an issue, 

never thought about that. Whereas I’m far more scared of somebody 

jumping me as I’m riding along the canal or something, even in broad 

daylight which happens. There’s people walking their dogs and you might 

come across the odd cyclist but there’s no-one there” (Alita, 28/11/05).

A similar understanding was also expressed by Karen and Joyce:

“It’s weird, it’s (the underpass of Wandsworth Bridge roundabout) a bit of a 

no mans’ land [...] and at the moment it…feels slightly dodgy sometimes I 

suppose. I don’t often go under there at night, I don’t often take that route 

at night. I think I would go down there but if I felt a bit uncomfortable with 

it, I might go round the roundabout or find a way round somehow...” (Karen, 

09/05/05).

“I change my route if it’s late at night as for instance I wouldn’t come down 

New River Walk late at night, I stay on the main roads late at night where I 

think I should. You know in the West End it doesn’t matter; the back roads 

are busy anyway very late at night, but coming nearer to my house it’s 

quieter although generally I feel much safer on a bike late at night than I 

do on the buses and the tube; I just think somebody couldn’t be bothered to 

run after you and attack you. I think there’s more opportunity for people 

trying to make contact with you on a bus, they’re not likely to try and chat 

to you when you’re on your bike, it’s very unlikely and often that’s a way 
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that if people wanted to do anything they might try and establish contact 

first and you think well they could follow you off the bus whereas would 

somebody else…I don’t know, I just don’t feel that people could be bothered 

to put the effort in to running after you, getting you off your bike…I think 

there’s much easier targets” (Joyce, 09/11/06).

The key similarities  in these accounts  are centred around gender and 

temporality. As all three accounts state, this increased vulnerability is  activated 

by nightfall and is therefore framed temporally. Consequently, all three women 

have  developed spatial strategies which involve cycling in amongst the traffic 

even though the risks of doing so are arguably higher.7  Joyce’s account also 

highlights  the ‘privacy’ of the bike as making her feel safer over the publicness 

of the bus, a point also highlighted by Jen:

“At night time I feel safer and it’s daft because loads of bad stuff can 

happen to you over-night crime-wise but I still feel, I don’t feel as 

vulnerable. If I was walking or catching the bus there’s certain places and 

certain times of night I wouldn’t want to find myself, but on my bike I don’t 

mind where I am and at any time of night – 4am in the morning on a hellish 

estate in Hackney - I don’t care I feel totally OK. Perhaps I should feel 

vulnerable on it but you feel slightly untouchable” (Jen, 17/08/05).

Differently from the accounts of Alita and Karen, Jen’s feelings of vulnerability 

are less reliant on gender or temporality and reside more with the privacy of the 

bike which - similarly to Joyce - she suggests makes her feel less vulnerable 

even at night. Public transport in these accounts  is associated with a loss of 

control, independence and ultimately, freedom, privacy and safety. The bike is 

seen as allowing some freedom and safety to be regained because the rider at 

7  The only account anyone related to me of any harassment was from Jim: “so, in ’98 I got 
knocked off my bike and my shoulder got torn open by someone throwing their door open. [...]. 
June ’99 I get attacked on my bike by some kids - teenagers – who karate kick me off the bike 
and I landed on the same left shoulder and broke the clavicle. I didn’t break any bones the first 
time, I was really lucky, it was just a deep tissue tear, but no muscles or anything so I’m feeling 
very lucky at this point. Less than a year later in June these kids broke my clavicle so that was 
’99” (Jim, 05/07/05).
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least perceives that they can choose where they are, and who is around them to 

some degree. 

Whilst riding on the main roads might seem on the face of it to be more 

dangerous, and whilst it is certainly impossible to generalise or draw any firm 

conclusions based on this limited number of accounts, some women do present 

what appears to be an ‘irrational’ desire to court danger by cycling on the main 

roads at night. However, when their motivations for doing so are explored it 

becomes apparent that the decision to place themselves in comparative danger 

is  based on a gendered fear of street crime which they as women feel more 

susceptible to. Consequently, these accounts demonstrate how women develop 

self-protection strategies (Valentine, 1989; Pain, 1991) such as avoiding certain 

places at certain times The irrational is  thus recast as rational in terms of a 

personal and subjective view of safety. However, as a consequence, “these self-

imposed precautionary measures limit mobility significantly” (Law, 1999:570).

7.2 Ways of waiting: rhythms and time-space

As Parkin et al (2007) note, the vehicle space of the bicycle is very different to 

that of that car (69-70). One of the key differences is the ways in which cyclists 

and drivers experience and can ‘spend’ time whilst moving. For Parkes & Thrift 

(1978), part of the essence of place lies in the temporal structure of space; time-
space. They suggest that there is a mental and physical association of space 
and time whereby spaces are defined by patterns of time-use and time-
allocation. As a result they propose that, “...timed-space is the essence of place, 
that it is the timing component which gives structure to space and thus evokes 
the notion of place” (119).

However, May and Thrift (2001) note that accounts of time-space have tended 
to be overblown largely  due to a focus on a few elitist texts with too little 
emphasis on everyday time-spaces, a problem compounded by a failure to look 
at the differences in the way gendered, aged and technologised bodies 
experience time-space (13). Indeed, whilst time-space compression is deemed 
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to have radically altered the experience of time-space for all, the accounts of 
cyclists suggest that there is still a diverse range of time-spaces produced and 
experienced  simultaneously. May and Thrift go on to note how time appears 
differently according to particular spatial arrangements within a given setting 
suggesting that, “a sense of time emerges from our relationships with a variety 
of instruments and devices...” (May & Thrift, 2001:4). The way in which time-
spaces are produced and experienced is thus a product of how we are oriented 
to the world and as a result time-spaces are constituted through processes of 
embodiment and hybridity.

This section explores the embodied experiences of a number of riders in order 
to explore the construction of different urban time-spaces. In doing so I highlight 
the disjuncture between the time-spaces of the car-driver designed into the 
present system and those of the bike-rider. I also again highlight a parallel 
discursive framing of time-space which runs broadly along gender lines.

Time as an everyday ‘concept’ was important to all the cyclists that I spoke to. 
Riders exhibited numerous strategies to keep  time moving as it were, or to put it 
another way, to construct a moving time-space. This concept of keeping time 
moving is not unique to cycling and is no different to other forms of mobility. 
Indeed, the role of different technologies in mediating experiences of time is 
well documented (Cresswell, 2006; Massey, 1992, 1993; May & Thrift, 2001; 
Thrift, 2004b; Urry, 2003).

Everybody it seems has a schedule8 to keep, whether it’s getting your son to 
school on time, delivering your package on time or getting to work on time. Thus 
the journey is discursively framed within a number of different times; work time, 
domestic time and leisure time to name a few. However, what I am initially 
concerned with here is different embodied experiences of time. Certainly  Crang 
(2001) notes a difference between lived and represented time (187). One way 
systems for example, represent time in a very different way to how they are 

8 Hagerstrand coined the term ‘coupling constraints’ to describe the pressure exerted by having 
to be in specific locations at specific times for set durations. He suggested that these coupling 
constraints profoundly shape the spatial  and temporal trajectories of people in relation to other 
objects and entities (Hagerstarand, 1977:64).
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experienced. The quantified variable of the amount of time it may take to 
navigate such a route is utterly different to the embodied experience of doing 
so. To say  something takes 10 seconds for example, is wholly different to the 
potential experiences of those 10 seconds. To illustrate this point, the 
philosopher Henri Bergson used the seemingly inoccuous example of watching 
sugar dissolve in water. In his example, Bergson noted that waiting for the sugar 
to dissolve was not simply the mathematical time that it takes to do something 
that can be universally  applied, instead, “...it coincides with an impatience that 
constitutes a portion of my duration and which I cannot protract or contract at 
will” (Bergson in Pearson, 2002:10). Thus time is always perceived subjectively 
and differentially  rather than absolutely, a point reinforced by Carlstein et al 
(1978) when they assert that every individual has a personal sense of time 
(1978:1).

Bergson also claimed a distinct difference between the objectification of time 
through vision as a series of snapshots or transitions, in contrast to the 
embodied experience of time as a felt and unquantified continuum or ‘duration’. 
He suggested that this was because,

“as muscular sensation, they are a part of the stream of our 
conscious life, they endure; as visual perception, they describe a 
trajectory, they claim a space [...]. The latter is divisible and 
measureable because it is space. The other is duration” (Bergson, 
1999:35). 

Embodied movement for Bergson was central to the experience of time. It 
follows that different forms of movement and mobility produce a different 
experience of time as they orient the subject differently  in relation to the space 
of time. As Cresswell (2006) notes, “mobility as a social product, does not exist 
in an abstract world of absolute time and space, but is a meaningful world of 
social space and social time” (5).
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However, in the search to keep  traffic flowing9, time as an objectified and 
quantifiable variable is often sacrificed by planners and engineers with little 
thought to different experiences of time or the different options open to people 
on how to ‘spend’ waiting time. As a result of the theft of time within the system 
of automobility in the form of junctions, one way gyratories and congestion, car 
manufacturers have increasingly compensated drivers with in-car technologies 
such as the radio/cd/mp3, satellite-navigation, drinks holder, telephone, TV(!), 
ultra-comfy reclining seats, heating etc. All these technologies are geared 
towards passing time - making the increasingly static experience of driving 
bearable and perhaps even enjoyable. In the absence of movement, the 
duration is filled with distractions - ways of spending time.

The car-driver then can choose to experience time in a variety of ways when 
traffic is heavy or they are forced to wait. If they choose to sit in a queue they 
can listen to the stereo, make a phone call, do their make up, talk to a 
passenger. If they have the relevant practical knowledge of the area, then they 
may be able to keep moving and find an alternative route (Hagman, 2006:68). It 
is quite likely this will be no quicker than sitting in the queue but in this instance, 
time-space is perceived to be ‘moving’ and the experience may be more 
positively interpreted than a static experience of time-space as ‘stilled’. 

The space of the bike-rider however, is qualitatively different from that of the 
car-driver and thus riders exhibit different ways of dealing with time and 
therefore construct very different time-spaces. With this understanding in mind, I 
contend that the differential modes of waiting exhibited by cyclists such as 
weaving, balancing, slowing and stopping, are related to different embodied 
experiences of time. However these ways of waiting are not equally open to all 
but are culturally framed in relation to the skills and affordances of the rider in 
question and how they  frame their own range of potential movements. This is a 

9 For an excellent (and humourous) account of some of the ways London’s traffic  is kept flowing, 
and some of the ways in which it is not, see Parker (2002).
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key point because forms of waiting require different levels of skill10  to be 
performed. As a result the different tactics open to different cyclists based upon 
a multitude of skills, embodied dispositions, contexts and discursive framings 
produce different time-spaces.

7.2.1 Staccato rhythms 

Stopping is perhaps the most elementary form of waiting in that it requires only 
the most basic of skills and produces a relatively static experience of time. As 
Posso (2006) points out, there is a qualitative difference and contrast between 
movement in rest and paralysis, and habitual or mechanical action (Posso, 
2006:310). Consequently, the immobility of being stopped contrasts with the 
movement of the rest of the journey and was interpreted by different riders as 
alternatively inevitable and frustrating.

I want to contrast the journeys of three different cyclists; Zara, in her mid-
twenties and living with her partner in Battersea (south west London); Alita, in 
her mid-thirties and living with her husband and two young children in Stoke 
Newington (north central London); and Elina, a bicycle messenger in her late 
twenties and living with friends in Southwark (central London). Specifically I 
want to look at the rhythms of their journeys and the ways in which stopping, 
slowing and filtering give each journey a particular character.

The edited video of one of Alita’s journeys into central London shows how it is 
punctuated by periods of stillness and movement (please refer to DVD Track. 
15 and Fig. 26 ‘Staccato rhythms’). At traffic lights, Alita always stops no matter 
how safe it might appear to disobey the traffic signals. Alita rarely filters through 
traffic either, choosing instead to stop behind it and inhabit the spatially linear 
time of the other traffic. On the occasions where Alita does filter through traffic 

10  Knapp (1976) defines skill  as “the learned ability to bring about predetermined results with 
maximum certainty, often with the minimum outlay of time or energy or both” (Knapp, 1976:4). 
Similarly, for Welford (1976) skills lie in the effective and efficient use of capacities as the result 
of experience and practice (Welford, 1976:xiii). Here skill  is conceptualised in terms of strategies 
and procedures - larger sequences which whilst less defined, more accurately reflect the 
performance of choices in everyday life (Welford, 1976:2/56).
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Fig. 26 ‘Staccato rhythms’
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or approach the lights slowly it is always on the road and again spatially  linear in 
the sense that it does not involve weaving in and around the static cars. The 
rhythm11 of Alita’s journey is therefore quite ‘staccato’ in that it has definite stops 
and starts.

Alita explained that this approach was primarily because of her cycle training 
which she said had taught her to behave like other vehicles. In this way, the 
rhythms of Alita’s journey are seen to remain linear and subordinate to the 
‘dominating rhythms’ (Lefebvre, 2004:18) instituted within the system which 
quantify time through automated signals. Alita’s rhythm is therefore akin to the 
rational and ordered rhythm desired by the designers of these spaces (9). 
Whilst she acknowledged seeing other riders performing different rhythms she 
suggested that not only did she simply not want to do anything illegal, but that 
as a ‘learner’ she lacked the experience, skills and confidence to accomplish 
such manoeuvres:

“Yeah, I really do feel like that it’s all down to Mike who trained me because 

that’s what he used to say all the time. So I don’t take the piss and I don’t 

try and be smart, so for example I’ll stay behind the bus rather than going 

through a gap...” (Alita, 20/10/05). “...only when I know I can do it and I’m 

allowed to do it I do it, otherwise I tend to kind of really hold back which is 

probably what you notice when you follow me but that is really more 

because of I’m still learning, I very much still see myself as a learner, so I’m 

almost like aah?, should I be doing these things, am I going to get into 

trouble if I do these things?” (Alita 28/11/05).

Conceptualisations of time-space are gendered and therefore the experience of 
time-spaces can be radically different between men and women (see for 
example Adams, 1995; Davies, 2001; Law, 1999; May & Thrift, 2001; 
Schwanen, 2006), and indeed Alita (and Joyce) in particular noted how their 
cycling itself was bound up within gendered time-spaces of family and home:

11 For Lefebvre (2004), rhythm unites elements which “...mark time and distinguish moments in 
it” (Lefebvre, 2004:9). Whilst Lefebvre outlines a number of forms rhythm can take, of note 
particular note are secret or internal physiological rhytms and external or ‘dominating’ rhythms 
which aim to effect bodies and materialities beyond themselves (17-18).
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“If I take the bus I have to leave just before 7pm so I’m leaving a good 

15-20 minutes and that when you’re at home with children is actually quite a 

lot of time you know. You can sit and make sure they’ve both had their 

baths, I’m there just to do that little bit extra with them before I have to 

leave. Sometimes they’ll make me feel really guilty when I have to leave, ‘oh 

where are you going again?’ [...]. But if I’m there for as much time as I can 

possibly be with them…and at the same time that takes the pressure off 

Freddy. [...]...again me being able to be there that little bit longer takes the 

pressure off him because I can make sure they’ve been bathed and that’s 

one less thing that he has to do and think about. [...]. Over the years we’ve 

been together and had kids it’s been a whole lot of compromises and 

adaptations to get it right and so now being able to ride has kind of helped 

that” (Alita, 28/11/05).

Davies (2001) notes how a rationality of caring underpins women’s time-space 
making it difficult to carve a ‘pause’; a personal time-space free from these 
demands (133). However, both Alita (with two young children) and Joyce (with a 
grown up  daughter with learning difficulties) in particular framed their cycling 
time as a freedom from these other times:

“The biggest thing for me is it’s just something that I’ve done, it’s for me, its 

for nobody else, it’s for myself, and it’s just that feeling of…almost like I 

have achieved something and every time I make a journey I’ve achieved 

something by making that journey so it’s more the actual thing as a whole, 

getting from there to there and making that journey and the fact that I’ve 

done it myself and I’ve got there in one piece and all the rest of it you 

know? (Amita, 28/11/05).

For Alita then, the fact that the time-space of her journey is one characterised 

with pauses  and slows does not diminish the enjoyment of the journey for her 

because the enjoyment and ‘freedom’ of Alita’s  journey is framed within a wider 

conceptualisation of time which relates to her roles as a mother and wife. 

However, in an immediate and contextual sense, it is  not this somewhat 
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gendered knowledge which underpinns her spatial behaviour, but the 

knowledge of her capabilities as  a cyclist formed by her experience and her 

training. It is this more than any broader framing that defines  the rhythmicity of 

her time-space as  a cyclist. There is  thus a dual notion of time at work here. 

Whilst the time-space of Alita’s  journey is still performed to the prescription of a 

dominating time, her cycling to some extent frees her from a broader and 

gendered time-space characterised by numerous coupling constraints.

7.2.2 Mixed rhythms

In order to elaborate upon this I want to highlight Zara’s production of  a 

particular time-space during her journeys  to work (please refer to DVD Track. 16 

and Fig. 27 ‘Mixed rhythms’). Zara’s journey still incorporates stops, particularly 

at bigger sets of traffic lights  which she perceives as  too hazardous to disobey, 

but its rhythm is one more characterised by a slowing down and speeding up; a 

rolling tempo is achieved with occasional stops. Zara’s overall tempo is  also 

faster but slows at specific points. As the video illustrates, when she reaches 

Vauxhall Cross she slows and cuts  along the pavement to avoid the junction 

lights. The tempo increases again alongside the river and then slows as  she 

filters  down the stilled traffic towards Lambeth bridge. Not wanting to jump the 

junction lights she stops and waits and then when the lights  allow picks up 

speed out past Guy’s and St Thomas’s Hospital where she slows and filters 

through the traffic, and then uses the pavement to avoid the junction. Stopping 

briefly again Zara then moves off. This rhythm repeats itself up over Blackfriar’s 

Bridge and Farringdon; filtering, slowing, and stopping only where necessary 

until she reaches the intersection with a one way system near the Pentonville 

Road. Appearing more like a pedestrian, Zara again slows and uses the 

pavement to avoid the one way system, slowly edging up onto the pavement 

and moving cautiously through the few pedestrians before crossing the road 

and heading up the hill to Pentonville Road where she cruises downhill to her 

workplace. Whilst Alita’s journey to work is  framed by a domestic temporality, 
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Fig. 27 ‘Mixed rhythms’
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Zara’s is framed by a work oriented temporality as she suggests when talking 

about going through red lights:

“The red lights I don’t stop at, the reason is because it’s a time thing, 

certainly for me if I don’t see any reason to stop like when it’s just a 

crossing then I just go through because there’s no point in wasting time. 

[...]...when I’m running late I go through more, or if I’m in a rush to get 

home, and I think there is this half thing in my head which says when I’m 

not in a rush I should go through fewer, it’s really stupid and probably only a 

girl would do it but you’re right you’ve just made me think, in the morning 

when I’m late for work I go through a lot more red lights than I would 

normally do, like all the sort of cross-junctions when there are just 

pedestrians crossing, I wouldn’t normally go through because it does annoy 

pedestrians...” (Zara 01/11/04).

Here Zara points to the fact that her journey time-space is framed by the wider 

discursive coupling constraints of her working day which affect how she 

behaves on a given journey to work. However, she also implies that it is  not only 

this  that governs the rhythms of her journey. These rhythms are circumscribed 

by what she believes she as  a cyclist is  capable of in a given situation. Not only 

does she feel that she has  a reasonable level of skill and confidence, but these 

are underpinned by a belief that she does not have to behave like all the other 

vehicles on the road; that she can in fact inhabit a different time-space than that 

of the car or the cyclist-as-car as she notes:

“Ooh, I don’t know? No, you’re more of a vehicle aren’t you because you are 

on the road most of the time [...]. I’ve never really thought about it in that 

way, I guess it’s more of a half way thing because you are a vehicle but I 

guess the whole thing of jumping red lights and bits where you’re not as 

stuck as a car or a motorbike [...]...maybe that’s it, that the bike is more of a 

cross between the two, when you’re on the road you are like a vehicle, but 

you can be a pedestrian. I definitely see it as more flexible and easier than 
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other forms of transport. You’ve got the better speed that you can’t get 

through walking” (Zara 01/11/04).

Without formal training, and the experience of two years riding in London, 
Zara’s perspective is not that of the cyclist-as-car but of a different hybrid whose 
capabilities extend beyond those framed by the rules of the road. The alternate 
time-space produced by this entrained understanding is characterised by 
different ways of waiting. Zara produces a less linear rhythm than Alita, using 
more of the road (and pavement), and keeping time moving where possible by 
slowing and filtering around slow moving traffic. As Lefebvre (1991) notes, such 
appropriations imply  their own times and rhythms (356). As I noted on a number 
of different journeys with riders, stopping and slowing take roughly the same 
amount of objective time if timed by the clock, and therefore do not represent a 
saving in terms of the overall time a journey might take. However, riders 
generally  experienced slowed time as preferable to stopped time:

“I don’t really know. I guess you look at that and see the traffic and my 

thought would be just getting round that van and it would be that moment 

when I see that bus there that I want to get going and I probably would 

have made the decision that there’s not that many people walking down 

there. I suppose if it was really busy I might not have done it but obviously 

there are only a few. That bit of the road is often very busy and that bit 

I’m often having to go up on the pavement there just to get round all the 

traffic…” (Zara, 01/11/04).

Here Zara points to the way in which when given the option of stopping or 
slowing, she prefers to slow because she will still experience time in motion; 
she is still getting somewhere because time in its visualised form as space 
keeps moving, albeit at a slower rate. Even if we consider time-space in terms 
of an embodied duration, the experience of slowing that Zara recounts is still 
qualitatively  different to that of stopping. Posso (2006) suggests that difference 
in the “...degree of speed, and the consequent different rhythm of perception, 
produces a difference in the nature of being...” (314). Whilst other vehicles have 
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no choice but to stop, here the capabilities of the bicycle and rider open up a 
choice; a chance to inhabit an alternate time-space where both the body and 
time are less subordinate to a dominating rhythm.

A further tactic employed to alter the rhythms of a journey was that of filtering. 
As a tactic, filtering is similar in relation to slowing, as track standing is to 
stopping; it demonstrates a more skilled version of the former because it 
involves more balance, bike control and if done at speed entails a greater risk to 
the rider from being in amongst other road users. In the same way that a 
knowledgeable driver may be able to avoid a traffic queue by taking a different 
and often circuitous route, the cyclist often achieves this on the microscale, 
avoiding having to stop by taking a circuitous route through a traffic queue.

In his journeys to and from work, Alan frequently used filtering as a time-space 
strategy, constantly filtering in and out of stationary  and slow moving traffic 
(please refer to DVD Track. 17 & Fig. 28 ‘Alan traffic-jamming’). According to de 
Certeau (1984), there is a ‘tactical and joyful dexterity’ associated with the 
mastery  of such a tactic which enhances the pleasure of ‘getting around the 
rules’ of a constraining space (18). 

“I can’t put it (weaving) down to anything really, you just feel a bit stupid 

sitting there at that junction when there’s no traffic, especially when it’s 

pissing it down or something. [...]. I think it’s the fact that if you’re stuck 

behind traffic you’re sitting there basically sucking their exhaust, so I might 

as well be going through the traffic rather than just sitting there lapping it 

up. [...]. I hadn’t realised I did it as much until I saw it. I think it’s because 

I’m not going the speed that I want to, I’m restricted by what they’re doing 

even though they’re moving forward. Being stuck in the traffic is really 

boring too. If I wanted to be stuck in traffic I’d drive to work. (Alan, 

21/10/04).
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Fig. 28 ‘Alan traffic-jamming’
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Again, filtering although slower than freely cycling down a clear carriageway 
and hardly  quicker overall than stopping and pulling away is seen by Alan as 
preferable to stopping because the movement over space is experienced as 
preferable to being stationary. Moreover, the actual embodied act of filtering and 
the extra balance it can involve allows ‘internal’ time to keep moving and thus 
filtering is a marriage of both inside and outside time in that the body feels both 
times simultaneously. As Bergson has suggested, ‘inner duration’ is central to 
our experience of time: 

“there is no doubt that our consciousness feels itself enduring, that 
our perception plays a part in our consciousness, and that something 
of our body and environing matter enters into our perception. Thus, 
our duration and a certain felt, lived participation of our physical 
surroundings in this inner duration are facts of experience” (Bergson, 
1999:31).

Both Zara’s and Alan’s accounts demonstrate how a wider framing of time in the 

shape of work is  reworked in context through situated understandings of what 

the bike-rider might reasonably be capable of. In the relative absence of the 

discursive framing of the cyclist-as-car due to experience and a lack of formal 

disciplining, both Zara and Alan highlight the construction of new and alternate 

time-spaces and rhythms which are less conditioned by the dominating rhythms 

of road space.

7.2.3 Fluid rhythms

I now want to turn to explore Elina’s journeys round London. Elina is in her late 

twenties and has been a messenger for almost 10 years, five of them in 

London. As  with the movements of Alita, Zara and Alan, Elina’s movements are 

framed by wider coupling constraints - in this instance those of being a bicycle 

messenger - as she suggests:
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Fig. 29 ‘Fluid rhythms’
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“This is Charlotte Street. I’m just getting a radio here. The lights are green 

for them coming down at these roadworks (watches and laughs), behind the 

pedestrians and across. It’s quite important to be able to do stuff like this, 

your packages would be late if you had to sit and wait. Why would they get 

a bike messenger if…you know they might as well get a motorbike because 

they have to obey the rules. We don’t have to cos when you can see a gap, 

it’s safe and you’re not endangering anyone else and you’re not endangering 

yourself so I say why not you know? You’ve still got to do it sensibly, you 

shouldn’t be hacking up people or pissing people off; like here I’m pretty 

much at walking pace. It’s important because that’s what it’s all about is 

having your freedom, being able to do these things” (Elina 30/11/05).

As the video of Elina demonstrates (please refer to DVD Track. 18 and Fig. 29 

‘Fluid rhythms’), her journeys around London as a whole are characterised by a 

more continuous time-space where almost the only stops are those inevitable 

ones where she stops to pick up or deliver a package: her destinations and 

origins. Otherwise her journey is  a fast but hardly frantic one where speed 

remains largely within certain parameters. As the video shows, Elina gracefully 

weaves through pedestrians crossing the road, then slows and crosses the 

lights at Cambridge Circus  like a wayward pedestrian. Looking everywhere she 

regains tempo and then slows to filter through the traffic, squeezing improbably 

down a queue she then takes a right through an alleyway shortcut, and then 

back on to a small road. Her speed stays slow as she finds her address and 

then she finally halts. Elina’s day continues  in a similar vein with only a handful 

of traffic-induced stops. Instead she weaves and filters, uses the pavements, 

rolls through red lights and even trackstands at particular points. The rhythmicity 

of her journey is not one of high speed but instead has a lilting feel similar to 

that of Zara’s but with a more complex, confident and up-tempo rhythm. More 

than any of the other riders featured here, Elina points  to the construction of a 

rhythmic time-space which is more attuned to the internal affordances of the 

bike-rider than it is to the rhythms desired by the system of automobility.
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That is not to say however, that this  time-space is not conditioned by broader 

coupling constraints and body knowledges. Elina like Zara and Alan has never 

had formal cycle training; instead her training has been on the road as  a bicycle 

messenger. Here two wider framings meet which define the time-space within 

which she operates. Firstly there is a particular framing of movement which 

being a working messenger entails. Unlike the two previous framings of 

domestic and work time however, the work framing of the messenger directly 

informs the rider’s knowledge of how they should perform as a cyclist. Rather 

than frame the cyclist-as-car, the work and culture of messengering constructs 

the affordances of the rider within the context of everyday riding. The 

consequences of this are that wider discursive framings of the cyclist-as-car 

have little resonance as the rider looks to their own situated and embodied 

capabilities in order to carry out the task in hand (usually to deliver and pick up 

as many packages  as quickly as possible) and thus to keep moving wherever 

possible. Elina highlights this  when she talks about what couriering would be 

like in a motor vehicle:

“Motorbike couriers stop at lights, we don’t (laughter). I’m sure you know 

that. Lights aren’t meant to be for pushies anyway, they’re just to keep the 

traffic under control” (Elina, 11/07/05).

“Just being able to move is the most important thing. In a van say you’d be 

stuck in traffic all day and it must be so frustrating. I have been in a van 

cos I’ve done some van jobs and I just relax, have a cigarette or read my 

paper. It’s nice and warm in there as well, have a chat with the van driver. 

Even if I had a licence though I’d rather be on the bike. You’ve got more 

freedom and options really. It’s terribly constricting driving in London” (Elina, 

30/11/05).

Of particular note in Elina’s (and Ernie’s) arsenal of ways of waiting is the track-
stand (please refer to DVD Track. 19 and Fig. 30 ‘Internal time-space’). I have 
already talked earlier in Chapter 5 about track standing in relation to the 
embodied sensation of balance. Here I want to highlight the relation between 
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that embodied sensation of balance and a particular experience of time. The 
track-stand12 takes some skill to master and is not practiced by many riders. 
Notably  it is seen to be an essential part of the messenger’s toolkit and also that 
of the trials riders for whom it forms one of the most basic moves for all other 
‘tricks’. Few other cyclists use it or even talk about it.

I would suggest that the track-stand embodies a different form of stopping to 
that of stopping with the feet down because the body internally is still in motion: 
it is as Bergson would say, a different experience of time because the body is 
feeling time rather than the eyes quantifying time in spatial terms. Whilst track-
standing, the body does not connect points in space to represent the passing of 
time in terms of a trajectory, nor is this fully the powerlessness of waiting 
whether that be Bergson’s glass of sugar or Islington High Street’s traffic lights. 
As Elina notes, the track-stand is a way of manipulating the passage of time:

“Yeah I play a bit, keep it a bit more interesting. It’s good to set challenges 

with track-stands and see how far you can get” (Elina, 30/11/05).

As Elina suggests, the track-stand is a distraction from a static experience of 
time, a point reinforced by her characterisation of time as distance when she 
says it’s good to see ‘how far you can get’.

Joe also notably attempted track-stands on occasion when the lights weren’t in 
his favour. Rather than sit stationary at the lights, Joe used the track-stand as a 
way of inhabiting an alternate time-space, switching from a time-space 
experienced externally to an internal time-space:

12  The track-stand or stationary balance is nothing new as Marks notes in her 1901 book on 
trick cycling: “the stationary balance is a feat which all  and every cyclist should most certainly 
cultivate[...]. Its application is almost as useful  in traffic as in trick riding. In many a tight place it 
has been the means of averting disaster, for it gives such complete control that even when 
surrounded by innumerable horses and vehicles, the sudden closing in of an open space ahead 
means but a cessation from labour, and a comfortable quiescence in the existing state of 
affairs” (Marks, 1901:12). In her account Marks goes on to highlight the ‘comfortable 
quiescence’ of the track-stand which allows the rider to stop and move away more smoothly 
than putting the feet down (ibid).
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Fig. 30 ‘Internal time-space’
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“Yeah, you feel flow in your body. There’s no reason whatsoever but I like 

the feeling of it, I like…the feeling of being on a bike, you know a lot of it is 

to do with balance and playing around with track stands is all about figuring 

out the balance on your bike” (Joe, 23/11/05).

Joe suggests here that the movement within his body of trying to maintain 
balance takes over as his focus when the visually apprehended movement of 
covering ground is temporarily halted. As Thrift (2004b) notes, myriad 
adjustments and improvisations open new lines of flight, producing the fabric of 
time-space as open-ended (592). A  time-space of continuous movement 
invisible to all except the rider is thus produced through deploying such skills. 
So whilst time is culturally framed there are also phenomenological times and 

endogenous rhythms which originate inside the body: “consequently behaviour, 

at the individual and aggregate level, is never wholly divorced from the conflict 

between the time inside and the time outside” (Carlstein et al, 1978:2).

Taken together, these accounts demonstrate that whilst there are wider 
framings at work in dictating people’s experience of time-space, these time-
spaces are also profoundly affected by people’s understandings of their 
capabilities as road users. I have shown that for some riders, these 
understandings have been conferred through more official understandings such 
as cycle training whilst for others they have come from a more embodied and 
contextual understanding of their own capabilities. The result is that particular 
understandings produce time-spaces specific to a way of knowing characterised 
by different rhythms. Whilst some rhythms are similar to those of the cyclist-as-
car, others exhibit a wider array  of rhythms more attuned to the affordances of 
the individual cyclist.

7.3 Breaking distances: energy-space

As I have already established in Chapter 5, energy  is a cultural commodity. How 
people choose to expend their energy is bound up  within a complex web of 
dispositions and discursive frames. Consequently, the decision whether to 
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expend energy is  not a purely abstract, rational calculation but is related to a 

range of factors  that Ajzen (1985) defines as “...‘personal attitude’, ‘the social 

norm’ and ‘control factors’ (that is, those real and perceived factors that either 

facilitate or inhibit a person’s ability to perform the behaviour)” (Ajzen, 1985 in 

Parkin et al, 2007:71). However, as I highlighted in Chapter 4, the road system 

is designed around the attributes of motor vehicles rather than human powered 
vehicles. As Adams (2004) notes,

“...the main limitation of (the contemporary transport planning) 

approach stems from the assumption by its  installers that people will 

behave like obedient automatons. A brief period of observation of 

such a junction will confirm that they do not. Pedestrians routinely 

disregard red lights  (in Britain red lights for pedestrians are merely 

advisory, not mandatory). And they are frequently found on the wrong 

side of the barriers; pedestrians are natural Pythagoreans, preferring 

the hypotenuse to the other two sides of the triangle wherever 

possible” (Adams, 2004:39-40).

What Adams is referring to here is not just a Pythagorean notion of time, but 

also energy. Pedestrians and cyclists  are unique in the urban environment in 

that they move under their own power and thus to use the example of the 

triangle which Adams gives, where possible, pedestrians and cyclists will often 

take the shortest, and particularly for cyclists, the flattest route (see also Gehl, 

2001; Parkin et al 2007).

Unfortunately, and as  Adams (1995, 2004) notes, such things have rarely been 

considered in the urban environment which has been planned as an isotrophic 

surface where human energy expenditure has ceased to become a variable 

because it is  erased by the use of mechanical and electrical locomotion.

“cycling is  distinct from other forms of vehicle transport in that it 

requires human effort to provide the locomotion. This  is self-evidently 

true of walking, but the coupling of a rider with a machine appears to 

heighten awareness of the effort being made. The amount of effort 

required is the result of a combination of the mass of the rider and 
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bicycle, the rotational mass of the wheels, the gradient, the rolling 

and air resistances and the mechanical efficiency of the 

bicycle” (Parkin et al, 2007:75).

Parkin et al confirm the failure to recognise the kinaesthetic in the transport 

system stating that, “for cycling, additional transport system variables are 

required in order to consider the effects of effort expended and the cycling 

environment” (Parkin et al, 2007:70). There are signs  that such deficiencies are 

being recognised and remedied in the shape of one-way contra-flows for 

cyclists  in some one way streets.13 However there is  little recognition that 

anything else in the urban environment might also be a kinaesthetic deterrent to 

cycling.

7.3.1 Energy-space

According to Forer (1978), places are perceived differently depending on how 
we perceive them in time. She gives the example that for a pedestrian, the time 
map  of a street would see the road widen as it takes longer to cross, the tower 
block shrink in relation to the house because it has lifts, and the lamp posts 
grow extremely  tall as they would take some time to scale for most of us (Forer, 
1978:102). 

In a similar vein I want to apply  this concept of timed-space to what I will call 
energy-space. According to Chris Juden (2003) of the CTC, the physics of 
slowing and accelerating on a bike compared to other forms of mobility, notably 
that of the pedestrian are very  different. Whilst riding a bike at a moderate 
speed (10-12mph) takes only as much energy as it would take to walk at a 
quarter of that speed, each time the cyclist slows or stops they lose far more 
kinetic energy than a pedestrian (1). Juden suggests by way of example that 
every time a ‘typical’ cyclist has to stop  and then restart, it is the equivalent to 

13  A program to remove one-way gyratories in London has been implemented recently 
beginning with the removal in 2002 of the Shoreditch gyratory in east London. TfL has since 
drawn up a list of 12 gyratories it wants to reform. However according to London Cyclist 
progress has been slow in securing funding to begin works (June/July 2007:7).
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cycling an additional 100 metres whereas for a pedestrian it is the equivalent to 
approximately  two steps (ibid). This is because the extra speed and slightly 
greater mass of the cyclist increase the energy demands required to stop  and 
start. Of course it takes an enormous amount of energy to accelerate a car but 
crucially, the difference between the bicycle and car is that the car-driver feels 
this energy expenditure ultimately somewhat abstractedly in their wallet in extra 
petrol costs whilst the cyclist feels the extra cost in a directly  embodied sense in 
their legs and lungs primarily (Juden, 2003:2). Whilst Juden in his role with the 
CTC cites this argument in a politically  (relatively) neutral manner in relation to 
side roads, the same logic can be used to understand another reason why 
cyclists may choose to take little notice of traffic signs asking them to stop or to 
observe in-direct one way systems.

Taking a cue from Forer (1978), I use a graphical contrast to demonstrate what I 
mean (please refer to Fig. 31 ‘Vehicle and cyclist energy-space on green’ & Fig. 
32 ‘Vehicle and cyclist energy-space on red’14). For the car-driver, all junctions 
are a kinaesthetic constant whether the lights are green or red because it takes 
the same amount of bodily energy for them to stop and pull away or to keep 
going. For the cyclist the junction looks very different if the lights are red as 
opposed to green. The energy  taken to stop and then pull away from the lights 
means that if space is conceptualised as energy, the size of the junction 
increases enormously for the cyclist on a red light compared to how it would 
appear on a green light. It is still larger on green than it is for the car driver on 
green, but the least appealing features of the urban enviornment for the cyclist 
(assuming they want to minimise energy expenditure) are arguably the red 
traffic light and the one way system.

14 These graphical  representations of the differential consumption of energy for given situations 
are illustrative rather than indicative of the relative differences.
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Spatialisation of energy for car-driver on a green light

Spatialisation of energy for cyclist on a green light

Fig. 31 ‘Energy spaces on a green light’
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Spatialisation of energy for a car-driver on a red light

Spatialisation of energy for a cyclist on a red light

Fig. 32 ‘Energy-spaces on a red light’
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7.3.2 The shortest route

There were countless examples of the energy-space of the cyclist influencing 
unprogrammed behaviour at particular points in the journey. Near the end of 
Zara’s journey to work for example, she encounters a one way system coming 
up  to the Pentonville Road from Farringdon where she elects to ride on the 
pavement (please refer to DVD Track. 20 and Fig. 33 ‘Zara avoiding the one-
way’:

“The first few times I did that (section of pavement) I did get off and walk 

but then I just got bored, and thought well if I go slowly, what’s the 

difference? And in that sense I guess I was thinking if I go slowly what’s the 

difference? [...]. The reasoning behind going up on the pavement there is that 

otherwise you have to go all the way round the whole Kings’ Cross one way 

system which adds probably at least five minutes on to the journey. Kings’ 

Cross the traffic is a nightmare, and you know everyone is all over the place 

and you have to go right the way round and go through tons of sets of 

traffic lights, then cross over Pentonville road which is a busy road. It was 

like the first time I did it I just thought this is stupid, I’m wasting my time 

and energy and so the second time I went out like that” (Zara, 01/11/04).

Zara points here to the way in which the variables of time, energy and 
vulnerability all deter her from using the one way system. The video illustrates 
how pedestrian-like her movements are as she adjusts her speed to walking 
pace and carefully negotiates the pavement. Ross - a staunch adherent of the 
cyclist-as-car discourse - also had a similar story to tell:

“I’ve just started doing one that I’ve never done before coming into 

Greenwich and at this time of year, most of the time when I come back into 

Greenwich the park’s still open and I’ll ride up through the hill in the park 

whereas most cyclists actually stop, because when you come out of the park 

there’s like a one way down to the main road and a lot of people coming 

back round the one way system this way will actually cross over that bit 
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Fig. 33 ‘Zara avoiding the one-way’
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and go the wrong way down the one way to get straight into the park 

rather than having to go round three sides. I never used to do that and I’ve 

just started doing it and I don’t know why really. I think it’s because maybe 

one time when I was just really knackered I just thought oh I’m going to go 

that way and then I’ve done it more often so maybe I’m abrading the edges 

of my rules...and just there are so many cyclists do it and they’re not 

actually causing a hazard so I guess rules are there to be broken, even your 

own (laughs)” (Ross, 03/08/05).

As these accounts highlight, the pavement is seen as a slow space but one 
where the bike can integrate. Again the slowing down entailed in such a tactic is 
seen as preferable to either stopping due to intense traffic, or to expending the 
extra energy  required to navigate a one way system. Similar behaviour can be 
seen by some riders at traffic lights where they slow rather than stop at red 
signals, particularly pedestrian crossings.

7.3.3 Stops and starts

“I think it has to be quite something for me to unclip and put my foot down, 

I only kind of do that at big junctions. So pedestrian crossings, when they’re 

safely out of the way I’ll just carry on. [...]...it’s more energy I suppose, 

constantly having to pull off from lights takes more energy” (Alan, 21/10/04).

Alan highlights in his account and his riding why the energy-space of riding 
leads him to operate outside of the variables designed into the road system 
(please refer to DVD Track. 21 and Fig. 34 ‘Alan crossing the lights’). Whilst he 
loses some energy in slowing, he loses much less than if he were to come to a 
halt completely. He also, like other riders qualifies this behaviour in terms of his 
responsibility towards other road users, relying on his judgement of the context 
rather than the acontextual judgement of the law. Gary echoes the sentiments 
of Alan when he states that,
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Fig. 34 ‘Alan crossing the lights’
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“It’s...I think it’s OK to go through some lights because it’s a lot more effort 

to slow down and start up on a bike. I think that’s really why most people do 

go through red lights” (Gary, 26/10/04).

I don’t want to suggest that the concept of an alternate energy-space is a 
mandate for cyclists to ignore all directives to stop, but I would suggest that 
there is a fundamental difference between the practical affordances of cycling 
and the discursive affordances of cycling. By  this I simply mean that The 

Highway Code and other legal framings of the cyclist fail to acknowledge that 
the energy-spaces of the cyclist are any different from those of motorized 
vehicles. Consequently  much infrastructure such as one way systems, and give 
ways on side roads and junctions actively disadvantages and discourages 
cycling because it fails to acknowledge the ways in which cyclists experience 
these spaces differently, a point affirmed by Parkin et al (2007):

“the non-policy sensitive variables of hilliness  and wind speed will 

affect the power consumption requirements of a bicycle, as will the 

number of times a cyclist has to stop or slow down on a journey, and 

hence have to speed up again, which requires acceleration and 

hence additional effort. The number of stops and starts  is related to 

the design of the infrastructure, and may be influenced by 

appropriate policy and design philosophy” (Parkin et al, 2007:75).

The result is that cyclists often act ‘off the script’ in these spaces because they 
experience them as subjectively different. However, as I have already noted, 
because these unprogrammed uses of space fall short of the ‘ideal movements’ 
designated as legitimate by the system’s designers, they are deemed illegal and 
criminalised with the result that such behaviours are constructed as 
irresponsible and dangerous rather than as the rational responses of people 
negotiating a system not designed with them in mind.
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7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter I have investigated the construction of the identity of the cyclist 

as a road user. Working from its dominant framing as a vehicle subject to the 

same laws as motorised vehicles as outlined in chapter 4, I have shown that 

many cyclists actually have a much less disciplined view of what they as cyclists 

are capable of doing safely. In contrast to media and government constructions 

of law-breaking cyclists’ practices as unsafe, I have shown that cyclists consider 

the safety of others as much or more than other groups  of road users, and are 

more acutely aware of their own vulnerability than other road users classed as 

vehicular. I have also demonstrated that due to the embodied nature of cycling, 

many cyclists  also inhabit different time-spaces and energy-spaces than those 

desired by the system designers and thus often act in unprogrammed and 

‘inappropriate’ ways. As de Certeau (1984) notes, the ‘operational schemas’ of 

subjects intervene in the functioning of regulation in the first order by introducing 
a second order into it; an alternate set of instructions which produces play in the 
machine (1984:30). Where these practices are seen to deviate from those 
desired by the system’s designers they  resist and reject the identity of the 
cyclist-as-car imposed upon them by law. As de Certeau goes on to state, 
people display,

“innumerable ways of playing and foiling the other’s game, that is, the 
space instituted by others, characterise the subtle, stubborn, 
resistant activity of groups which, since they lack their own space, 
have to get along in a network of already established forces and 
representations” (de Certeau, 1984:18).

However the desire and ability  to resist this identity is rooted in the skilled and 
embodied dispositions of individual subjects which intersects with the discursive 
framing of the cyclist-as-car. Hence for the cyclist, contextual and discursive 

understandings are woven together by profoundly embodied conceptualisations 

of time, energy and vulnerability to produce a unique spatiality. The result is  that 

the movements of the cyclist are often based upon an ‘immanent’ and 

contextual understanding where the lived experience of the body dictates tactics 
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over and above any extra-somatic disciplining of the body. As Lefebvre (1991) 

states:

“the users space is lived - not represented (or conceived). When 

compared to the abstract space of the experts  (architects, urbanists, 

planners), the space of the everyday activities  of users is  a concrete 

one, which is to say, subjective” (Lefebvre, 1991:362).

In this way the tactics  of many cyclists critique an ordering which they suggest 

does not fully understand what they are and are capable of doing. Cyclists 
realise that the trope of the cyclist-as-vehicle is in part the reification - the 
discursive idealisation and concretisation - of something that does not exist. The 
legal position of the cyclist as a statement of values as written or practiced 
creates a reification of something that a dominant group of people believes 
does or should pervade. This group of people rarely represents the whole and 
thus the reification of those values imposes an idealisation upon the wider 
group. However, as these accounts illustrate, “...as a reification, it may seem 
disconnected, frozen into a text that does not capture the richness of lived 
experience” (Wenger, 1998:61). Thus the practice of a particular set of values 
backed up by a rhetoric (of safety and predictability in the case of mobility) 
writes the city in a particular way, defining a moral geography of movement 
which fails to recognise alternate ways of moving in the city, instead 
constructing them as unsafe and irresponsible. 
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Chapter 8. Pandora’s bike: the evolution and devolution of technology

“…for me a bike is…it’s always BMX, it was never anything else, 

I’ve always ridden BMX from the first bike I ever had when I was 

four years old, for me it’s…your bike is like…it’s something that 

you’re supposed to be able to do as many things on as you can 

possibly make it do. It’s almost like a piece of gymnastic apparatus 

in that sense. You know you’re supposed to be able to do as many 

things as you can physically enable yourself to do on your bike 

and that’s just how I look at bikes whereas other people have 

learnt to ride at some cycling school or with a yellow sash on 

going stop, put your arm out left, right, blah, blah, blah but I don’t 

do any of that shit” (Phil, 05/11/05).

This chapter approaches urban cycling through a direct focus on the bicycle as 
a generic form of technology, material culture, and hybridisation of people and 
‘things’. In chapters 2 & 4 I have already outlined the attempted theoretical and 
discursive closure of the bicycle as a technology whereby it comes to embody 
transport and green lifestyles (Horton, 2006). In this chapter I explore relatively 
marginalised practices surrounding the bicycle which present a number of 
alternative storylines. In the process of so doing so I shed light upon the nature 
of the human-object relations which produce these meanings. Firstly  I highlight 
the role and extent of hybridisation in constructing particular meanings. 
Secondly, I draw attention to the social shaping of the bicycle through the 
diverse practices that produce it. Thirdly, I discuss the role of the bike as an 
actant in shaping practice. Ultimately I sketch out a non linear narrative of the 
bicycle as a technology which suggests that at any one time there are many 
competing meanings and materialisations of what a bicycle is, and a 
concomitant multiplicity of meanings to mobility.
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Theorists of technology such as Pinch and Bijker (1984) and Rosen (2002b) 

suggest that as a ‘mundane’1 technology, the contemporary bicycle is deemed 

to be at the end of its technical cycle as relevant social groups associated with 

the technology have come to narrowly define what that technology can be used 

for. The bicycle has  not always been so narrowly conceived of however and has 

historically enjoyed significant interpretative flexibility2  (Pinch & Bijker, 1984), 

being linked to a variety of causes and social movements (Horton, 2006:42-43 

see also Creighton, 1995). Rosen (2002b) points out that the initial development 
of bicycle design and production in the late nineteenth century, “...stimulated 
desires for personal transportation and for speed” (26). This is perhaps a 
somewhat selective reading because the development of the bike as Ritchie 
(1996) has noted, also stimulated other forms of movement which, “...were not 

intended to display speed but other ‘entertainment’ aspects of the velocipede - 

slow riding, trick riding, jousting, dramatic sketches etc” (53). Moreover, these 

‘spectacular’ forms did not inherently exclude other forms of movement as one 

trick rider writing at the turn of the century noted, 

“it may safely be assumed that this same practice of trick riding does 

not diminish the zest for country excursions, nor the pleasures and 

pains of the annual tour, for to the ardent cyclist no side of the sport 

is  devoid of interest, and amongst the most ardent the merry trickster 

prominently figures” (Marks, 1901:5).

1  Much work on hybrids and cyborgs has focused on quite exotic  technologies (such as those 
employed in the Information Technology and Bio-technology industries) and their role in the 
reformation of the social, cultural and human (Michaels, 2000b:3). Such technologies it is 
argued, tend to be seen as central to the reconfiguration of our conceptions of nature and what 
it is to be human (ibid). There has also been a parallel  vein of work in the sociology of science 
which has tended to focus on more ‘mundane’ technologies, that is to say technologies that 
have been around for a while and are thus taken for granted. Because mundane technologies 
have largely lost their novelty and just ‘do their job’ in the background largely outside of the 
discursive glare that captures the exotic, to study them is to look at how they reflect, produce 
and reproduce local social configurations by being the benchmark for the ordinary, the normal, 
the invisible against which is set the strange and exotic  (ibid). Needless to say the divide is 
spurious - even the most mundane technologies use the most exotic  of materials and vice-versa 
(ibid). Nowhere is this more evident than in the production of higher-end bicycles which employ 
cutting edge aerospace technologies in aluminium, titanium and carbon composites.

2 Pinch & Bijker’s (1984) classic study looked at the bike in its early inception and what it meant 
to different ‘relevant social  groups’ (in their study these comprised young men, women and 
elderly men). Through their analysis they traced the ways in which its initial  interpretative 
flexibility was reduced and consequently the number of meanings associated with it (Michaels, 
2000b:5).
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Increasingly however, and as I have demonstrated in chapter 4, local 

government and campaign groups have worked to reproduce specific meanings 

and narratives  of the bicycle as a transport technology3. Rosen suggests that 

this  is because as the number of people using bicycles  has dropped4 so too has 

the diversity of experiences that generate these meanings (Rosen, 2002b:1). 

However, it would be more correct to say that whilst academic, governmental 

and activist discourses have marginalised them, diverse practices and 

concomitant meanings of the bike remain.

Despite this attempted closure however, Social Construction of Technology 

Theory (SCOT) suggests that in attributing meaning social groups constitute 

objects, and thus objects stabilise semiotically and can be meaningful to 

different social groups (Michaels, 2000b:6). Accordingly as Michaels goes on to 

state, individual relevant groups do not just reduce meanings, they also 

proliferate them as consumers because they situate meanings differently with 

regard to their wider interests  (7). The culture within which a technology is 

situated is  shown to be important in constructing technologies as Rosen (1993)

has shown in the case of the mountain bike. I would argue therefore, that there 

is  and always  has been a range of alternative designs of bicycle which have 

evolved to facilitate forms of movement which spill out of the boundaries of 

movement narrowly defined as transport. 

3 Winner (1977) describes technology as a form of ‘somnambulism’ because of the way in which 
users often lack an understanding of what has gone into the production of a particular artefact. 
As a result of this process of ‘forgetting’, over time technologies become ‘neutral’ and tool-like 
(Winner, 1977:315 in Rosen, 2002a:5), their social  construction hidden beneath the sediment of 
everyday use. Consequently as Ingold (2000) notes, users are often used by technologies 
rather than vice-versa because technologies have particular uses designed into them (309) 
which are not readily apparent. As an established technology, the design of the safety bicycle 
simply reproduces transport as an appropriate mode of movement, effectively concealing the 
capitalist and narrowly defined ideology of movement which it is the materialisation of. Thus the 
technological ‘closure’ of the bicycle is seen to be less to do with any kind of technological 
imperatives, rather it has everything to do with political-economic imperatives and how they 
conceive of movement.

4  Current statistics do not appear to support this claim. In a 1995 survey, bicycle ownership in 
the UK had doubled from the previous decade to 20 million bikes with 3.6 million people using 
their bikes on a weekly basis. Much of this growth has been in ‘leisure’ cycling with a particular 
concentration of growth in various forms of mountain biking which only levelled off around 2001 
(‘Statistics’, 2007:n.p).
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My task here is to highlight some of these alternative technologies and their role 

in constituting particular mobilities and identities. This chapter outlines three 

‘case studies’ illustrating the ways in which the bicycle as a technology has 
come to reflect different meanings through its insertion into alternative networks 
of practice.  My contention is that the meanings of the bicycle transform when it 

is  inserted into new and different networks of practice, and that ultimately the 

bicycle as a material object evolves to more accurately and efficiently reflect 

and facilitate these new meanings, even if this  entails  somewhat paradoxically, 

becoming less ‘efficient’ as a means of transport. The first case study looks at 
the evolution of trials bikes, illustrating the way in which these bikes have 
evolved to help  make a narrow set of pre-scripted movements easier to 
perform. I note in particular the close hybridisation of bike and rider in achieving 
the movements that constitute trials riding. In the second case study I look at 
the construction and display of Custom or ‘Chopper’ bikes to demonstrate how 
the bikes materialise workshop  practices and visual aesthetics, becoming again 
less oriented to transport as a style of movement. In the final case study  I look 
at the use of fixed-wheel bikes by  bicycle messengers. I suggest that the bikes 
are used as a way to emphasise skill because as a relatively  inflexible 
technology they are more difficult to ride in the urban environment. They 
consequently  allow specific skills and moves to be accentuated helping 
messengers to define a distinct identity  in relation to other cyclists.

8.1 Trials and the materialisation of practice 

Whilst the safety bicycle is deemed to have stabilised5 as a design, in reality, 
the social construction of it as a technology has led to the design being in a 
constant state of flux and evolution. Certainly as Michaels (2000b) points out, 

users often interpret and thus constitute artefacts in markedly different ways (5). 
The idea of adapting a bicycle to accommodate different styles of movement or 

5  As a design, the modern safety bicycle is deemed to have stabilised and its characteristics 
‘taken-for-granted’ by the beginning of the 20th Century: “…these features after a nineteen-year 
process, come to be low wheels, rear chain drive, diamond frame and air tyres” (Rosen, 
1993:483).
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‘technicities’ is nothing new of course. Writing in 1901, one trick6  rider noted 
that, 

“the ordinary roadster will serve equally well for fancy riding, although 
the ideal machine for this purpose should perhaps be built with 
strengthened frame, stronger and straighter forks, a head well raked 
back, and a short wheel base to allow of quick turns, short circles, 
and an instant obedience. [...]. The gear should be low, about 50 
(inches). No inconvenience would result from the very  quick ankling 
thereby necessitated should speed be desired, as a fast rate of 
progress is quite a negligible quantity in trick cycling” (Marks, 
1901:9-10).

Fig. 35 ‘Will Robertson riding the Capitol stairs in 1885’ (Source: Dodge, 
1996:70)

6 Very little has been written regarding trick cycling, but both Petty (1996) and Markham (1996) 
provide some idea of the prevalence of this style of movement in their accounts of bicycle use at 
the end of the 19th Century.
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As Marks’ account suggests, whilst not essential, adaptations to the bike are 
desirable in order to facilitate this style of movement over one which is 
characterised by speed and distance. There are numerous more recent 
examples of this in relation to cycling. For example, the technology of the BMX 
bike developed out of teenagers adapting and modifying Schwinn Stingray 
bicycles in the late 1960s and early 1970s to emulate motocross riders and later 
skateboarders. Forty years later the BMX itself has multiplied with different 
geometries and gearing to suit a variety  of different riding styles from racing to 
dirt-jumping and ramp-riding to flat-land. Consequently it bears only a passing 
resemblance to the original Schwinn Stingray (Swarr & Eaton, 2005).

Fig. 36 ‘Montesita trials bike’ (Source: www.biketrial-spain.com)

8.1.1 Evolving practices

Bike trials is another case of a seemingly ‘closed’ technology evolving when 
inserted into a different set of practices. Bike trials were originated in Spain7 and 
the US by two well known motocross and trials riders, Pedro Pi (national 
motocross champion of Spain) and Eddy Kessler respectively. Both riders saw 
an opportunity to get children interested in these sports from an earlier age by 
adapting bicycles to the rigors of riding trials (Ellis & Brooks, 1995). Pedro 
worked for a bike company ‘Montesita’ and designed a bike with smaller 20” 
wheels (known currently  as a ‘stock’ trials bike) - the Montesita T-05 which his 

7 In Spain the sport was originally known as ‘Trialsin’, sin in Spanish meaning ‘without’ which in 
this case referred to the lack of noise, engine and exhaust of the bicycle compared to its 
motorised counterpart (Gibert, 2000).
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son Ot Pi (now a trials ‘legend’) rode to many competition victories (Gibert, 
2000). A growth in popularity of bike trials in the 1980s led a few manufacturers 
including raleigh and the BMX manufacturers GT and Haro Bikes to experiment 
with the design of the trials bike using different size 26” and 24” wheels8  to 
create a bike (known currently as a ‘modified’ trials bike) that could be ‘ridden 
rather than just hopped’. Despite this experimentation however, it soon became 
apparent that the ‘stock’ bike with 20” wheels front and rear designed by Pedro 
Pi was superior for ‘hopping and other agile moves’ associated with trials riding 
(Ellis & Brooks, 1995). The trials bike has continued to evolve but the two main 
types of bike - the ‘modified’ and ‘stock’ bike remain relatively  unchanged with 
only minor changes in geometry, brake mechanisms and materials.

The presence of such pre-made technologies would appear to support the 
position that the practices of trials riders are technologically  driven. However, 
many riders that I spoke to could not (at least initially) afford a ready-made trials 
bike and instead opted to learn on the more generalised and less suited 
technology of standard mountain bikes:

“Will recounts how when he started riding he had just a standard mountain 

bike. Will then talks about how gradually over the years he has replaced the 

whole bike piece by piece with more suitable parts to become a trials bike. 

First to go was the suspension fork...” (Field diary, 11/09/05).

Will’s account demonstrates on an individual scale how a technology alters 
when the practices around it change. The standard mountain bike does many 
things well but as Will suggests, it is less suited to the specific movements of 
trials such as hopping, leaping and twisting. Hence when Will goes on to talk 
about how he began to replace parts of the bike to make it more suited to these 
practices until the bike was in effect a trials bike rather than a mountain bike, he 
is effectively illustrating the way in which the bike is materially altered to 

8 Modern mountain bikes have 26” wheels front and rear although this period of experimentation 
saw bikes with 26”, 24” and 20” wheels in various front and rear combinations in an attempt to 
adapt the technology to the demands of rolling and hopping over a variety of obstacles.
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facilitate, reflect and afford the movements that constitute trials riding. David 
tells a similar story:

“I started five years ago on a standard 19” frame mountain bike with 26” 

wheels. It took me about a year to just hop (none too gracefully as he 

demonstrates to much laughter) on the back wheel whereas now people turn 

up on a stock trials bike and can do it within the hour. It’s annoying but 

that’s the way it is” (Field diary, 11/09/05). 

Here David reiterates the way in which the movements of trials whilst possible 

on a normal mountain bike are much harder than when performed on a ‘stock’ 

bike designed for this purpose (please refer to DVD Track. 22 and Fig. 37 

‘Movement trials style’). As  Wenger states, “a good tool can reify an activity so 

as to amplify its effects  while making the activity effortless” (Wenger, 1998:61). 

Such accounts reinforce the idea that these practices are not technologically 

driven, rather it is  the practices that drive the technology. As Ingold (2000) has 

noted, a tool only becomes such when allied to a practice or ‘technique’  and it 

is  this  conjoining that dictates what it affords to the user (319).

These accounts suggest in line with authors  such as  Rosen (2002a, 2002b) and 

Michaels (2000b), that users should be seen as central to the construction of 

technologies at all times. As Rosen suggests, users are influential in the social 

and material construction of an artifact throughout its life-cycle both in feeding 

back to the producer and by changing its meaning by incorporating it in their 

own meaning systems (2002b:18). Moreover, these accounts suggest a close 
hybridisation of the bike and rider where the bike is altered to become an 
extension of the rider. This  process is demonstrated not only in the previous 

accounts where standard mountain bikes become relevant to trials riding 

through modification, but also in the following accounts where ‘stock’ bikes  are 

modified to suit individual riders.
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Fig. 37 ‘Movement: trials style’
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8.1.2 Joining the bike and body

As with any set of practices, different people will perform them differently 

because of the way they have learned them and because everyone’s  body is 

different. Consequently, many trials  riders noted how their modification of the 

bike to a specific set of practices was specific to their own body’s ability to 

perform these practices. Because of this, the bike is moulded to the individual 

body by the rider as Mark notes:

“I do all my own maintenance really. I’ve learnt through friends and 

experience; I believe if you want something to work properly or the way you 

like it then you have to do it yourself. Sometimes I don’t even feel 

comfortable letting someone else handle my bike” (Mark, 01/04/06).

A similar understanding was demonstrated by Raj in relation to his BMX bike:

“Raj mentions that he built his BMX but that it took him three goes to get it 

right. He says that he wanted to build it so that he would understand it 

better. Phil chimes in, also agreeing that you have to have some knowledge 

of the bike so that you can make it your own and mould it to yourself.” (Field 

diary, 29/07/05).

These accounts  point to the way that technologies and bodies evolve 

simultaneously to produce techniques and styles of movement. As Ingold (2000) 

notes,

“...the forms of artefacts emerge through the unfolding of a system of 

relations comprised by the presence of the artisan in a richly 

structured environment that could include other persons, other 

examples of artefacts of the kind that it is desired to make, a 

selection of materials, and a range of tools and supporting 

surfaces” (372).

As Game (2001) suggests, a process of ‘entraining’ with technology occurs 

whereby the human organism modifies itself with technologies that produce, 

temporarily, a new organism; a hybrid object/subject. This process of entraining  
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is  a dialogical one where both human and technology ‘learn’ what they are 

capable of. Just as the bike makes particular movements easier, the human 

enables the bike to perform in certain ways. As Ingold (2000) notes, the 

presence of this  ‘new’ human with different skills and techniques produces an 

evolution of the conjoined technology. These accounts suggest that such a 

conjoining is not limited to the purchase of a commodity designed to fit any 

body, but is extended to the purchase of commodities which tailor the 

technology as a whole to the individual body to better articulate the technical 

capacity of that particular body: “rather than being rendered inert, objects are 

then animated by intentions  issued from the user in the context of a bodily 

engagement within an environment” (Lorimer & Lund, 2003:131).

Interestingly Ingold implies  that the design of modern machines - in this case 

specifically the rotary mechanism of the cranks - severs the connection between 

person and technology by reducing them to a ‘simple motor force’ (2000:303). 

He suggests  that for an intimate connection to be maintained it must be 

between the hand and the tool because it is  only this that allows conjoining and 

extension. The foot in contrast lacks dexterity and for Ingold is  reduced to being 

a “...more efficient deliverer of sustained muscle-power” (304). Whilst this is  a 

truism in that the muscles of the leg are the largest in the body and therefore 

can potentially deliver the most power, I would suggest that the practices  of 

trials (and BMX) riders (and to some extent the practices of fixed wheel riders) 

suggest otherwise. As the accounts of trials riders  in Chapter 5 demonstrated, in 

these styles of movement in particular the crank with its much smaller gears 

affords a nuance of feeling which goes way beyond the provision of pure power 

becoming as much a haptic technique as a kinaesthetic technique. There is a 

‘kinematic’ joining of the body and machine to facilitate the desired hops, leaps 

and twists.

8.1.3 Trials or transport

The evolution of the trials  bike from its design through to its tailoring by 

individual riders can therefore be seen to afford a specific style of movement as 
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the geometry of the frame, the size of the wheels, gears, bash-guards and all 

the other refinements have been altered to articulate a new set of techniques. 

However, in incorporating this revised mode of movement, the use of the trials 

bike as ‘transport’ is  limited: 

“In a pronounced evolution many of the frames do not even have a tube to 

take a seat post – you couldn’t have a saddle if you wanted one. They all 

have miniscule gears as well – useless for anything except explosive turns of 

speed” (Field diary, 11/09/05).

David confirms the limitations of the trials bike as a means of ‘transport’:

“My bike isn’t built to ride more than a mile really. I put the bike in the back 

of the car, drive 80 miles into London and then ride around in silly circles on 

a few walls for six hours” (David, 04/06/06).

The ‘end’ result of this process is a machine which is the reification of a different 

set of meanings; in this case the trials bike has ceased to facilitate the particular 

movements which constitute transport ‘riding’ as a form of mobility (which would 

require larger gears, wheels, a saddle (!) and different geometry) and instead 

now affords the rider movements such as  leaping and hopping. Congruently, 

these bikes can no longer be seen as green materialities (Horton, 2006) instead 

they reflect meanings of leisure, gymnastics and fun. Notably, trials  bikes still 

materialise health and fitness  as  a meaning but perhaps a different mode of 

fitness from that produced through using a bicycle as transport, a point noted by 

one rider Woody:

“On the way over to the next riding spot I chat to Woody. He starts talking 

about how fit the guys are who ride trials, but says that it’s not the sort of 

fitness that people associate with cycling. These guys couldn’t ride too far 

but they have huge arms and lots of really explosive power because of what 

they do” (Field diary, 23/04/06).

This  account of the evolution of trials technology has I hope demonstrated three 

things. Firstly it has begun to demonstrate the way in which bikes and bodies 
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entrain and join together to transform the affordances  of the ‘human’. Secondly 

it has illustrated how the evolution of a different practice of movement has led to 

the re-inscription of the trials bike to mean something other than transport and 

environment. Thirdly, in doing so it highlights the non-linear nature of 

technological development and by implication an alternative development of the 

meaning of movement. It is this  theme in particular that I flesh out in the next 

account.

8.2 Cruising around: maintenance and display

“I’m in Holborn today at a well known bike shop because there’s a custom 

bike meet here although I have a bad feeling that I’m a little late. Luckily 

there’s still 20 or 30 people there when I arrive although it’s just started 

raining in earnest and they’re all taking cover under some scaffolding. A few 

are standing apart with their Bromptons, looking like they’ve just come to 

see what it’s all about, but most are lined up under the scaffolding with their 

bikes on display. The bikes are like nothing I’ve seen before. Most look totally 

custom built and are very flash – very much in the tradition of the hot rod 

with big long forks and laid back seats and chopper handlebars. They all look 

like labours of love. 

I know Jeremy a little who runs the shop so I chat with him to start with...

[...]. I ask what they’ve been up to all day and he says they’ve just been 

looking at the bikes but also doing a bit of racing up and down the road. It’s 

a straight, short and largely pedestrianised bit of road, so the races have 

only been about 100m and in a straight line. The bicycle equivalent of a drag 

race by the looks of things, and the bikes look very much the part. Jeremy 

says they are going to Amsterdam next week for the European Custom Bike 

festival, though he says I should talk to Eddie who is one of the instigators 

of this lot.
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Johnny cash gives way to The Specials on the stereo and the rain eases up 

for a little while prompting people to come out from undercover. I start 

chatting to Eddie one of the shop mechanics and he recounts how his bike 

has been built up. Eddie says he doesn’t ride very much and this says a lot 

about these bikes in that they are as much about display as about being 

ridden. As if to reinforce this point, it starts raining and one guy with a 

pristine and very flash bike brings his bike into the shop undercover saying 

that he can’t bear to see it rained on any longer” (Field diary, 23/07/05).

Fig. 38 ‘Custom bicycle bash’ (Source: www.custombp.com)
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8.2.1 Constructing aesthetics

Hopefully this abbreviated account gives some feel for what cruising is about. 

The cruising or chopper9  ‘community’ itself is small and includes varying 

degrees of enthusiast ranging from those with shop-bought cruisers to those 

which have been made and ‘chopped’ almost entirely from scratch (Field, 

2004:43). The cruiser bike is perhaps different from any other in that its primary 

role as a tool is not necessarily to be ridden, rather it overtly embodies the 

creation and display of the machine as an end in itself. Of particular importance 

to the materialisation of this aesthetic is the construction and accessorisation of 

the bike. Whilst many riders buy off-the-peg bikes and subject them to minor 

modifications, some riders like Marco and Eddie go much further in their pursuit 

of personalised aesthetics:

“You can get some standard bikes but only in Margate in the UK – not 

exactly the centre of the universe. Going on to talk about how they build up 

the bikes, Eddie says that they usually get standard frames or perhaps 

custom built by people they know – Eddie and Marco generally get theirs 

from some guys in Canada - and then give them flash paint jobs or maybe 

get the oxy-acetylene blow-torch out in the workshop and ‘chop’ the frames 

to make them longer. They use mainly standard BMX parts for much of it but 

often do different things with them, such as wheel spoke patterns, either 

crossed differently or as Dave says, a set of wheels with 144 spokes in each 

wheel, rather than the standard 36” (Field diary, 15/08/05).

Citing the case of the original mountain bikes which evolved in the 1970s and 
1980s from Schwinn Cruiser bikes, Rosen suggests that they, “…exemplify the 
idea that the design of an artifact draws on the cultural resources available to its 
designer” (Rosen, 1993:486). More perhaps than any other cycling subculture 

many cruiser enthusiasts appear to build almost from scratch to the point where 

9  Similarly to the way in which bike trials has been influenced by its motorised counterpart, 
chopper bicycles have been heavily influenced by the chopper motorcycle scene which is 
particularly strong in the US and places an emphasis on the aesthetic of the machine over its 
‘performance’ as a means of transport.
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they even alter the frames. Field points out that this is  just the beginning of a 

process of thorough customisation which can include anything from, “...a nude 

silhouette mud-flap, mechanical speedometer, radio, ash-trays...” right up to 

“...cutting, bending, welding and brazing into ever more preposterous 

configurations” (Field, 2004:42). However, this  process is quite different from 

those outlined by Palmer (1996) in relation to racing bikes and Rosen (1993) in 

relation to mountain bikes because these enhancements are directed towards 

the enhancement of aesthetics rather than performance. 

Here the process of constructing and personalising the bike is highlighted as 

central to the meaning of it as a technology similarly to the process  that Miller 

(2001) describes in his  study of the accessorisation of cars in Trinidad. Of 

particular similarity here is the way in which the accessorisation of cars added 

nothing to their ability to ‘perform’ in that any modifications were not to the 

engines. Miller recounts how tiger skin upholstery, steering wheel covers, 

stickers, hub-caps, extra lighting and aerials  were all added to cars so that they 

simultaneously reflected the home interior but also displayed this and the 

driver’s identity externally (18-20). Whilst it would be hard to argue that cruiser 

bikes represent the home, they nonetheless  reflect an indivdual’s identity 

through a playful accessorisation.

8.2.2 The aesthetics of movement

Thus far I have suggested that the process of construction and accessorisation 

is  geared towards producing an object to be displayed as much as a tool for 

movement. This point was reinforced through the practices of looking and 

admiring evident at the Custom Bicycle Bash, particularly Eddie’s  photographic 

practices:

“Eddie mentions again the fact that he got photographic portraits of 

everyone with their bikes. He says he got the idea from a dog magazine 

where all the owners were snapped with their dogs” (Field diary, 15/08/05).
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I want to run with the dog analogy for a moment if I may.10 The meaning of dog 

showing quite obviously does not reside in riding dogs, it resides in the ability of 

the owner to train and present the dog to a certain aesthetic standard. Similarly, 

cruising can be as much about the display of technique and skill in constructing 

and producing a bike to a specific standard rather than displaying skill and 

technique in riding. Cruising, much like dog shows then, is about showing the 

bikes off - they are something for the owner to be proud of and that reflect 

something of the owner. In so doing however, they not only display the tastes  of 

the owner but also embody the skills of the owner in realising these tastes. As 

Michaels (2000b) suggests  in the case of the humble walking shoe, the range of 

styles, the positions of advertisers and the comments of users all point to the 

aestheticisation of the object and thus they symbolise different tastes (55). 

However, the emphasis on aesthetics  impacts  significantly on the rideability of 

the bike as Eddie noted in a later conversation:

“’...part of the pleasure is in the building and those aspects are important, 

but every bike has got to be rideable otherwise what’s the point?’ Eddie 

goes on to say that the bikes can be quite hard work and mentions that the 

ride from the ferry to Amsterdam for the custom bike meet which was 40 

miles really hurt because the bikes aren’t built for that kind of 

mileage” (Field diary, 15/08/05).

In this account, Eddie notes that these bikes similarly to trials bikes, have 

undergone a process of ‘devolution’11 whereby they become harder to ride at 

speed or over long distances. Whilst still adhering to the basic design of the 

‘safety’ bicycle, they are different in degree if not in kind12. Field further draws 

attention to the relationship between riding and aesthetics  by highlighting how 

this  often takes precedence over rideability:

10 That was awful, but I couldn’t resist.
11 I refer here to the lesser used meaning of the term devolution as signifying a formal ‘descent’ 
or ‘degeneration’ to a lower or worse state. Of course this ‘worse’ state is only relative but I use 
it here to emphasise the way in which many advocates of the bike as transport see any loss in 
efficiency as a step backwards rather than a situated cultural  logic.

12  See for example Cox and Van De Walle (2007) on the relationships, taxonomies and 
discursive obstructions circumscribing various technologies of mobility.
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“judgements are aesthetic only; lower and longer preferred, crazy 

details  and originality admired. Nudging the limits of unrideable is 

good too – bikes with monstrous turning circles, bikes  that can only 

be started with an ungainly scooting action” (Field, 2004:43).

As Field’s account suggests, the aesthetic emphasis of the bike defines the way 

in which the cruiser bike as a tool can be used as he goes  on to note:

“criticising cruisers for being slow and hard work is like complaining 

that you can’t hike in high-heel shoes or that sequinned flip-flops 

aren’t very practical. What’s the point of having “shit hot" laser cut 

into the disc of your Hope hydraulic unless people get the chance to 

read it?” (Field, 2004:44).

Fig. 39 ‘Cruiser bike’ (Source: www.custombp.com)
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Fig. 39 ‘Hot wheels’ (Source: www.custombp.com)

Field points  to the fact that not only do many of the modifications make the 

bikes harder work to ride, they also help define how and where they should be 

ridden, as I discovered at the Custom Bicycle Bash:

“At about 7pm everyone gets up to go. I’m not sure where but I tag along 

anyway. It turns out that we’re ultimately travelling along the canal towards 

Camden though I’m not sure of the reason – perhaps it’s so people can more 

easily chat, or perhaps it’s just nicer? Whatever, it takes us about 30 minutes 

at a very laid back pace. Once there, the group find an open space next to a 

pub and the bikes are displayed again whilst they all chat and drink. I’ve not 

seen so many people stop and stare at bikes before, or comment as we pass 

them” (Field diary, 23/07/05).

As these accounts  attest, the desire to show off the craftsmanship implicit in the 

bike’s construction requires that movement should be slow with plenty of stops. 

The aesthetic of the cruiser bike thus doubly shapes the practices of movement 

which present it by making it more difficult to ride quickly and undesirable to be 
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ridden quickly. The changes wrought on the original design mean that these 

bikes are not well suited to transporting, they are for cruising which is 

qualitatively different to transporting as Field notes:

“a cruise is a sedate progress undertaken by a group of vehicles, 

ideally preceded, concluded and punctuated by extended stops in 

places convenient for admiring and riding each others  bikes, allowing 

the passing public to chat and admire your bikes, and drinking 

beer” (Field, 2004:42).

Cruising then is a qualitatively different form of mobility than transporting 

because it is slower, covers  less ground and appears to be relatively free of the 

temporal constraints which underpin ‘transport’. That through cruising a person 

can also be transported is of course true, but the experience of that movement 

is  changed through the use of a tool more suited to the practice of cruising. It is 

precisely because part of the idea of the cruiser bike is  that its material 

construction should be admired that low speeds rather than high speeds and 

journeys punctuated by frequent stops become the priority.

According to Cox & Van De Walle (2007), conventional technological narratives 

of cycling suggest that the light-weight, diamond framed safety bicycle is the 

‘finished article’. Any digression from this design is seen as giving a ‘worse’ and 

‘inferior’ ride (116). Within such a reading the cruiser bikes discussed here 

would no doubt feature as  ‘inferior’ but only if movement is conceptualised as 

transport with its emphasis on longer distances  and greater speed. As these 

accounts attest, cruisers are for short distances at low speeds with plentiful 

stops to admire the bikes, and thus are much more suited to this than standard 

bicycles. Hence the idea of a more or less inferior technology relies largely upon 

who gets to define what a particular mobility entails and how they materialise it. 

As Field notes,

“definitions are loose but one thing is  certain; bikes – of any kind – 

perform best when specified, without compromise, to suit – and are 

then used for – a clearly understood and strictly limited application. 

Cruisers  are no exception, cruisers are for cruising” (Field, 2004:42).
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This  glimpse into the niche world of cruiser culture suggests that there are other 

meanings to the bike outside of riding it. It is  an object that is meaningful 

because of its ability to be personalised and for people to work on - it becomes 

the reification of a labour process which reflects the values of a particular group 

or individual. In this case those values are not about an efficient mode of 

transport, getting fit or being kind to the environment, they are about the bike 

reflecting a personal and cultural identity manifested in the practices of building, 

accessorising, displaying and socialising with the bike. Consequently, the de-

politicised cruiser bike comes to stand for a set of meanings other than 

transport, environment and health. Instead, a less politically (though arguably 

consumer) ‘driven’ set of meanings comes to the fore. After Miller (1995), the 

production and consumption of the cruiser bike could be conceived of as “...a 

domain through which diverse projects of value are objectified” (156). 

8.3 Retrograde technology: fixing identities 

In this section I look at the adoption and tailoring of a technology - the track or 

fixed wheel bike - by some bicycle messengers. The fixed wheel or track bike 

(often referred to as a ‘fixie’ or a ‘fixed’) as the name suggests was originally 
developed for track racing. The bike is similar in geometry  and wheel size to a 
standard road bike but has only one ‘fixed’ gear. This means that when the rear 
wheel is rotating so too are the pedals with the result that when moving the rider 
cannot coast and braking can only be achieved by pushing backwards on the 
pedals to slow the rear wheel. ‘Stock’ track bikes have no other braking 
mechanism and are technically  illegal to ride on the road because of this. 

8.3.1 Getting a fix(ie)

“I first started running one because Andy Cap did because he was like my 

messenger mentor; he was always quicker, stronger and sexier. He sold me 

my first fixed wheel and I started riding that in 1990. And at that time 
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there was me, Andy Cap, Dave-Zero3, Adrian - and he wasn’t full time 

anyway - and that was everyone who was riding fixed” (Ted, 26/09/05).

Whilst it is  impossible to verify the accuracy of Ted’s account, it does suggest 

that there were certainly only a handful of messengers riding fixed wheel in 

London when he started in 1990. Today, fixed wheel bikes on the London scene 

are still a minority, if a sizeable one. For example, on any given night at the 

Duke of York pub13, fixed wheel and single-speed bikes would outweigh racing 

and mountain bikes by roughly five to one, although this cannot be taken as a 

representative sample of their use by London messengers  as a whole.14 

Certainly as Kidder (2005) points out, most messengers still ride road bikes or 

mountain bikes - whatever they can get their hands on (358).

Fig. 40 ‘Fixed Wheel bikes at the Duke of York Pub, Clerkenwell’

13 The Duke of York pub on the Clerkenwell Road has for the past few years been the centre of 
a conscious effort on the part of particular messengers to create a coherent social scene 
amongst bicycle messengers to counteract the feeling of alienation generated in part by 
competition between rival  courier firms. 

14 Whilst not ubiquitous, the fixed wheel bike has gained considerable popularity in recent years. 
Whilst I have no direct statistics to back this up, a casual  survey of bikes down at the Duke of 
York pub on any given Friday night revealed that at least 80% are fixed wheel or single speed 
bikes. Of course, those who regularly gather at the Duke of York are I would estimate only 20% 
of all  London bike messengers at most.
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Elina, a messenger of over 10 years has been riding fixed wheel for much of 

that time but as she recounts, rather than ride one straight away, she 

progressed to riding a fixed wheel bike: 

“I didn’t start on a fixed, I started on a Trek 950 which is a mountain bike 

with no suspension and kind of LX gears. I got my first fixed gear when I 

left Munich, it was when I went to the track in Vancouver in ’96, I rode the 

Pace on the track and from that I won my first fixed in the Human Powered 

Rollercoaster (HPR)  [...]. So then I went back to Munich with the fixed and 

was definitely the only person to have a fixed at that point” (Elina, 

11/07/05).

Fincham (2004) suggests a similar entry into the technology of messengering in 

his ethnography of bicycle messengers in Cardiff:

“when I first started working as a bicycle messenger I was riding a 

red and white, 10 speed Raleigh. Although the frame was the 

perfectly reliable, standard 531 (Reynolds  steel butted tubing), the 

bike had a pannier rack, mud-guards  and nice, sensible width touring 

wheels. However, it was clear from the moment I turned up for my 

first day at work that Raleigh bicycles with mudguards  and pannier 

racks were not the sorts  of things ‘proper’ couriers used” (Fincham, 

2004:143).

These accounts point to the way in which ‘rookie’ messengers would serve an 

‘apprenticeship’ of sorts before (if at all) moving onto riding fixed. This situation 

has changed hugely though and now many of those who become messengers 

see riding fixed as a central element and attraction of being a messenger:

“Whilst I’m waiting for Seb to find a willing participant to take the camera 

for tonight’s alley-cat, I get chatting to people around me, one of whom it 

transpires has just started messengering. Joanne is nineteen and has just 

finished her first week as a messenger. Intrigued by this I ask her what 

prompted her to become a messenger and without hesitation she says that 
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it’s because she wants to ride fixed. I’m caught between being appalled and 

fascinated by this...” (Field diary, 13/10/06).

As this account suggests, the fixed wheel bike has gone from being a rarity and 

the preserve of the experienced messenger to a central part of what defines 

messengering. This suggests that rather than having a pre-existing identity, 

messenger identity is  deeply entangled with the consumption of particular 

technologies and constantly ‘becoming’. Simultaneously the identity of the track 

bike has also been transformed due to its inclusion in a different network of 

practice: the track bike is now a tool for urban mobility rather than the preserve 

of the track athlete. In the following section I want to sketch out a number of 

reasons for the appropriation of the track bike as a technology.

8.3.2 Fixing skills

The reason most often expressed by messengers  for riding fixed wheel is  in no 

small part because the bikes are seen as easier to maintain as Elina noted: 

“It’s a combination of fashion and practicality. It’s cheaper to maintain and I 

think people just like the feel of it. [...] I was riding round for a long time 

without a brake. It’s a totally different riding style you know?” (Elina 

11/07/05).

Because the fixed wheel bike has no brake calipers, no brake levers,15 no 

derailleurs and no cables or gearing cassette, it is considerably easier and 

cheaper to maintain, the maxim being that the simpler a machine is, the less 

there is to go wrong with it, and the less  there is to go wrong with it, the cheaper 

it is  going to be to run. Whilst fixed wheel riders  will probably get through more 

tyres than other riders due to a propensity to lock the back wheel when braking 

suddenly, in all other respects they are much cheaper to maintain and keep on 

the road. However, as Elina’s account implies, there are other reasons that 

15  Most London messengers now ride with a front brake fitted due to pressure from the police 
and the London Bicycle Messenger Association (Advocacy 10, 26/09/05).
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riding fixed wheel is important and these are related to style, personal identity 

and shared identity. When Elina talked about riding fixed she talked about the 

way it changed her style of riding, and the way that she felt, looked and listened: 

“The style is definitely refined, like at the beginning I just looked like a 

rookie... [...]. You have to anticipate a bit more because you take the line 

differently as well when you go round corners; you might go out wide and 

then come in on the fixed rather than cutting in close and hitting the 

cranks. Cos if you take a really sharp corner on a fixed you have the danger 

of hitting your pedal so you tend to take the corners a bit wider...[...]...you 

have to be more conscious of other…what’s ahead of you, looking ahead more 

and anticipating what people are going to do. Your vision opens up 

more” (Elina, 30/11/05).

Elina’s account highlights  some of the different affordances of the track bike and 

what it enables her to do. Whilst in motion the pedals of a fixed wheel bike can 

not be stopped and hence Elina talks of the way in which her technique to take 

corners has changed to avoid the lowest pedal grounding out on the tarmac. 

Moreover, because of the increased difficulty and energy required to stop and 

start on a fixed she also talks about the way in which she has to ‘read’ the road 

at an earlier stage in order to be able to flow around other road users rather 

than stopping with them. What becomes apparent is the fact that riding a fixed 

wheel bike in traffic is  not easier than riding a standard road bike, it requires 

more attention, skill and strength and is  in many ways  a worse bike for the job. 

So why do it? I would suggest that the main allure to riding a fixed wheel bike is 

that in requiring refined technique and greater strength, it allows these aspects 

of identity to be emphasised, a point summed up by a New York messenger 

Wirtanen:

"You take the brake off and you can't get any crazier for field testing your 

skill level than playing in traffic on a track bike […]. If you are an intelligent 

cyclist, it makes you far more aware. Instead of looking a car or two ahead 
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of you, you have to look three to four blocks down the road and have to 

scan left to right constantly to look for escape routes.” (Singel, 2005:n.p)

By employing a technology not wholly suited to achieving their goals  within the 

landscape, such a strategy seems on the face of it to be the antithesis of the 

evolution described earlier in relation to trials riding. However, by accentuating 

the skilled practices of messengering the track bike serves to bolster the identity 

under construction. The use of the fixed wheel bike is a perfect example of the 

‘devolution’ of a technology which serves to reconfigure the meanings 

associated with it.

8.3.3 Old bikes, new tricks 

The appropriation of the track bike does not stop here however. Because of its 

inflexibility as a tool, it has a greater agency to alter practice than more flexible 

technologies. The form of movement that the track bike reflects is  flowing and 

continuous movement. It is  less well suited to stopping, something it would need 

to do only rarely on the track - usually only at the end of a race - and this  is 

materialised in the lack of brakes and the fixed nature of its one gear. When 

used ‘out of context’ on the streets, these aspects of its design have been 

employed by messengers to further define a way of moving (and waiting - see 

Chapter 7) distinct from that of other riders. The most common of these moves 

are the track stand and the skid as Elina noted:

“I can do better skids now as well! (laughter) and backwards circles or 

attempting them; I can only do one, some people can do more than that in 

London. There’s all kinds of tricks you can do on a fixed”16 (Elina, 11/07/05).

Whilst practices like skidding are not the sole preserve of fixed wheel riders, the 

ability of a fixed wheel rider to put their weight over the front of the bike and 

easily lock and more predictably control the back wheel with the legs  makes 

16  The most common of these is the track stand for example which is derived from its use by 
track riders on fixed wheel bikes to remain stationary without putting their feet down.
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such a movement easier to perform. Similarly, the ability to track stand is aided 

by the fact that the pedals of a fixed wheel bike control the rotation of the rear 

wheel in both directions, thus allowing more control of the bike in a stationary 

balance. These techniques are cultivated within the messenger scene through 

events like the ‘Longest Kid’. Held every year, this  event as the name implies is 

held with the twin intentions of seeing which messenger can skid for the longest 

and getting drunk. Whilst events like this help cement a messenger’s skills 

within the scene, skids are also practiced outside of these events  and the 

spontaneous display of such tricks is equally if not more important to the 

construction of an identity (please refer to DVD Track. 23 and Fig. 41 ‘The 

Longest Kid’):

“It’s a warm July evening and I’m down at the Duke of York chatting to 

Ernie - somewhat predictably - about fixed gear bikes. Whilst, standing out 

on the pavement another messenger hoves into view and we both stop 

talking briefly as he comes past. He’s obviously well known and a lot of 

people shout out. Responding to this, he simultaneously waves with one hand 

whilst standing up on the pedals and putting most of his weight towards the 

front of the bike. He’s riding a fixed gear bike with no brakes and so he 

gives a clunk back on the pedals to lock the back wheel (having unloaded a 

lot of the weight off it). He then skids (and I’m not exaggerating here) a 

good sixty feet past the pub and carries on skidding straight across the 

road in front of the oncoming traffic to the right making two cabs come to 

an abrupt standstill, all the while standing on the bike with one arm raised. 

It’s not until he’s completed his turn into the side street that he looks back 

to take in the applause and cheers of the assembled crowd” (Field diary, 

08/07/05).
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Fig. 41 ‘The Longest Kid’
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This  account points to the importance of particular skills in carving out both 

individual and shared identity within the messenger scene. By promoting a 

specific set of practices, individual messengers  stand out, but perhaps more 

importantly, through accentuating the practices, skills and tricks  ‘required’ to do 

the job, messengers in general define themselves as not just different, but 

better than other cyclists. As  Hebidge (1979) points out, “...differences are 

reflected not only in the objects of subcultural style, but in the signifying 

practices which present those objects and render them meaningful” (127). The 

point I really want to highlight here is the role of the fixed wheel bike in 

reproducing this identity. I suggest that a more flexible technology with less 

tightly defined uses would have less ‘agency’ to afford a particular style of 

movement than the inflexible17 track bike. The track bike is  therefore a key 

actant within the network of messengering. Whilst theorists such as Wenger 

(1998) suggest that inanimate objects do not truly  participate in the construction 
of a community of practice I would suggest otherwise in this case. The track 
bike has the intention of continuous movement designed into it and it is this 
tightly defined affordance which lends it an agency in defining practice in the 
urban context where continuous movement takes great skill and knowledge. 
Thus, whilst I would stop short of suggesting that agency is equally distributed 
to actors and actants, the example of the fixed wheel bike demonstrates that 
objects can have a degree of agency and actively  participate in the production 
of particular styles of movement.

8.3.4 Visual referents

Because of its  lack of cables  and direct non-derailleur drive, the track bike also 

embodies a ‘stripped down’ visual aesthetic which differentiaties it from other 

bikes. Interestingly, this material referent also allows the related but somewhat 

17 BMX, trials and indeed cruiser bikes are also relatively inflexible technologies and it could be 
argued that these too would allow the construction of a particular messenger identity. I would 
suggest that this would be the case, but the track bike whilst being inflexible in some ways still 
fits the functional remit of messengering because in all other respects it is built to cover distance 
at speed like a standard road bike. 
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easier to ride and more flexible single-speed bike to be encompassed within the 

same frame of reference. The single-speed bike is  essentially either a mountain 

or road bike which has been stripped of its cassette of gears, derailleurs and 

gear shifters. These are replaced with just one gear cog at the rear wheel and 

one chain ring on the chain set to reduce it to one gear. Similarly to the fixed 

wheel bike this reduces it to one gear making it harder work on hills  and in 

pulling away from lights but it cuts down on maintenance costs. However, the 

rider can still coast on a single-speed bike and braking is done in the normal 

way through handle bar mounted levers. At a casual glance there is little 

difference between the single-speed and fixed wheel bikes. The net effect is the 

maintenance of a distinct visual identity even though the affordances and 

practices associated with riding a single-speed bike are slightly different. As 

Wenger (1998) states, when practice breaks down, reification comes to the 

rescue because it embodies or at least appears  to embody, a particular set of 

practices. This  is particularly important due to the fact that whilst popular, many 

messengers openly acknowledge that the fixed wheel bike is less flexible and 

thus takes more effort to ride, a point backed up in a number of accounts:

“Most of the riders go off for dispatches and Kevin and I head over to the 

other messenger hangout which is Golden Square just down the road. I clock 

his bike and he says that it’s single speed not fixed. He doesn’t mind fixed 

but sees this as more flexible and likes the fact that he can give his legs a 

break and stop quicker” (Field diary, 14/10/05).

Ernie in particular talked about the way in which he spent his first year as a 

messenger being constantly barracked to ride a fixed by other messengers 

(Field diary, 08/07/05), an experience backed up by a conversation I had with 

another new messenger when out riding with Ernie:

“At the pick-up I chat to another messenger who’s waiting to pick up. He 

used to be a motorcycle courier but now does push bikes. He says the other 

messengers laugh at him for having gears and constantly tell him to get rid 

of them” (Field diary, 06/10/05).
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It becomes quite clear from these accounts  that whilst the fixed wheel bike is 

used to further define and accentuate the skills that a messenger ‘should’ have, 

it is  also a contested part of a shared identity with many messengers preferring 

to use a visually similar single-speed freewheel bike. The use of this  visually 

similar style of bike is important because as Stuart Hall points out, “…culture 

depends on its participants interpreting meaningfully what is  around them, and 

making sense of the world, in broadly similar ways” (Hall, 1997; in Rose, 

2001:6). Thus the single speed bike, at least on the surface, maintains  a 

uniformity to the bike as a point of shared cultural reference.

8.4 Conclusions

In this chapter I have attempted to illustrate four things. The first case study in 

relation to trials  bikes emphasised not only a refiguring of the identity of the bike 

through its  incorporation into a new style of movement, but also the nuanced 

process of hybridisation that this particular project promoted where the bike and 

rider evolve together in the practice of movement. The second case study of 

cruiser bikes demonstrated the social construction of a different style of 

movement premised around a visual aesthetic which again is seen to transform 

the uses and meanings of the bike. The final case study looked at the use of 

fixed wheel bikes by some bicycle messengers. In the process of exploring its 

use I have illustrated the way in which the relatively inflexible technology of the 

fixed wheel bike can be seen as one of the key actants in the construction and 

maintenance of a distinct messenger identity. In highlighting the doing of 

technology in these accounts, I have attempted to show how the meanings of 

technologies are not prefigured. Rather I have demonstrated how they are 

entangled with particular practices of movement and identity and are thus 

constantly evolving and becoming.

Ultimately however my over-arching and perhaps most important contention has 

been to present a number of alternative meanings of the bike rather than 

submitting to the discursively framed definition of it as an environmentally 

benign mode of transport or a uni-linear narrative of its evolution and ‘closure’. 
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Instead I take the position of Winner (1977) who argues that it is crucial that 

societies scrutinise their technological choices in order to reverse such 

authoritarian trajectories (Winner, 1977:315 in Rosen, 2002a:5). Similarly to 

anthropology’s previous blindness to the significance of consumption and 

commodities which Miller (1995) states was more, “...the result of a partial and 

restricted academic (and ideologically constrained) gaze rather than the lack of 

an object of study” (144), the inability to include bicycles  other than safety 

bicycles - or more accurately, bicycles suited to ‘transportation’ - is  not for any 

lack of alternative technologies, rather it constitutes a willful ideological 

blindness on the part of academics, policy-makers and activists alike. I would 

suggest that a truly inclusive politics of cycling should embrace rather than 

marginalise these alternative technologies.
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Chapter 9. Moving images: video, embodied practice, and identity

“And all the time in the back of my head…there’d been a 

programme on the telly when I was about 15. I don’t know the 

name of it but it was about a courier company in London and I 

could see these guys, they were really cool, jumping about, having 

fights with the traffic. [...] The stories I heard boosted what I’d 

seen on the telly, hearing these stories, nicknames, things that 

happened, delivering funny parcels and you don’t know what they 

are and it’s all a little bit dubious, and just the characters that I 

was hearing about. That all further reinforced this kind of feeling 

that I had of it, and then when I finally just went bollocks to it, 

and got on the road myself, it was everything I thought it was 

going to be. It was dangerous, exciting…” (Ernie, 19/09/05).

For Ernie and many other riders, video opens up the possibilities of what cycling 
practice can be. At the end of chapter 5, I concluded that texts such as videos 
were ‘windows’ into the embodied worlds of riding styles such as BMX and 
Trials. As Shields (2004) points out, there is of course no such thing as a totally 
accurate representation; there are simply likenesses, interpretations, versions: 
“a shroud of representations stands between us and the concrete objects that 
are the elements of ‘the city’” (31). In an attempt to investigate the structure of 
this ‘shroud of representations’, in this chapter I look in more detail at the 
practice of videoing in relation to two particular riding styles; trials riding and 
bicycle messengering. In doing so I establish and expand upon two key 
contentions.1

1  Whilst both of these points could be discussed in relation to both trials riding and bicycle 
messengering, I engage with the first primarily in relation to trials riding, and the second in 
relation to messengering to avoid any undue repetition.
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The first of these relates to the way in which video as a technical medium can 
be seen to ‘bridge the gap’ between the representable and the non-
representable. Whilst a ‘bi-polar’ view of culture has tended to view 
representations and the non-representable as separate and largely oppositional 
spheres, I would argue that contemporary  uses of video suggest otherwise. 
Such a position sees video as one of many ‘expressive practices’ (Laurier & 
Philo, 2006) which, rather than standing apart from the non-representable, is 
implicit in the creation, evocation and circulation of the embodied, sensory, and 
affective registers of experience. As Lorimer & Lund (2003) note, 
representations and quantifications are generated through doing, not apart from 
it. I engage with these debates primarily  in relation to trials riding in the first half 
of this chapter, firstly by sketching out the technical composition of trials videos 
and then exploring their use by riders.

The second point I wish to engage with (and closely related to the first), is the 
way in which, due to its capacity to represent fleeting and ephemeral moments 
of mobile practice, video enables such practices to be harnessed to define a 
cultural identity. Tolia-Kelly (2006) has critiqued theorisations of affect and the 

non-representable for their universalising nature, suggesting that emotional and 

affectual geographies are not the products of singular identities with the same 

ability to affect and be affected (216). She goes on to state that it is  therefore 

critical to engage with the notion that affectual geographies are produced by 

and productive of different social and cultural identities (ibid). Accordingly, the 

second half of this chapter explores the ways in which video is used to 

emphasise specific embodied practices of bicycle messengers as part of a 

broader identity project. Initially I illustrate the ways in which particular 

embodied practices  are emphasised in a ‘normal’ alley-cat race. I then go on to 

contrast this with both the everyday practice of messengering and a more 

staged alley-cat race in order to complicate the production of identities  based 

upon styles of mobility.
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9.1 The attractions of trials riding

In Chapter 5 I demonstrated the multi-sensory and bodily nature of riding trials 

and BMX riding, and in Chapter 6 I illustrated the importance of display and 

sociality to these styles  of riding. In this section I explore the ways  in which the 

embodied practice of riding is emphasised over that of the social in video 

representations of trials and BMX riding. The most common form of post-event 

representation in trials and BMX is  the making and circulation of short films 

usually of 2 to 5 minutes in length. As  many riders attest, these films play a 

hugely important role in attracting people to these styles of riding and in 

circulating skills and knowledges:

“Videos used to be very limited, so the only ideas would be learnt from the 

people I rode with. Now trials videos are the only media source really, 

maybe the occasional BMX video, but ideas are normally from trials 

videos” (Mark, 01/04/06).

“I first started riding after seeing a BBC trials documentary. I liked what I 

saw, bought a cross country mountain bike, modified it and taught myself to 

bunny-hop” (David, 04/06/06).

These accounts reflect a broader trend within particular cycling cultures in which 

video has  increasingly become a means of both attracting new riders  and a way 

of circulating embodied knowledges relating to a particular canon of tricks and 

moves. The use of video to convey  body knowledges is particularly relevant 
here because as Cresswell2  (2006) notes, mobility is ‘absent the moment we 
reflect on it’ (57). Whilst the landscapes of mobility may persist, the practice of 
mobility  is necesarilly fleeting and emphemeral. Thus, as Shields (2004) notes, 
“representational strategies and technologies make information visually 
accessible through the power of freezing or stabilising rather more fluid 
situations” (31). The aim of such visual strategies according to Cresswell is, 

“...to fix what is unfixable in order to make it knowable...” (2006:58). As I 

2  For a fascinating account of the early fore-runner of moving images see Cresswell’s (2006) 
review of the work of motion photographer Eadweard Muybridge and the physiologist Ettiene-
Jules Marey (57-83).
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demonstrate, the potential of video to represent the unrepresentable is widely 

used in trials riding. The prevalence and reach of video as a means  of 

representation and circulation is  also further increased due to its emergent 

alliance with the growth of the Internet as both Matt and Stephen pointed out: 

“Matt also comments that the Internet is hugely significant for the riders as 

a meeting place and a place to swap stories, knowledge and videos” (Field 

diary, 23/04/06).

“Initially inspiration was from the two or three VHS videos available at the 

time, but now the Internet has become a main source of inspiration” (David, 

04/06/06).

The alliance of video with the Internet is therefore very important to circulating 

ideas about what trials  riding is. This  is  particularly the case for the videos made 

and shot by the riders themselves and it is  these that form the main focus of the 

discussion that follows. In the following section I explore some of the visual 

techniques which are used to emphasise particular aspects of riding trials, in 

this  case, the emphasis of embodied movement over the social. 

9.1.1 The visual techniques of ‘attraction’

Trials and BMX films, particularly the short no-budget films made by the riders 

themselves can be situated within what has been termed the ‘cinema of 

attractions’3. In this form of film making, the spectacle and performance which 

the image displays are emphasised over any role the image might play in the 

flow of narrative (Wayne, 1997:102). In doing so, this form of film making 

“...orientates the image towards an open acknowledgement of the 

3  The term ‘cinema of attraction’ was borrowed (by the film theorist Tom Gunning) from the 
radical avant-garde filmmaker Sergei  Eisenstein who used it to refer to the violent attraction and 
clash between elements in an artwork which are meant in doing so to have an intense and 
direct impact on the spectator. Gunning claims that the modern cinema of attraction with its 
visceral  gags and shocks epitomises the atomised environment of urban experience and the 
new culture of consumption: like an advert the film’s isolated trick tries to grab attention: “the 
now you see it now you don’t aspect of attractions makes them emblematic of the ephemeral 
appeals of the city” (Gunning in Bordwell, 1997:144). An ‘attraction’ then, according to Wayne 
(1997) is anything which forcefully stimulates (102). 
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spectator” (Wayne, 1997:102). Early filmmakers (such as Eisenstein) who 

employed the use of attractions were drawn to,

“...popular entertainments  such as the fairground, the vaudeville and 

circus precisely because of the way their ‘attractions’ endeavoured to 

shock the spectator, pulling them up short, confronting and 

astonishing them with a particular spectacle” (Wayne, 1997:102). 

The use of the bicycle in a spectacular performance is hardly new; since the 

bicycle was invented, riders have been using it to perform.4  These 

performances have done and still do largely revolve around balance as Dodge 

suggests:

“as riding a velocipede or high-wheeler depended on the rider’s 

ability to maintain equilibrium, most performances involved balancing 

a bicycle when in motion or remaining still while performing some 

acrobatic feat” (Dodge, 1996:149).

In the early days of cycling many performances took place in the context of a 

circus or other organised event although as Dodge again points  out, this was 

not always the case with many performances taking place “...wherever a rider 

could find a crowd - at fairs, gymnasiums, music halls, circuses, parades, races 

or club meets” (1996:149). Echoing these early days, the performances of trials 

and BMX riders can be seen as  a continuation and evolution of this  style of 

riding as spectacle. According to Darley (2000),

“spectacle effectively halts  motivated movement. In its  purer state it 

exists  for itself (and by extension the other senses). Drained of 

meaning, bereft of the weight of fictional progress, the cunning of 

spectacle is that it begins and ends with its own artifice; as such, 

spectacle is simultaneously both display and on display” (Darley, 

2000:104).

4  The world famous Kaufmann Troupes for example were one of many trick cycling acts in a 
competitive industry and were booked as part of variety acts, circuses and Vaudeville up until  at 
least 1907 (Markham, 1996:69-71).
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In order to achieve this artifice, the representation of the spectacle utilises 

specific visual techniques. To illustrate some of these techniques, I want to 

begin by analysing a short video shot and edited by one of the trials riders  on a 

group ride at London’s  South Bank in February 2006 (please refer to DVD 

Track. 24 and Figs. 42 & 43 ‘Riding at the South Bank, February 2006’).

Perhaps the most obvious thing to note within this composition is  the use of a 

single camera. Wayne (1997) notes that the use of a single camera was the 

norm in early low budget film making as it is in the production of low budget 

videos today. He goes on to say that one of the possible consequences of the 

use of a single camera is that misé en scene5 becomes consciously directed 

towards a spectacle rather than narrative because this is much harder to 

achieve with the perspective of a single camera (103).

Further to this, the way in which the camera and performer relate is also 

important. In the trials video, the relations are solely between the camera and 

performer rather than between performers. As a result, the social interaction 

between performers necessary for narrative to unfold is  lacking and the solo 

performance is again foregrounded (Wayne, 1997:104). One trials rider I spoke 

to reinforced the idea of the relationship between the camera and body 

suggesting that the camera should be looking at rather than looking from the 

body:

“Mark’s particularly interested to know why I want to use video and when I 

mention the helmet cam he goes on to say that he doesn’t think that would 

work very well for trials because it’s all about the movements of the body 

and the bike and that’s best captured from outside the body” (Field diary, 

23/04/06).

5  Misé en scene refers to the selection and arrangement of elements such as background, 
objects, actors and lighting (Wayne, 1997:98).
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Fig. 42 ‘Riding at the South bank, February 2006’
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Fig. 43 ‘Riding at the South Bank, February 2006’ 
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In addition, the camera height is used to emphasise the spectacle in these 

representations. Rather than use a head-height camera to catch facial 

expressions so important to the success of narrative film making (Wayne, 

1997:95), trials videos  use a camera situated low to the ground in order to 

accentuate both height and distance and thus enhance affective and ‘dramatic 

intensity’ (Bordwell, 1997:153). In so doing the ‘attraction’ of any trick or move is 

exaggerated. As Wayne argues, the use of the angle created by the low shot 

can further be used to imbue the subject with a sense of power6 (1997:97).

The misé en scene evident in these videos is also relevant. Trials  films attempt 

to construct a particular misé en scene which focuses  the attention on the body 

of the rider. This is  achieved by moving all other objects and actors out of the 

frame with the effect of situating the viewer in a certain way to the fore, middle 

and background. By framing fore and background interactions in a particular 

way, these ‘kinesic codes’ help to express  a bodily engagement with the 

environment and other objects and actors (Wayne, 1997:99/100). The accounts 

of BMX riders like Phil support this backgrounding of landscape over 

bodyscape:

“The visual architecture is secondary to me. I’d be more happy in a new 

underground car park, a new multi-storey is perfect for me, there’s no one 

there and if it’s somewhere like the ICC where there’s nothing on and 

they’ve got miles and miles of space and you can go and ride and there’s no 

one to interrupt you and that’s great for me. I’m trying to find places with 

low rails right now and the low ledges like the back of the supermarkets. So 

that’s the kind of architecture I’m starting to like” (Phil, 23/08/05).

This  bodily engagement is further emphasised by the lack of dialogue in these 

films. As Wayne goes on to suggest, an important component in low/no budget 

films is their characterisation by sparse or zero verbal communication which 

again focuses attention towards the bodily ‘attractions’ of the piece rather than 

6 It should be noted however that such meanings have grown up around the repeated use of 
these angles for these ends so it is not always a given that they will be read in this way. Indeed 
for them to be read in this way also depends on other variables within the image such as the 
interplay of one scene with another (Wayne, 1997:97).
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any other aspects of the composition such as plot or narrative (Wayne, 

1997:100).

Another element which is  often employed in these films  is the use of slow 

motion for particularly ‘big’ moves and tricks. The use of this is  strongly 

reminiscent of the genre of action films (particularly martial arts) where the big 

set piece stunts are shown three or four times from different angles. In trials 

videos slow motion becomes another tool used to visually emphasise a bodily 

spectacle, but also as I talk through later, as a key way of conveying and 

teaching fleeting body knowledges.

The editing of the film also serves to highlight the attractions of the riding. In the 

February ride video the editing feels quite slick for an amateur production but 

the most noticeable aspects are perhaps that the end product is  a relentless 

sequence of ‘attractions’ one after another. Moreover, there are few or no failed 

tricks; they are all successfully ‘nailed’ seemingly first time. Editing is  thus used 

to suggest a perfection to the riding that is lacking in reality. On the days that I 

filmed for example, the riding was as  much or more about experimenting and 

honing than with an eye on a finished ‘product’. However, editing is a strongly 

rhetorical device and in this  case through repetition and alternation of variations 

of the same tricks the emphasis  on attractions is further reinforced (Orpen, 

2003:10). 

Through these manipulations of the audible and the visual, a particular aesthetic 

of both the body and the city come into focus. The city becomes the backdrop 

against which particular bodily movements  are performed. Whilst critics have 

long argued that visual regimes are distancing and disembodied, ill-suited to 

evoking bodily practices, as I have shown here, those involved in these 

practices can build up stylistic conventions which they feel best convey 

elements of that embodied practice. As Shields (2004) points out, cultures build 

up “techniques of representation” which allow particular aspects of embodied 

movement to be communicated and shared (25). Because of this first-hand 

embodied knowledge, such participatory audio-visual techniques are arguably 

more successful in conveying the essence of such movement in an audio-visual 
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format than those made by producers who are less versed in these 

conventions. Consequently, I suggest as Borden (2001) has argued, that a 

particular knowledge and concomitant form of visualisation is  essential to the 

circulation and reproduction of such cultures (121). Without these knowing 

visualisations and subsequent re-enactment, moves would cease to be part of 

the cultural canon of trials  riders.

9.1.2 Practicing representation

In fore-grounding the embodied element of trials  riding as a practice, other 

elements - such as the sociality which I highlighted in Chapter 6 - are 

necessarily backgrounded. The result is that only a partial image of practice is 

represented. As I have already discussed the importance of sociality to the 

experience of trials riding, I will not discuss this in any great depth here. 

However, I would point out that the prevalence of sociality to the lived 

experience of trials whilst notably absent from its visual representation, is  not 

lost through the media of video. Rather, the videos posted on the Internet create 

a whole new virtual sociality where riders discuss the production and contents 

of the films.

By way of example, the footage filmed by two riders on the 5th February 2006, 

was collated, edited and sound-tracked into a three minute video and uploaded 

onto the Trials forum website by the 8th February. The ensuing online 

discussion around the video amounted to almost 40 posts within three days of 

the video being posted. Many of the discussants were riders present on the ride 

but a significant minority were not. The topics discussed ranged from the music 

that had been used to soundtrack the riding, the quality of the camera work and 

editing, the progress in terms of skill of particular riders, the overall quality of the 

riding, the different bikes used, and the spectacle of particularly audacious 

moves (‘February Ride’, 2006). In this way the online discussion reflects the 

kinds of themes and socialities which arise during  corporeal and co-present 

encounters. As Turkle (2002) suggests, “in the story of constructing identity in 

the culture of simulation, experiences on the Internet figure 
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prominently...” (456). As a result, the socialities of trials riding whilst back-

grounded in visual representations, are continued from the material street to the 

virtual street via video.

What I want to address in a little more detail is the way in which video is used 

by riders to bridge the gap between the representational and the so-called non-

representational. As Laurier & Philo (2006) have noted, there is a tendency 

within non-representational thinking to see many sensory, emotional and 

affective facets of human experience as  “...unspeakable, unsayable and 

unwriteable”, and that any attempt to represent them, “...inherently loses 

them” (354). This is in part the conclusion that I reached in Chapter 5, 

suggesting that representations can only ever be a window into practice. 

However, as Thrift (2004a) has commented, increasingly there is, 

“...the ability to sense the small spaces of the body through a whole 

array of new scientific instruments which have, in turn, made it 

possible to think of the body as a set of micro-geographies. Second, 

there is the related ability to sense small bodily movements. 

Beginning with the photographic work of Marey, Muybridge and 

others and moving into our current age in which the camera can 

impose its own politics of time and space, we can now think of time 

as minutely segmented frames, able to be speeded up, slowed down, 

even frozen for a while”  (Thrift, 2004a:67).

The possibility is thus opened up that some forms, and particularly more 

participatory forms, of video practice can provide a ‘deep’ window into embodied 

practices. The use of video by trials riders exemplifies this  and centres not only 

around the techniques already discussed to foreground the body, but also 

around the ability to replay and represent the fleeting and ephemeral, often 

through the use of slow motion and freeze frame as Mark noted:

“Comparing my own videos to other more able riders does help perfect 

moves, it helps me make little adjustments to how moves should be, and 

watching yourself on video is really the only way to tell your own weakness. 
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Also the ability to view the move in slow motion is very helpful and I use it 

a lot” (Mark, 01/04/06).

As Mark comments, watching yourself in slow motion on video is a very useful 

way of honing your technique. Whilst trials is  a profoundly multi-sensory 

practice, riders  use visual media to convey something of those embodied 

practices through its  capacity for what Macdougall (1997) calls Synaesthesia - 

the mixing and merging of sensory experience (1997:287). As Pink (2006) 

notes:

“film certainly can represent aspects  of sensory experience visually 

through metaphors  for that experience and willing the viewer to 

comprehend the film subject’s sensory experience empathetically or 

comparatively through his or her own resources of experience” (Pink, 

2006:51).

Thus, particularly with a knowledgeable audience (Jarvinen, 2006), movements 

can be circulated and reproduced through such visual sources  because riders 

get enough of a window into practice to allow them to attempt to reproduce 

these embodied movements  through practice. In this way the potentially 

oppositional ‘gap’ between the represented and non-representable is collapsed 

as representational practices are seen to be implicated in the construction of 

fleeting and ephemeral sensory and affective encounters. As McCormack 

(2005) notes, it is evident that there is a continuing relationship between 

representational and nonrepresentational styles, where each is seen to be 

constitutive of the other and where representations are, “...re-animated as 

active and affective interventions in a world of relations and movements” (122). 

As Borden (2001) explains  in the case of skateboarding, such practices are 

therefore neither,

“...pure activity nor image, but a lived image...every time skaters 

make moves they are at once replaying photographs and video clips 

through their own bodies, reliving and reinventing them, and - 
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ultimately - rendering images, moves and themselves into social, 

fleshy, living entities” (Borden, 2001:125).

Similarly, Day (2003) notes in the case of Parkour that such communities 

produce and consume their own images by re-creating and modifying practices 

in a perpetual process which (re)produces a particular identity. This would 

appear perhaps to back up Thrift’s (2004a) assertion that such technologies are 

at the heart of the commodification and ‘engineering’ of affective and sensual 

practices:

“in particular, through the advent of a whole series of technologies, 

small spaces and times, upon which affect thrives and out of which it 

is  often constituted, have become visible and are able to be enlarged 

so that they can be knowingly operated upon” (Thrift, 2004:66).

Whilst trials video no doubt offer bodily practices up for reproduction, Lorimer & 

Lund (2003) caution against a dystopian tendency to objectify the quantification 

and ‘fixation’ of affective and embodied practice, suggesting instead that both 

quantifications and subjectivities arise inter-relationally through the same 

encounters (131). As Cosgrove (2003) notes, “today’s extended prosthetics of 

human vision parallel increased recognition of the human eye’s embodiment. 

Vision is  never entirely disconnected from the other sensual, cognitive and 

affective aspects of human conduct” (265). Accordingly, and similarly to both 

Parkour and skateboarding, the use of video by trials riders, “...accords with the 

notion that there is nothing inherently regressive about spectatorship and 

images, and that readers and communities  can be related together through 

these processes” (Borden, 2001:126). As  a result, technologies such as video 

must be seen as situated and processual rather than as ‘operating upon’ 

practices, and are therefore vital to understanding embodied and affective 

performances of place and identity.
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9.2 Delivering an identity: messenger alley-cat racing

“It’s a warm June evening and I’ve come down to the Duke of York pub to 

film a messenger race - an alleycat. The pub is fairly busy with riders milling 

around everywhere chatting and drinking. At about 8.45 Kirk (who will be 

the cameraman tonight) finds me and says we should get to the start and 

set the camera up. We ride round to the back of the Duke to an old railway 

bridge and plug the cameras together. A few minutes later Danny and all the 

other riders come round and line up”

Fig. 44 ‘Circus Squared’

“Once the race is under way I ride (somewhat manically) south with Danny 

the race organiser to the third check point. Within about five minutes we see 

the riders coming in from the expected direction. It’s a long flat straight 

street so we see them hammering down it from a long way off. The first four 

or five riders come in almost together launching themselves through the 

traffic and onto the raised roundabout, barely stopping to grab tickets from 

Danny. 20 seconds later the next bunch arrive, then rider after rider storm 

up until almost all 32 entrants have taken a ‘Wonka’ golden ticket telling 

them the location of the next check point and hurtled off in search of 

it” (Field diary, 02/06/06).
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Fig. 45 ‘Wonka golden ticket’

Alley-cat races are just one example of many different events  that messengers 

organise.7 Such events consciously emphasise particular elements that come to 

represent, bound and even define messenger culture both for those within and 

outside of that culture.8 Both Fincham (2004) and Kidder (2005) have discussed 

the importance of messenger events to the production of a distinct identity. 

Kidder notes in his  ethnographic study of messenger style that,

“unfortunately, sociologists rarely address  why a social world adopts 

its particular symbols. The analysis of style must go beyond the 

cataloging of meaning and attempt to situate such meaning within an 

understanding of practice” (Kidder, 2005:345).

7  In the course of my fieldwork, as well as attending other alley-cat races I also attended the 
Longest Kid competition and Speed Skill  and Sausages II, a courier track-racing day at Herne 
Hill  Velodrome in South London. In addition I was also told about numerous other events that 
had happened both in the UK and abroad including the Human Powered Roller-coaster (HPR), 
various bicycle messenger championships, and small-group long distance rides.

8 These events also serve another purpose within the community; as a means of finance. All the 
entry fees and other monies raised from events like Rollapolluza, The Longest Kid, Speed, Skill 
and Sausages and alley-cat races goes into the Bicycle Messenger Emergency Fund (BMEF) 
which a messenger can claim from if they are injured whilst working. 
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Kidder’s  account then goes on to discuss  particular symbols and practices, 

relating them to the contexts within which they are produced. One of the 

practices he chooses to focus on are alley-cat races which he suggests 

promote an ‘outlaw’ style of riding in an ‘atmosphere of intoxication’ (356). 

Whilst Kidder’s attempt to link symbols and practices  is  a step forward, it is 

lacking in three main areas. Firstly, it is quite vague as to what the specific 

practices in these races are which produce the meaning of the ‘outlaw’. 

Secondly his account fails to provide any insight into how the meanings 

produced through such an event are circulated both within the immediate 

messenger community and to wider audiences  of both messengers and non-

messengers. Thirdly, Kidder’s  is a somewhat romanticised account of 

messengering which appears to suggest that the riding style seen in alley-cat 

racing is  an accurate reflection of the everyday practice of messengering. 

Fincham (2004) in his ethnographic study of messengers  has also highlighted 

the importance of messenger events to the maintenance of a particular identity. 

Whilst Fincham’s  account notes the importance of these events to circulating an 

identity, similarly to Kidder’s account his  narrative fails to discuss in any detail 

how specific elements and embodied practices within these rituals  are used to 

construct particular meanings. Both Fincham and Kidder appear to imply that 

particular elements within these practices simply emphasise themselves, paying 

little attention to the cultural production of sensory and affective practice or its 

subsequent representation. However, an understanding of the way in which 

such practices inform identity is  important because as Slater (1997) has argued,

“...the resources - both material and symbolic - through which we 

produce and sustain identities increasingly take the form of...activities 

through which we construct appearances and organise leisure time 

and social encounters” (Slater, 1997:85).

Slater thus equates modern identity projects with a focus on the ‘intensification 

of emotional experiences’ where the goal is to stimulate the emotions (1997:97). 

What Slater is  describing here in other words is the role which embodied 

practices and affect play in the construction of identities. Thrift (2004a) outlines 
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a number of definitions of affect, but the one that I take up  as most useful here 
is that which describes affect “...as a set of embodied practices that produce 
visible conduct as an outer lining” (60). Whatmore (2006) elaborates on this 
definition referring to affect as, “...the force of intensive relationality  - intensities 
that are felt but not personal; visceral but not confined to an individuated 
body” (604). Thrift contends that in this reading affect is concerned with how 
emotions occur in everyday life and is rooted in a phenomenological tradition 
with a concomitant emphasis on the body as a key site of affect. Both Thrift 
(2004a) and Anderson (2006) also see contexts as vital elements in the 
constitution of affect, suggesting that the sources of affect are often from 
outside of the body (Thrift, 2004a:60).

What I am concerned to illustrate here is the way in which the ‘outlaw’ identity 
which Kidder posits as a central part of a messenger identity  is structured in the 
context of alley-cat racing and conveyed through video as a means of 
representation. I suggest that this identity is structured through a set of 
embodied practices which are operationalised within a staged series of ‘risky’ 
and uncertain encounters to produce an excess of risk and adrenalin. Video 
representations of alley-cat races then utilise particular techniques to evoke 
these affective relations as a visible force. As a result, a set of affective 
practices and a concomitant identity is circulated outside of the events 
themselves in a way in which language alone could not achieve. Using this 
exposition, I draw attention to the key  moments and processes where power is 
enacted and a version of lived experience is transformed into the conceived.

 

9.2.1 The amplification of practice

The first thing that I want to illustrate in relation to alley-cat races are the 

specific moves and behaviours which riders exhibit. In order to do so I want to 

briefly narrate some selected scenes from the Circus Squared messenger alley-

cat race held in central London on the evening of Friday June 2nd 2006. This 

alley-cat was shot by a bike messenger Kirk with my camera equipment for the 
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dual purposes  of my using it for research, and Kirk getting a chance to relive his 

race on DVD. The resulting video was not edited9 or circulated in any way 

beyond Kirk and myself (please refer to DVD Track. 25 and Figs. 46 & 47 

‘Circus Squared: elements of practice’). 

There are three main aspects of the race that I want to draw attention to. Firstly 

the tempo of the race. The speed of the race is generally high with all the riders 

working hard. As a result, its rhythm is one punctuated by few stops or even 

slows, the only notable ones being those of the check points  themselves. the 

second point of note is  the nature of the interactions between the riders and 

other objects and actors. Riders are frequently seen to use pavements to 

navigate the city, coming into close contact with pedestrians. They also use all 

available road space, weaving in and out of traffic at speed and regularly 

straying onto the wrong side of the road. The unusual nature of the riders 

interactions with cars is exemplified when Kirk is seen to get a tow from a car 

along a fast stretch of road. The third performance that the video highlights is 

the increased propensity to disobey traffic signals, and to go against the flow of 

traffic. This  is demonstrated by Kirk’s and other riders’ use of all the available 

road space even if this means going against oncoming traffic and the wrong 

way down one-way streets. The outcome of such interactions culminates in one 

of the crashes where Kirk goes down a one way street the wrong way and hits 

an oncoming taxi.

These elements combine to produce a visualicity where little is certain anymore: 

there is very little room to manoeuvre; there is little time to think; and there are 

any number of accidents waiting to happen. Through transgressive use of 

space, and interactions which deviate markedly from those prescribed by the 

designers of the road system these practices and interactions  constitute a 

bodily and affective vocabulary of increased risk, adrenalin, claustrophobia and 

uncertainty which frames the excitement of these races. 

9  Having said that, I have for presentation with this thesis had to edit this video into shorter 
segments because it took Kirk just over an hour to finish this particular race and there is 
obviously and unfortunately neither the time nor space to discuss it in its entirety. This is not 
ideal for reasons that will  become clear in due course.
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Fig. 46 ‘Circus Squared elements of practice’ 
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Fig. 47 ‘Circus Squared elements of practice’
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If messengers rode like this everyday, the few still alive would no doubt be 

locked up due to the anti-social and high risk nature of what they were doing. 

That is not to say that some of these practices are not evidenced in everyday 

messenger riding, rather I would suggest that the frequency and intensity of 

these particular tactics are consciously amplified due to the context of the 

race.10 To qualify this point, I want to briefly examine the everyday practices of 

messengering.11 My contention here is that the interactions exhibited in alley-cat 

races from riding on the edge of both skills and the law are not an intrinsic 

attribute of messengering. Indeed, it could be argued that a good messenger 

needs simply to own a working bicycle, be able to turn up for work regularly and 

punctually, be reasonably fit, have a good working geography of the city streets 

and be courteous to clients. Whilst alley-cat racing does rely on a messenger’s 

knowledge of the streets, it has less to do with any other aspect of the day to 

day work of messengering (please refer to DVD Track. 26 and Figs. 48 & 49 

‘Everyday elements of messenger practice’). 

The riding in this  video (again edited due to the length of the original) exhibits 

many of the same practices evident in the alley-cat video. Elina shows a similar 

use of the pavements as a means of navigating the city and she passes quite 

close to many pedestrians. However, the speed at which she does so is much 

slower. Indeed her speed in general is  slower suggesting that this is  not a race. 

Consequently she has much more time to look and listen, a point implied by the 

numerous glances she gives to ensure her safety. As a result, Elina’s  overall 

rhythm is fluid with a measured tempo. This contrasts markedly to the constant 

high tempo of Kirk’s alley-cat video. Elina’s use of the roads is  also much more 

disciplined - she doesn’t go down (many) one-way streets the wrong way and 

she doesn’t fly all over the road in the same way as the alley-cat riders. In 

10  The incentives to do so are twofold. Firstly, winning alley-cats accumulates cultural  capital 
within the messenger community; and secondly, the London messenger(s) with the most alley-
cat wins are picked to represent London in the European and World Messenger Championships 
(for more on the subject of the messenger championships see Fincham 2004).

11  This comparison is not direct in the sense that the alley-cat rider is Kirk and the everyday 
video footage of messengering I have features Elina and Ernie. However, I would suggest that it 
is still  a valid comparison because the situations it contrasts are indicative of the different riding 
styles.
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instances where she does use the whole road, it is more measured and slower 

such as in Tottenham Court Road and Covent Garden.

Similarly Ernie exhibits much less speed in his  riding. When he runs stop 

signals he slows considerably and waits for pedestrians so as  not to alarm 

them. His  use of the road, much like Elina’s, is  again more disciplined using 

similar tactics to the alleycat riders but in a far less frantic way. In addition, there 

are no crashes or near misses, no hanging off cars  and no whooping and 

shouting to warn pedestrians of the impending arrival of a bike messenger. 

These readings of everyday messengering practice are further backed up by my 

diary reflections on accompanying Elina and Ernie in their work:

“Ernie and I make a drop in Victoria and amble back to the steps. We pick up 

another job just across the street and mosey through Soho; Ernie riding 

largely no handed. We ride into a small maze of back alleys and make the 

drop with Ernie’s favourite receptionist. Things are quite slow so we get a cup 

of tea from a bakery. Of course a call comes straight in and we’re off again 

though I’m not very good at riding with a cup of tea. Ernie is though, 

obviously show-boating. We stop to chat to another messenger and then on 

to the pick up. I’ve got tea everywhere. Ernie starts talking about one guy 

who can track stand and roll a fag. I feel like the work experience boy. We 

ride slowly; it’s pretty quiet, and arrive back at the steps after about half an 

hour and replay some of the footage. The camera angle is OK but we tweak 

it slightly and Ernie suggests taping over the last 25 minutes of ambling 

about as a job has come in for Soho to Camden which Ernie reckons will be a 

little more energetic” (Field diary, 06/10/05). 
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Fig. 48 ‘Everyday elements of messenger practice’
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Fig. 49 ‘Everyday elements of messenger practice’
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“I meet up with Elina at about 2pm hoping that I’ve cracked the camera set 

up. It’s quiet and there’s loads of people at the steps waiting for their radios 

to go; Kieran, Summer, Kevin and some others that I vaguely recognise. We 

set Elina up and then just as we go to get a coffee the radio goes and we’re 

off around the circuit. We stay largely in the Soho/ Covent Garden area but 

venture as far as the National Theatre and ITV at one point and then back 

to just north of Regent’s Street. I follow Elina and then look after the 

camera equipment whilst Elina makes her drops. The pace is relaxed and we 

chat in between and she talks about the regular dispatcher being on holiday, 

and how the film won’t be very nutty but that ‘it’s okay as it’s more real 

life’” (Field diary, 26/10/05).

Whilst a messenger’s day can of course get very busy, as Elina points out, the 

pace that we rode at in these instances was more representative of the 

everyday practice of being a messenger.12 Whilst these examples point to the 

fact that similar tactics  are exhibited by riders  to negotiate the city in both their 

everyday riding and in alley-cat races, they are different in both frequency and 

intensity. Consequently, the adrenalin, uncertainty and level of risk which comes 

across in the video of the alley-cat race is  absent from the videos of everyday 

messengering. In contrast to the feelings structured in the alley-cat video, here 

the city is  far more certain and far less claustrophobic. Thus, the everyday 

practices of messengers  reinforce the thesis that during alley-cat races, riders 

consciously emphasise particular elements of practice; relating and interacting 

with objects, spaces and people in markedly different ways. 

9.2.2 Circulating practice

As my field diary account at the beginning of this section implied, rituals such as 

alley-cat races are also social events; spaces where messengers learn what it 

12  That is not to say that both Ernie and Elina’s riding was not very skillful, and at times they 
both displayed stylised skills such as track standing and bunny-hopping which reflect skills used 
in messenger rituals like the Longest Kid and the Bicycle Messenger Championships.
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is  to be a messenger and what is important within the culture. As I noted earlier 

on the evening of the Circus  Squared alleycat, moments and experiences13 from 

alley-cat races often become the post race currency in the form of stories:

“Whilst I’m waiting for Kirk I chat to a few other riders who start 

reminiscing about previous races and some of the things that have happened. 

They focus largely on crashes and the risk of the events which as long as 

they’re not too bad become centre pieces as evidenced by Bez’s story of an 

alley-cat last year: ‘Yeah it was me and Ivan just coming up near the finish 

and I was thinking yes! I’m going to be at least second so long as I hang 

onto him. So  we’re coming up to this junction and there’s a cab coming onto 

it. Ivan decides to go behind it and I take a look at the cab and think here’s 

my chance, I’ll go round the front of it whilst he’s slowing to go behind it. 

What I didn’t take into account was that the cabbie had seen Ivan go round 

the back and decided to put his foot down but he hadn’t seen me go round 

the front so of course I connected full on with the front of his taxi. I went 

flying up onto his bonnet and then onto his windscreen and rolled off with 

the bike god knows where! I staggered up from the road and the cabbie’s 

come round and I’ve mumbled ‘I’m really sorry’ and he’s gone, ‘no, no, I’m 

really sorry.’ So anyway the bike is bent up completely and I’m thinking well 

that’s that fucked but the cabbie’s asked where I’m going and said he’ll drive 

me there! So he’s put what’s left of the bike in the back with me and driven 

me to the finish line! I couldn’t believe I was crossing the finish line with the 

enemy!’ There’s loads of laughter at the story and it prompts the telling of 

other little anecdotes and stories of a similar nature...” (Field diary, 02/06/06).

Bez’s account of his alley-cat crash highlights one of the ways  in which the 

stories surrounding alley-cats  and their meanings are circulated. However, I 

13  Pink (2006) following Geertz (1986) and Turner (1986) suggests that it is important to 
differentiate between ‘mere’ experience and an experience. Pink argues that experience is 
simply the passive endurance and acceptance of events whereas ‘an experience’ is 
circumscribed with a beginning and end, and is thus a defined event (Pink 2006:42). Following 
Geertz, she goes on to say that perhaps all experience is in fact interpreted as an experience 
(42/43).
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suggest here that video plays two key roles in furthering this circulation. Firstly, 

it enables an immediate and more visual (and visceral) re-enactment of events 

than could be achieved through purely verbal accounts. Secondly, it also allows 

these stories to be retold to a much wider audience, potentially a global 

audience. This first point is exemplified in the following account which relates 

what occurred immediately after the Circus Squared alley-cat:

“Danny comes in first and over the next 30 minutes all the other riders 

come in. Jim is third and reports a few crashes. I morbidly wonder if Kirk 

was one of them or if he filmed any of them. Kirk rolls in about half way 

down the field and says he not only crashed himself but that he also filmed 

Andos crashing. We wind the camera to the relevant bits and a crowd forms 

around the tiny screen as we play back Kirk’s crash a few times to much 

laughter, chatting and back slapping. We then forward to Andos’ crash and 

the crowd gets bigger as this event gets played back four or five times. 

From hereonin its one big adrenalin-fueled story-swapping half hour as the 

stories that will get told for weeks and months to come take shape” (Field 

diary, 02/06/06).

The video footage shot by Kirk was used in the immediate post-race context as 

a means of visualising and representing key moments of the race to all the 

messengers present, both those who raced and those who didn’t. Again and 

somewhat tellingly, the parts that the riders were most concerned to see were 

the crashes, of which Kirk caught two on camera; one of himself crashing into a 

cab, and another of a rider going down at 20mph having clipped the rider in 

front’s rear wheel.14  In this way, the representation of the event in a visual 

format is  seen to be bound up with the non-representational aspects of the 

event. The video brings home a feeling of the race which cannot so easily be 

evoked using language alone. 

The representation of a messenger style of movement does not stop here 

however. Similarly to visual practices  associated with skateboarding (Borden, 

14  Both riders emerged relatively unscathed by these incidents and were happy to see them 
played back repeatedly at the end of the race.
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2001) and Parkour (Day, 2003), alley-cat races  are also filmed for wider 

distribution within the London messenger scene and beyond to the global 

messenger scene via the Internet. As a result, the influence of video in defining 

messenger practice and identity is  not limited to the immediate context of the 

race, but travels via the virtual to a global audience.

 

9.2.3 Lost in the Crowd: staging and visualising identity

Whilst there are many US alley-cat films, there are few films of London 

messenger races.15  However, this is a situation that some in the London 

messenger scene would like to rectify.16 In this section I want to focus the 

production of one alley-cat race - Lost in the Crowd - which in contrast to my 

filming of Circus Squared, was filmed for wider consumption (please refer to 

DVD Track. 27 and Fig. 50 ‘Lost in the Crowd alley-cat’). This particular alley-

cat was quite an unusual race in that it was being filmed by Lucas Brunelle - a 

well known messenger film-maker from the US - with the intent of being 

circulated to a global audience. It is my contention here that in a number of 

ways this led to an over-statement of stylised messenger practices  beyond what 

would be seen in a ‘run-of-the-mill’ alley-cat race such as Circus Squared. The 

result I argue is a much less participatory representation of messenger 

practices which contrasts both with other alley-cat races such as Circus 

Squared, and with the use of video by trials riders.

15 One notable exception is Rednek Bandit, an eight-minute film of a London alley-cat shot on 
Mini-DV by Kate Nixa in 2003 and shown at the London Bicycle Film festival  in 2005. 

16  My own role in the production of these representations should be noted. After filming one 
alley-cat race and as someone with access to a helmet camera, I was subsequently asked if I 
would help in filming other races by donating the camera equipment for the evening. In this way 
my role as a researcher is somewhat blurred as I become implicit in helping to reproduce a 
particular aspect of what I am studying. However, any footage that I helped shoot was only 
circulated to those riders who shot the footage and has not been posted on the Internet.
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Fig. 50 ‘Lost in the Crowd alley-cat’
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Somewhat unusually, the ‘Lost in the Crowd’ alley-cat was scheduled for the 

afternoon of the 9th September 2006; a Saturday afternoon. This was for two 

primary reasons. Firstly so that it wouldn’t clash with the Bicycle Film Festival in 

the evening, and secondly, because Lucas Brunelle had travelled to London 

from the US with the express intention of filming the event. To get a good 

number of riders racing he had also put up £300 prize money for the top three 

places. Whilst the presence of such a well known film-maker helped bring a 

huge field of 48 riders out, it also altered not just when the race would be run, 

but also where. Because the event would be a representation of London 

messengering, the organisers had re-routed the race to take in key London 

places. However, this  was not simply so that people could admire the scenery 

on the resulting video and know it was London,17 it was as race organiser Larry 

later said because,

“Brendt Barbur18 called me a few days later and explained that his 

friend Lucas  Brunelle had a few guidelines for the race. A basic set of 

criteria was established in the hope of maximising the transfer of 

excitement, and dare I say danger, from real life onto the big screen. 

Pete and I swiftly courted brain cells and gave birth to ‘Lost in the 

Crowd’ (Bill, 2006:n.p).

It is apparent from this account that the route of Lost in the Crowd was directed 

by Lucas Brunelle and consciously designed to maximise the risk and 

excitement of the event. Larry goes on to highlight how the race route was 

manipulated to provide a particular misé en scene where participants would be 

forced to either ride slowly (and lose the race) or to amplify the intensity and 

frequency of their tactics in order to win: 

17 That is not to say this was not a consideration as Larry pointed out in a post race article: “the 
3rd part of the criteria was ‘London terrain’. Our aim was to try and capture as many alleyways, 
tunnels and tight roads and streets as possible on camera. The NCP and IMAX were evidence 
of our attempt to contrast the London terrain with the grids of New York and hills of San 
Francisco. The route from the Tate Modern through to Southwark Cathedral was also planned 
deliberately in order to capture this city’s distinct archways and cobble stones” (Bill, 2006:n.p).

18 Brendt Barbur is the organiser of the Bicycle Film festival  which tours North America, Europe 
and select other international destinations each year.
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“the first part of our criteria was ‘capture the excitement’. Our first 

idea was to send the riders into the most over-crowded and 

congested parts of London. Following a trial run we decided that 

Leicester Square and Carnaby Street were too hectic. The big 

difference between Friday night racing and Saturday afternoon racing 

is  the abundance of kids  and grannies. It’s  one thing to clean up a 

flash, suit-wearing, 30-something, businessman, but old Mrs Smith 

doesn’t deserve an early grave. We have since been criticised by 

various riders, including the overall winner,19  for creating an 

unnecessarily dangerous course. I guess sending the riders 

deliberately up and down Old Compton Street, so that they would 

cross each other, was a tad risky. The footage looks  great 

though!” (Bill, 2006:n.p).

In contrast to trials and BMX videos where the body is foregrounded, in alley-cat 

films, interactions between the city, objects and other actors are foregrounded. 

In this  instance, and under Lucas Brunelle’s direction, the race organisers 

constructed a particular and decidedly claustrophobic misé en scene which 

forced the riders to interact in a scripted way with vehicles, pedestrians  and 

other cyclists. By taking riders the wrong way down streets and into heavily 

pedestrianised areas and narrow streets (such as those around Borough 

Market) the organisers significantly raised the probability that riders would have 

to amplify their practices and therefore court increased risks. Such an approach 

demonstrates a departure from both everyday interactions of messengering and 

other alley-cats towards the maximisation of danger.

Moving on from the staging of the race, I now want to talk briefly about the 

technical composition of the shots used. As  Shields (2004) notes, “techniques of 

representation include sets of technical conventions that govern the process of 

visualization, thus staging or making objects visible, exposing them to the 

gaze” (Shields, 2004:25). Of particular importance to this exposition is  the 

position of the camera. Lucas Brunelle uses a specially constructed set-up of 

19 The winner was in fact none other than Danny, the organiser of the Circus Squared alley-cat.
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two Mini-DV cameras mounted onto a bicycle helmet, one of which faces 

forward, the other backwards. This use of the camera creates  four perspectives 

and relationships  with the camera: camera to street (forward); other riders to 

street (forward); camera to street (reverse); and other riders to street (reverse). 

The ability to capture the race from a number of different perspectives enables 

not only some semblance of narrative to unfold but also shows a desire to 

capture more than simply a relationship between single actors  and benign 

‘scenes’. In filming from the perspective of a rider as well as filming other riders, 

the camera framing attempts  to evoke some of the sensory and bodily 

experience of the riding. As Darley (2000) has noted, the elevation of the 

sensuous in action films through visual means has a distinctive aesthetic in its 

own right (103). 

By placing the viewer in the ‘body’ of the rider and allowing them to take part, 

the first person camera view attempts to stimulate the viewer as much as 

possible: the passive viewer becomes the active rider with the effect that the 

viewer feels that they are taking part and more engaged with the interactions.  

The video achieves this by passing on some of the sounds and jolts of the riding 

but primarily by capturing some of the frantic nature of the glancing involved in 

racing through busy areas. As Shields (2004) notes, “glances might be said to 

draw the future into a present scenario, scanning and sampling it for not only 

trends but affordances and other virtualities which may come to be actualised in 

the next moment” (28). In doing so (and similarly to Circus Squared), the film 

presents a fractured, incomplete and uncertain visualicity which rushes  at the 

viewer. Uncertainty as Adams (1995) has stated is another way of describing 

risk and thus  the point I want to emphasise here is  that the uncertainty evoked 

by this fractured visuality further accentuates the risks of riding because nothing 

is  fixed. Whilst static images help to convey immobility and fixity; timeless 

certainty, the flashing glimpses of Lost in the Crowd convey an uncertain future; 

a city of flux and risk. Moreover, because of the conscious staging of Lost in the 

Crowd and the intensity of the interactions, the feelings of uncertainty, 

claustrophobia and risk are all heightened.
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Fig. 51 ‘The calm after the storm’
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Complicit within this  fractured view of the city is the editing of the piece.20 Even 

more so than the editing of trials  videos, the editing of these films is geared 

toward promoting ‘excess’. In this  context excess relates to the drawing of 

attention towards aspects which detract from narrative - style for style’s  own 

sake (Darley, 2000:113). In Lost in the Crowd, Lucas Brunelle uses editing to 

cut out quieter moments  in the race and present a relentless barrage of excess. 

The effect of this  can be contrasted using unedited footage from the Circus 

Squared alley-cat shot by Kirk (please refer to DVD Track. 28 and Fig. 51 ‘The 

calm after the storm’).

Towards the end of the race, Kirk can be seen to ride for periods of time with 

little interaction with other road users. This contrasts markedly with the editing 

of the Lost in the Crowd film which cuts out quieter moments to suggest a 

permanent and intense interaction. Moreover, the editing of Lost in the Crowd 

marginalises any temporal narrative seeking instead to emphasise particular 

bodily encounters such as near misses, weaving through traffic and a disregard 

for the law and seemingly other road users. 

Taken together, I suggest that the visual techniques of ‘acting’, misé en scene, 

camera work and editing, which I have discussed here in the context of 

messenger alley-cat racing, construct a particular visuality. Using a relentless 

barrage of amplified practices unfolding in the (often tenuous) narrative of a 

race across the city, these representations constantly expose the viewer to 

possibilities and uncertainties; glimpses of places and potential interactions 

which taken together unsettle the viewer/ camera/ rider and promote a feeling of 

‘being there’. In so doing, these representations of messengering attempt to 

construct the urban as a series of glimpses, movements, tempos, rhythms, 

shifts and interactions. The result, I would suggest, is that they visually 

construct messengering as a skilled and dangerous practice. Consequently, 

specific elements of the fleeting and ephemeral practices of movement are 

sifted out and come to embody an ‘outlaw’ identity (Kidder, 2005). Out of a 

20 The choice of soundtrack for the final edit is also telling. Beginning with a mans voice stating 
that ‘what we are dealing with is a total  lack of respect for the law’ and thus setting the tone, the 
track used is a heavy, fast and relentless piece of music  which compliments the editing.
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broader and ‘vague’ set of everyday practices, a ‘precise’ ideology (Miller, 2006) 

is  distilled through using video which is then circulated as representative and 

indicative of messenger practice.

However, and what I am concerned to highlight here, are the differences 

between the Circus Squared and Lost in the Crowd alley-cat films. Whilst they 

both emphasise particular practices, I would suggest that the staging and 

editing (as well as sound-tracking) of Lost in the Crowd further promotes and 

emphasises dangerous practices. These elements  of the production can thus 

be seen as the key moments where power is  enacted (Miller, 2006) in the 

transformation of the lived to the conceived. In the case of Lost in the Crowd, I 

would suggest that this is problematic because these processes were not 

controlled by messengers, but by Lucas Brunelle, someone who cannot claim to 

be a London messenger, or indeed a bike messenger at all. Whilst this 

appeared to be tacitly accepted by the majority of messengers  I spoke to, some 

were less comfortable with such a state of affairs:

“After the film festival has finished I’m waiting for Marco in the foyer when 

I bump into Rich an ex-messenger. I ask him what he thought of Monster-

Track21  and he replies quite dismissively that these aren’t messenger films; 

they’re filmed by someone who is not a messenger but who thinks they know 

what messengering is all about. Having heard most people cheering inside at 

the films, I’m quite taken aback by Rich’s viewpoint and don’t really know 

what to say...” (Field Diary, 02/09/05).

Rich raises concerns here regarding who is doing the representing and how 

they are framing a messenger identity. As Kindon (2003) has noted, using video 
highlights who is in control of the viewing technology, and draws attention to 
what is being framed and how the images are being represented (146). Whilst 
many it would seem are comfortable in having their identity defined in this way, 
some it would seem are not. Certainly I would suggest that the identity 

21  Monster Track is one of a series of messenger films made by Lucas Brunelle based on US 
alley-cat races. On that particular evening, Monster Track VI - a five minute film based on a New 
York alley-cat - had been shown.
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represented in Lost in the Crowd is potentially problematic because as Miller 

(2006) has noted,

“representations by their nature are precise, and it is this act of 

precision that works against the vagueness and ambiguity of the 

world and, therefore, the openness of social life. It is in that 

movement from vagueness to precision where power relations are 

enacted” (Miller, 2006:464).

As Miller suggests, the problem is twofold: the potential closure of other ways of 

being, but moreover, the possibility that this  closure is  in some ways imposed.  

Certainly the ‘values’ embodied in Lost in the Crowd are not I would suggest 

those of the whole messenger ‘community’, a point backed up by the 

widespread dissatisfaction expressed by riders regarding how dangerous the 

race was: there was no such dissension after Circus Squared, or indeed after 

Farmer Joe or any other alley-cat that I attended. I would suggest that Lost in 

the Crowd marginalises a participatory messenger interpretation of what 

constitutes ideal practice in favour of one geared towards ‘selling’ an identity. It 

does this primarily through staging and editing to distort embodied practices and 

thus whilst embodied practices are a key aspect of messenger identity, they can 

be used and shaped by others. The desirability of this is, it would seem, a point 

of contestation and contention. 

9.3 Conclusions

In this chapter I have attempted to convey the ways in which video is  used by 

two distinct cycling cultures in order to (re)produce and circulate their embodied 

knowledges and the construction of a concomitant identity. I have done this 

through an exploration of the visual practices of riders in order to show how 

video is used to isolate, emphasise and convey particular embodied 

knowledges. Through a discussion of the visual techniques of ‘attraction’ I have 

illustrated the way in which fleeting and ‘non-representable’ embodied sensory 

and affective practices  are ‘captured’ and represented. These representations 
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are consequently seen as arising from and contributing to non-representable 

practices, suggesting that the oft theorised gap between the non-representable 

and the representational is perhaps less oppositional and more processual and 

dialogic than these theorisations allow. Accordingly, and as Driver (2003) has 

commented, “...images should be conceived less as projections or snapshots - 

petrified proofs of a way of seeing - and more as tools of knowledge, crafted at 

particular moments, in particular places, and in particular ways” (157). As Pink 

(2006) notes and as  I have demonstrated here, the relationship  between the 

visual and the senses is central to understanding how everyday experience and 
identities are constituted (17).

In the second section particularly, I have linked the representation of a set of 

embodied practices in alley-cat races with the construction of a messenger style 

of riding and identity. Whilst highlighting the ability of a participatory use of video 

to convey and circulate these practices, I have also problematised this process. 

Whilst Thrift (2004a) in particular has talked somewhat negatively about the 

potential of new technologies to engineer and operate upon sensory and 

affective registers, I suggest here that this is  always  a question of who is using 

the technologies. Through a discussion of the stage management and visual 

framing of these races I have demonstrated that when visual technologies are 

used by knowledgeable participants active within a community, they can be 

used to help define and circulate an identity desired by members of that 

community, rather than one imposed from outside that community. However, 

when their use becomes less  participatory and manipulated for other ends, a 

less consensually defined, and therefore contested identity may be the result.
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Chapter 10: Destinations

“In theory, theories exist. In practice, they do not” (Latour, 
1998:178).

10.1 Are we nearly there yet?

I could lie and say that I’ve reached this destination as fresh as a daisy, but in 
truth I haven’t. I’m a bit sweaty and dishevelled, I’ve been rained on once or 
twice, and my knee hurts a bit. That’s not to say that I haven’t enjoyed the 
journey; most of it has been entertaining and enlightening and I’ve certainly met 
some people and seen and felt a few things I wouldn’t have done if I’d taken the 
tube. Now that I’m here though, what does it all mean?

For me the hardest part of writing this whole thesis has been trying to find a way 
to dissect life that keeps some coherence to practice whilst developing its wider 
significance. In furtherance of that aim, these conclusions bring together four 
broad themes that run across the chapters; embodying the city; moving 
representations; loose spaces; and multiple meanings of cycling. I then 
conclude by outlining three possible avenues that future research into cycling 
and mobility could move down.

10.1.1 Embodying the city

One of the key understandings that this thesis has sought to advance is that 
movement and mobility are central to the ways in which we engage with and do 
both place and identity. Central to this understanding is the role of embodied, 
sensory and affective knowledges in structuring interaction and meaning. This is 
supportive of a broader trend in cultural geographical enquiry to move away 
from symbolic and unpracticed ‘sedentarist’ notions towards an understanding 
of the mundane, fluid and practiced nature of place and identity (Cresswell, 
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2003; Edensor, 2000a, 2003, 2005a, 2005b; Lorimer & Lund, 2003; Stevens 
2007a, 2007b; Wylie, 2002a, 2005).

A central tenet of this project is that mobility as much as immobility  shapes 
people’s everyday geographies and thus the role of fleeting and ephemeral 
experience comes to the fore in shaping both place and identity. Contra Auge 
(1995) and Tuan (1977, 1979), I argue that we no longer have to reside or dwell 
to create meaningful association. Rather as Relph (1976) noted some time ago, 
geographies are shaped by the focus of our intentions. As I demonstrated in 
Chapter 5, such an understanding allows meaningful association to be 
theorised as arising pre-representationally  within the body. In their own right, 
bodily movements produce sensations and affects which, whilst fleeting, are 
meaningful and which people want to repeat. As Ingold (2000) has argued, 
skilled activity carries its own intrinsic intentionality apart from any designs or 
plans it may be working towards (354). As a result, and as I illustrated in 
Chapter 9, sensory and affective practices are deeply  implicated in the 
production and maintenance of distinct identities.

This makes a distinctive contribution to an emerging literature on the sensory 
geographies of the city (Adams & Guy, 2007; Bull, 2000; Cohen, 2002; Klauser, 
2007; Stevens, 2007b). Through an exposition of the different ways in which 
cyclists sense the city, Chapter 5 in particular illustrates alternative 
apprehensions of the urban according to culturally framed sensory modalities. 
As Bull (2006) reminds us, the sensory is seen to be cultural and political rather 
than a purely cognitive process (5). As such, the ways in which subjects move 
and sense informs the ways in which they inhabit space, often ‘inappropriately’, 
and this is, as I have shown in Chapters 6 and 7, inherently political.

Chapters 5 and 9 also raise the possibility of recuperating the visual as a way of 
knowing the city. As I demonstrated in Chapter 5, vision is simultaneously a 
strategy of ‘getting by’ in the form of the glance, as a lived ‘landscape’ in the 
gaze, and as a way of ‘zoning in’ in the reverous reflection of the glaze. The 
result is a city which cannot be read as text; the product of situated observers 
bound up in the shifting textures, colours and momentum of the city. This is de 
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Certeau’s (1984) view from the street and J B Jackson’s (1997) practiced vision. 
LIke Jackson’s Hot Rodders, cyclists take part in the landscape to create a lived 
vision of the city; a visualicity (Shields, 2004).

Taken together with the participatory  visual practices outlined in Chapter 9, 
these alternative accounts of visualising the city suggest a multiplicity  of ways of 
seeing which are not inherently objectifying or distancing. Certainly Ingold 
(2000) concludes quite emphatically  that the charge for the objectification of 
vision is not with vision itself but with the practices of historians and 
philosophers (and geographers). He suggests that for the charge against vision 
to stick one would need to investigate the ‘actual practice’ of vision which in turn 
would require the breaching, “...of those artificial barriers that separate life from 
discourse, allowing the realities of experience to intrude upon the hallowed turf 
of intellectual debate” (286). I would whole-heartedly agree with Ingold’s 
assertion that the objectification of the visual has more to do with the practices 
that surround it - notably those of academics - than with vision itself.

10.1.2 Moving representations

This thesis has sought to complicate the relationship between the lived and the 
conceived, the representational and non-representational. Whilst Lefebvre 
(1991) has distinguished and separated representations of space and the 
spaces of representation, my reading of the conceived and lived comes perhaps 
closer to Latour’s ‘horrible melting pots’ (2003:38) emphasising the interplay 
between the two. Certainly, this thesis has attempted to problematise any crude 

opposition by reuniting contexts with practice the two by reuniting contexts with 

practice and highlighting the production of situated knowledges. 

In Chapter 4 I drew attention to way in which cycling in London is represented 
by planners, engineers and activists. Within the context of the collaborative 
planning process and similarly to Buscher (2006), I demonstrate the links 
between the conceived spaces of transport professionals and the lived spaces 
of activists. In so doing I explore the  production of representations of space 
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which take into account lived spatial practices. Similarly, Chapter 9 discussed 
the alternative participatory  and ‘picturing’ practices (Crang 1997) of trials riders 
and bicycle messengers. This chapter elaborated upon the relationships 
between the conceived and lived in a different way, demonstrating how video 
was used by riders to apprehend and evoke the fleeting movements of the body 
and stretch out brief encounters. By allowing the small spaces of the body 
(Thrift, 2004a) to be explored and represented, movement becomes a lived 
image (Borden, 2001) and the image becomes a lived movement. Following 
Lorimer and Lund (2003), the lived and conceived are seen to arise in relation 
with each other rather than apart from each other. 

As a result I would suggest that representations are not in themselves 
problematic. What is problematic as I demonstrated in both Chapters 4 and 9 is 
the movement from the vague to the precise (Miller, 2006) which the act of 
representation embodies. Within this moment of transformation, power is 
enacted because it fixes identities and movements; framing what does or does 
not constitute an appropriate identity. Which groups get to define those aspects 
of the lived that are included in the conceived is therefore still highly 
problematic, and the collaborative turn in planning (Brindley et al, 1996; 

Fainstein, 2000; Healey, 1996, 1997; Tewdwr-Jones & Allmendinger, 1998) has 
done too little to address this. In contrast, the focus on more participatory 
approaches to representation discussed in Chapter 9, whilst sounding a note of 
caution, points to the ability  of these approaches to link the lived and the 
conceived more closely by drawing attention to who is in control, what is being 
framed and how the images are being represented (Kindon, 2003:146). 

10.1.3 Loose spaces; loose practices

This thesis has also advanced debate regarding the importance of movement to 
understanding how spaces are bounded, controlled, and appropriated (Borden, 
2001; Cresswell, 2006; Flusty, 2000; Franck & Stevens, 2007; Lefebvre, 1991; 
Matless, 1988; Stevens, 2007a, 2007b; Stevens & Dovey, 2004). This feeds 
directly into current debates regarding ‘loose’ space (Franck & Stevens, 2004; 
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Stevens, 2007a, 2007b) and shared space (Hamilton-Baillie, 2004a, 2004b; 

Hamilton-Baillie & Jones, 2005). Both of these debates  - regarding public 

spaces and road spaces respectively - suggest that design needs to be more 
‘vague’ in order to accommodate for a wider spectrum of appropriate 
movements. 

In chapters 4 and 6, I demonstrated how the spaces of mobility  have 
increasingly been designed and enforced with particular forms of instrumental 
and non-instrumental movement in mind. However, throughout this thesis I have 
illustrated ways in which the movements of some cyclists rework these existing 
readings. In Chapter 6, I illustrated the ways in which the sociality  and spectacle 
of BMX and trials riding at London’s South Bank in many ways position their 
movements as appropriate and complimentary to its agenda as a public space. 
Similarly, and as I showed in Chapter 7, the oft-vilified practices of cyclists going 
through red lights and up one way streets are often premised upon embodied 
knowledges of vulnerability, energy and temporality geared towards coping and 
‘making do’. In both of these readings riders are seen to be acting upon a 
different knowledge of what they as hybridised humans are capable of 
compared to the somewhat mythical hybrids conceived of by the system’s 
designers. For the instigators of these alternative ways of moving, they are 
everyday actions arising from the entraining of particular bodies, technologies, 
dispositions and contexts.

However, alternative uses of space are often theorised as being resistant to the 
intended uses of space (Borden, 2001; Flusty, 2000; Lefebvre, 1991; Stevens, 
2007b). Certainly  rides like Critical Mass playfully (and sometimes sombrely) 
invert the instrumental function of the roads and resist these functions through 
particular forms of movement which are deemed inappropriate. Similarly, trials 
riding and BMX riding in particular city  spaces may be wholly inappropriate. 
However, I suggest that there are many spaces and times within the city  where 
‘inappropriate’ forms of movement are not primarily, if at all, about resisting. 
Consequently, care needs to be exercised in how we theorise resistance and I 
believe Miller (2006) comes the closest to a true definition of the actions of 
many cyclists in urban space when he states that resistance is perhaps more 
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accurately  the knowledge that there are many parallel possibilities to how space 
can be used. Spaces as Franck & Stevens (2004) note are ‘loose’, but some 
spaces are looser than others. I would suggest therefore that these alternative 
spatial practices exist in parallel to, rather than replacing, existing meanings. 
Not only  does this provide a more rounded reading of these practices than 
accounts which all too often imply  a rejection of existing design codes, I believe 
it also helps the cause of cycling by providing a normalising rather than 
antagonistic account of its otherwise liminal presence in both pedestrianised 
and vehicular public space.

 

10.1.4 Re: cyclings 

In the 2001 edited collection Car Cultures, Danny Miller notes how the car has 

been under-theorised in the social sciences. He goes on to note, as do Edensor 

(2003) and Sheller (2004) that where its role has  been discussed it has most 

often been in negative terms. However, the accounts of Miller, Edensor, and 

Sheller point to a far more complex and realistic relationship with the car which 

bypasses ‘simplistic moralising’ (Edensor, 2003:167). In a strangely similar vein, 

one of the main aims of this thesis has  been to open up a debate regarding the 

complexities of urban cycling. Discursively positioned by academics, transport 

professionals  and activists as a panacea for environmental and corporeal ‘ills’, 

the present terms of debate for cycling too readily marginalise the heterogeneity 

of alternative cyclings because these styles of movement do not necessarily 

replace the car. However, all of the chapters in this thesis have worked through 

alternative interpretations of cycling in London. Taken together, they suggest 
that there is no one way to cycle the city, rather there are a host of different 
experiences through which riders ‘transport’ themselves.

Chapters 5, 6 and 9 have focused on the spatial practices of bicycle 
messengers, and BMX and trials riders. These chapters have highlighted styles 
of movement which are made meaningful variously through embodied 
sensations, political projects, identity  projects, or simply ‘making do’ and ‘getting 
by’. These practices do not exclude meanings of health, environment or ‘utility’, 
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but neither do they give them primacy over more personal meanings related to 
everyday life. Similarly, Chapter 8 focused upon the way in which the close 
relationship  between the bike and body arises through riding, but also through 
constructing and accessorising bikes. In this reading the bike becomes a central 
component in the production of both individual and shared identities, further 
complicating the ever-increasing naturalisation of the bike as a ‘green 
materiality’ (Horton, 2006).

All of the participants in this research at some point or other used the word 
freedom to describe what cycling meant to them. For Williams, a central form of 
freedom “...is not to be subject to another’s will in working toward something 
that you find worthwhile” (2002:145). Each of the multiple meanings and uses 
represented here points to the practical ways in which cyclists free themselves 
not only  from the yoke of automobility, but from a wider discourse that attempts 
to define what cycling is for, and how cyclists should move. Mobility  is shown to 
be central to the construction and maintenance of individual and shared 
freedoms.

Martin (2001) argues that such a focus on difference may limit the scope for 
collective action and consequently undermine the principles of social justice 
(201). I disagree however, and would argue that in this instance, embracing 
difference provides the basis for a broader and more solid foundation upon 
which to base a collective action. A focus on difference does not suggest that 
these cyclings are all incompatible, more that recognition of this difference is the 
first step to bringing diverse groups together in order to create productive 
dialogue and take forward an agenda for cycling in London that is truly 
representative of its diversity. 

10.2 Where next?

10.2.1 Mobile methods

As Pain and Bailey (2003) have noted, the challenges of non-representational 

theory and non-verbal research methodologies have to date not been widely 
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deployed (323). However, these are interesting times for methodology, and the 

mobilities and non-representational turns provide if nothing else, the impetus  for 

much needed innovation regarding how we come to know about ‘stuff’.

In the context of this research, video has  proved a massive boon and I don’t see 

how I could have otherwise conducted it. It has been enormously useful in 

providing a muse for language in interviews, in helping recall particular events 

and practices, and in helping to represent practices which all too easily elude 

such treatment. As a supplement to existing linguistic methods, video brings not 

only another visible and often visceral vocabulary; in doing so, it begins to 

expand our linguistic vocabularies  as  they relate to the body and the senses 

(Pink, 2006; Pow, 2000).

The ability of video to explore the small spaces and times of the body (Thrift, 

2004d) is  another potential of video methods. Despite this, it appears  to have 

been used little in geographical research. One notable exception is Laurier’s 

(2004) work on the geographies of working whilst traveling on the motorway. 

However, as I have shown here, the ability of video to stretch out movement 

opens up possibilities  as a tool which can begin to bridge the gap between the 

representational and non-representational; illuminating the enactment of power 

when the vague, fluid and imprecise are reified as the fixed and precise.

As I have shown here, the use of video by individuals and communities is a 

useful way of exploring how picturing practices  (Crang, 2007) are used to 

emphasise and represent particular aspects of practice both by those within 

communities, and those from outside. The invaluable work of Kindon (2003), 

Parr (2007) and Pink (2001, 2006) notwithstanding, there is  a need for further 

research into how we as academics  can use video as a method to investigate 

such participatory practices, in order to better inform the links between 

embodied practices, spaces and identities.  
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10.2.2 Policy practices

A further area where I believe more research would be advantageous is with 
regard to the practices of planners and engineers. Whilst there has been 
notable work in this area (Hill, 2003 on architects; Imrie, 2000b, 2003 on 
architects and developers; Vigar, 2002 on transport planning) such research 
has tended to use textual sources which only allows limited insight into how 
practitioners work with and critique their own tools. More work which is 
ethnographic in nature (see for example Buscher, 2006 on the visualities of 
landscape designers; Lien, 1997 on the processes and mechanisms of 
marketing professionals) would be desirable in order to maintain the 
connections between the practices and contexts of planners and engineers and 
highlight situated and pragmatic understandings of these practices. Work such 
as this might further help  to bridge the gap between representation and non-
representation, illuminating the transformation from the conceived to the lived. 
In doing so, such research has the capacity to highlight the power relations 
embodied within the moment of representation and shed light on the ‘truth’ of 
the representation. Such an approach could make useful interventions and 
advances towards more inclusive collaborative planning practices advocated by 
Healey (1997); Tewdwr-Jones & Allmendinger (1998); and Vigar (2002).

10.2.3 Moorings

Adey (2006) cautions against valorising the mobile at the expense of the 
moorings which make that mobility possible. As he goes on to note, all 
mobilities push off against immobile places, many of which such as the airports, 
act as nodes through which information, people, and goods flow (75-76). Whilst 
this thesis has unrepentantly  explored the meanings of mobility, the moorings of 
cycling need to be throughly  investigated in order to more fully  understand the 
geographies of cycling. The most obvious starting points here would be to build 
upon Rosen’s (2002) insightful account of bicycle production and Miller’s (2001) 
account of car accessorisation by exploring both material ‘high street’ bicycle 
shops and virtual online retailers as spaces of consumption and exchange. In 
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addition a more general focus on the virtual worlds of cycling would also add 
much to our understandings of the routes through which cycling worlds are 
constructed and reproduced. Whilst this thesis has touched upon the 
importance of the virtual in relation to trials riding, the virtual mobilities of cycling 
are increasingly  important in shaping many people’s experiences of movement. 
Their relationship to the corporeal mobilities that they facilitate needs to be 
more fully understood and mapped in order to provide a more complete and 
nuanced picture of the geographies of cycling.

Cycling is very much back on the agenda, particularly in London where the 
recent Hovis Freewheel event saw almost 40,000 people cycle through traffic-
free streets, being moved by the sights and moving the sights. However, there 
is still a long way to go, and this thesis has sought to set out a somewhat 
different agenda for cycling in London than the one currently  envisaged. In 
highlighting often marginal narratives of cycling, this thesis seeks to clear a 
space where all forms of urban cycling can be facilitated and enjoyed; where 
people have the freedom to choose what cycling means to them. This is not to 
under-estimate the importance of engaging with debates regarding 
sustainability, rather it is the recognition that in order to be environmentally 
sustainable, urban mobilities need first to be socially and culturally  sustainable if 
they are to endure.
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